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By CHIA YAN MIN

THE big-ticket foreign invest-
ments that keep Singapore’s econ-
omy humming continue to fall.

The trend took hold since Sin-
gapore tightened its manpower
policies and lost its attraction for
companies that depend on cheap
foreign labour. This year, the un-
certain global outlook could
dampen investments further.

In its latest forecast, the Eco-
nomic Development Board (EDB)
said it expects to attract $9 bil-
lion to $11 billion worth of fixed
asset investments this year,
which will create 13,000 to
14,000 skilled jobs.

This year’s targets are down
from $11.8 billion worth of in-
bound investments last year,
which are expected to eventually
yield some 16,100 skilled jobs.

But the slowdown started be-
fore that. Singapore attracted

$12.1 billion worth of investments
in 2013 while, in 2012, when la-
bour policies had just started to
tighten, it raked in investments
to the tune of $16 billion.

This moderating trend reflects
a “sharper focus on attracting
projects that are in line with
Singapore’s stage of economic de-
velopment, manpower policies
and planned international com-
mitments on carbon emissions”,
the EDB said.

Apart from chasing new,
high-quality investments, the
EDB will work closely with com-
panies that already have opera-
tions here, including those that
are looking to restructure or relo-
cate. This would include handling
the associated layoffs in a
“planned manner”, said EDB
chairman Beh Swan Gin.

“In so doing, we can work
with unions so that workers who
may be affected can be re-

trained,” said Dr Beh.
Even if companies shrink their

footprint, the key is for their re-
maining operations here to be
more productive, he said.

Singapore International Cham-
ber of Commerce chief executive
Victor Mills said Singapore re-
mains an attractive investment
destination and is being sensible
in weaning itself off cheap for-
eign labour. But he asked for
more flexibility.

“There needs to be recognition
that the local workforce doesn’t
want to do certain jobs,” said Mr

Mills. “The manpower policy
needs to have a different ap-
proach for different sectors (and
ease up on sectors which find it
tougher to hire Singaporeans).”

Said DBS economist Irvin
Seah: “The EDB is being more
selective with the types of
foreign investment it brings in,
given the tight labour market
here.

“Singapore is no longer aiming
for high growth but sustainable
and quality growth. The type of
foreign investments the EDB
brings in should reflect that.”

Meanwhile, last year’s invest-
ment reflected the changing land-
scape, with the chemicals sector
accounting for the largest chunk
– about $2.6 billion, or 22 per
cent of the total. The share from
electronics was 13.6 per cent last
year, down sharply from 26.9 per
cent in 2013.

The EDB said Singapore
remains plugged into major
growth trends in the electronics
industry, such as cloud comput-
ing.
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IN LIBERIA’S capital
Monrovia, life is slowly
returning to normal
after the number of
Ebola cases plunged over
the past few months to
single digits now.

Parents are taking
their children, kept at
home for safety, to
schools for registration.
People can once again be
seen shaking hands and
squeezing into taxis as
fear of the disease ebbs.
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By CHRISTOPHER TAN
SENIOR TRANSPORT CORRESPONDENT

AS EARLY as the first half of next
year, commuters will be able to
take an MRT train to the western
tip of the island and get a pano-
ramic view of Singapore’s industri-
al heartland along the way.

Details have been revealed of
the new MRT Tuas West Exten-
s i o n , w h i c h w i l l f e a t u r e
Singapore’s tallest viaduct at 23m
above ground – almost twice the
height of the average MRT
viaduct. At Gul Circle, the first of
the extension’s four stops, the
station ceiling will be 33m above
ground – about the height of a
10-storey Housing Board block.

There are two reasons for the
heights. First, the 7.5km, $3.5 bil-
lion extension goes over the Ayer
Rajah Expressway viaduct at the

Pan-Island Expressway inter-
change. Second, a 4.8km portion
of the line is being integrated with
a road viaduct, which runs below
the rail line.

It will be the first twin-tier
viaduct in Singapore, with the
new elevated dual three-lane road
designed to relieve Tuas’ infa-
mous heavy traffic load, which is
set to become heavier once the
port is moved there in 2030.

The structure is supported by a
series of massive columns, each
designed to bear 13,000 tonnes of
weight. Columns at existing rail
viaducts carry 5,300 tonnes of
weight each.

Project director Andrew Yap
said the piles for the columns go
as deep as 60m into the ground.

Mr Yap, 62, a Land Transport
Authority veteran who built the
first MRT line in the 1980s, said
most of the columns are already
up and more than half of the
horizontal beams are in place.

“Overall, the project is over the
halfway mark,” he said.

Work started in late 2011, and
is slated to be completed next
year. Mr Yap would not commit
to a more specific time, but going
by the progress so far, it could be
ready by the first half.

The most challenging parts of
the project have already been
tackled. Mr Yap said these include
diverting major utilities serving
Tuas and upgrading a 1km-long
drain in Tuas Road.

The MRT extension is expected
to carry 100,000 commuters a
day to Tuas, an area currently not
well served by public transport.

The project includes a 26ha de-
pot that can hold 60 trains. It will
join depots in Changi, Bishan and
Ulu Pandan that serve the
East-West Line.

Mr Yap said structural provi-
sions have been made for a Tuas
South extension.

The Gul Circle station will
incorporate a platform serving the
Tuas South extension that accom-
modates a split-viaduct design.
Instead of eastbound and
westbound tracks facing each
other across a platform, one is
above the other. While this design
has been employed in under-
ground lines, Mr Yap said this will
be the first time for an elevated
line.

The northern end of the Tuas
West Extension includes a 300m
overrun track, a braking buffer
that can also facilitate future
extensions of the line.
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Top: An artist’s impression of the extension, which goes over the 
Ayer Rajah Expressway viaduct.
Above: Work on the extension project is expected to be completed 
next year.
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By CALVIN YANG

FORGET snaking queues and
long waiting times at the banks.

Twenty-nine ATMs have
popped up at selected communi-
ty clubs around Singapore to al-
low DBS Bank and POSB custom-
ers to get their hands on crisp
notes in time for Chinese New
Year.

The bank has installed the
temporary cash withdrawal ma-
chines at 10 community clubs
(CCs): Bukit Batok, Chong Pang,
Henderson, Kreta Ayer, Kam-
pong Chai Chee, Mountbatten,
Teck Ghee, Toa Payoh West,
Yew Tee and Yuhua.

These ATMs started operating
yesterday to dispense new $10
a n d $ 5 0 n o t e s a s w e l l a s
good-as-new $2 notes to custom-
ers for their hongbao. New notes
in red packets signify new begin-
nings for their recipients.

When The Straits Times visit-
ed Teck Ghee CC yesterday
morning, a few people were al-
ready using the three ATMs be-
side the CC’s reading corner.
Two bank employees were on
hand to offer assistance.

One user was retiree Lee Juak
Ngoh, 63, who used to take a
10-minute bus ride to the DBS
branch at Ang Mo Kio Hub to ex-
change old notes for new ones.

“Every year, there will be long
queues at the banks to get new
notes. Sometimes, we can wait
for up to two hours,” said Mad-
am Lee. The temporary ATMs at
the CC are only a minute’s walk
from her home, she said.

The pop-up ATMs, which are
placed in well-lit areas and have
surveillance cameras installed,
can be used only for withdraw-
als.

Mr Jeremy Soo, managing di-
rector and head of consumer
banking (Singapore) at DBS,
said: “The ATMs have been cus-

tomised to dispense new notes,
as there is always increased de-
mand for new notes during the
Lunar New Year.”

The ATMs at Chong Pang,
Kampong Chai Chee, Teck Ghee
and Toa Payoh West operate
from 9am to 10pm, while the rest
are available for use round the
clock.

The pop-up ATMs will be re-
deployed elsewhere after the fes-
tive season, but will return next
year if they are well-received.

Retiree Vincent Lim, 64, who
was using an ATM at Toa Payoh
West CC, said: “It is good that
there’s an alternative, especially
for working professionals who
might not be able to make trips
to the banks during office
hours.”
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By THAM YUEN-C

SINGAPORE’S lists of voters are
being updated again, for the sec-
ond time since the last general
election in 2011.

Prime Minister Lee Hsien
Loong has directed the revision of
the Registers of Electors be made
and completed by April 30, said a
notice on the Government Ga-
zette yesterday.

The routine exercise to keep
the voter rolls up to date sparked
excitement among some people
about the timing of the next elec-
tion, but MPs and political observ-
ers saw it as a way to ensure that
everyone who was eligible to vote
could do so at the next election,
due by January 2017.

The first revision, which was
completed last year, showed there
were 2,411,188 eligible voters.

Yesterday, the Elections De-
partment said in the gazette no-
tice that the revision “is to bring
the registers up to date”.

The revised registers will con-
tain the names of all Singapore cit-

izens who qualify to be electors as
of Feb 1 this year. It includes Sin-
gaporeans who turned 21 since
Feb 1 last year, the cut-off date
when the registers were last re-
vised. Also included are new immi-
grants who have become citizens
since Feb 1 last year.

Under the Parliamentary Elec-
tions Act, voter rolls must be up-
dated not more than three years
after a general election. The Act al-
so lets the Prime Minister call for
revisions from time to time.

Before the 2011 election, the
voter rolls were revised three
times – in February 2009, Febru-
ary 2010 and January 2011.

Previously, voter rolls were re-
vised once or twice in between an
election. Between the 1988 and
1991 General Elections, the rolls
were revised just once.

But they were updated on two
occasions each time ahead of the
elections in 1997, 2001 and 2006.

Commenting on the latest revi-
sion, Singapore Management Uni-
versity law professor Eugene Tan,
a former Nominated MP, said: “I
don’t think it points to an election

being imminent. Given that the
Elections Department has been
making it a good practice to make
regular updates, I see this as good
housekeeping.”

He also said the updates would
ensure the Electoral Boundaries
Review Committee, when formed,
will have the latest information on
where people live, a factor in de-
ciding how the boundaries of con-
stituencies are determined.

MPs Zaqy Mohamad and Inder-
jit Singh also said the revision was
a routine exercise.

Mr Zaqy said: “I wouldn’t read
too much into it. The updates are
just to take into consideration any
recent changes, for example, peo-
ple moving homes, moving into
new estates.”

But Mr Singh said knowing
how the population numbers have
changed would lay the ground-
work for the boundaries commit-
tee to do its work.

The convening of the bounda-
ries committee is the first step on
the road to calling an election. For
the 2006 and 2011 elections, it
took around four months to issue
its report on electoral boundaries
after it was formed. A few months
after the report was issued, a gen-
eral election was called.
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By LIM YI HAN

SINGAPORE began blocking
hundreds of gambling websites
yesterday, and caught in the
noose were the likes of bet365,
Ladbrokes and 888.com.

Attempts to access these sites
were met with the message that
they contained prohibited materi-
al. A link to the Media Develop-
ment Authority’s page was also
provided.

The blocks are part of a new
raft of measures to curb unli-
censed online gambling that
kicked in yesterday.

The Ministry of Home Affairs
(MHA) said “several hundred”
websites have been blocked, and
it will regularly review the list,
which has been sent to Internet
service providers here.

But several betting firms’ mo-

bile websites, which are optimised
for use on phones and tablets,
were still accessible yesterday.

MHA, however, said any at-
tempt to make payments to these
betting firms will be blocked.

A Gambling Regulatory Unit,
which was set up in 2013, will
monitor the websites and related
payment transactions.

It will get data from research
firms that track the websites’ visi-
tor statistics. It will also work
with gambling regulators in other
jurisdictions, such as France, to
share and learn from “best practic-
es”, said the MHA spokesman.

Under the Remote Gambling
Act which was passed in October
last year, unlicensed online and
phone gambling is an offence.

Gamblers may get up to six
months in jail or a $5,000 fine.
Those guilty of luring people un-
der 21 face stiffer penalties.

There is also a ban on online
gambling advertisements. Inter-
net service providers and financial
institutions that fail to abide by a
blocking order will face punish-
ment.

Ms Deborah Queck, manager of
Blessed Grace Social Services,
which runs a recovery centre for
gamblers, said: “It’s good news
that the sites are now banned, it

sets some boundaries for the
young ones. Some of them acci-
dentally click on them and end up
getting hooked.”

Singapore Pools, which offers
phone betting, has a grace period
of six months to apply for an ex-
emption. Its spokesman said it
plans to apply within that period,
but is unable to give more details.

limyihan@sph.com.sg

By LESTER HIO

THE company behind controver-
sial plans to develop a columbari-
um in Sengkang has said it was
open and transparent with the au-
thorities about the tender.

Funeral services company Life
Corporation insisted that it
provided “all information re-
quired and requested” in accord-
ance with tender conditions, in its
first public comments since the
Government admitted last week
that it was a mistake to award the
project to a commercial firm.

Life Corp has faced a backlash
f r o m r e s i d e n t s o f n e a r b y
Build-to-Order flats, such as
Fernvale Lea, since The Straits
Times reported the company’s
plans in late December.

Many residents are against the
idea of a columbarium being built
next to their estate, especially by
a commercial company with no re-
ligious links.

Minister for National Develop-
ment Khaw Boon Wan addressed
the issue in Parliament last
Thursday, reassuring residents
that there will be no commercial
columbarium at the site.

Life Corp said in an announce-
ment posted on the Australian
Securities Exchange website
yesterday that it understands the
sentiments of residents who feel
that “ownership of such land
development should be by a
non-profit religious organisa-
tion”.

The company added: “It has
always been (the) intention that
the temple component of the
development would be headed by
religious individuals.”

Life Corp said it has already
made preliminary plans regarding
the operation of the temple,
which is due to be completed by
2017.

It added that it is sensitive to
recent public and government
comments, and is currently work-
ing with the Government to ex-
plore whether “a mutually satis-
factory and viable solution can be
found in due course”.

The purpose of the announce-
ment may be to calm investors

and lenders, according to SLP In-
ternational Property Consultants’
head of research Nicholas Mak.
“It seems to be saying that Life
Corp did not do anything under-
hand in the tender.”

He added: “The announcement
also mentioned twice that Life
Corp was ‘successful in its tender’
and was ‘awarded the tender’,
which suggests that it will own
the lease of the land.

“This could be another mes-
sage to investors and lenders that
the lease will not be taken away
from Life Corp.”

Financial analyst Esther Gan,
35, who is moving into Fernvale
Lea later this year, said she has
accepted that a columbarium is
likely to be built in a temple
there.

Mr Khaw has said no commer-
cial columbarium will be built.

“I’m still upset at this, but I
have to make peace with it be-
cause I need a place to live,” said
Ms Gan.

“There will still be a columbari-
um there. But it’ll be packaged
within the primary temple in
order to pacify people.”

lesterh@sph.com.sg

THE local stock market climbed
yesterday to its highest point in
nearly two years, raising hopes
that it may do even better before
Chinese New Year.

The unexpected gain also
bucked a regional slide.

Investors may have been
drawn to Singapore stocks as a
safe haven amid recent volatility
in global markets, analysts said.

The benchmark Straits Times
Index (STI) rose 32.15 points, or
0.95 per cent, to 3,423.35 yester-

day, its best close since May 2013.
This came as a surprise on a

day when other major Asian mar-
kets were weighed down by con-
cerns about the global economy,
analysts said.

“Given the combination of
weak data from China and the
United States, I was not really ex-
pecting any markets in Asia to be
positive,” said Mr Cedric Tingue-
ly, chief trader at Bordier & Cie.

Phillip Futures investment ana-
lyst Howie Lee said the STI was

now within striking distance of a
new record since the financial cri-
sis in 2008 and 2009, which it
may reach if the usual Chinese
New Year rally takes place.

The STI is about 31 points –
less than 1 per cent – away from
surpassing the 3,454.37 points it
reached on May 22, 2013.

The index’s all-time high was
3,831.19 points in October 2007,
prior to the financial crisis.
MELISSA TAN
L SEE MONEY B12

Pop-up
ATMs
serve up
crisp notes

The pop-up ATMs, which are placed in well-lit areas and have surveillance
cameras installed, can be used only for withdrawals.

Madam Lee Juak Ngoh holding up the notes
she withdrew from a temporary ATM at Teck
Ghee CC. DBS has set up such ATMs at 10
community clubs for the convenience of its
customers. ST PHOTOS: MARK CHEONG

S’pore blocks hundreds
of gambling websites

Among websites blocked yesterday were bet365 (above) and 888.com. The blocks
are part of a new raft of measures to curb unlicensed online gambling.

WHAT A RELIEF

Every year, there will be long
queues at the banks to get new
notes. Sometimes, we can wait
for up to two hours.

– Madam Lee Juak Ngoh, on the
situation in previous years.

A GOOD ALTERNATIVE

It is good that there’s an
alternative, especially for
working professionals who
might not be able to make trips
to the banks during office
hours.

– Retiree Vincent Lim, who was at
Toa Payoh West CC.

 

No imminent election, say observers,
who see second revision as routine

CONTROVERSY OVER COLUMBARIUM PLANS

Firm working
with Govt to
find solution

STI climbs, bucking regional slide

Voter rolls being
updated again
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United States-India bilateral ties have flagged in recent years, but the
chemistry between President Barack Obama and Prime Minister

Narendra Modi could well turn this around. Closer ties could help the US
pivot to Asia and spur India to play a larger role in the Asia-Pacific.

Katy Perry dazzles

NEARLY 90 per cent of
China’s big cities failed to meet
air quality standards last year
but improved from 2013. The
government said only eight of
the 74 cities it monitors met
national standards last year. Of
the 10 worst-performing cities,
the top seven were in the
province of Hebei. PAGE A11

MALAYSIA’S agriculture
minister Ismail Sabri Yaakob
urged Malays to boycott
Chinese businesses reluctant to
lower prices to match the drop
in oil prices. In a Facebook
post, he said: “As long as
Malays don’t change, the
Chinese will take advantage to
oppress the Malays.” PAGE A13

US DIPLOMAT Daniel Russel’s
criticism of Thailand’s military
regime has triggered a sharp
reaction, with the US
charge d’affaires in Bangkok,
Mr Patrick Murphy, “invited”
to speak to the National
Legislative Assembly to
“explain” the state of Thai-US
relations. PAGE A14

SINGER Katy Perry dazzled at
Sunday’s Super Bowl half-time
show in a dizzying
performance that featured
dancing sharks, a prowling
metallic lion and a levitating
star that shot out sparkles. Her
performance did not appear to
generate any controversy and

the reaction on social media
appeared overwhelmingly

positive. PAGE C16

THE bitcoin appears to have
lost some of its lustre here
since the first two ATMs were
set up last year. As many as 10
machines sprang up after that,
but a check last week found
that at least five are no longer
operating, while another four
have been converted to
payment kiosks. PAGE B8

TEN years ago, a slew of tax
sweeteners helped fuel a boom
in real estate investment trusts.
Reits love the stamp duty
exemption they get for
property purchases. Investors
love Reits for their high
dividends. But it’s time to
retire some of those incentives,
says Goh Eng Yeow. PAGE A21

A 3D PRINTER made a mechanical hand for this Malaysian
boy. And an American artist tried to create Vincent Van
Gogh’s ear. Step into the world of 3D printing and see other
amazing creations at http://str.sg/42J

INDONESIA’S Corruption
Eradication Commission (KPK)
chief Abraham Samad has been
reported to the police for
document forgery. All four KPK
commissioners have now been
reported for various issues,
deepening a row between the
police, the anti-graft agency
and the government. PAGE A15

THE big foreign investments that keep the
economy humming are set to fall a little this
year. The Economic Development Board said
Singapore will likely attract $9 billion to $11
billion worth of fixed asset investments and

create 13,000 to 14,000 skilled jobs.

ARSENAL manager Arsene
Wenger told his side to be
consistent after the Gunners’
5-0 thumping of Aston Villa
on Sunday gave them renewed
hope of a late challenge for the
English Premier League title.
Arsenal are level on points
with fourth-placed
Southampton, and
11 points behind
leaders Chelsea.
PAGE B17

Childcare fee rise slows

THE Thai authorities are tightening security
after two small blasts outside a Bangkok mall
injured two people. The bombs shattered the

relative calm that returned to the capital after
the military ousted the government last May.

Wild Rice marks SG50

Gunners’ second wind

Body parts and other amazing 3D creations

China cities’ air still bad

‘Avoid Chinese traders’

Thailand rebukes envoy

Bitcoin loses its shineCall on tax sweeteners

Corruption row deepens

BUILDING SOUND U.S.-INDIA RELATIONS

Hotel (above) is one of the five
productions being presented by Wild
Rice. PHOTO: COURTESY OF WILD RICE

WILD Rice, one of Singapore’s
most recognisable theatre
companies, turns 15 this year,
as the country turns 50. To
celebrate both occasions, it will
be presenting five productions,
one for each of the five stars on
the national flag representing
democracy, peace, progress,
justice and equality. PAGE C3

SHE might be the
youngest golfer to
be ranked No. 1 in
the world but
17-year-old New
Zealander Lydia Ko
is really just a
regular teen. Read
all about the golfing
prodigy at http://str.sg/42Z

Dip in foreign investments seen

More covered walkways

Designing for
the elderly

IT WOULD
not be the
Super Bowl
without the
always
entertaining
Super Bowl
advertise-
ments. Check out some of the quirkiest ones at
http://str.sg/42o

Blasts end Bangkok calm

Stiffer competition may also explain
the smaller rise in childcare fees, say
industry observers. ST FILE PHOTO

THE median monthly fee for
full-day childcare last year rose
to $850, up by $20 from 2013 –
a slower rate of increase
compared with previous years.
Industry watchers say this may
be the result of government
schemes that require operators
to keep fees affordable. PAGE B1

LTA has awarded two contracts
worth $143.8 million to build
more covered links to
connect health-care
facilities, schools, homes
and public amenities to
nearby transport
nodes. PAGE B2

NOT all elderly
people are frail or
technologically
inept. This is
something to
keep in mind when
designing products for them,
said a group of researchers at a
workshop yesterday. PAGE B7

Top teen golfer tees up

OPINION A21
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Bowled over by Super ads

TOMORROW IN THE STRAITS TIMES 
PRINT               ONLINE   

Angelina Jolie prefers
directing to actingdirecting to acting

She geeks
out over fight

sequences 

Arsenal’s Santi
Cazorla celebrates

scoring a penalty
against Aston Villa during

their English Premier
League match in London.
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A steel plant in Tangshan, in the
heavily industrialised province of
Hebei, last February. PHOTO: REUTERS
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By AUDREY TAN

THE future of green car technolo-
gy could lie in 3D printing.

Two eco-friendly cars, one of
which is the first in Singapore to
be made using 3D-printed parts,
were unveiled yesterday by Nan-
yang Technological University.

The 3D-printed prototype,
called the NTU Venture 8, has a
cabin made of printed compo-
nents glued together using epoxy
adhesive. A total of 150 panels
were used in its construction –
the largest assembly of 3D-print-
ed parts to be put together here.

Each of the 3D-printed compo-
nents is made from acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene, a lightweight
plastic. Coupled with the aerody-
namic design of the vehicle, it re-
duces drag, which makes the
120kg car more energy-efficient.

While the plastic shell is only
1mm thick, it is strong enough to
handle the weight of the vehicle
and the driver, because of the hon-
eycomb structure used by the stu-
dent designers from NTU’s Col-
lege of Engineering.

The structure’s properties pro-
vide the strength and stiffness re-
quired, said student Ng Jun Wen,
24, part of a team of 16 that built
the cars.

Said Associate Professor Ng
Heong Wah, who mentored the
students: “We are extremely
proud to have designed and assem-
bled a 3D-printed body shell for
the electric car, which is
Singapore’s first and probably
Asia’s first. The 3D-printed car
body was pushing existing technol-
ogy to the limits.”

Currently, 3D-printing technol-
ogy is used for smaller items such
as architectural models.

The second car is a three-
wheeled vehicle that, with a sleek
shape resembling a bullet, has a
unique tilting ability.

Team member Winston Tan,
27, said: “We took our inspiration

for the tilting mechanism from
motorcycle racing, where racers
lean left or right during sharp
turns to maintain their handling
and speed.”

Both cars are powered partially
by solar cells mounted atop their
frames, and will race at month’s
end in the Shell Eco–marathon

Asia in Manila, an annual competi-
tion that challenges student teams
from around the world to design,
build and test energy-efficient ve-
hicles. Another Singapore team,
from ITE College West, will also
be taking part.

audreyt@sph.com.sg
L SEE WORLD A12

By KWAN WENG KIN
JAPAN CORRESPONDENT
IN TOKYO

PRIME Minister Shinzo Abe has
reiterated his determination to
fight terrorism by working with
other countries and boosting se-
curity measures to protect Japa-
nese nationals at home and
abroad.

“We must not bow down to
terrorism and we will not do so,”
a defiant Mr Abe told Parliament
yesterday, one day after Islamic
State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) mili-
tants said they had beheaded a
second Japanese hostage.

He vowed to boost humanitar-
ian aid for refugees in the Mid-
dle East who are fleeing from
ISIS militants’ brutal control.

“We will expand food, medi-
cine and other hu-
manitarian aid to
the Middle East
and resolutely
discharge our
responsibility in
international so-
ciety in the fight
against terror-
ism,” he said.

ISIS purport-
edly beheaded
freelance journal-
ist Kenji Goto at
the weekend.
This followed a
breakdown in
negotiations to
swop him and a
Jordanian pilot
for a failed sui-
cide bomber held by the Jordani-
an authorities.

Another Japanese, Mr Haruna
Yukawa, was killed by ISIS
about a week ago, after a 72-
hour ransom deadline expired.

The hostage crisis erupted
three days after Mr Abe pledged
US$200 million (S$271 million)
in humanitarian aid to Middle-
Eastern nations fighting ISIS.

Given the ISIS threat to
“cause carnage” to Japanese
everywhere due to Mr Abe’s
support for nations fighting the
extremists, the government has
directed its overseas missions to
ensure the safety of Japanese na-
tionals living abroad.

Although Mr Abe said ISIS
must be stopped from enlarging
its territory via brutal methods,
he added that Japan will not join
the United States-led coalition
in aerial attacks on ISIS targets
or provide logistical support.

The hostage crisis could

prove to be a watershed for Ja-
pan, a long-time pacifist nation.

Mr Abe’s promise on Sunday
to “make the terrorists pay the
price” is unheard of in confronta-
tion-averse Japan, raising eye-
brows even in the military estab-
lishment.

Opposition lawmaker and
former vice-minister of defence
Akihisa Nagashima wrote on
Twitter: “This Western-style ex-
pression has never been seen in
Japanese diplomacy. Does he in-
tend to push for Japan to have
the capability to use force?”

But the country’s conserva-
tive daily Yomiuri Shimbun sup-
ported the tough stance. “It is
only natural that the terrorists
be made to pay the price, as Mr
Abe has said,” it said in an edito-
rial yesterday.

Experts said
the Japanese
must wake up to
the new reality.

Mr Kunihiko
Miyake, research
director at the
Canon Institute
for Global Stud-
ies, called the lat-
est crisis “Japan’s
9/11”, a reference
to the Sept 11,
2001 Al-Qaeda at-
tacks on the US.

“9/11 was a
wake-up call but
the Japanese did
not wake up to it.
This time, we
have to do so,”

said the former diplomat.
Lawmakers have urged Parlia-

ment to review the govern-
ment’s diplomatic policies and
its handling of the hostage crisis.

Former senior bureaucrat
Shigeaki Koga is concerned
about the lack of public criticism
against Mr Abe’s unnecessarily
belligerent attitude towards ISIS.

Normally an acerbic critic of
Mr Abe’s reform policies, he an-
gered the Prime Minister’s Of-
fice last week after he said Japa-
nese should hold up “I am not
Abe” placards to express their
opposition to Mr Abe’s stance.

Explaining his action to the
Nikkan Gendai paper yesterday,
he said: “I have no intention at
all of defending terrorists. But is
it right for Japan to give the im-
age that it joins the US in fighting
wars around the world? I think
many Japanese will disagree but
they cannot speak out.”

wengkin@sph.com.sg

By ZAKIR HUSSAIN
DEPUTY POLITICAL EDITOR
IN DRESDEN (GERMANY)

GERMAN vocational schools have
long had a reputation for tie-ups
with major companies like BMW
and Airbus subsidiary EADS EFW,
as well as graduates who excel in
highly-skilled jobs.

Soon, students at Singapore’s
Nanyang Polytechnic (NYP) will
get a taste of similar training.

Yesterday, the polytechnic
signed an agreement with one of
Germany’s leading institutions,
the Gustav Anton Zeuner centre
for technology, paving the way
for its students to work on joint
projects and go on attachments at
the vocational school.

The signing of the memoran-
dum of understanding was wit-
nessed by Prime Minister Lee
Hsien Loong, who also toured the
school and visited EADS EFW.

Earlier in the day, Mr Lee met
Minister-President of Saxony Sta-
nislaw Tillich, and discussed pros-
pects for more collaboration in vo-
cational training and other areas.

Singapore, Mr Lee said at a
joint media conference with Mr
Tillich, was very interested in the
German approach towards techni-
cal education. It involves appren-
ticeships and close coordination
between schools and industry, are-
as Singapore is looking to
strengthen as part of its efforts un-
der the SkillsFuture Council to
strengthen lifelong learning.

Mr Lee, who is on the second
day of a four-day visit to Germa-
ny, said Singapore could not just
transport the system, “but we can
learn from what they are doing
and adapt our system to pick up
some of the more valuable
points”.

The vocational school’s princi-
pal Hans-Georg Clemens said the
tie-up would help both sides train
students with flexibility and crea-
tivity, as well as build friendships
across borders.

Mr David Wong, NYP’s deputy
director for aerospace and preci-

sion engineering, said: “Our stu-
dents can benefit from the ex-
change of ideas, work ethic, tech-
nical and life skills and the expo-
sure to the best in class in German
manufacturing.”

PM Lee and Mr Tillich also wit-
nessed the signing of three other
MOUs. Nanyang Technological
University (NTU) signed an agree-
ment with Dresden University of
Technology (TU Dresden) to

strengthen collaboration and stu-
dent exchange in a range of sec-
tors, from biomedicine to environ-
mental life sciences engineering.

Acting dean of NTU’s interdis-
ciplinary graduate school Bo Lied-

berg said both schools hope to
step up student and staff exchang-
es, and launch a joint or dual PhD
programme.

TU Dresden rector Hans Mull-
er-Steinhagen said: “Both univer-

sities have climbed up the interna-
tional rankings in recent years,
and it makes sense to cooperate
and discuss areas we can develop
together.”

Singapore’s vTrium Energy
signed an MOU with German so-
lar film company Heliatek, to de-
velop solar films for use in build-
ings in tropical climates.

Similarly, high-tech manufac-
turers Composite Cluster Singa-
pore and Leichtbau-Zentrum-
Sachsen agreed to work together
on developing carbon composite
pressure vessels that can be used
for fuel tanks for unmanned aerial
vehicles and emergency response
equipment, among others.

Mr Tillich said Saxony was
keen to learn how Singapore was
among the top scorers for innova-
tion, and how ideas could be trans-
lated into reality quickly.

Both leaders said they could
work together in other countries,
with Singapore at the heart of a vi-
brant Asean market and Saxony
being close to Eastern Europe.

Said Mr Lee: “This enables us
to work with one another not just
bilaterally, but to reach out to our
different hinterlands and follow
up on these opportunities.”

Mr Lee was asked how busi-
nesses viewed the recent anti-im-
migrant demonstrations in Dres-
den by right-wing group Pegida
that have drawn thousands but
were condemned by German lead-
ers. He said he had discussed the
issue with Mr Tillich, and saw
that “these are sentiments of peo-
ple who are feeling angst over
changes in the world, uncomforta-
ble about their positions and una-
ble to have their wishes fully artic-
ulated through the usual, tradi-
tional political process”.

“We will watch and see how
things develop, but I believe overall
that in Dresden and Saxony, there
are many good opportunities.”

Mr Lee was hosted to a state
dinner by Mr Tillich yesterday, be-
fore leaving for Berlin.

zakirh@sph.com.sg
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The NTU
Venture 8
(above) and
NTU Venture
9 (left), two
eco-cars
designed and
built by
students
from NTU’s
College of
Engineering.
The cars will
be competing
in the latest
edition of the
Shell Eco–
marathon
Asia in
Manila at
month’s end.
ST PHOTOS:
ONG WEE JIN

By RACHEL AU-YONG

PARLIAMENT will sit next week,
on Thursday at 1.30pm, the Office
of the Clerk of Parliament said
yesterday.

The agenda for the session has
yet to be announced but three
proposed laws are expected to be
debated. These are on community
dispute resolution, deep seabed
mining and changes to the Police
Force Act.

All three Bills were introduced
in Parliament last month.

The Community Disputes Reso-
lution Bill is to establish a tribunal
to hear difficult cases of disputes
between neighbours. At the mo-
ment, neighbours who cannot set-
tle their disputes can seek help at
a community mediation centre.
But this is voluntary and the
no-show rate is 60 per cent.

With the tribunal, neighbours
can take the case to a judge, who
has the powers to offer mandato-
ry mediation and issue orders.

The Deep Seabed Mining Bill
aims to protect the marine envi-

ronment from any harm caused
by mining for minerals on the
ocean floor. The move is in line
with Singapore’s obligations un-
der the United Nations Conven-
tion on the Law of the Sea.

If passed, Singaporeans and
companies based here cannot
mine in the open sea – which in-
cludes part of the seabed, ocean
floor and subsoil that lies outside
territorial waters – unless they
are licensed to do so.

The Bill to amend the Police
Force Act will make it illegal for a

person to use police items such as
badges, uniforms and car decals
to falsely represent himself as an
officer. The unauthorised
distribution and sale of such items
would also be illegal.

Other proposed changes in-
clude stiffer penalties for those
who evade police roadblocks.

Parliament is also scheduled to
sit on Feb 23 when Deputy Prime
Minister and Finance Minister
Tharman Shanmugaratnam will
unveil the next national Budget.

rachelay@sph.com.sg

Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong interacting with some students at the Gustav Anton Zeuner centre for technology. Next to him is the Minister-President of the
German state of Saxony, Mr Stanislaw Tillich, who accompanied him to the school. ST PHOTO: DESMOND FOO

3D-printed
green car
to blaze
a trail

Abe vows that
Japan won’t
bow to terrorism

Nanyang Poly signs MOU with leading German vocational school

Parliament to sit on Feb 12, may debate 3 Bills

MORE AID TO MID-EAST

We must not bow down
to terrorism and we will
not do so... We will
expand food, medicine
and other humanitarian
aid to the Middle East
and resolutely discharge
our responsibility in
international society
in the fight against
terrorism.

– Prime Minister Shinzo Abe

 

S’pore students to get taste
of German skills training
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THE Straits Times featured 50
projects as part of Impact
Journalism Day last year.
They include:
L THE MOTHERS OF LIGHT
Singapore-based social
enterprise Nusantara
Development Initiatives
supplies solar lamps to three
energy-starved villages in Riau,
Indonesia. Since 2010, it has
been training village women to
become ibu rumah terang, or
Mothers of Light. By selling the
lamps to fellow villagers, the
women become entrepreneurs
and earn a profit to support
their families.
L THE WALKING LIBRARY
For more than 30 years, Mr
Polan Sarkar, 94, has walked
from village to village in
Bangladesh, carrying a bag of
books. He loans the books,
which he buys with his own
money, to villagers. His
example has since inspired
others to start distributing

books from village to village.
L THE DRINKABLE BOOK
The 24 pages of the Drinkable
Book are actually paper-based
water filters, which render
contaminated water potable.
The books, produced by
US-based charity WaterIsLife,

have enough filters to last up to
four years. WaterIsLife aims to
produce books for 33 countries.
L CLINIC ON RAILS
This clinic on a train trundles
along in a rail convoy, bringing
free health care to poor
communities and remote areas

in Mexico. Nicknamed Dr
Wagon, the clinic is staffed by
15 doctors. It offers not just
general medical aid, but also
specialised services such as
dental care. The train can serve
up to 300 people a day.
OLIVIA HO

By OLIVIA HO

READING the papers may leave
you feeling overwhelmed, with
the news often dominated by the
many challenges facing the
world.

This June, however, a special
Saturday supplement will zoom
in on the solutions to some of
these problems – and you can be
a part of it.

For the third year running,
The Straits Times will be
participating in Impact Journal-
ism Day, which falls on June 20
this year.

Along with 39 other leading
media outlets from around the
world, it will publish inspiring sto-
ries of people and projects that of-
fer innovative solutions to local
or global problems.

If you are working on a project
that is helping to improve the
lives of others, e-mail us at
stimpact@sph.com.sg by Feb 25.
The project must be up and run-
ning, and can be run by an indi-
vidual, a company or an organisa-
tion.

It can be an initiative that
helps the needy in your neigh-
bourhood, an idea that improves
the lives of people beyond Singa-
pore, or a brilliant invention that
has the potential to make a global
impact.

Selected projects will be fea-
tured in a special supplement pub-
lished by The Straits Times and
other participating media outlets,
which have a combined reach of
100 million people.

Noting the strong response
last year, Straits Times editor
Warren Fernandez said: “Many
readers told us they were inspired
by the stories we featured, and

urged us to profile more people
and organisations which are tack-
ling some of the world’s pressing
problems and making an impact.

“So, we at ST are happy to do
that, joining our partners, some
of the best news organisations in
the world, for this year’s Impact
Journalism Day.”

The Mothers of Light, an initia-
tive by Singapore-based social en-
terprise Nusantara Development
Initiatives, was among the
projects featured last year.

The group supplies afforda-
bly-priced solar lamps to village
women in Riau, Indonesia.

After it was featured, many

Straits Times readers wrote to
the group offering to sponsor
lamps, said Ms Gloria Arlini, 31,
co-founder of the initiative.

One couple wanted to donate a
dozen lamps to a Nepalese monas-
tery, while another group recent-
ly bought about 30 lamps to help
flood victims in Kelantan.

Ms Arlini told The Straits
Times: “The Impact coverage has
helped increase the visibility of
the issues of energy, poverty and
women’s empowerment.”

For more information, go to
www.straitstimes.com/impact-
2015

oliviaho@sph.com.sg

Initiatives that
make a difference

By SELINA LUM

AN ACCOUNTANT accused of si-
phoning off more than $40 mil-
lion in one of the largest cases of
financial crime here had his bail
set at $1 million by the High Court
yesterday, despite prosecutors
having argued for it to be four
times that amount.

Judge Choo Han Teck said it
would be wrong to fix bail at a
sum so “prohibitive” that it was
as good as denying bail to Ewe
Pang Kooi. Justice Choo accepted
the arguments of Ewe’s lawyer,
Mr Peter Doraisamy, that the
61-year-old is not a flight risk and
that his close friend, Ms Lee Siew
Hua, who intends to post his bail,
is able to raise only $1 million.

Ewe, the managing partner of
certified public accounting firm
Ewe, Loke & Partners, stands ac-
cused of misappropriating
$40.6 million and US$147,000
(S$198,900) from 21 firms he was
liquidating and one firm for which
he was managing its finances.

Most of the funds – allegedly
embezzled between February
2002 and July 2012 – were spent
on gambling and paying off debts.

On Jan 14 this year, he was
slapped with 693 charges, includ-
ing those of criminal breach of
trust, forgery, making false decla-
rations, and using the benefits of
his crimes at casinos. On the same
day, Ewe was granted bail of
$4 million by the district court.

But bail was set aside the next
day after the prosecution applied
for Ewe’s case to be tried in the
High Court, which can impose
lengthier jail terms.

Ewe then made a new applica-
tion to the High Court for bail.

At the hearing on Jan 20, Depu-
ty Public Prosecutor Nicholas
Khoo asked the High Court to
maintain the previous sum of
$4 million, pointing to the severi-
ty of the charges and the “colos-
sal” amount of money involved.

The DPP said Ewe poses a seri-
ous fight risk as he has no roots
here. His Australian wife and two
children live overseas and he has
no debt-free assets here as he was
made a bankrupt in 2013.

But Mr Doraisamy argued that
Ewe has lived in Singapore for
more than 30 years and has coop-
erated with police investigations
in the past two years.

Yesterday, Justice Choo noted
that in cases of high flight risk,
prosecutors tend to ask for bail to
be set at an amount “impossible”
to raise. He said this is wrong, add-
ing that bail money is not the
accused’s but the bailor’s, and the
amount should be sufficient to en-
sure that the bailor does his job.

selinal@sph.com.sg

By TAN HUI YEE 
THAILAND CORRESPONDENT
IN BANGKOK

THE Thai authorities are tighten-
ing security measures after two
small blasts in downtown Bang-
kok over the weekend, shattering
the relative calm under martial
law which has been in place since
May last year.

Police have yet to identify sus-
pects behind the blasts, which
took place at about 8pm on Sun-
day on a busy walkway linking a
skytrain station with the Siam Par-
agon shopping mall. Two pas-
sers-by were slightly injured.

The impact of the small, hand-
made pipe bombs was limited by
the surrounding structures. The

blasts were likely not designed to
kill, police assistant commissioner
Prawut Thavornsiri told reporters
yesterday. The two injured people
were discharged from hospital on
Sunday night.

The police spokesman declined
to speculate on the motive for the
attack, saying: “Pipe bombs are
easy to assemble and common…
any group could be behind it.”

Prime Minister Prayuth Chan-
ocha, who has refused to lift mar-
tial law, urged the public to report
any suspicious activity.

“There are still bad people do-
ing bad things,” he said.

The blasts were the first to hit
the Thai capital after the military
threw out the civilian government
last May. On-off violence during

the seven months of protests pri-
or to the coup killed about 30 peo-
ple and injured hundreds.

The military government has
since prohibited protests and polit-
ical assembly, and has kept many
academics, activists and politi-
cians from the previous adminis-
tration under surveillance. While
there has been no violent resist-
ance to the coup, human rights ac-
tivists have decried the loss of civ-
il freedoms and criticised the mili-

tary government’s attempts to ex-
tend state surveillance through
new laws governing digital media.

Analysts think fresh elections
– originally projected for late this
year – will take a longer time to
be held, and the military will like-
ly maintain its grip on the king-
dom during the sensitive period of
royal succession. King Bhumibol
Adulyadej is 87 years old.

Yet calls to lift martial law are
getting louder. The most high-pro-

file appeal came from US assistant
secretary of state Daniel Russel
when he was here last week.

Meanwhile, political tensions
have cranked up a notch since the
military-stacked assembly retroac-
tively impeached former prime
minister Yingluck Shinawatra last
month. She is now banned from
politics for five years.

The Office of the Attorney-
General has also announced plans
to take her to court for negli-

gence. If convicted, she faces up
to 10 years in jail. The impeach-
ment and pending court case an-
gered her supporters. The mili-
tary, in response, summoned out-
spoken former ministers for “atti-
tude adjustment”.

Ms Yingluck is widely seen as a
proxy of her exiled brother Thak-
sin Shinawatra, who was prime
minister until he was ousted by a
coup in 2006.

tanhy@sph.com.sg

By JONATHAN WONG

THE Football Association of Sin-
gapore (FAS) yesterday signed
the biggest commercial deal for
the sport here yesterday with in-
ternational sports media rights
company MP & Silva in a six-year
contract worth $25 million.

It eclipses the previous $15 mil-
lion, 10-year sponsorship signed
in 2001 with Tiger Beer.

The agency will take charge of
the global media rights to the Sin-
gapore national and age-group
teams, the sponsorship opportuni-
ties, and organise friendly match-
es for the teams.

With the long-term deal in
place, MP & Silva will be able to
ensure that local fans enjoy a full
calendar of high-profile sporting
events at the National Stadium.

Said its founding partner And-
rea Radrizzani: “Before, the ap-
proach was more opportunistic,
more ad hoc; whereas now, we
can be more proactive and plan
for a six-year timeline.”

The firm is aiming to stage be-
tween four and six matches annu-
ally involving the Lions and
world-class national teams like
England and Argentina as well as
top international club sides.

A tournament involving the

Lions and top Asian clubs is tar-
geted to coincide with next year’s
Chinese New Year, while a
pre-season invitational com-
petition, similar to the Emirates
Cup that features English side
Arsenal and three other European
clubs, is in the works for July
next year.

Minister for Culture, Commu-
nity and Youth Lawrence Wong
called it a “landmark and mile-
stone deal” at the signing ceremo-
ny at FAS’ headquarters at Jalan
Besar Stadium .

“We think it’s a significant
vote of confidence in Singapore
football. We look forward to this

catalysing and motivating further
development in football, particu-
lar for youth development, which
is an area we are focusing on.”

The FAS will be tapping MP &
Silva’s extensive network – it dis-
tributes the media rights in Asia
for several European football
leagues, including those in Italy
and Spain – to open new doors
for players. Said FAS president
Zainudin Nordin: “We are delight-
ed to work with them to revolu-
tionise the way we market foot-
ball and promote our national
teams and enhance fan support
and engagement.”

MP & Silva, whose annual reve-

nue is more than US$650 million
(S$879 million) and is based in
both London and Singapore, has
been expanding its reach in what
it sees as a growing South-east
Asia market. Last month, it
signed a 15-year, RM1.26 billion
(S$470 million) deal with the
Football Association of Malaysia.

Mr Radrizzani said media con-
sumption among the region’s ex-
panding middle class is changing
– that group can afford and want
more say in what it watches.

“And the best product for pay
TV here is football,” he added.

jonwong@sph.com.sg
L SEE SPORT B18

Access to an area around the Siam Paragon mall in central Bangkok was blocked by barricades early yesterday. At about 8pm on Sunday, two small blasts went off
on a busy walkway linking a skytrain station with the shopping centre. Police have yet to identify suspects behind the blasts. PHOTO: REUTERS

Explosions first to hit capital since
military ousted government last May

Improving
lives,
one story
at a time

Twin blasts
shatter
Bangkok’s
relative calm

FAS’ record deal paves way for high-profile games

(Far left)
A child in
Riau gets
light from
a solar
lamp from
Nusantara
and (left)
Mr Polan
Sarkar on
a book
loan visit.
PHOTOS:
ST FILE
PHOTO;
SHAHADAT
PARVEZ

A dental care room on Dr Wagon, which brings free health care to the poor in Mexico. PHOTO: AGENCIA CUARTOSCURO

$1m bail
set for
accountant
in dock
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MONROVIA (Liberia) – Life is edg-
ing back to normal after the deadli-
est Ebola outbreak in history.

At the height of the epidemic,
Liberians met horrific deaths in-
side the blue-painted walls of the
Nathaniel V. Massaquoi Elementa-
ry School, as classrooms became
Ebola holding centres and the edu-

cation of a nation’s children, shut-
tered in their homes for safety,
was abruptly suspended.

Now, parents are streaming in-
to the schoolyard once again, not
to visit stricken loved ones, but
with children in tow, registering
for the start of classes in a delayed
and shortened academic year.

New cases in Liberia, where
streets were littered with the Ebo-
la dead just a few months ago,
now number in the single digits,
according to the World Health Or-
ganisation (WHO). In neighbour-
ing Sierra Leone and Guinea, new
cases have fallen sharply in the
last month, to fewer than 100 in a

week at the end of last month – a
level not seen since June.

With a virus as deadly as Ebo-
la, officials warn that the epidem-
ic will not be over until cases
reach zero in all three countries.
But after nearly 9,000 deaths
from the disease, the WHO an-
nounced last week it was focusing

on a goal that had seemed out of
reach for much of last year: end-
ing the Ebola epidemic, no longer
simply slowing its spread.

In Monrovia, ambulances and
body collection vehicles that once
barrelled through the streets are a
rare sight. Buckets filled with chlo-
rine water are gone from most en-

trances, or sit empty. People can
be seen shaking hands once again,
squeezing into taxis and touching
during conversations, as Liberians
slip back into their daily, tactile
rhythm. “We used to be afraid to
touch our friends, but the fear is
small, small now,” Mr Patrick
Chea, 19, said.

Experts are trying to under-
stand how the disease, which has
defied the ominous predictions of
the world’s top infectious disease
researchers, appears to be extin-
guishing itself with surprising
swiftness. In September, the Unit-
ed States Centres for Disease Con-
trol and Prevention had projected
the outbreak could, by Jan 20,
reach 1.4 million cases in Liberia
and Sierra Leone alone. But by
that date only 21,797 cases were
recorded in all three countries.

While many have emphasised
the enormous assistance by inter-
national organisations, there is
strong evidence, especially in
Monrovia, that the biggest change
came from the precautions taken
by residents themselves. “Funda-
mentally, this is about the extent
to which societies change their be-
haviours, how they change them,
and the speed at which they
change them,” said Dr David Na-
barro, the United Nations special
envoy on Ebola.

Reeling from the explosion of
infections in August, volunteer Eb-
ola watchdog groups sprang up in
many neighbourhoods, typically
overseen by local elders and led
by educated young people, draw-
ing from a long history of commu-
nity organising to survive war,
poverty and government neglect.

With little or no outside help in
the early months, the groups edu-
cated their communities about Eb-
ola, a disease new to this part of
Africa, and collected money to set
up hand-washing stations at key
spots. They kept records of the
sick and the dead. Many also
placed households under quaran-
tine and restricted visits by outsid-
ers. As the sick were turned away
from treatment centres due to a
lack of beds, people inside homes
began protecting themselves bet-
ter, covering arms in plastic bags
as they cared for ailing relatives.

By mid-October, new cases in
Liberia had dropped precipitous-
ly, from hundreds per week to doz-
ens. Health officials are still try-
ing to figure out why Liberia,
once the centre of the epidemic,
saw such a big drop so quickly.

Unlike in Sierra Leone and
Guinea, some noted, Ebola cases
in Liberia were disproportionately
concentrated in the urban setting
of Monrovia. Initially, experts be-
lieved that would make the con-
ventional method of combating
the virus – tracing the contacts of
infected people and isolating
them – much harder. Trying to fig-
ure out who had touched whom
seemed a mind-boggling task.

But the urban setting, it turns
out, may also have presented a
key advantage: a more educated
population that was quicker to
adapt. Beyond that, the virus was
right in the centre of power, mak-
ing it impossible to ignore.

Today, as Liberia’s Ebola cases
can be counted on one hand, the
end of the epidemic appears in
sight to many.

NEW YORK TIMES

Boys playing on the beach next to the Atlantic Ocean in the West Point township in Monrovia, Liberia, last Saturday. In Monrovia, where Ebola cases in Liberia were disproportionately concentrated, people are
returning to their normal lives, with residents seen shaking hands once again, squeezing into taxis and touching during conversations. PHOTO: GETTY IMAGES

WASHINGTON – The first
large-scale trials of two Ebola vac-
cines were due to begin in Liberia
yesterday, the partnership con-
ducting the research said.

The vaccines contain harmless
fragments of the virus that trigger
an immune response, according to
the Partnership for Research on
Ebola Vaccines in Liberia, a collab-
oration between the United States
and Liberia. The candidate vac-
cines – GlaxoSmithKline’s
Chad3-EBO-Z and rVSV-ZEBOV,
manufactured by Merck and
Newlink – have been determined
as safe for use on humans in small-
er trials in several countries.

But a clinical trial in Liberia of
a drug to treat Ebola has been halt-
ed because of a sharp decline in
the number of people infected

with the virus, and studies in
West Africa of other potential
treatments are also facing prob-
lems finding patients.

The halted trial was testing the
antiviral drug brincidofovir at a
clinic in the capital Monrovia. The
US developer, Chimerix, has an-

nounced that it will no longer par-
ticipate in the study.

“Without having enough pa-
tients there to make any conclu-
sions, it wasn’t feasible for us to
push forward,” said Dr M.
Michelle Berrey, chief executive
of Chimerix.She said the company

had shipped enough of the drug to
Liberia for 140 patients, but that
fewer than 10 had been treated
since the trial started on Jan 2.

Researchers said that the ebb-
ing of the outbreak was a good
problem to have.

“It’s more important to end the
outbreak than to get the trial
done,” said Dr Armand Sprecher,
a public health specialist with Doc-
tors Without Borders, whose treat-
ment centre in Monrovia was the
site of the brincidofovir trial.

The Doctors Without Borders
treatment centres are also being
used to study the Japanese antivi-
ral drug Avigan as well as blood
plasma collected from Ebola survi-
vors.
NEW YORK TIMES, AGENCE
FRANCE-PRESSE

New cases now
below 100 a weekLarge-scale vaccine trials

set to start in Liberia

World’s tallest 3D-printed building Abbott pledges to change leadership style

With Liberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea seeing big drop in number of new cases, WHO now eyes an end to epidemic

HALTED ANTIVIRAL DRUG TRIAL

Without having enough patients there to make
any conclusions, it wasn’t feasible for us to push
forward.
– Dr M. Michelle Berrey, CEO of Chimerix, on a drug trial to treat Ebola
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Life returning to normal as Ebola ebbs

L THE World Health
Organisation (WHO)
reported last week that the
number of new cases in the
three most affected
countries – Liberia, Guinea
and Sierra Leone – had
fallen below 100 a week for
the first time since June.
L In Liberia, there were
only four new cases in the
seven days to Jan 25.
L New cases declined to 65
in Sierra Leone while
Guinea reported 30 new
cases, up from 20 the
previous week.
L Since December 2013, the
virus has infected more
than 22,000 people and
killed over 8,800, according
to the WHO.
L Of the 816 health
workers infected in Liberia,
Guinea and Sierra Leone,
488 have died.
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BEIJING – China executed two
members of a banned religious
cult, a father and his daughter, for
murdering a woman in a
McDonald’s restaurant after she
rebuffed an apparent recruitment
attempt by the group, state media
said.

Zhang Fan and her father,
Zhang Lidong, were put to death
after the Supreme Court approved
their sentence, the official Xinhua
news agency said yesterday, add-
ing that they were allowed to see
their family before the execution.

The 37-year-old woman, sur-
named Wu, was attacked last May
in the eastern province of Shan-
dong by the two members of the
Church of Almighty God. The cult
had preached that a global apoca-
lypse would take place in 2012.

The case sparked a national out-
cry after it was revealed that Ms
Wu was beaten to death for refus-
ing to give her telephone number
to members of the group.

In earlier reports, state media
said Zhang Fan and another cult
member called Ms Wu an “evil
spirit” and the group beat, kicked
and stamped on her head until she
died on the spot.

The group, which originates in
central Henan province, believes
that Jesus was resurrected as a
Chinese woman of about 40 years
old – Ms Yang Xiangbin, wife of
the sect’s founder, Mr Zhao Weis-
han – according to Xinhua.

In 2012, China launched a
crackdown on the group, which
called for a “decisive battle” to
slay the “Red Dragon”Communist
Party.

Xinhua said about 1,500 mem-
bers have been rounded up by the
authorities, in a move reminiscent
of then President Jiang Zemin’s
campaign to crush the Falungong
religious group in 1999. It was
banned after thousands of practi-
tioners staged a peaceful sit-in in
Beijing to demand official recogni-
tion of their movement.
REUTERS

BEIJING – Nearly 90 per cent of
China’s big cities failed to meet
air quality standards last year,
but improved from standards in
2013.

The Ministry of Environmen-
tal Protection said yesterday on
its website that only eight of the
74 cities it monitors managed to
meet national standards last year
on a series of pollution measures,
such as PM2.5, which is a reading
of particles found in the air, car-
bon monoxide and ozone.

Amid growing public disquiet
about smog and other environ-
mental risks, China said last year
it would “declare war on pollu-
tion”.

There has been progress in the
battle. Only three cities – Haikou
on the island province of Hainan,
the Tibetan capital of Lhasa and
the coastal resort city of Zhoush-
an – met the standards in 2013.

But last year, they were joined
by Shenzhen, Huizhou and Zhu-
hai in Guangdong province,
Fuzhou in neighbouring Fujian
and Kunming in the south-west.

Of the 10 worst-performing
cities last year, the top seven
were in the heavily industrialised
province of Hebei, which sur-
rounds capital Beijing. They were
Baoding, Xingtai, Shijiazhuang,
Tangshan, Handan, Langfang and
Hengshui. The rest were Tianjin,
Jinan and Zhengzhou.

The ministry said the average
PM2.5 reading in the Beijing-
Hebei-Tianjin region stood at 93

micrograms per cubic metre last
year. The state standard is 35 mi-
crograms but China does not ex-
pect to bring the national average
down to that level before 2030.

The government has identified
Hebei as a top priority when it
comes to reducing smog. It has
set targets to slash coal consump-
tion and close polluting industrial
capacity, but Hebei has struggled
to find other sources of growth.

The struggle between growth
and battling pollution was also
laid bare at an industry confer-
ence last Thursday.

Mr Fang Junshi, head of the
National Energy Administration’s
coal department, said at the con-
ference that the growth potential
of coal is limited, and that China
will rely less on coal in its energy
strategy from 2016 to 2020.

But Mr Zhang Yuzhou, direc-
tor of state-owned coal producer
Shenhua Group, said China
should drop plans to cap coal con-
sumption and focus on emission
levels. He said capping coal con-
sumption, which most observers
expect the Chinese government
to do in its next five-year plan,
would impose major costs on en-
ergy producers, costing 2.5 times
as much as modifying coal plants
to lower emissions.

China has said it aims to limit
coal consumption to about 4.2 bil-
lion tonnes in 2020, compared
with about 3.7 billion tonnes in
2013.
REUTERS

Xingtai (above) was the most polluted city in 2013 but was overtaken by Baoding last year. They are among the top seven
worst-performing cities last year, all of which are located in the heavily industrialised province of Hebei. PHOTO: REUTERS

Two cult
members
executed
for murder

Tussle between economic growth and curbing pollution

But progress in war against pollution
seen as more met standard last year

Most of
China’s big
cities fail air
quality mark

FAMED in China as the home
of the donkey meat burger, the
city of Baoding now has
another dubious honour to add
to its reputation: home to
China’s worst air.

The city located 150km
south-west of Beijing is home
to 11 million people. It surged
from third place in 2013 to
replace nearby Xingtai as the
most polluted Chinese city last
year.

Xingtai’s clean-up efforts
have apparently paid off. Last
year, the Xingtai authorities

ordered worst-offending
polluter Jizhong Energy to
close its plants and upgrade to
equipment with lower
emissions.

While its 7.6 million
residents applauded the move,
others worried about the local
economy. Jizhong paid more
than 1.1 billion yuan (S$238
million) in taxes to the city,
more than the next seven
largest taxpayers combined.
The Wall Street Journal
reported that the company’s
profits fell by 93 per cent last

year, compared with 2013.
Baoding looks set to face

the same tussle between
economic growth and fighting
air pollution, but the Chinese
government has offered a
hand, announcing last March
that it planned to move state
bureaus and government
institutes to Baoding.

The move could compensate
for the government’s demand
that the city reduce its
polluting heavy industry,
which is the main source of its
employment and taxes.
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BEIJING – Reports of a
company’s successful bid to pro-
vide equipment to China’s second
aircraft carrier, issued via a local
government’s Weibo account and
a newspaper, have been widely
seen as the first confirmation that
China is going to build a second
such carrier.

The authorities in Changzhou
said on a verified social media ac-
count that “in 2015, our city will
focus on promoting some major
programmes”, including Jiangsu
Shangshang Cable Group “win-
ning the contract for China’s sec-
ond aircraft carrier”.

The Changzhou Evening News
had a similar report, but the arti-
cle and the Sina Weibo post were
deleted shortly after publication.
No details were given of the ship.

The latest development signals
China’s increasing maritime aspi-
rations. Its first aircraft carrier
was purchased from Ukraine
through an intermediary and was
commissioned in 2012.

Chinese navy deputy chief of
staff Song Xue said in April 2013
that the country “will have more
than one aircraft carrier”, but left
the timing open.

In a subsequent leak, Mr Wang
Min, Communist Party secretary
of Liaoning province where the
country’s first aircraft carrier is
based, said China was working on
a second ship to be completed
around 2020. But the authorities
ordered all reports of Mr Wang’s
remarks to be deleted, said US-
based China Digital Times, which
monitors censorship in China.

Last June, Australian newslet-
ter GI Zhou, which specialises in
analysis of China’s defence, also
said China is preparing to deploy
three new carrier battle groups
(CBG), with the first expected two
years from now.

A CBG is considered the most
formidable means of force projec-
tion by a nation. It typically con-
sists of an aircraft carrier, escort-
ed by a host of surface vessels and
submarines to protect it.

China’s new carriers will form
a new class of 85,000 tonnes,
some 20,000 tonnes larger than
the Liaoning, China’s first aircraft
carrier, now used as a training
ship. And while China has fewer
support vessels compared with
the US, it has enough for at least
its first CBG, said Dr Martin An-
drew, who edits the newsletter.

Nevertheless, commentators in
China responded by calling for
more aircraft carriers to be built
in the face of “Western-backed
provocations”.

“China is now the world’s sec-
ond-largest economy, but its only
flattop is a training ship rebuilt
from an ex-Soviet aircraft carri-
er,” said op-ed writer Sun Xiaobo
in the state-owned Global Times.

While China’s defence spend-
ing is growing by double digits,
the country is far behind the Unit-
ed States in military capacity.

The Defence Ministry said last
week that China’s military train-
ing this year will focus on “im-
proving fighting capacity” to win
“local wars”.

China has had tense confronta-
tions with Japan and the Philip-
pines over sea disputes, amid
fears of armed clashes.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

SHANGHAI – A Chinese engi-
neering and design firm has un-
veiled what it is calling “the
world’s tallest 3D-printed build-
ing”.

The five-storey residential
apartment block made from recy-
cled construction materials is cur-
rently on display at the Suzhou In-
dustrial Park, alongside a 1,100 sq
m 3D-printed mansion which
costs an estimated US$160,000
(S$217,000).

The Shanghai-based compa-
ny, WinSun Decoration Design
Engineering, constructed the
apartment block by using a giant
printer measuring 6.6m tall and
10m wide.

Instead of ink, the printer
squirts out a paste made from re-
cycled waste material, glass fibre,
steel, cement and hardening
agents.

The printer works by printing
layer by layer. Large sections of a

building are printed out and then
assembled together, much like
prefabricated concrete.

WinSun chief executive Ma Yi-
he told the Associated Press that
the printing process for the man-
sion took just one day per storey.

According to the company’s
website, its 3D-printed walls are
about 50 per cent lighter than
concrete walls, but have “much
higher strength and toughness”.

It also claims that the walls
will not crack and that they have
strong water-proofing as well as
improved air permeability and
heat retention compared with
walls made from normal construc-
tion materials.

According to the chief engi-
neer of China Construction Engi-
neering Bureau, Mr Ma Rong-
quan, who inspected the build-
ings, both structures are in com-
pliance with national standards,
though he was quick to note that

there were really no standards
written yet for 3D-printed archi-
tecture.

WinSun gained international
attention in April last year when
it constructed 10 single-storey
homes from 3D-printed materials
in less than 24 hours, with each
building costing less than
US$5,000.

The company said that the
mansion is the prototype for a set
of 10 ordered by a Taiwanese real
estate group, while the Egyptian
government has ordered 20,000
3D-printed houses.

3D printing is increasingly
gathering buzz among Chinese
manufacturers.

Last October, the southern
Chinese city of Changsha
launched an industrial park,
aimed at being China’s first hub
for 3D printing technology.

Following Changsha’s lead,
the cities of Wuhan and Zhuhai
have announced similar 3D indus-
trial hubs, with the support of lo-
cal governments and universities.

Mr Luo Jun, executive presi-
dent of the China 3D Printing

Technology Industry Alliance,
told China Daily that 3D printing
technology has been growing rap-
idly in China, with more than 40
per cent growth for the last two
years.

But he added that compared

with the United States, Europe
and Japan, China was still at an in-
fant stage.

“We have much space to grow
in many key technology areas,
such as laser and materials. But
we are getting closer and closer.”

NAGO – Japan’s Okinawa, a chain
of tropical islands more than
three hours south-west of Tokyo
by plane, looks and feels almost
like a different country. A grow-
ing number of islanders say it
should be just that.

Perennial anger over
Okinawa’s hosting of thousands
of United States troops has flared
to a new level after the election of
an anti-base governor and law-
makers late last year – victories
that have been ignored by Tokyo.

Hawkish Prime Minister Shin-
zo Abe is pushing ahead with the
construction of a new base near
the island’s northern city of Nago,
meaning that Okinawans’ homes
will stay on the front line of the
country’s defences.

And in another blow for what
is one of Japan’s poorest areas,
the central government has cut

the prefecture’s budget.
“By ignoring our wishes, the

Japanese government is broaden-
ing the gulf between Okinawans
and the Japanese,” said Mr Masa-
hide Ota, an 89-year-old histori-
an and former governor.

Emotions are especially high
this year, the 70th anniversary of
the Battle of Okinawa, which left
30 per cent of the island’s popula-
tion dead. Mr Abe’s push to beef
up Japan’s military, driven by
China’s growing assertiveness,
has worried some in Okinawa,
which sits about 1,600km south
of Tokyo.

“In the hypothetical case of a
military ‘situation’, Tokyo is so
far away it won’t feel the pain,
just like 70 years ago,” Nago May-
or Susumu Inamine said. “Then,
Okinawa helped buy time for the
home islands, and this thinking ba-

sically hasn’t changed. People on
the mainland want Okinawans to
put up with everything so they
can feel safe.”

In front of Camp Schwab, a US
base which abuts the proposed He-
noko site, a group of 100 protest-
ers keep a round-the-clock vigil.
Last month, an 80-year-old wom-
an was hurt in clashes between
protesters and riot police.

The bases have always been a
devil’s bargain for Japan’s sec-
ond-poorest prefecture.

To help the prefecture, Tokyo
had provided a generous develop-
ment budget.

But after the election of an-
ti-base Governor Takeshi Onaga
in November last year, and the
trouncing of ruling party candi-
dates in parliamentary elections
last December, the government
said it was cutting the budget by

16 billion yen (S$184 million) to
334 billion yen in the 2015/2016
fiscal year.

While that created widespread
unhappiness, Okinawans are
aware that they don’t have a
choice. “There’s no way we’d ever
declare independence; we
couldn’t feed ourselves,” said Mr
Satoru Kinjo, head of the local
branch of the ruling Liberal Demo-
cratic Party (LDP).

But Okinawan anger could pose
a national danger for Mr Abe. On
Sunday, nearly 7,000 people gath-
ered in Tokyo to protest against
the Henoko base. “The Japanese
people will be watching what hap-
pens here,” Mr Inamine said.
“People who have supported the
government and LDP up to now
won’t be able to excuse their ex-
cesses anymore.”
REUTERS

China
‘building
second
aircraft
carrier’

A Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ employee
speaking to an NAO humanoid robot acting as a
lobby attendant during a demonstration in
Tokyo, Japan, last week.

Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group on Monday

unveiled the 58cm humanoid robot, developed by
SoftBank subsidiary Aldebaran Robotics, to
improve services for customers in Japan and
become the first bank in the world to use robots
at branches, it said. PHOTO: BLOOMBERG

SEOUL – Will UN Secretary-Gen-
eral Ban Ki Moon run for the Kore-
an presidency next year?

Amid frenzied speculation, a
high-ranking United Nations offi-
cial, who refused to be named,
told the Korean Times that “every-
one close to him is convinced that
he will run for president”.

Mr Kim Won Soo, a trusted ad-
viser from Mr Ban’s days at the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, is lead-
ing exploratory efforts to test the
waters, shuttling to and from
Seoul, the official said, adding
that Mr Kim spent more time in
Seoul after speculation over Mr
Ban’s potential candidacy began
last year.

“It’s almost impossible he
won’t (run),” said the official.
“Do you think after retirement he
will come back to Korea and do
nothing?”

Yet the risk of entering Korean
politics as a former UN chief is
great, said the source. “If he los-
es, the new president is not going
to send him as an ambassador to
Washington, DC because he
wouldn’t take such a job.”

Mr Ban’s second five-year
term as UN chief is scheduled to
end in December next year.

His office said in November the
rumours of his candidacy were un-
founded, adding that such specula-
tion could hamper his role as an
impartial international leader.

A survey conducted in Decem-
ber by Ace Research & Consulting
Group showed that support for
Mr Ban was 38.7 per cent, far
ahead of his potential rivals.

This five-storey residential block made from recycled construction materials is
“the world’s tallest 3D-printed building”, according to WinSun. PHOTO: WINSUN

Activists protesting against the construction of the proposed Henoko base in
Okinawa, in front of another US base, Camp Schwab, last month. PHOTO: REUTERS

Chinese firm unveils building as 3D
printing gathers buzz in the country

Okinawans’ anger rising over US troops’ presence

Fancy living in
a 3D-printed
apartment block?

BANK ON THIS ROBOT FOR HELP

Fresh talk
of UN chief
running for
presidency
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KUALA LUMPUR – A Malaysian minister has
caused a stir by calling on Malays to boycott Chi-
nese businesses reluctant to lower prices of their
goods in line with the collapse of oil rates globally.

Agriculture and Agro-based Industries Minister
Ismail Sabri Yaakob made this appeal on a Face-
book post, saying such collective action would help
fight against traders who indulge in profiteering,
news website The Malaysian Insider said. “As long
as Malays don’t change, the Chinese will take ad-
vantage to oppress the Malays,” the post read.

As oil hovers around US$40 a barrel, the re-
duced cost of transportation for commodities
should be reflected in the reduced cost of goods,
but some traders are “reluctant” to cut prices, Mr
Ismail said, adding that people should not solely de-
pend on the government to ensure this.

A boycott will mean “they (businesses) will have
no choice but to reduce their prices”, he wrote in
the post, which was shared a number of times. Eth-
nic Chinese make up 22 per cent of Malaysia’s 30
million population and control a large chunk of the
economy as traders and entrepreneurs.

Some ministers – such as Deputy Finance Minis-
ter Ahmad Maslan and Domestic Trade, Coopera-
tives and Consumerism Minister Haslan Malek –
have also called for lower prices but not for a boy-
cott of Chinese businesses.

Later, under fire for his remarks, Mr Ismail said
that the boycott should be against only “stubborn
Chinese traders” who refuse to cut their prices.

His post later appeared to have been removed
but he took to Twitter to share tweets praising his
boycott call, the Malay Mail newspaper reported.

Unity Minister Joseph Kurup said the call was
“well-intended” and aimed at galvanising consum-
ers to do “their own enforcement”.

But the Chinese-based Democratic Action Party
and the Malaysian Chinese Association (MCA) lam-
basted the minister for “racism” in separate state-
ments, and questioned his eligibility to remain as a
Cabinet minister, Malaysiakini reported.

“His statement totally violates the spirit of the
Constitution, national practice of moderation as
well as the multiracial spirit of the government,”
MCA Youth chief Chong Sin Woon said.

DAP Youth chief Teo Kok Seong said Mr Ismail
was trying to divert attention from anticipated
price hikes with the implementation of the goods
and services tax on April 1.

The police will record a statement from Mr Is-
mail, Inspector-General of Police Khalid Abu Bakar
said on his Twitter account late yesterday. “The po-
lice will ensure that harmony between races is re-
spected,” he added.

PETALING JAYA – Malaysian media baron Tong
Kooi Ong has denied accusations that he took posi-
tions in the ringgit and gained financially from its
depreciation.

Mr Tong, owner of The Edge Group and The Ma-
laysian Insider news portal, was accused in several
blogs of having shorted the ringgit to the tune of
US$1.4 billion (S$1.9 billion) through a proxy.

“I vehemently and absolutely deny the accusa-
tions,” Mr Tong said in a statement on Sunday. “I

am an equity analyst, be-
sides being an established
entrepreneur. I am a value
investor. I have never short-
ed currencies or equities. I
acquire and build compa-
nies, create value for share-
holders and create employ-
ment through ideas and in-
novation. My track record
speaks for itself.” he said.

He said he would cooper-
ate fully with the central
bank if his assistance was
needed at any time.

The blogs written by uni-
dentified authors last week
quoted sources from with-

in Bank Negara, Malaysia’s central bank, saying
that Mr Tong had taken a short position on the ring-
git and that the first transaction took place in Au-
gust last year and subsequent short positions led up
to last month. By taking a short position, buyers ef-
fectively sell a particular currency anticipating its
weakening against the US dollar and buy the green-
back instead. Once the currency loses value, the
buyers square off the position by selling the US dol-
lar and buying back the original currency, thus prof-
iting from the depreciation.

Mr Tong said as a Malaysian, he was against eco-
nomic saboteurs. “I support the Prime Minister’s
call that those who sabotage the country’s econo-
my must be brought to justice,” he said.

He vowed to pursue a legal course of action once
he was able to identify those responsible.
THE STAR/ASIA NEWS NETWORK

A ceremonially dressed baby
elephant mascot joining Sri
Lankan soldiers during an
Independence Day parade
rehearsal at the Parliament
grounds at Sri
Jayawardenapura Kotte in
Colombo yesterday.

The island nation
commemorates its 67th
Independence Day tomorrow
under a new president
elected by the people on
Jan 8 and a new government.

The main parade is to
consist of about 6,000
soldiers from all three
military forces as well as
from Sri Lanka’s police, civil
defence force, youth brigade
and a cultural troupe.
PHOTO: EUROPEAN PRESSPHOTO AGENCY

Mr Tong Kooi Ong has
been accused in blogs
of shorting the ringgit
and profiting from it.

He urges Malays to shun
businesses unwilling to cut
prices amid fall in oil rates

Boycott
Chinese
traders:
KL minister

Media tycoon
denies ringgit
speculation

JUMBO PARADE
PARTICIPANT
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BETTING ON NEW CASINO TO BE ‘GOLDEN EGG’

KUALA LUMPUR – Hong Kong su-
perstar Jackie Chan surprised
many when he turned up to re-
ceive his datukship from the Ma-
laysian King on Sunday.

When the name “Chan Song
Kang” was announced, many
among the audience and recipi-
ents were startled to see the star,
seated in front beside Ustaz Kaz-
im Elias, a popular preacher, walk
up to the dais to meet the King.

The 60-year-old actor-
director’s birth name is actually
Chan Kong Sang, while his stage
name is Seng Lung (Cantonese) or
Chen Long (Mandarin).

Some of those surprised were
heard murmuring: “Is that Jackie
Chan?”

After receiving his award, Mr
Chan, who was smartly attired in
a songkok and black suit and sport-
ing black-rimmed glasses, walked
back to his seat before being
whisked away by a palace official.

He later posed for pictures on

the palace stairs with his award.
He also took pictures with sev-

eral people, including Malaysian
Youth and Sports Minister Khairy
Jamaluddin, who posted the photo
on his Twitter account.

Mr Chan, known for movies
such as Rush Hour, Police Story
and Drunken Master in a remarka-
ble career spanning five decades,
was among the 68 recipients of
the Panglima Mahkota Wilayah,
which carries the title Datuk.

In his Twitter account, Federal
Territories Minister Tengku Ad-
nan Tengku Mansor said Mr Chan
was an actor with many fans in
the country, and “can promote
Malaysia, especially Kuala
Lumpur, and is deserving (of the
award)”.

“We should be proud that he re-
ceived the Datuk award,” he
wrote, posting pictures of the ac-
tor filming Police Story in Kuala
Lumpur.
THE STAR/ASIA NEWS NETWORK

KHON KAEN (Thailand) – In this
north-east Thai rural stronghold
of deposed prime minister
Yingluck Shinawatra and her ex-
iled brother Thaksin, supporters
are fuming over last month’s de-
cision by the junta-appointed as-
sembly to ban her from politics
for five years.

But military repression and
Thaksin’s policy – for now – of
avoiding confrontation mean
there is little chance of an imme-
diate return to the often-violent
street protests which dogged the
country for the past decade, local
anti-junta “red shirt” members
say.

“The army’s control is firm be-
cause it has the guns,” promi-
nent red shirt member Pongpit
Onlamai told Reuters in Khon
Kaen city, the provincial capital.

Since seizing power and de-
claring martial law in May last
year, the military has snuffed out
dissent by restricting public gath-
erings and closing partisan me-
dia. More than 300 people, in-
cluding activists, journalists and
politicians, have been detained

since the coup, according to Hu-
man Rights Watch.

Acutely aware of Thaksin’s ru-
ral support base, the army has
kept a keen eye on the provinces
in the north and north-east of
the country.

Perhaps more than anywhere
else in Thailand, Khon Kaen prov-
ince has felt the army’s clamp-
down. A multibillion-dollar
loss-making rice subsidy scheme
by Ms Yingluck’s government
was hugely popular here because
it boosted rural incomes. Its
scrapping rankles deeply, and is
fuelling resentment towards the
military and Bangkok’s elite.

As in much of the country, the
immediate aftermath of the coup
saw local red shirt leaders de-
tained by the military and made
to sign documents agreeing to
swear off politics.

The junta has followed up Ms
Yingluck’s impeachment – and
news that she will face criminal
corruption charges – by tighten-
ing its grip, including summon-
ing members of the deposed gov-
ernment.

In Khon Kaen, the junta is-
sued instructions to the authori-
ties at the outset of the proceed-
ings against Ms Yingluck to keep
a tight lid on dissent, the jun-
ta-installed provincial governor
Gumtorn Thavornstit told Reu-
ters.

The deputy head of the army’s
Internal Security Operations
Command in the province, Colo-
nel Jaturapong Bokbon, brushed
off suggestions there had been
any change in security since Ms
Yingluck’s impeachment. “The
people of Khon Kaen are happily
living their lives,” he said.

Since the coup, local activists
have avoided meeting, said Ms
Sabina Shah, president of the
Khon Kaen 51 red shirt group.
But the impeachment led to a
flurry of activity on social media,
including a plan by activists to
start wearing red clothes.

“It’s not much, but it’s a
start. It gives people hope that
we will fight,” she said. “We’re
not quiet. We’re just waiting for
the right moment.”
REUTERS

US DIPLOMAT Daniel Russel’s
criticism of Thailand’s military re-
gime has triggered a sharp reac-
tion, with top establishment fig-
ures lashing out at Washington
and tapping into anti-US senti-
ment among royalist supporters. 

In the latest move, US
charge d’affaires in Bangkok
Patrick Murphy has been “invit-
ed” to speak to the National
Legislative Assembly (NLA) – a
body set up by the military after
it seized power – on Feb 11 to “ex-
plain” the state of Thai-US
relations.

Mr Murphy has already been
lectured by Deputy Foreign Minis-
ter Don Pramudwinai, who
summoned him last Wednesday
to express disappointment at “in-
appropriate” remarks that Mr
Russel made last week.

“It is rare for Thailand to sum-
mon a US diplomat,” said Chu-

lalongkorn University professor
Panitan Wattanayagorn, who is
also an adviser to Deputy Prime
Minister Prawit Wongsuwan.

He added: “In the longer term,
if no proper policies or diplomat-
ic measures are introduced, it
could have repercussions. This
kind of nationalist sentiment has
to be properly handled.”

 The US Embassy’s Facebook
page has been flooded with anti-
American remarks. One, posted
many times over, says among oth-
er things, “We can handle all our
internal matters by ourselves...
It’s none of your business’’.

 The storm began on Jan 26 at
Chulalongorn University where,
in his speech, Mr Daniel, the US
Assistant Secretary of State for
East Asian and Pacific Affairs, im-
plicitly criticised the regime over
former prime minister Yingluck
Shinawatra’s impeachment.

Just days earlier, the NLA had
voted 190-18 to impeach her – a
decision that bans her from poli-
tics for five years. Ms Yingluck al-
so faces a criminal charge over
her government’s popular but
loss-making rice purchase
scheme. But the impeachment,
analysts say, was clearly an at-
tempt to bury the Shinawatra
family as a political threat.

“I’ll be blunt here,” Mr Russel
had said in his speech on US En-
gagement with the Asia-Pacific:
“When an elected leader is de-
posed, impeached by the authori-
ties that implemented the coup,
and then targeted with criminal
charges while basic democratic
processes and institutions are in-
terrupted, the international com-
munity is left with the impres-
sion that these steps could be po-
litically driven.”

He was also critical of martial
law, still in force almost nine
months after the coup, giving the
army power to detain anyone
without charge for up to seven
days.

While Mr Russel met the Thai
foreign minister and former
prime minister Abhisit Vejjajiva
– a poster boy of the Bangkok
elite – what rankled the Thai es-
tablishment was his hour-long
meeting with Ms Yingluck at the
US Embassy.

 Mr Russel’s comments on
Thailand’s political situation
blindsided the regime.

“You can do quiet diplomacy,
but they chose a different route,”
NLA member Anusart Suwanna-
mongkol told The Straits Times.
The public criticism would offer
opportunities for “certain
groups” – a reference to support-
ers of the Shinawatra clan – to
discredit the military regime, he
said.

Another NLA member, Mr Kit-

tisak Ratanawaraha, was quoted
as saying that the US diplomat
“should better mind his own busi-
ness”.

Prime Minister Prayut Chan-
o-cha, in his weekly television ad-
dress last Friday, urged Thais not
to complain to foreigners.

“You like to whine about your
problems to all the foreign na-
tions. Stop doing that,” he said,
as reported by the daily Khaosod.

“Thailand is an independent
country. We were never colo-
nised... Today, why are we let-
ting some people air their prob-
lems to this person or that person
to solve problems for us? It’s
shameful.”

A Bangkok-based foreign dip-
lomat, who asked not to be
named, told The Straits Times:
“A lot of this is posturing; it is
bluster aimed at the domestic au-
dience. Military-to-military rela-
tions remain more or less the
same, otherwise they would not
be holding Cobra Gold (annual
joint military exercises).”

Prof Panitan noted that while
the US-Thai security relationship
remains close, “political relations
have to be adjusted for context”.

“Thailand does listen to the
US,” he said. “In the end the
nervousness is not so much in
Bangkok as in Washington – that
Thailand may be moving closer
to China and other powers like Ja-
pan, Russia and India.”

nirmal@sph.com.sg

Why Thais are prickly
over diplomat’s criticisms

With six gleaming golden towers
surrounding a giant egg-shaped
dome, Manila’s mega-casino, City of
Dreams, opened yesterday as the
Philippine government raises the
stakes in its plan for the city to rival
Macau and Las Vegas as a global
gambling destination.

Manila is betting big on gaming,
hoping it gives the country’s image a
lift. The 6.2ha complex is the second
of four mega resorts to open on

reclaimed portions of Manila Bay,
just a few hundred metres from the
city’s slum communities.

The casino is a joint venture
between the Philippines’ richest
man, Mr Henry Sy, Australian
billionaire James Packer and Mr
Lawrence Ho, son of Macau casino
mogul Stanley Ho.

The golden dome, called the
Fortune Egg, houses two exclusive
nightclubs. PHOTO: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

It’s Datuk Jackie Chan now
after Malaysian King’s award

Actor Jackie Chan was among 68 recipients of the Panglima Mahkota Wilayah,
which carries the title Datuk. PHOTO: TWITTER ACCOUNT OF KHAIRY JAMALUDDIN

Junta tightens grip in Thai north
after Yingluck’s impeachment

US official ‘invited’ to appear before
legislative body to ‘explain’ state of ties
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By ZUBAIDAH NAZEER
INDONESIA CORRESPONDENT
IN JAKARTA

UPPING the ante against its nemesis, Indonesia’s
police force said a fresh complaint has been lodged
against Corruption Eradication Commission (KPK)
head Abraham Samad.

The move also adds pressure on President Joko
Widodo, who said he hopes to decide this week whe-
ther to appoint as national police chief three-star
General Budi Gunawan, named a suspect in a graft
probe. Gen Budi happens to be closely linked to Ms
Megawati Sukarnoputri, who heads Mr Joko’s Indo-
nesian Democratic Party – Struggle (PDI-P).

The latest complaint against Mr Abraham – for
document forgery – is the second in four days. He
was also the target of an online smear campaign.

All four KPK commissioners have reportedly fall-
en foul of the law, as the ongoing conflict between
the police and the KPK continues to fester.

Speaking at a press conference last night, Mr Ab-
raham said: “It is hard to deny that these are at-
tempts to criminalise us. It is hard to say that all
these have no link to our decision to name Budi
Gunawan as a corruption suspect.”

Analysts see the moves against the KPK as an at-
tempt by the police, backed by others with vested
interests, to weaken one of the few organisations
that Indonesians regard as having integrity.

But the case has wider political implications.
Mr Joko’s decision on whether to keep or drop

Gen Budi is being keenly watched, as a test on whe-
ther he can be his own man or has to bow to party
interests, and whether he can be tough on endemic
corruption as he has promised.

Indonesia was ranked 107 out of 175 countries in
Transparency International’s Corruption Percep-
tions Index last year, from 114 in 2013. In compari-
son, Malaysia was ranked 50 and Singapore, seven.

The KPK, with a 100 per cent conviction rate
since it was set up in 2003, has put 72 lawmakers,
among others, behind bars, earning it the support
of ordinary Indonesians.

A survey released by the Indonesian Survey Insti-
tute (LSI) yesterday found the people regarded the
military, the president and the KPK, as the three
top symbols of trust. The police came in at No. 6.

The current police versus KPK saga was sparked
by Mr Joko’s nomination of Gen Budi on Jan 10. A
few days later, the KPK announced it had been in-
vestigating the police general since last year. The
next day, photos showing a man resembling Mr Ab-
raham kissing a young woman went viral.

On Jan 24, the police detained KPK deputy com-
missioner Bambang Widjojanto for alleged perjury
in an election dispute in 2010.

A few days later, another deputy commissioner,
Mr Adnan Pandu Praja, was reported for fraud in a
corporate transaction, while a fourth deputy, Mr
Zulkarnain, was accused of corruption over an East
Java social aid programme in 2008.

Then, last Thursday, a group calling itself KPK
Watch reported Mr Abraham for abuse of power for
allegedly conducting secret meetings with politi-
cians before the presidential election to promote
himself as a running mate to Mr Joko.

On Sunday evening, a woman unrelated to Mr
Abraham admitted to using his address for her iden-
tity card and passport. She has been named as a sus-
pect in this forgery case.

“This barrage of reports is unusual and clearly a
systematic attack against the KPK,” said analyst Yu-
narto Wijaya of Charta Politika.

A team of nine advisers appointed by Mr Joko
recommended last week that he should drop Gen
Budi and nominate a candidate for police chief.

“The public thinks Mr Joko can play a more ac-
tive part in this saga and wants him to take a tough-
er stand,” said LSI political analyst Dodi Ambardi.

zubaidah@sph.com.sg

COTABATO (Philippines) – A bloodbath in the
southern Philippines has placed at risk billions of pe-
sos in potential investment.

At least three foreign firms looking to partner
with local businessmen have put investments on
hold after a deadly clash between Philippine forces
and Muslim rebels, Mr Mohamad Omar Pasigan,
president of the Bangsamoro Business Club, said
yesterday.

The botched anti-terror operation on Jan 25 left
44 police commandos dead on the southern island
of Mindanao, along with at least 11 rebels.

“Security is everything for businessmen... They
know when to take a risk and when to pull out,” Mr
Pasigan said. “They are willing to come here and in-
vest but then this fighting happened.”

The value of investments on hold due to the
fighting, in the real estate and agriculture sectors,
is estimated at “billions” of pesos, he said.

Malaysian businessmen due to arrive yesterday
to inspect sites in Cotabato city have cancelled
their trip, Mr Pasigan said. The group was looking
to build small hotels and department stores.

Jordanian businessmen looking to invest in up to
50ha of banana farms left abruptly on Sunday with-
out finalising a deal, he added, while Singaporean
and Malaysian partners seeking to replicate their
mini shopping mall business in Johor Baru said they
were postponing their investment.

Mr Pasigan declined to name the businessmen
since their plans were not finalised. He said his
group was helping foreigners to find local partners.

Philippine laws prohibit foreign nationals from
owning a majority stake in local businesses.

The fire fight between commandos and Muslim
rebels on Jan 25 broke a longstanding ceasefire and
could derail a peace treaty signed in March 2013.

Legislation needed to implement the peace ac-
cord must be passed before President Benigno Aqui-
no steps down next year.

Economic planning secretary Arsenio Balisacan
acknowledged that the government had to bring
calm to the region quickly. “The perception of risk
is bad for business,” he said.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Demonstrators marching with a cartoon board depicting the KPK arresting corrupt officials during a rally in Java last month.
The anti-graft body has had a 100 per cent conviction rate since it was set up in 2003. PHOTO: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Complaint made amid conflict between police and KPK

Mindanao
violence scares
off investors

Head of Indonesia
anti-graft body
accused of forgery
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TAIPEI – The gaffe-prone Taipei mayor Ko
Wen-je has drawn brickbats for praising col-
onisation which he claimed produces superi-
or cultures, after sparking a diplomatic em-
barrassment last week.

For the world’s four Mandarin-speaking
regions – Taiwan, Singapore, Hong Kong
and China – that were once colonised by for-
eign powers, the longer the colonisation,
the more advanced the place has become,
Dr Ko said.

“It’s rather embarrassing. Singapore is
better than Hong Kong; Hong Kong is better
than Taiwan; Taiwan is better than the

mainland,” he said.
The remarks were made during an inter-

view with Foreign Policy magazine on Jan
20 when he was asked questions on a varie-
ty of subjects, including Asian history and
colonialism.

In the interview, Dr Ko also said that Viet-
namese culture was “superior” to China’s,
thanks to colonisation – remarks which
drew anger even from the liberal press and
the China-sceptic Democratic Progressive
Party (DPP), which had backed Dr Ko in the
mayoral race.

“There’s not any country in the world
which would like to be colonised,” said op-
position DPP legislator Huang Wei-che.

“I don’t understand those words,” said
New Party chairman Yok Mu-ming. If colo-
nisation does give an edge, there is no need
for many nations to establish independence,
he noted.

Dr Ko, who stomped to victory as an inde-
pendent candidate during elections last No-
vember, is no stranger to provocative com-
ments. During his campaign, he famously
described a female candidate from the Bei-
jing-friendly Kuomintang party as “young
and pretty and just fit to sit behind a depart-
ment store counter”.

Though his public approval ratings are
high, Dr Ko is seen by critics as a loose can-
non – last week, he left a British minister
red-faced after saying he would sell a watch
she gave him for scrap, as the gift of a time-
piece is seen as bad luck in Taiwan.

In a bid to ameliorate the public outcry,

Taipei City government spokesman Lin
Ho-ming said while bad memories associat-
ed with colonisation linger in Taiwan, Singa-
pore, Hong Kong and China, there are also
positive influences, which was what Dr Ko
had meant to say.
THE CHINA POST/ASIA NEWS NETWORK,
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

NEW DELHI – Scores of in-
mates have staged a mass break-
out from an Indian young offend-
ers detention centre by tying bed-
sheets together and then scaling
down the walls of the three-sto-
rey building, police said.

A total of 91 inmates, includ-
ing several convicted murderers,
yesterday managed to flee the fa-
cility in Meerut overnight, al-
though 35 have since been recap-
tured, said the city’s superin-
tendent of police Om Prakash.

“They removed an iron grille
from a window at the back of the
building while police were guard-
ing the front,” Supt Prakash told
Agence France-Presse from
Meerut in the northern state of
Uttar Pradesh.

“This was done so profession-
ally that no one got a whiff,” he
added.

Those still on the run includ-
ed inmates convicted of crimes
such as murder, rape, theft and
banditry, Supt Prakash added.
All are aged under 18.

Police say the break-out was
staged in the early hours and the
alarm was raised only when offi-
cers who were patrolling near
the centre spotted some of the
fugitives trying to flag down pub-
lic transport.

Inmates from the same centre
beat a policeman to death in De-
cember after he objected to their
lewd behaviour with a woman
during a court trial.

More than 31,000 inmates are
being held at young offenders in-
stitutes in India, according to
the latest available set of official
statistics.

Although they are meant to
be under lock and key overnight,
inmates usually sleep in dormito-
ries rather than individual cells.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Even though his public approval ratings are high,
Dr Ko Wen-je is seen by some as a loose cannon
who is prone to gaffes. PHOTO: REUTERS

My Melody, a character developed by the
Japanese firm Sanrio, seen next to French car
giant Renault’s Kangoo wagon with My Melody

branding, to celebrate the character’s 40th
anniversary at the firm’s headquarters in Tokyo
yesterday. PHOTO: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

BEIJING – Chinese President Xi
Jinping has hailed his country’s
relations with India and Russia as
Beijing looks to increase its heft
on the global diplomatic stage.

Twin visits by Indian Foreign
Minister Sushma Swaraj and Rus-
sian Foreign Minister Sergei Lav-
rov come on the heels of United
States President Barack Obama’s
high-profile trip to India last

week, and with Russian leader
Vladimir Putin globally isolated
over the conflict in Ukraine.

Mr Xi told Mrs Swaraj yester-
day that China-India ties “have
entered a new stage of growth”
since he visited last September.

“The positive side of China-In-
dia relations has been growing; the
momentum of our cooperation has
been strengthening,” he added.

China and India are the world’s
two most populous countries.
Ties between the nuclear-armed
neighbours are, however, still
characterised by mutual suspi-
cion, in large part as a legacy of a
brief but bloody war in 1962 and a
continuing border dispute.

But Mrs Swaraj was similarly
effusive, telling Mr Xi that “rela-
tions between our two countries
have risen to a whole new level”.

The Indian and Russian
ministers’ trips to Beijing – for a
three-way meeting with their Chi-
nese counterpart – came after Mr

Obama visited India last week.
The US and India share an inter-

est in curbing Beijing’s growing
regional influence. Although nei-
ther mentioned China by name
during the three-day visit, Mr
Obama welcomed what he called a
“greater role for India in the
Asia-Pacific”.

Freedom of navigation in the re-
gion must be upheld, he added.

Beijing claims sovereignty over
most of the South China Sea.

To Mr Lavrov, meanwhile, Mr
Xi expressed his satisfaction with
China-Russia ties.

Beijing and Moscow, allies and
then adversaries during the Cold
War, have found common ground
internationally and often take sim-
ilar stands at the United Nations
Security Council where they have
permanent veto powers.

They have also forged increas-
ingly closer economic ties as Chi-
na is hungry for the vast hydrocar-
bon resources of Russia, which is
seeking stable markets amid West-
ern sanctions over its annexation
of Crimea and fighting in eastern
Ukraine.

“Over the past year, we have to-

gether been advancing the devel-
opment of the overall strategic re-
lationship between China and Rus-
sia,” Mr Xi said. “Our joint efforts
have yielded rich results... Our co-
operation grows ever deeper.”

Mr Lavrov pointed out that Mr
Xi and Mr Putin met five times
last year.

“The consensus reached at the
highest level between the two lead-
ers has played an extremely impor-
tant role in pushing the develop-
ment of relations in the right direc-
tion,” he said.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Korean Air crew
‘treated like slaves’
SEOUL – A Korean Air chief
purser forced off a plane by
airline heiress Cho Hyun Ah
testified at her trial yesterday
that she treated flight crew
like “feudal slaves”.

“She yelled and became
violent, never listening to
what I said,” Mr Park Chang
Jin said.

AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

$192m for Chinese
schools in Malaysia
KUALA LUMPUR – About
RM515 million (S$192 million)
has been allocated for
Chinese vernacular education,
said Malaysian Chinese
Association deputy president
Wee Ka Siong.

The funds had been
released in stages over the
past six years, he added.

He was refuting talk that
Chinese primary schools were
decreasing in number.

THE STAR/ASIA NEWS NETWORK

Obama warned off
Dalai Lama meeting
BEIJING – China has warned
US President Barack Obama
to avoid appearing with the
exiled Tibetan spiritual leader
the Dalai Lama later this
week at a prayer meeting.

“We strongly oppose any
country using the Tibetan
matter to interfere in China’s
internal affairs,” a Foreign
Ministry spokesman said at a
regular briefing yesterday.

BLOOMBERG

Aussie drug duo
to be executed
JAKARTA – Two Australian
citizens are next in line to be
executed for drug offences in
Indonesia, the country’s
Attorney-General has said.

Myuran Sukumaran, 33,
and Andrew Chan, 31, are
among eight prisoners due to
be executed after President
Joko Widodo rejected their
clemency pleas last month.

REUTERS

Saudi prince to
hunt rare bird
QUETTA (Pakistan) – The
authorities are finalising
arrangements for Saudi
Prince Fahd bin Sultan bin
Abdulazi to hunt the Houbara
bustard, officials said.

Hunting the bird is banned
in Pakistan but special
permits are issued to wealthy
visitors from Arab countries.

AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Taipei mayor causes stir with
pro-colonisation comments

91 young
inmates
flee India
detention
centre
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Foreign ministers in Beijing for 3-way
meeting with Chinese counterpart
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By JONATHAN PEARLMAN
FOR THE STRAITS TIMES

IN SYDNEY

AUSTRALIA’S embattled  Prime Minister  Tony Ab-
bott yesterday sought to salvage his crumbling lead-
ership with a national address in which he  insisted
he will not resign and declared he “never came into
politics to be popular”.

Pledging to change his leadership style, Mr Ab-
bott admitted at the National Press Club in Canber-
ra that the government was going through a rough
patch but warned that  dumping him would lead to
political chaos.

Referring to Labor’s instability after dropping
then-Prime Minister Kevin Rudd for Ms Julia Gil-
lard in 2010, he said: “We were elected in 2013 be-
cause the Australian people rejected chaos… And
we are not going to take them back to that chaos.
It’s the people that hire and frankly it’s the people
that should fire.”

On a day of heightened tension in Canberra, la-
belled “D-Day for Abbott” by local media, the
Prime Minister admitted his own role in the ruling
coalition’s dismal polling results. He said he would
no longer make “captain’s
calls” such as his signature
plan for a generous paid pa-
rental leave scheme, which
he yesterday abandoned,
and a much-ridiculed move
to award a knighthood to
Britain’s Prince Philip. He
said future award recipients
will be decided by a commit-
tee.

“They are the two
captain’s calls which I have
made but I have listened, I
have learnt and I have act-
ed,” he said. 

Mr Abbott has come un-
der intense pressure in re-
cent days after his unpopular knighthood decision,
followed by a shock election loss last Saturday by
the ruling state coalition in Queensland. His col-
leagues have been canvassing a change of leader to
try to reverse the government’s woeful position in
the opinion polls. 

He said he now planned it to be “the most con-
sultative and the most collegial government this
country has ever seen”.

Mr Abbott conceded the government was strug-
gling but said that “when things are difficult, the
last thing you want to do is to make your difficul-
ties worse”. Asked about his poor standing in polls,
he  said leadership “isn’t a popularity contest”.

“Someone has to make the difficult calls and it is
never easy to make the difficult calls,” he said.

He highlighted his handling of the MH17 plane
disaster, his tough stance on asylum seekers, and
his move to scrap a tax on carbon emissions and a
mining tax. But analysts were divided over whether
the speech will help to reverse his fortunes and pre-
vent his party voting for a change of leader.

“He got the tone right and covered off the major
criticisms. Will it be enough?” wrote Fairfax Media
commentator Mark Kenny. “Some colleagues will
be encouraged, while others will take a lot more con-
vincing.”

The most likely candidates to replace Mr Abbott
are Foreign Minister Julie Bishop, Communications
Minister Malcolm Turnbull and Social Services Min-
ister Scott Morrison.

A seasoned Canberra observer, Ms Patricia
Karvelas, said in a tweet that Mr Abbott’s critics
were “disappointed by his speech” and believed he
“didn’t show enough contrition”. Opposition leader
Bill Shorten, ahead in the polls,  said Mr Abbott had
broken promises and could no longer be trusted.

jonathanmpearlman@gmail.com

BRISBANE – The family of Aus-
tralian journalist Peter Greste
have expressed joy at his release
from an Egyptian jail, but said his
two colleagues still in prison will
not be forgotten.

Cairo deported the award-win-
ning correspondent for Al-Jazeera
English television on Sunday after
more than 400 days in detention
on charges of backing the Muslim
Brotherhood.

Mr Greste, 49, was detained
with colleagues Canadian-Egyp-
tian Mohamed Fahmy and Egyp-
tian producer Baher Mohamed in
December 2013 on charges of aid-
ing the blacklisted Brotherhood,
at the peak of a diplomatic row be-
tween Cairo and Qatar, which
owns Al-Jazeera.

Their high-profile trial, at
which Mr Greste and Mr Fahmy
were sentenced to seven years in
prison and Mohamed to 10,
proved a public relations night-
mare for President Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi , who has cracked down on
Islamists since toppling president
Mohamed Mursi in July 2013.

The verdict was overturned
and a court last month ordered a
retrial for the three. The Interior
Ministry said on its Facebook

page that Mr Sisi had released Mr
Greste under a decree issued in
November authorising him to ap-
prove the deportation of foreign
prisoners.

Canada said it remains “very
hopeful” that Mr Fahmy will also
be freed soon. The family of Mo-
hamed, an Egyptian citizen with-
out recourse to the deportation
law, said they are hoping for a
presidential pardon or his acquit-
tal on appeal.

“We will not rest until Fahmy
and Mohamed also regain their
freedom,” said Mr Mostefa Souag,
the acting director-general of
Al-Jazeera Media Network.

Mr Greste flew to Cyprus with
brother Michael after his release.
He was reported to be resting
there yesterday and his family
said it was not clear when he
would arrive in Australia.

His brother Andrew told report-
ers in Brisbane that Peter’s excite-
ment was “restrained”, adding
“he won’t give up” until his col-
leagues are also freed.

In Canberra, Prime Minister
Tony Abbott spoke of his “person-
al delight and our nation’s relief”
at Mr Greste’s release.
REUTERS, AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Mr Tony Abbott has
admitted his own role
in the ruling coalition’s
dismal polling results.

Mr Peter Greste’s mother Lois, brother Andrew and father Juris celebrating his release at a press
conference in Brisbane yesterday. PHOTO: EUROPEAN PRESSPHOTO AGENCY

Embattled Australian PM
promises ‘collegial’ govt,
but critics not convinced

Magna Carta originals reunited
LONDON – Britain’s four surviving original
Magna Carta copies were to go on display
together for the first time yesterday to
mark the 800th anniversary of the English
charter that forms the basis for legal
systems around the world. England’s King
John agreed in 1215 to rebellious barons’
demands to curb his powers with the
charter ensuring that justice should be for
all, and that the law applies to all equally.

AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

DNA tests on body found
KAMPALA – Uganda said DNA tests will
determine whether a body discovered is
that of the wanted deputy of Uganda’s
murderous Lord’s Resistance Army rebels.

An army spokesman yesterday said the
grave was believed to be Okot Odhiambo’s.

AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Journalist’s joy over
release ‘restrained’

Abbott
vows to
change
his style
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WASHINGTON – To the young
Syrian rebel fighter, the Skype
message in early December 2013
appeared to come from a woman
in Lebanon, named Iman Almasri,
interested in his cause. Her pic-
ture, in a small icon, showed a
fair-skinned 20-something in a
black head covering, wearing sun-
glasses.

They chatted online for nearly
two hours, seemingly united in
their opposition to the rule of Pres-
ident Bashar al-Assad. Eventually
he sent her a photo of himself and
asked for another of her in return.

What the fighter did not know
was that buried in the code of her
second photo was a particularly
potent piece of malware that cop-
ied files from his computer, includ-
ing tactical battle plans and troves
of information about him, his
friends and fellow fighters.

The woman was not a friendly
chat partner but a pro-Assad hack-
er.

The Syrian conflict has been
marked by a very active, if only
sporadically visible, cyber battle.
The United States had deeply pen-
etrated the Web and phone sys-
tems in Syria a year before the Ar-
ab Spring uprisings. And Mr
Assad’s digital warriors have been

looking for any advantage that
could keep him in power.

In this case, the fighter had fall-
en for the oldest scam on the Inter-
net, one in which even a low-tech
fighting force has figured out a
way to use cyber espionage to its
advantage. Computer security
firm FireEye’s researchers found a
collection of chats and documents
while researching malware hidden
in PDF documents, which are com-
monly used to share letters, books
or other images.

A FireEye report says the
pro-Assad hackers stole large
caches of critical documents re-
vealing the Syrian opposition’s
strategy, tactical battle plans, sup-
ply requirements and data about
the forces themselves.

“You’ve got a conflict with a
lot of young, male fighters who
keep their contacts and their oper-
ations on phones in their back
pockets,” said one senior US intel-
ligence official.

Mr Assad was also the victim
of more advanced cyber attacks.

A National Security Agency
(NSA) document dated June 2010
describes how computer network
devices such as servers and rout-
ers “being delivered to our targets
throughout the world are inter-
cepted” by the agency. The docu-
ment shows a photograph of NSA
workers slicing open a box of
equipment from Cisco Systems, a
major manufacturer of network
equipment.

Electronic “beacon implants”
were placed in the circuitry. One
set of devices was “bound for the
Syrian Telecommunications Estab-
lishment to be used as part of
their Internet backbone”, the doc-
ument reveals. US intelligence
soon discovered that they had ac-
cess to Syria’s cellphone network.

The FireEye report, released
yesterday, makes it clear that
such “network exploitation” is
now a routine part of even the
most low-tech if brutal civil wars,
and on a shoestring budget.

Exactly who conducted the
hacking on behalf of Mr Assad’s
forces remains a mystery, as does
the question of whether the stolen
data was ever used by the Syrian
military. But it would have provid-
ed a critical battlefield advantage,
according to analysts.
NEW YORK TIMES

DONETSK (Ukraine) – Pro-Rus-
sian separatists have vowed to
mobilise up to 100,000 fighters
for their latest eastern Ukraine of-
fensive as the United States
mulled sending defensive weap-
ons to Kiev’s outgunned forces.

The ambitious pledge to dra-
matically escalate a nine-month
conflict that has already left at
least 5,100 people dead came yes-
terday as the rebels battled to en-
circle government forces holding
the beleaguered transport hub of
Debaltseve in eastern Ukraine.

With the Russian- backed sep-
aratists pressing their attacks,
Nato’s military commander, Gen-
eral Philip Breedlove, now sup-
ports providing defensive weap-
ons and equipment to Kiev’s forc-
es, and other US administration
and military officials appear to be
edging towards that position.

US President Barack Obama
has made no decisions on provid-
ing lethal assistance. But after a
series of striking reversals that
Ukraine’s forces have suffered in
recent weeks, officials are saying
the Obama administration is tak-
ing a fresh look at the question.

Secretary of State John Kerry,
who plans to visit Kiev on Thurs-
day, is open to new discussions

about providing lethal assistance,
as is General Martin Dempsey,
the chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, officials said. Defence
Secretary Chuck Hagel, who is
leaving his post soon, backs send-
ing defensive weapons to the
Ukrainian forces.

Fearing that the provision of
defensive weapons might tempt
Russian President Vladimir Putin
to raise the stakes, the White
House has limited US aid to
“non-lethal” items such as body
armour, night-vision goggles and
and engineering equipment.

But the failure of economic
sanctions to dissuade Russia
from sending heavy weapons and
military personnel to eastern
Ukraine is pushing the issue of de-
fensive weapons back into discus-
sion.

“Although our focus remains
on pursuing a solution through
diplomatic means, we are always
evaluating other options that will
help create space for a negotiated
solution to the crisis,” said Ms
Bernadette Meehan, spokesman
for the US National Security
Council.

Fuelling the broader debate
over policy is an independent re-
port due this week by eight

former senior US officials, who
are to urge the United States to
send US$3 billion (S$4 billion) in
defensive arms and equipment to
Ukraine, including anti-armour
missiles, reconnaissance drones,
armoured Humvees, and radars
that can determine the location
of enemy rocket and artillery fire.

In his State of the Union ad-
dress last month, Mr Obama not-
ed that the economic sanctions
imposed by the US and its allies
had hurt the Russian economy.

But US officials acknowledge
that Russia has repeatedly violat-
ed an agreement, reached in Sep-
tember, that called for an immedi-
ate ceasefire in Ukraine, the re-
moval of foreign forces and the es-
tablishment of monitoring ar-
rangements to ensure that the

border between Ukraine and Rus-
sia would be respected.

In recent weeks, Russia has
shipped a large number of heavy
weapons to support the
separatists’ offensive in eastern
Ukraine, Western officials say.
Some of the weapons are too so-
phisticated to be used by hastily
trained separatists, said one offi-
cial.

Nato officials estimate that
1,000 Russian military and intelli-
gence personnel are supporting
the separatists while Ukrainian of-
ficials insist that the number is
much higher.

The assessment of some senior
Western officials is that the
Kremlin’s goal is an accord that
would be more favourable to its
interests and would leave the sep-

aratists with more infrastructure
and potentially a more economi-
cally viable enclave.

But Russian casualties remain
a delicate political issue for Mr
Putin, who has denied that Rus-
sian troops are fighting in
Ukraine.

“One of the best ways to deter
Russia from supporting the rebels
in taking more territory and step-
ping up the conflict is to increase
the cost that the Russians or their
surrogates would incur,” said one
of the report’s authors, Ms
Michele Flournoy, a former sen-
ior Pentagon official who is a lead-
ing candidate to serve as defence
secretary if Mrs Hillary Clinton is
elected the next US president.
NEW YORK TIMES, REUTERS, AGENCE
FRANCE-PRESSE

KOBANE (Syria) – Ms Lasheen
Abdulla steered her white mini-
van through the streets of her
hometown, past the charred
husks of bombed cars, the shat-
tered storefronts and the unex-
ploded mortar shells.

The devastation of this city,
wrought by the Islamic State in
Iraq and Syria (ISIS) siege and the
United States-led air campaign
that ultimately expelled the mili-
tants, is so thorough that it man-
ages to feel unreal, like a movie
set.

As the battle unfolded with its
outcome uncertain, Kobane took
on mythic status – Kurds called
it their Stalingrad – as a place
from which the Kurds hoped to
carve a homeland from the tur-
moil of the Middle East.

“When you see your home-

town destroyed like this, you feel
destroyed from within,” said Ms
Abdulla, 43, who remained in
Kobane for the entire siege.

Even so, now that the city has
been liberated, pride in victory
outweighs the grief over the loss-
es for the Kurds who live here.

“All I can feel now is happi-
ness because of this victory,”
said Mr Anwar Jarmesh, 33, who
lost two brothers in the fighting.

The battle for Kobane, a bor-
der outpost that abuts Turkey, be-
gan in September last year. Al-
most by accident, the city, of lit-
tle obvious strategic value to the
US-led coalition, took on out-
sized importance as the signature
test of President Barack Obama’s
strategy for defeating ISIS: US air
power combined with local forces
on the ground.

More than 700 air strikes from
the coalition pounded this city
for nearly five months – more
than in any other place in Syria
or Iraq, where ISIS controls a
vast territory that straddles the
border between the two coun-
tries.

A constellation of Kurdish forc-
es, backed by US air power, de-
fended Kobane. Many of them
were local Syrian Kurds, but
some were Turkish Kurds with
the Kurdistan Worker’s Party
who have waged an insurgency
against the Turkish state for dec-
ades. Iraqi Kurdish forces, known
as peshmerga, were also dis-
patched here. Kurds also came
from Europe, including Sweden
and Germany, to fight in Kobane.

US officials said Kobane be-
came important to them only be-

cause it became important to
ISIS, which rushed in reinforce-
ments to the city. But in a state-
ment last Friday, ISIS acknow-
ledged its retreat from Kobane,
saying it was “because of the
bombardment and because some
of the brothers were killed”.

US Secretary of State John Ker-
ry said last Saturday that ISIS
had “said all along that Kobane
was a real symbolic and strategic
objective. They said so them-
selves; they defined it as such. So
pushing them out of there is a big
deal”.

Nearly 400 Kurdish fighters
died here, local officials said, but
ISIS took more losses, more than
1,000 fighters, many of them mili-
tants from abroad, according to
the Syrian Observatory for Hu-
man Rights, a monitoring group.

Despite the destruction and
the dangers of unexploded bombs
and booby-trapped buildings,
there were small signs that
Kobane was awakening. Down
one street, a handful of children
played in a doorway. Their aunt,
Ms Fayhaa Hamza, said she and
the children had returned a few
weeks ago, and she wanted to
thank Mr Obama for helping to
liberate her city.

The scenes of destruction in
Kobane provide a haunting pano-
rama of what may lie ahead, as
the war against ISIS unfolds in
other places, especially in Iraq.
There, in cities like Mosul and Fal-
lujah, where ISIS is entrenched, a
campaign to oust the extremists
will likely be more difficult, and
perhaps more destructive.
NEW YORK TIMES

A displaced family waiting on a bus to leave Debaltseve, in the Donetsk region, on Sunday. Pro-Russian separatists said
they plan to mobilise up to 100,000 combatants for their eastern Ukraine offensive. PHOTO: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Scenes of devastation in the eastern part of the destroyed Syrian town of Kobane, which endured more than 700 air strikes from the US-led coalition for nearly five months. PHOTO: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Syrian
war also
fought
in cyber
space

Vow comes as US officials mull over
idea of giving Kiev lethal weapons

Separatists
to escalate
Ukraine
conflict

Kobane pays heavy price for expelling ISIS

A FireEye report
says the pro-Assad
hackers stole large
caches of critical
documents
revealing the
Syrian opposition’s
strategy, tactical
battle plans, supply
requirements and
data about the
forces themselves.
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KANSAS CITY – The
north-eastern United States
braced itself for the second ma-
jor snowstorm in a week after a
huge winter system dumped
more than 30cm of snow in the
Chicago area, closing schools
from the Midwest to New Eng-
land.

Chicago Public Schools – the
country’s third-largest public
school system with districts in
Detroit, Boston and Providence,
Rhode Island – cancelled class-
es yesterday as the National
Weather Service issued storm
warnings and watches contin-
ued from western Iowa into up-
per New England.

The storm followed a bliz-
zard last week that pummelled
parts of the East Coast, especial-
ly New England states, where a
metre of snow piled up. New
York City had prepared for a ma-
jor storm but was spared the
brunt of it.

Forecasts ranged from about
7.6cm to 15cm in New York City
– where light snow began fall-
ing mid-evening on Sunday, po-
tentially complicating travel for
millions of morning commuters
– to well over 30cm in Lowell,
Massachusetts. This city north
of Boston is in an area that was
walloped with nearly 80cm of
snow less than a week ago.

Forecasts prompted Massa-
chusetts officials to postpone
yesterday’s proceedings in the
murder trial of former American
football star Aaron Hernandez.
In Chicago, US District Court,
Northern District of Illinois ses-
sions were also cancelled.

Forecasters said snow was ex-
pected to fall at the rate of
2.5cm to 5cm an hour in south-
ern New England at the storm’s
peak, making for extremely haz-
ardous driving conditions.

Significant accumulations
from Albany to Maine were ex-
pected to be exacerbated by
winds of up to 65kmh, the Na-
tional Weather Service said.

The storm figured in cancella-
tions of about 2,000 flights and
another 2,100 delays, largely in
Chicago, according to the on-
line site FlightStats.

In Champaign, Illinois, 68
homes were evacuated when a

tanker truck overturned on In-
terstate 57. The tanker was
found to have no hazardous ma-
terial. The storm knocked out
power to nearly 20,000 custom-

ers in Illinois, the governor’s of-
fice said, and hazardous road
conditions were reported in nu-
merous states.

The Ohio Turnpike banned

travel on Sunday for some traf-
fic, such as vehicles with trail-
ers. In South Dakota, a woman
died on Saturday when her car
slid off an icy road, the state De-

partment of Public Safety said.
Bitter cold weather was also

forecast to follow the snow
across the country.
REUTERS

Schools closed, 2,000 flights cancelled, power to 20,000 customers knocked out

LILLE (France) – Dominique
Strauss-Kahn, former chief of the Inter-
national Monetary Fund, went on trial
yesterday for pimping as part of a prosti-
tution ring, four years after a sex scandal
cost him his job and a shot at the French
presidency.

The disgraced 65-year-old economist
found himself back in the dock – this
time in the northern French city of Lille
– accused of being at the centre of a vice
ring which hired prostitutes for sex par-
ties in Brussels, Paris and Washington.

A silver-haired Strauss-Kahn,
dressed in a dark suit, slipped past a
throng of journalists to arrive early in
the wood-panelled courtroom, where he
paced up and down with his hands in his
pockets in front of the imposing stone
bench, where more than 40 massive files
were stacked.

He appeared on edge as he sat, arms
folded, while presiding judge Bernard Le-
maire read out the charges against him
and 13 others, a colourful cast of charac-
ters including luxury hotel managers and
a brothel owner nicknamed “Dodo the
Pimp”.

“You are accused of aiding and abet-
ting the prostitution of seven persons be-
tween March 29, 2008 and Oct 4, 2011,
and of hiring and encouraging the prosti-
tution of these same persons,” Mr Le-
maire told Strauss-Kahn, who could be
jailed for up to 10 years and fined up to
€1.5 million (S$2.3 million) if convicted.

The trial will run through Feb 20, and
may be extended by a week, though the
verdict will come later, according to a
court spokesman. In 2011, Strauss-Kahn
was accused of sexually assaulting a
chambermaid in New York. The case
was settled for an undisclosed sum.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE, BLOOMBERG

WASHINGTON – The Obama adminis-
tration is predicting that the United
States’ unemployment rate will fall this
year to the lowest level since 2007 as
stronger economic growth boosts hiring.

The jobless rate will average 5.4 per
cent this year, according to an adminis-
tration official, citing projections in Pres-
ident Barack Obama’s budget proposal,
which he was due to unveil at 12.45am to-
day, Singapore time.

That is lower than the 5.7 per cent the
Obama administration predicted in July
and down from an average of 6.2 per
cent last year. The world’s largest econo-
my will grow 3.1 per cent in 2015 from a
year earlier, up from a 2.4 per cent ex-
pansion last year and slower than the 3.5
per cent expansion projected in July,
said the official, in a preview of the plan.

But the US$3.99 trillion (S$5.4 tril-
lion) budget loaded with spending and
tax reforms will likely be dead on arrival
at the Republican-controlled Congress.

Using a healthier economy to turn
away from years of austerity-first poli-
cies, Mr Obama’s plan includes sizeable
spending on infrastructure, research and
the military, according to details re-
leased yesterday. Senior officials said
the plan would “put the good of mid-
dle-class families and our economy
front and centre, while also continuing
progress on restoring fiscal discipline”.

The plan would see the deficit remain
under 3 per cent of gross domestic prod-
uct (GDP) – a level economists common-
ly view as sustainable.

“The deficit in 2016 will be US$474
billion or 2.5 per cent of GDP,” a senior
administration official said.

There would also be funding to help
defeat the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria
militant group, around US$1 billion to
boost governance in Central America –
the starting point for many migrants ar-
riving in the US – and US$14 billion to
support cyber-security.
BLOOMBERG, AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

North-east US faces second
snowstorm in a week

A worker clearing snow from a Chicago train platform on Sunday. Chicago Public Schools – the third-largest public school system in the US with districts in Detroit, Boston and Providence, Rhode
Island – cancelled classes yesterday as the US National Weather Service issued storm warnings. PHOTO: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE
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LONDON – If the talks
between Greece’s new
government and its euro zone
partners turn confrontational,
Mr Mario Draghi may find
himself with an unpleasant
dilemma. The European
Central Bank (ECB) president
controls the last source of
funding that euro zone lenders
turn to when they have been
denied money everywhere
else.

Greek institutions are now
clinging on to that
increasingly tenuous lifeline as
deposits vanish and collateral
runs short. In the event of a
political breakdown, it will be
the ECB that has to decide
whether or not to cut it.

Greek banks, which play a
key role in funding the
government, lost about €11
billion (S$16.8 billion) in
deposits in January as the
anti-austerity party Syriza
closed in on its election
victory. As lenders run short
of ways to plug the funding
gaps, Greece’s rebellion
against the terms of its bailout
risks becoming a run on the
banks and, ultimately, a
sovereign default.

“If Europe is serious about
keeping Greece in the euro
zone, and if Greece is serious
about staying in the euro zone,
then I think the ECB can
bridge the gaps and prevent
financial panic from
happening,” said Mr Christian
Schulz, senior European
economist at Berenberg Bank
in London. “If that cover isn’t
there, then Mr Draghi and the
ECB are in a very delicate
situation.”

Money is increasingly tight.
Throughout the crisis, Greece

has been able to meet its
obligations, even while locked
out of international debt
markets, by issuing
short-term bills that local
banks can buy and then pledge
to the ECB as collateral for
further funding.

The government faces a
string of tests to its solvency
over the next two months,
including the repayment of
about €2.2 billion in bailout
loans and interest to the
International Monetary Fund,
while the trusted route of
rolling over treasury bills is
becoming less certain.

To make matters worse, tax
revenue has slumped by more
than €2 billion in the past two
months, leaving the
government more reliant than
ever on the banks.

Greek banks’ eligibility for
ordinary ECB cash facilities,
using junk-rated Greek
government bonds as
collateral, has always been
subject to the country being in
a euro zone bailout
programme.

If the government sticks to
its pledge not to extend the
current programme when it
expires at the end of February,
and the EU offers no
alternative, the banks would
be forced to replace as much
as €30 billion in ECB funding
directly from their own central
bank – so-called Emergency
Liquidity Assistance (ELA).

ELA, too, is in the gift of
Frankfurt. The ECB will
review the Greek central
bank’s emergency line
tomorrow, and can order it to
be shut off if it deems it
inappropriate.
BLOOMBERG

ExxonMobil
earnings down
NEW YORK –
ExxonMobil yesterday
reported a fall in
quarterly earnings on
lower oil and gas
production and a weak
US refining
performance. The
biggest US oil company
said fourth-quarter net
income was US$6.6
billion (S$8.9 billion),
down 21.3 per cent from
the period a year ago.

AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Line Corp starts
grocery e-service
BANGKOK – Japan-
based messaging app
company Line Corp is
launching an online
grocery delivery service,
its first ever, in Thailand
and plans to expand it to
other South-east Asian
nations.

The unit of top South
Korean Internet portal
operator Naver Corp
said yesterday its
“Cheap Sure Sure”
online grocery service
will begin tommorow in
Thailand, Line’s
second-biggest market
after Japan, with more
than 33 million active
users of the app.

REUTERS

MONEY
BRIEFS

NEW YORK – The United
States authorities are investi-
gating the credit rating agency
Moody’s over its glowing as-
sessments of mortgage deals
in the run-up to the 2008 fi-
nancial crisis, according to
The Wall Street Journal.

Citing people familiar with
the situation, the newspaper
said on Sunday that Justice De-
partment officials had met sev-
eral former Moody’s execu-
tives.

It was not yet clear if the
probe would result in a law-
suit.

If the investigation is con-
firmed, Moody’s would be-
come the second major US
credit rating firm in the Justice
Department’s crosshairs, after
a case against Standard &
Poor’s (S&P).

S&P is expected to within
days agree to pay US$1.37 bil-
lion (S$1.85 billion) to settle
lawsuits over its rosy grading
of mortgage bonds in the finan-
cial crisis, sources told Agence
France-Presse.

Neither Moody’s nor the
Justice Department was imme-
diately reachable for comment
on Sunday.

The US authorities are prob-
ing whether the firm compro-
mised its standards to score
deals, the Journal reported,
and the focus is on residential
mortgage deals from around
2004 to 2007.

Positive ratings on what
turned out to be extremely
risky mortgage deals, known
as sub-prime loans, were a
main cause of the 2008 finan-
cial collapse.

Investors rely on rating
firms’ grades to assess risk.

Moody’s has had success de-
fending lawsuits. Of the al-
most five dozen that have been
filed since 2007, fewer than a
quarter of those cases remain,
Moody’s general counsel John
Goggins said on an investor
call last September.

Downgrades on the securi-
ties helped wipe out almost
US$11 trillion of household
wealth, the Financial Crisis In-
quiry Commission said in its
2011 report.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE,
BLOOMBERG

Uncertain times for Europe’s chief banker

BEIJING – Chinese factory activi-
ty contracted in January for the
second straight month, a closely
watched private survey showed
yesterday, a day after the govern-
ment announced the first official
decline in the sector for more
than two years.

British banking giant HSBC
said its final purchasing
managers’ index (PMI) reading for
last month edged up to 49.7 from
49.6 in December.

But the result still showed
shrinkage in the manufacturing
sector of the world’s second-larg-
est economy, a key driver of glo-
bal growth. PMI readings below
50 point to contraction and any-
thing above suggests growth.

The index, compiled by infor-
mation services provider Markit,
tracks activity in China’s factories
and workshops and is a closely
watched indicator of the health of
the Asian economic giant.

The figure followed an official
Chinese survey on Sunday that
showed manufacturing activity
contracting for the first time in 27
months. China’s official PMI for
January, released by the National
Bureau of Statistics, came in at
49.8 last month, down from 50.1
in December.

“We think demand in the manu-
facturing sector remains weak,
and more aggressive monetary
and fiscal easing measures will be
needed to prevent another sharp

slowdown in growth,” Mr Qu
Hongbin, HSBC chief economist
for China, said in the release an-
nouncing the bank’s figure.

Manufacturing output expand-
ed slightly in January for the first
time in three months, HSBC said.
While weak demand weighed on
growth in new orders both domes-
tically and overseas, the bank de-
scribed the situation as having
“broadly stabilised”.

Factory employment also fell
for the 15th straight month, the
bank said.

While growth in the United
States, the world’s largest econo-
my, has been a relative bright spot
– gross domestic product (GDP)
grew 2.4 per cent in 2014, its best

result in four years – other key re-
gions such as Europe and Japan
have lagged.

The 18 euro zone economies ex-
panded by a mere 0.2 per cent in
the third quarter of last year – the
latest figures available – while Ja-
pan, the world’s third-largest
economy, slipped into recession
in the same period.

GDP in China, meanwhile, ex-
panded 7.4 per cent last year,
slower than the 7.7 per cent in
2013 and the worst result since
the 3.8 per cent recorded in 1990.

China’s economy has been be-
set by problems including soft
manufacturing, weak exports and
falling property prices, although
the government has been satisfied

so far that the slowdown is under
control as employment has re-
mained resilient.

Nevertheless, the authorities
have taken some steps to put a
floor under growth, undertaking
limited stimulus measures last
year and even cutting benchmark
interest rates in November for the
first time in more than two years.

“The fall in the official PMI is
consistent with our expectations
that (first-quarter) growth will
likely be weak,” Goldman Sachs
economists said in a report. “As
the official PMI is viewed as more
important by the government, the
likelihood of further loosening
measures has increased further.”
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

MACAU – Macau’s casino reve-
nue slumped for an eighth
straight month in January for the
longest losing streak on record,
and there are growing expecta-
tions that the pain will persist an-
other year as China’s clampdown
on graft intensifies.

Total gross gaming revenue in
the world’s biggest gambling hub
fell 17.4 per cent to 23.7 billion
patacas (S$4 billion) last month,
Macau’s Gaming Inspection and
Coordination Bureau said yester-
day. This compared with the medi-
an estimate of a 17 per cent de-

cline from seven analysts sur-
veyed by Bloomberg News.

Chinese President Xi Jinping’s
anti-corruption drive to catch “ti-
gers and flies” and slowing eco-
nomic growth mean Macau may
continue to face shrinking month-
ly revenue until later this year,
when new resorts, including from
Melco Crown Entertainment and
Galaxy Entertainment Group
open.

Analysts are predicting weaker
takings over the Chinese New
Year holiday this month and a big-
ger drop in 2015 than last year’s

2.6 per cent decline.Gross gaming
revenue this month could plunge
by as much as 40 per cent, mak-
ing it the biggest monthly decline
so far, Union Gaming analyst
Grant Govertsen said.

Macau’s casinos had raked in
an all-time record of 38 billion pat-
acas last February, as mainland
tourists flooded the former Portu-
guese enclave amid the week-long
Chinese public holiday to play ca-
sino games. The holiday begins on
Feb 18 this year.

January revenue rose 2 per cent
from the 23.3 billion patacas in De-

cember. Analysts had seen
January’s improvement over De-
cember as a sign that the industry
may be out of its free fall of late
last year.

Mr Xi’s crackdown helped wipe
about US$73 billion (S$98.8 bil-
lion) from the market value of
Macau’s casinos last year.

Casinos could experience more
pain as Macau considers a com-
plete ban on smoking in its gam-
bling halls. VIP gambling rooms
are currently exempted from the
ban.
BLOOMBERG

LONDON – Greek Finance Minis-
ter Yanis Varoufakis was to tell
major investors and bankers in
London that Greece will be able to
service its €320 billion (S$489 bil-
lion) debt with no damage to pri-
vate investors, a source with
knowledge of the matter said.

The source said Dr Varoufakis
planned to meet about 100 banks
and financial institutions at an
event late yesterday following his
talks with British Chancellor of
the Exchequer George Osborne in
Downing Street.

“We will be able to service the
Greek debt on terms that will
have no detrimental impact on, es-
pecially private, bond holders,”
said the source, who spoke on con-
dition of anonymity.

“The message will be that we
are very open to investment, that
people should listen to the finance
minister, who’s got the absolute
confidence of the prime minister,
rather than other noises from any

other direction,” the source said.
While Dr Varoufakis left with-

out making public comment after
the meeting at Downing Street,
Mr Osborne told the media that
the stand-off between Greece and
the euro zone over Greek debt was
fast becoming the biggest risk fac-
ing the world economy.

“We had a constructive discus-
sion, and it is clear that the
stand-off between Greece and the
euro zone is the greatest risk to
the global economy,” said Mr Os-
borne.

“I urge the Greek finance minis-
ter to act responsibly, but it’s also
important that the euro zone has a
better plan for jobs and growth.

“It is a rising threat to the Brit-
ish economy. And we have got to
make sure that in Europe, as in
Britain, we choose competence
over chaos.”

Earlier, Dr Varoufakis said he
wanted to reach a new debt deal
within months to end a loan “ad-

diction” that was loading more lia-
bilities on to Greece’s economy.

He said Greece did not want a
promised loan tranche of €7.2 bil-
lion from the so-called “troika” of
creditors – the International Mon-
etary Fund (IMF), the European
Union and the European Central
Bank.

“It’s not that we don’t need the
money; we’re desperate,” he said
at a press conference with his
French counterpart Michel Sapin
on Sunday.

“What this government is all
about is ending this addiction.”

Although not in the euro zone,
Britain is in the IMF and Dr Varou-
fakis is seeking as many allies as
possible for any future negotia-

tions within the EU.
Setting out a timetable for a re-

vised debt deal, which has met
strong opposition from Germany
– the biggest contributor to
Greece’s financial rescue – Dr Var-
oufakis said if Athens had until
the end of the month to come up
with detailed proposals, it could
reach an agreement with interna-
tional partners six weeks later.

While euro zone officials want
Greece to stick to the austerity de-
mands of its existing bailout agree-
ment, Prime Minister Alexis
Tsipras, who is also touring Euro-
pean capitals this week, is seeking
a debt writedown so that he can in-
crease public spending.
REUTERS, AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Casino revenue last month in the Chinese gambling hub fell for an eighth month in a row – by 17.4 per cent to $4 billion. Chinese President Xi Jinping’s
anti-corruption drive and slowing economic growth have hit Macau badly in recent months. PHOTO: BLOOMBERG

Greece gives
assurances
on servicing
$489b debt

Finance Minister Yanis Varoufakis is seeking a revised debt deal to break
Greece’s “addiction” to loans. PHOTO: EUROPEAN PRESSPHOTO AGENCY

China factory activity shrinks again: HSBC

Probe into
Moody’s
pre-crisis
securities
ratings

Macau casinos’ losing streak continues

Finance minister to tell investors and
bankers that debt can be managed
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A
S PEOPLE gear up for
B u d g e t 2 0 1 5 , o n e
low-profile but impor-
tant tax sweetener is
being monitored quiet-

ly by investors and analysts.
This is the slew of tax incen-

tives for the Singapore Reit
market introduced in 2005, and
renewed in 2010. They expire on
March 31 this year, unless
renewed in this Budget.

If the tax breaks are removed
come April 1 in the new financial
year, they could have an impact
far beyond that on a few S-Reit
funds and their direct investors.

For S-Reits, as they are called,
are big owners of Singapore’s
shopping malls, commercial build-
ings and factories. How they ad-
just their way of doing business as
a result of any tax changes may
have an impact on business costs
and that may, in turn, have a bear-
ing on our costs of living.

Reits are “closed end” funds
which invest in income-generat-
ing real estate assets. What makes
them so alluring to investors is
their tax-efficient structure.

If they pay out at least 90 per
cent of their income as dividends,
Reits are exempt from paying any
income tax. Individual investors
are also exempt from paying tax
on the dividend they receive.

Tax incentives were launched
10 years ago to encourage the

set-up of more S-Reits as well as
to attract more foreign institution-
al and corporate investors to
invest in the S-Reit market.

The incentives were given for
five years initially, but they were
extended in 2010 for a further
five. In 2005 when the tax incen-
tives were introduced, there were
only five S-Reits with a total mar-
ket value of about $9 billion.

Since then, the market has
grown: there are now 28 Reits and
six stapled securities – involving a
Reit “stapled” to other forms of in-
vestment – with a total market
capitalisation of $67 billion.

The market consensus is that
the tax incentives will be renewed
for another five years.

As DBS Vickers noted, competi-
tion posed by other countries in
developing their own Reit markets
makes a case for renewal. It said:
“These tax incentives are key at-
tractions which made Singapore
one of the leading Reit hubs in the
Asia-Pacific region. In addition,
Singapore needs to stay ahead,
given that India, Thailand and Chi-
na have been fine-tuning and insti-
tuting their own Reit regulations
to draw in capital investments.”

However, a few analysts beg to
differ. Nomura analyst Sai Min
Chow said in a report that the re-
newal may not be a given, given
the need to fund more social
spending.

Others say the Government
should not give a carte blanche ex-
tension on all the 2005 tax incen-
tives offered to the S-Reit sector.

Ripe for removal

IF ANY incentives should go, the
top one is the stamp duty conces-
sion given to Reits which has

made it cheaper for them to ac-
quire properties here.

Right now, stamp duty is
waived for the purchase of proper-
ties by Reits IPO aspirants, or Re-
its already listed in Singapore.

This encourages companies
owning properties to inject them
into a Reit and spin it off as a sepa-
rately listed firm without incur-
ring the pain of paying a 3 per
cent stamp duty to make the trans-
fer on the properties.

Analysts say the stamp duty

waiver also makes Reits more
aggressive in acquiring properties
here, as they take advantage of
the tax incentive. Their gripe –
rightly or wrongly – is that in
order to make their purchases pay
off, Reits then jack up rentals on
the acquired properties. This, in
turn, drives up the costs of doing
business in Singapore.

So removing the stamp duty
may dampen the appetite for S-Re-
its to tote up more property pur-
chases here and, hopefully, soften

the market for commercial build-
ings and malls, stopping rental
appreciation.

Incentives that can stay

WHAT about other incentives
that Reits enjoy?

Individual investors – local or
foreign – do not pay any taxes on
the dividends from their S-Reit in-
vestments. Corporate investors
are taxed at their respective tax
rates on Reit income, unless they

enjoy an exemption.
However, to lure foreign

non-individual investors to invest
in S-Reits, the withdrawing tax
on Reit dividends received by
them was reduced to 10 per cent
in 2005 for a period of five years
and renewed in 2010 for another
five years.

Mr Leonard Ong, a tax partner
with audit firm KPMG, expresses
concern that removing this tax
incentive in the next Budget will
likely see a lower net dividend pay-
out for this class of investors and
make S-Reits a lot less attractive
to them. “This may cause some of
them to exit their S-Reit invest-
ments and cause a significant
drop in market value, if the exo-
dus is en masse,” he said.

The same argument applies on
the tax exemption which S-Reits
enjoy on the income which they
earn on their foreign properties.

Such rental income is already
subject to taxation in the country
where the foreign property is
located. When the income is remit-
ted back to an S-Reit in Singa-
pore, it does not suffer a second
round of taxation, subject to cer-
tain conditions being met.

If this exemption is not extend-
ed, an S-Reit making fresh foreign
property acquisitions after March
31 could potentially suffer double
taxation on the same overseas
rental income it earns.

But not all analysts think the
same way. One corporate lawyer
thinks over-reliance on S-Reits to
spur investor interest in the stock
market is unhealthy: “We have a
lot of Reits already. It is time that
the Government put our tax incen-
tives to work in other areas to at-
tract other asset classes to give
greater depth to the SGX.”

So whatever the Finance Minis-
ter announces on Feb 23, Budget
Day, it would be wise for S-Reit
investors not to assume that the
status quo will remain. As the re-
cent move by the Monetary Au-
thority of Singapore to slow the
appreciation of the Singdollar
shows, policymakers can spring
surprises.

engyeow@sph.com.sg
This is the first of a three-part series on
issues relating to Budget 2015.

Reits: Time to
end tax breaks?

By CHERYL ONG

T
HERE are growing calls
from almost every
quarter of the property
market for the Govern-
ment to remove some

of its measures introduced since
2009 to cool the market.

Developers fret over unsold
units while nervy buyers are cau-
tious about catching a falling
knife. Property agents are leaving
the industry as transactions dry
up, while home owners dread the
prospect of tumbling property
values.

To be sure, the fall in prices is
not dramatic: for the whole of last
year, private home prices eased 4
per cent and public housing prices
fell 6 per cent.

The fall isn’t even in the double
digits. And as any number of
government leaders have noted,
prices are still up about 60 per
cent compared to mid-2009. As
Deputy Prime Minister Tharman
Shanmugaratnam reiterated in

October, there is still “some dis-
tance to go in achieving a mean-
ingful correction, after the sharp
run-up in prices in recent years”.

But the time has come to at
least reduce the pain.

The market is already falling
gently. The slide could become
hard to arrest, given the overhang
of new and soon-to-be-complet-
ed private residential units. It’s
time for the Government to
moderate the measures.

Just what would work? Mr
Michael Lim, director of research
at UBS, said a cut in additional
buyer’s stamp duty (ABSD) for
Singaporeans buying their second
homes would be viewed favoura-
bly by citizens. He suggested a cut
of 1 to 2 percentage points.

Buyers of private residential
properties now pay stamp duty of
about 3 per cent for all home pur-
chases. Singaporeans pay an addi-
tional 7 per cent for their second
properties; and an additional 10
per cent for third and subsequent
properties. Foreigners pay an

additional 15 per cent stamp duty
on all purchases.

Another set of cooling mea-
sures impose loan limits on
buyers, subjecting them to lower
loan-to-value (LTV) ratios.

A total debt servicing ratio (TD-
SR), introduced in June 2013,
requires borrowers to keep all
debts within 60 per cent of their
gross monthly income. Not sur-
prisingly, the slew of measures
has indeed cooled the market.

Developers are dangling dis-
counts for buyers, with Ms
Yvonne Voon, an analyst at
Credit Suisse, pointing out that
“prime properties are seeing a
sharper correction”.

The 158-unit freehold develop-
ment, The Vermont on Cairnhill,
is a clear example. It sold out all
remaining 37 units at a median
price of $2,113 per sq ft – down
from the previous median of
$2,313 psf in July last year, which
works out to a 9 per cent drop.

Mass-market homes, propped
up by demand from Housing

Board upgraders, have fared
better. But even this previously
resilient market could be losing its
shine, as a record completion of
public homes could “pose risks to
prices” and siphon demand from
mass-market condominiums, said
Ms Voon.

In fact, the decline indicates
that the market has changed
fundamentally.

An era of cheap debt, brought
on by quantitative easing after the
global financial crisis, sparked
exuberant investing and accelerat-
ed housing completions.

As a result, 21,359 more condo
units will flood the market this
year, with another 36,000 in the
pipeline over the next two years.

The rising supply of homes
comes at a time when the pool of
tenants is declining with curbs on
foreign labour growth. Property
mania is thus making way for a
new normal of rising vacancy
rates and falling rental values.

Last year, rents fell 3 per cent -
a reversal of four successive years

of rising rents. Vacancy rates of
private residences rose to 7.8 per
cent as at Dec 31 – the highest
since the fourth quarter of 2005.

A s o b e r i n g n u m b e r o f
forced-sale listings also signals
that the market has started to tip.

“A heavy physical oversupply
situation ahead, coupled with
anticipated interest rate hikes
from the Fed in the second half of
2015, will likely keep buyers on
the back foot going forward,”
noted Mr Eli Lee, an analyst at
OCBC Investment Research.

The confluence of factors adds
up to a new state of play in the
market. If a possible structural
downturn looms, there are good
reasons to ease some of the prop-
erty curbs without threatening to
overheat the market.

What measures might then be
tweaked?

Doing away with the ABSD
levied on foreign buyers would
not be popular. It is, however, an
arrow the Government could keep
in its quiver should the market

suddenly tank from unexpected ex-
ternal shocks to the economy.

Tweaking the ABSD that Singa-
poreans have to pay for their
second homes can provide a small
fillip to the market from cash-rich
Singaporeans keen to invest in
second properties in their own
home town. Already, many are
turning to property investments
overseas to avoid the 10 per cent
stamp duty (3+7 per cent) payable
on second properties.

Buyers are bound by the loan
curbs imposed under the TDSR
and LTV limits. Thus investors
would be in no danger of invest-
ing beyond their financial abili-
ties, argued Rodyk & Davidson
partner Lee Liat Yeang.

In other words, lowering the
ABSD for second homes provides
a gentle ballast for the market,
makes it easier for citizens with
means to own a second property
– and will go some way to help
absorb the whopping number of
newly completed homes.

ocheryl@sph.com.sg

A slew of tax incentives 10 years ago fuelled the growth of Real Estate Improvement Trusts or Reits in Singapore. It’s time to retire some of them.

Calibrating expectations of Jokowi’s KL visit

A
MERICAN President Barack Obama’s
visit to New Delhi, where he was chief
guest at India’s Republic Day celebra-
tions last week, signified the evolution
of a bilateral relationship that will
influence the wider course of Asia’s
economic and strategic well-being.
Those crucial bilateral ties had flagged
in recent years as the United States and
India were distracted by foreign and
domestic events that impinged on their
immediate concerns. However, the per-
sonal chemistry between Mr Obama and
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi,
apparent during their meetings, has
created a new momentum for relations
between their two countries.

Admittedly, gaps remain in the rela-

tionship. Attempts to narrow differenc-
es over Indian laws that inhibit the sales
of American nuclear fuel and reactors
were not conclusive. A solid common
front against climate change was not
forged. India’s economic reforms, en-
couraged by its international partners,
including the US, await Mr Modi’s deter-
mined hand. Mr Obama drew attention
as well to India’s need to do more to pro-
tect women’s and girls’ rights, and to up-
hold the religious tolerance associated
with the country’s founding principles.

However, the amity with which these
issues were addressed suggests that
these are differences among friends.
Both leaders appear to have invested
their personal credibility in a new

relationship of trust.
The resilience of that trust will affect

the trajectory of broader Asian rela-
tions. The United States remains the
pre-eminent global power even in an
age characterised by the resurgence of
China, the reassertion of Russian power,
and other developments that reaffirm
the presence of a multipolar world order
which is here to stay. Yet, America
cannot manage the fractious world
alone. To do so, it needs to strike a
balance of interests with regional coun-
tries which can ensure a degree of stabili-
ty in their surrounding precincts, much
as Washington seeks to stabilise the
global commons as a whole.

India’s emergence on the global stage

marks a transitional moment in interna-
tional politics when a regional power is
impelled to play a larger role to buttress
the global order. Mr Modi’s desire for an
external role for India, commensurate
with its domestic strengths, fits in with
America’s need for partners. Indian part-
nership would help to give substance to
the American pledge of a pivot to Asia.

China’s measured response to the
Indo-US rapprochement implies that
such developments do not have to occur
at its expense. The Sino-American
relationship is not a secondary function
of any other, including the Indo-Ameri-
can one. The world is large enough to
accommodate the interests of its most
powerful players.

Cut second-home ABSD for citizens as market slides

‘Grexit’ is by no means inevitableA22 A22

By GOH ENG YEOW
SENIOR CORRESPONDENT

EYE ON THE
ECONOMY

The effect of US-India chemistry
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By MUHAMMAD SINATRA

T
HE upcoming official
visit to Malaysia by
Indonesian President
Joko Widodo – popu-
larly known as Jokowi

– will mark a renewed commit-
ment by both countries to
reaffirm and improve their
relationship.

It is, therefore, an opportune
moment to explore the opportuni-
ties and constraints in Malaysia-
Indonesia relations under
Malaysian Prime Minister Najib
Razak and Mr Joko.

Much of the recent public dis-
course on Indonesia’s foreign and
economic policies has been over-
whelmingly focused on Mr Joko’s
seemingly assertive stance on a
range of issues, most notably on
illegal foreign fishing activities in
Indonesian waters.

This has sparked a degree of
trepidation among some of
Indonesia’s neighbours, includ-
ing Malaysia.

It would do well, however, for
Indonesia’s neighbours to under-
stand the immense domestic pres-
sures that Mr Joko faces.

We, therefore, need to cali-
brate our expectations. This presi-
dential visit on Thursday will not
somehow magically resolve the
issues that have long complicated
relations between the two
countries – the treatment of
Indonesian migrant workers, our
overlapping territorial claims and
the recurrent transboundary
haze, among others.

While there won’t be any side-
stepping of these issues, the two
countries will need to strengthen
cooperation on those that will
keep relations on an even keel.

Datuk Seri Najib and Mr Joko
are expected to explore ways to
achieve the annual bilateral trade
target of US$30 billion (S$40.6
billion).

The two countries have also ex-
pressed their commitment to bol-
ster growth in the palm oil mar-
ket, improve food security and
revitalise the Sijori (Singapore-
Johor-Riau) growth triangle.

If successful, these efforts
would bind the two countries ev-
er closer together and would
amount to a decisive step for-
ward in strengthening the Asean
Economic Community.

The question that remains,
however, is whether Mr Joko will
be able to continue the good
work his predecessor and Mr
Najib have accomplished.

After spending a mere 100
days in office, Mr Joko’s populari-
ty has plummeted sharply at
home.

The high expectations that ac-
companied his election have been
deflated following perceived
shortcomings in delivering his
campaign promises, especially
his vow to distance himself from
political intrigues and backroom
deals, and to maintain a clean
and corruption-free government.

The latest incident has been
Mr Joko’s nomination of General
Budi Gunawan – who has been de-
clared by the Indonesian Corrup-

tion Eradication Commission as a
suspect in a bribery case – as the
Indonesian national police chief.

Even before this, eyebrows
were raised over Mr Joko’s ap-
pointments to his Cabinet, of the
Attorney-General and to the Pres-
idential Advisory Board – a
number of which seemed incon-
sistent with his campaign prom-
ise to appoint a team that is
largely comprised of technocrats.

Public dissatisfaction towards
Mr Joko has also been deepened
by fuel-subsidy cuts and rising
prices of goods and services,
which saw the outbreak of demon-
strations across a number of Indo-
nesian cities last year.

Worse, there is a growing
sense that Mr Joko is unable to re-
sist pressures from his political
patrons, principally Ms Megawati
Sukarnoputri, president of his
Indonesian Democratic Party –
Struggle (PDI-P) and former pres-
ident of Indonesia.

There is widespread suspicion
that these patrons have ham-
pered Mr Joko’s efforts to meet
the public’s demands.

In other words, Mr Joko has
the difficult task of balancing the
interests of the public who voted
him into office, and the demands
of his patrons who backed him
during the campaign period.

That means he will have limit-
ed political capital at his disposal
and cannot afford to be seen as
weak, especially in dealing with
foreign governments.

Malaysia, therefore, needs to
recognise Mr Joko’s predicament

even as it tries to achieve
ambitious plans for the bilateral
relationship.

At the same time, the Jokowi
administration needs to realise
that it can do a much better job
at communicating its foreign
policy.

The spectacular sinking of for-
eign vessels that have been found
to have engaged in illegal fishing
in Indonesian waters has need-
lessly generated the impression
of aggressiveness on Indonesia’s
part.

Mr Joko is right in wanting to
serve notice to the rest of the
world that Indonesia will not
tolerate any infringement of its
sovereignty and interests. But it
would also serve Indonesia well
to do all it can to reassure its
neighbours and promote a more
benign image to the rest of the re-
gion.

This may include a wide array
of measures, from conducting reg-
ular briefings on Indonesia’s for-
eign and economic policies in
neighbouring countries – both to
their government counterparts as
well as the business and scholarly
communities – as well as promot-
ing people-to-people links
through cultural exchanges.

In short, Malaysia-Indonesia
relations can thrive only when
there is a deeper understanding
of the unique circumstances that
each side faces.

But for there to be understand-
ing, a lot more communication
needs to be done.
THE STAR/ASIA NEWS NETWORK

By TOMOO KIKUCHI AND
TAKEHIRO MASUTOMO
FOR THE STRAITS TIMES

J
APAN should vigorously
debate whether to join the
new China-led Asia Infra-
structure Investment Bank
(AIIB), regardless of the
views against it in the

country.
The AIIB was first proposed by

Chinese President Xi Jinping in
the autumn of 2013. Beijing held
the signing ceremony with 21
founding members from Asia and
the Middle East in October last
year, and more detailed negotia-
tions over the governance struc-
ture are expected to be completed
when the bank is officially
launched by the end of this year.

“China will pick a joker,” said a
former Japanese high-ranking
diplomat, referring to the possibili-
ty that the AIIB may fail due to its
poor practice and unprofitable
projects. He likened the bank to a
subprime lender giving out conces-
sionary loans to customers with
poor track records but high needs.

But this does not have to be the
case. Japan needs to realise that it
has little political means to block
the new bank. Although the
United States reportedly pressured
its allies not to join the Chinese
initiative, following the move by
Indonesia and New Zealand, the
once-hesitant Australia is now
willing to join while South Korea is
seriously considering doing so.
Moreover, European states and
Canada might also become mem-
bers.

Japan has reservations about
joining the AIIB in part because it

potentially reduces the influence
of the Asian Development Bank
(ADB), whose head has always
come from the ranks of its Ministry
of Finance and the Bank of Japan.

Japan and the US are the larg-
est shareholders of the ADB. In ret-
rospect, the two countries could
have put more effort in the World
Bank and the International Mone-
tary Fund to accommodate the in-
terests of China, and to make the
ADB less Japan-dominant.

Failing to reflect the voices of
the emerging economies, these in-
stitutions are at risk of being
marginalised in the long run.

When the Asian financial crisis
hit the region in 1997, Japan pro-
posed the establishment of an
Asian Monetary Fund, but saw fail-
ure in the face of strong opposi-
tion from Washington.

Subsequently, Asian countries
started an endeavour to deepen
cross-border financial coopera-
tion. The regional financial mar-
kets are growing but still undevel-
oped to be able to effectively chan-
nel the savings glut to where devel-
opment is needed within Asia.

Now that the AIIB is set to
emerge, Japan can and should try
to exert its due influence from
within. Singapore, the only ad-
vanced economy among the found-
ing members, hopes Japan can
jointly carry weight with the gov-
ernance structure.

The Chinese way of infrastruc-
ture building has not only met
with some backlash in Africa, but
has also led to disruptions of
projects like the Myitsone Dam in
Myanmar. Not being a member of
the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development,

China is not bound by the strin-
gent conditions and safeguard poli-
cies of its Development Assistance
Committee.

To this end, Japan could assist
in the best practices in the AIIB in
the fields of environmental protec-
tion, relocation of locals, employ-
ment creation and human rights.

China’s influence in AIIB

ONE needs to pay attention to the
macroeconomic environment sur-

rounding the AIIB. China aims at
reducing overcapacity at home, en-
hancing the liquidity of offshore
yuan, promoting the “going out”
of domestic firms, and employing
its huge foreign reserves to ac-
quire assets overseas.

The outflow of foreign direct in-
vestment by the state-owned en-
terprises (SOEs), however, is wor-
risome as their average return is
well below that of private firms,
and even substantially less than
the cost of capital. This is especial-

ly true for infrastructure-related
sectors, including electric power,
rail transport, upstream oil and
gas, financial services and telecom-
munications. The AIIB’s invest-
ment in these sectors may prolifer-
ate the inefficient practice of the
SOEs outside China.

China has been swift to re-
spond to huge and acute infra-
structure needs in the developing
world, in contrast with lengthy
project processes required by oth-
er lenders.

On the other hand, local govern-
ments in Asian countries may de-
mand funding for projects out of
political interests. China’s financ-
ing approach and the recipient’s
motivation may not generate an
environment that is conducive to
channelling capital to sustainable
development in the region.

Indonesian President Joko
Widodo, in his speech to the Apec
CEO Summit in Beijing, apparent-
ly expressed his concerns about
the impact China’s infrastructure
export will have on Indonesia.

Japan’s role

JAPAN’S participation in the AIIB
would not go against but, in fact,
promote its own infrastructure
business through access to the in-
formation and resources within
the AIIB.

The Japanese government has
been pushing the export of pack-
age-type infrastructure, in which
domestic firms are involved in
everything from designing to fi-
nancing since 2010.

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe has pledged to continue this
effort and triple the export of in-

frastructure-related business to
30 trillion yen (S$345 billion) annu-
ally by 2020, with a strategic fo-
cus on power stations and
high-speed rail.

On the financial front, the Japa-
nese Exchange Group, an operator
of the Tokyo Stock Exchange and
the Osaka Securities Exchange,
aims to be Asia’s infrastructure
hub. Meanwhile, Japanese com-
mercial banks are expanding to
the Asian region and gaining
strength in project finance.

The leaders at the G-20 Sum-
mit in Brisbane last year recog-
nised infrastructure demand in
the developing world as a new
source of global growth in the af-
termath of the global financial cri-
sis.

Based on an ADB estimate, in-
frastructure demand in Asia
through 2010 to 2020 will be
US$8 trillion (S$10.8 trillion),
which is far beyond the capacity
of the ADB.

The launch of the AIIB can be
seen as evidence that China is fi-
nally stepping up to be a responsi-
ble global stakeholder.

The relationship between Japan
and China has worsened in the
past few years. Putting historical
and territorial issues aside, the
AIIB presents a great opportunity
for the two largest Asian powers
to cooperate in the economic
sphere, so as to provide public
goods to a broader Asian region.

stopinion@sph.com.sg
Tomoo Kikuchi is Senior Research Fellow,
and Takehiro Masutomo, Research
Associate, at the Centre on Asia and
Globalisation, Lee Kuan Yew School of
Public Policy at the National University
of Singapore.

By WOLFGANG MUNCHAU

T
HE past week remind-
ed us of three truths.
The first is that the
euro zone crisis will
not be over until it is

truly resolved – that is, when the
excess debt is written off.

The second is that something
that is unsustainable will have to
stop eventually. We saw this
when the Greek electorate put an
end to a policy that failed to
deliver, even on its own narrow
terms, a fall in the debt burden.

The third is that accidents
happen.

Of all foreseeable accidents,
the potentially most catastrophic
would, of course, be “Grexit” – a
Greek exit from the euro zone.
This could happen but it is by no
means inevitable.

The predominant German view
is that Grexit would be a calamity
for Greece, a minor shock for the
euro zone and a non-event for
the global economy.

Newspaper editorials call on
German Chancellor Angela Mer-
kel not to give in to blackmail.
Even Mr Sigmar Gabriel, Social
Democrat chairman and Econom-
ics Minister, says the consequenc-
es of Grexit can be contained.

He could not be more wrong.
In fact, I believe that the

consequences of Grexit are likely
to be as damaging to the euro
zone as they would be to Greece
itself.

Those who play down risks
tend to be good at adding up
numbers, but not at grasping the
complex dynamics of a default on
such a scale.

We should recall that United
States policymakers misjudged
the impact of the bankruptcy of
Lehman Brothers in 2008 for
similar reasons. It was not the
impact on those directly exposed
to Lehman losses that mattered;
what mattered were the vast glo-
bal ripple effects.

If Greece were to leave the
euro zone, prices of shares and
other assets would slump across
Europe. A lot of people – and not
only those with direct exposure
to Greece – would be caught
wrongfooted.

At that point, investors will
wonder whether the euro zone is
still a monetary union or just a
loose single-currency regime
with wide entrance and exit
doors. They will immediately
question whether Portugal is safe.

Also consider the wider politi-
cal consequences. Grexit would
leave Greece outside the euro
zone but inside the European
Union. Would the EU be able to
count on continued Greek sup-
port for sanctions against Russia?

Would any rational policymak-
er want to deal with issues such

as these for the sake of a few
billion euros?

And what would Grexit mean
for Greece? It may be catastroph-
ic, though this would depend on
how it is managed.

Of the various bad outcomes,
the absolute worst is a continua-
tion of policies that have no
chance of working and are not sup-
ported by the Greek electorate.

The best outcome would be
debt relief combined with a shift
from a fiscal surplus to a fiscally
neutral budget, plus reforms to
deal with corruption and tax collec-
tion. I believe these are still goals
worth pursuing before resigning
oneself to Grexit.

The new Syriza-led govern-
ment’s stated goal is to achieve
both a reduction in the total debt
burden and the fiscal surplus that
was agreed with the creditors.

I, too, favour a grand confer-
ence of creditors and debtors that
ends with an agreement to reduce
the debt level to a sustainable level
and immediately puts a halt to aus-
terity.

I doubt such a grand bargain
can be achieved in the next five
months or so. The best outcome I
can see is a compromise to refi-
nance the government and bank-
ing system, ending austerity and
placing the focus on growth. The
debate about a grand debt confer-
ence would wait until later.

Is such a compromise realistic?
The biggest challenge for the

new government is to overcome
the dominant economic narratives
circulating in European capitals.
However, its negotiating position
is not hopeless.

The discussions between
Greece and its creditors will al-
most certainly go down to the
wire. Several deadlines lie ahead in
the next few weeks and months.

Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras
and Finance Minister Yanis Varou-
fakis are correct in their economic
judgment but they should remem-
ber that there is a fine line
between the right and the
righteous. The various unilateral
pronouncements last week were
not a good start.

What if Mr Tsipras miscalcu-
lates? Or the creditors? The
Greeks would no doubt interpret a
“take-it-or-leave-it” stance by
creditors as an act of economic vio-
lence.

If they are forced out, they
might seek closer financial ties
with Russia. I struggle to see how
the EU could conceivably find that
desirable. All parties should realise
that Grexit would constitute an
irreparable failure of economic
diplomacy.

If it were to happen, we would
no longer just talk about Greece
but the future of the euro and the
EU itself.
THE FINANCIAL TIMES

Japan should influence China from within the AIIB

The spectacular sinking of foreign vessels that have been found to have engaged in illegal fishing in Indonesian waters has needlessly generated the impression of
aggressiveness on Indonesia’s part. It would serve Indonesia well to reassure its neighbours and do all it can to promote a more benign image. PHOTO: REUTERS

Japan’s participation in the Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank would promote
its own infrastructure business, which the government has been pushing.

PHOTO: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Domestic pressures to
shadow Jokowi’s KL visit

‘Grexit’ a catastrophe
that can be avoided
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AS AN inclusive labour
movement, the National Trades
Union Congress (NTUC)
represented the concerns of
workers from all collars and ages
in our proposals on the Central
Provident Fund (CPF) (“More
needs to be done for low-wage
workers”; last Thursday).

Out of our slew of proposals,
one-fifth will positively impact
low-wage workers. We called
for the wage band for workers to
receive the maximum Workfare
Income Supplement payouts to
be raised from $1,000 to $1,200
to benefit more low-wage
workers.

And to enable more to receive
CPF top-ups from their spouse
or siblings under the Minimum
Sum Topping-Up Scheme so
that they can meet the
Minimum Sum, we suggested
increasing the recipients’ annual
income ceiling from $4,000 to
$12,000.

Following our call last year,
workers aged above 50 up to 55

now get higher CPF contribution
rates – up by 2.5 percentage
points. We continued our call to
further close the gap between
workers in this cohort and the
younger ones so that they can
also build up retirement savings.

We further asked that the
contribution rates for workers
aged above 55 be raised in
tandem. This will benefit many
low-wage workers, as many of
them are above 55 years old.

Our CPF recommendations
are but only one of the many
ways that NTUC advances
workers’ interests.

We launched the Progressive
Wage Model (PWM) in 2012 for
workers to progress in wages,
skills, productivity and career.
Particularly for the low-wage
sectors, we championed its use
as a licensing condition to help
raise wages.

Now, 35,000 Singaporean
and permanent resident cleaners
benefit from higher wages since
the licensing took effect last

September. Similarly, the PWM
for security officers will benefit
about 29,000 of them. Wages
for workers in these two sectors
will increase by 20 per cent to
30 per cent. This year, the PWM
will be rolled out to the
landscaping industry.

Low-wage workers are also
the focus of the annual National
Wages Council guidelines,
whereby we called for a dollar
quantum built-in wage increase
for workers earning a basic
monthly salary of up to $1,000:
$50 in 2012, and $60 in 2013 and
last year.

We also set up the U Care
Centre that is dedicated to
helping low-wage workers
enhance employment and
employability. We remain
committed to helping our
low-wage workers earn a better
living and achieve retirement
adequacy in Singapore.
Zainal Sapari
Director, NTUC U Care Centre
National Trades Union Congress

I AGREE that it will take a
long time, if ever, for
Singaporeans to clean up after
themselves and throw away
litter properly (“PM reacts to
meadow of trash that music
fans left behind” and
“Singapore becoming a
‘garbage city’, says ESM Goh
Chok Tong”; ST Online, both
published last Thursday).

Singaporeans have this
“maid mentality”, thinking
that there are paid workers
whose job is to pick up the
rubbish left by them.
Singaporeans’ cleaning-up
stops at their homes and
doorsteps.

This is a very unhealthy
and irresponsible mindset.
Everyone is responsible for
picking up after themselves,
wherever they are, whether
there are rubbish bins or not.

It is a personal
responsibility, as well as a
form of respect for yourself
and for your country. Leaving
your rubbish to be picked up
reflects a lazy, selfish and
irresponsible mindset and
character.

We should follow the good
example of the Japanese, who
not only bin their litter
properly, but also carry the
litter in their bag till they find
a bin. They also wipe the table
after eating and return trays to
the store’s kitchen counter.

There is a very ugly trend
today – people intentionally
placing empty cans and bottles
on top of railings and
pavements in public areas.
These people seem to think
this act is funny or fun. On
the contrary, it is selfish,
irresponsible and childish.

Parents play a big part as
role models in teaching their
children to dispose of litter
responsibly from a young age.
Schools must also teach and
remind students to clear their
own litter responsibly.

Only with each individual’s
act of personal responsibility
can we think of having a
cleaner city.
Tan Lin Neo (Miss)

DR CHONG Siow Ann must be
commended for bringing up for
public discussion a difficult topic
for patients, families and doctors
(“Is harm done when a diagnosis
is doctored?”; last Saturday).

Doctors must not lie,
misrepresent, deceive or defraud
in their dealings with patients
and their families.

Integrity and transparency are
essential for building trust.

Families here do ask doctors
to not inform the patient of the
diagnosis and prognosis for
serious illnesses, like cancers,
and end of life issues.

This often occurs when the
patients and families opt for
family-centred medical
decision-making.

The Asian cultural concept of
filial piety requires adult children
to care for and protect elderly
parents.

This duty extends to
protection from bad news.

At the same time, patients,
especially the elderly and those
not fluent in English, seem to
voluntarily withdraw from
participation in medical
decision-making.

Medical ethics and health law
based on Western values find
such collusion unacceptable, as
patient autonomy seems to be
sidelined.

Patients who are adequately
informed often deal better with
the effects of disease and
treatment.

Doctors should, thus, engage
with the patient to determine the
level of information needed and
the preferred medical
decision-making model.

The question is not whether
doctors should be truthful in
sharing medical information, but
how and when the truthful
information is to be shared.

Skilful information sharing is
like a good medical prescription,
marked by the right dose, right
timing, and right mode, so that it
serves the patient’s best interest.

Insensitive information
dumping, though truthful, causes
despair in the patient and is
disrespectful to the family.

Skilful information sharing by
active, empathic listening and
responding can make the bleak
truth acceptable by offering
caution with hope.

Truthful information sharing
which promotes patient
autonomy must always be an act
of compassion.

A collaborative relationship
based on mutual trust and
respect is essential, in order to
take into account the patient’s
needs, the family’s preferred
medical decision-making model
and the doctor’s need to uphold
professional standards of medical
ethics and law.

Health-care organisations
should give priority to such
relationships forming and
thriving in the clinical situation.
T. Thirumoorthy (Dr)

IN RECENT years, the
Government has opened many
social service offices to help
Singaporeans who are in need of
financial assistance.

While this move serves to
ensure that our social safety net
is enhanced, we must also
ensure that the financial
assistance is not abused by
Singaporeans.

One way to enhance the
current system is to allow
Singaporeans who are
“CPF-rich” but have hit a rough
patch to withdraw money from

their Central Provident Fund
accounts to tide them over
temporarily, instead of financial
aid from the Government.

To ensure Singaporeans have
enough for retirement, the CPF
Board could consider making
members repay this sum
withdrawn within a stipulated
time. The board could pay such
members a lower interest rate
until the amount withdrawn is
repaid.

In so doing, the
Government’s burden of
maintaining the social safety

nets will be lowered.
Singaporeans who approach the
social service offices for
assistance will have to look to
their own savings first, rather
than use taxpayers’ money.

While we aspire to be a
compassionate society, let’s not
sow the seeds of a welfare state,
wherein citizens have a
misplaced sense of entitlement
that it is the Government’s
responsibility to ensure their
well-being without their own
efforts.
Lee Yong Se
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Time to grow
up, clean up
after ourselves

Let those in need tap CPF savings

Skilful info sharing like a
good medical prescriptionHolistic approach

to helping workers

1. MR MUHAMMAD DZUL
AZHAN HAJI SAHBAN: Tuition
should not replace teachers’
touch.

2. MS LIM LIH MEI: Ways to
help low-wage workers save
for retirement.

3. DR WILLIAM WAN: Let’s
be slow to offend, slow to

take offence.

4. MR LIM JIN JIE: F&B work
not to be frowned upon.

5. MR RAYMOND KOH: Help
motorists with traffic-light
timers.

6. MR MORTEN STRANGE: Do
more to discourage excessive
fuel consumption.
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IT IS alarming and concerning
that more young people are
getting addicted to drugs, and
that drug abusers are getting
younger (“Drug abuse among
youth on the rise”; last
Tuesday).

Schools need to educate the
young about the implications of
drug abuse. They should raise
awareness of the underlying
factors leading to abuse, such as
peer pressure and the influence
of the media and Internet.

With awareness, potential
drug abusers can receive early
help through counselling and

outreach services.
The authorities, such as the

Central Narcotics Bureau (CNB),
need to step up checks and raids
to flush out drug peddlers, to
curb the availability of drugs.

It is also important that the
CNB continue to partner schools
with at-risk youngsters, and
bring back campaigns to
promote the anti-drug message.

Family service centres should
closely monitor at-risk
youngsters and give them
support by helping them with
their problems so they do not
turn to drugs as an escape.

Having a dedicated centre to
help young drug offenders kick
the habit while carrying on with
school or work is a useful
initiative (“Housing young
offenders”; last Tuesday).

Due to the stigma attached to
drug abuse and addiction, it is
important to give offenders the
chance to get help anonymously.

With stringent enforcement,
legislation, positive
encouragement and support,
potential drug offenders can stay
away from drugs and pursue
their passion or talent in life.
Darren Chan Keng Leong

MS ASHLEY Chan Kway Lan is
right that science questions
shouldn’t have a rigid, standard
answer (“Science shouldn’t have
‘model’ answers”; last
Saturday). Children should be
allowed to answer the questions
in their own way.

However, having taught
Primary 3 and Primary 5 children
before, I would say that the
younger the children, the harder
it is for them to articulate their
thoughts and observations.

They lack the required
written and spoken language
skills. Science teaching is,
therefore, not just about the
subject matter but also about
imparting “science reporting”
skills.

Take, for example, the
experiment of using red ink to
illustrate osmosis in the roots of
a plant. A Primary 3 child would
need to learn the words
“absorb”, “diffuse” (“spread” is
the simpler word),
“concentrated solution”, and so
on.

The popular refrain is that
children should use as simple a
language as possible (“Focus on
understanding, not key words,

in science” by Ms Elizabeth Tan
Boon Kwan; yesterday).

But do the children even
know the “simple” words? Can a
simple word be a substitute for a
more exact one (which is quite
important in science)? Knowing
which words to use, can these
children string them together to
form a proper sentence?

It is a challenge and many
average children cannot do it.

It is no wonder parents “fear”
the subject. They themselves
lack the factual knowledge as
well as the inquiry and reporting
skills necessary to help their
children succeed.

The teaching of science is
definitely quite different from
English and maths. But English
can be used to help children do
well in science.
Lai Tuck Chong

I APPLAUD the groups providing
free tuition to children from less
well-off backgrounds (“Needy
students get more private tuition
help”; yesterday).

Their actions strive to lessen
the achievement gulf between
children from less well-off
backgrounds and those from
wealthier ones.

This could cut the negativity
over the competitive edge that
costly tuition provides, and
ensure that Singaporean students
are moving closer towards a
level playing field when it

comes to education.
Some might argue that the

widespread need for tuition
stems from the inherent
problems in our over-competitive
education system and should,
thus, not be encouraged.

However, while it is important
to reflect on the competitiveness
in our education system, we
should also be pragmatic in
dealing with the issue of tuition.

First, we should examine the
reasons why parents send their
children for tuition. They do so
out of the desire to see their

children excel over their peers in
exams. Such a mindset is also
prevalent in countries such as
China and South Korea.

While such circumstances are
not desirable, the mindset is so
deeply rooted that trying to
change it is not an easy matter.

In the meantime, while we try
to correct inherent problems, it is
necessary to provide short-term
solutions to bring about positive
changes.

Schools could consider
providing extra classes and help
for students from less well-off

backgrounds. In so doing,
schools will also demonstrate
that school and tuition need not
be separate entities, and that the
less well-off need not feel
disadvantaged because they can’t
afford private tuition.

All in all, schools should be a
child’s predominant educator,
and they should maintain their
positions as such, through
demonstrating their willingness
to help needy students
level up by providing them with
extra classes.
Eden Chua (Miss)

IT MAY be time to consider
enacting a comprehensive
anti-discrimination law to
guide employers’ conduct in
hiring, promotion and other
employment matters.

In Singapore, there is
widespread agreement that
opportunities for work and
advancement should be equally
available to all, regardless of
race, religion, age, gender,
sexual orientation, marital
status, disability and so on.

Yet, practice does not
always live up to this
aspiration.

The recent incident
involving a yogurt chain, which
is said to have turned a
candidate away on the basis
of language, is not an isolated
case (“Yogurt chain to raise
hiring standards after
shunning woman ‘for
not speaking Mandarin’ ”;
ST Online, Jan 15).

It is common to see
recruitment notices specifying
unnecessary language
requirements or even an
outright preference for
particular demographic
groups.

The Association of Women
for Action and Research
regularly receives calls
regarding workplace gender
discrimination. Many involve
discrimination against pregnant
women.

The Employment Act offers
some protection, but its
coverage is limited. For

instance, women have no
recourse if, despite satisfactory
performance, they receive a
notice of termination
immediately after their
maternity leave.

Public education campaigns
alone will not achieve
inclusion.

While the Tripartite
Alliance for Fair Employment
Practices (Tafep) can initiate
mediation, employees and
job-seekers would have more
certainty about their position
and remedies if there existed a
clear, binding legal obligation
not to discriminate.

Employers would also have
more incentive to behave fairly
to begin with.

Workers should not have to
hope for an online post to go
viral in order for fairness to be
proactively enforced.

The Government has taken
a more interventionist
approach in “naming and
shaming” firms believed to
have discriminated on the
grounds of nationality.

Clearly, fairness cannot be
left solely to the private
market.

This recognition should
extend to all forms of
discrimination and constitute a
fundamental legal principle in
employment.
Jolene Tan (Ms)
Programmes and
Communications Senior Manager
Association of Women for Action
and Research (Aware)

Time for law against
workplace discrimination

Should children be going for
spa treatments? What are
the pros and cons of this
emerging trend?

Depends on the type of spa.
If it’s for vanity, it’ll
nurture the wrong values. If
it’s for bonding and
relaxing, I’m OK.

My husband and son go
for back massages together
for stress relief and to
loosen muscles... This is
something I can’t do at
home for them.

– Alderline Wong

It’s a good idea if the
treatment is beneficial to
the child’s health and
well-being. If you have
extra cash to spare, no one
should tell you it is
excessive or wasteful to
give your children some
pampering.

– Cherry Lynn

While it is OK for a child to
go for spa treatments,
parents must educate their
children that this is not the
most important thing in life
and to spend within their
means.
– Yuni Lee

No to spa treatments for
kids. Spoiling them at a
young age means
predisposing them to a life
of luxury they may not have
as a grown-up.

– Karyn Low

Should there be a Pioneer
Generation Package Part 2
to help more seniors? Should
there be means testing to
ensure assistance goes to
only those who truly need
help?

Means testing sounds
mean. If we are using the
package to honour them as
they grow older, then it
should not be seen as a
“social welfare” help where
only the very poor get
anything.

– Lorna Khoo

This package was a citizen’s
right and not a charitable
concern. Hence, it should
be open to all citizens, rich
or poor.

– Tay Maureen

Everyone after a certain age
deserves the same
treatment from the
Government. Just because
they are not from the
pioneer generation doesn’t
mean the newer generation
contributed less.

– Jun Guo Tan

The Pioneer Generation
Package should be a
continuing process. As one
reaches 65, one should
automatically qualify.

– Kassim Mohd Noor

‘Key words’ are key to
how kids learn science

Step up efforts to spread anti-drug message
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By PRISCILLA GOY

PARENTS fretting about how it is
getting more expensive to raise
children may be somewhat re-
lieved to hear this: Childcare fees
rose last year, but at a much
slower pace than the year before.

The median monthly fee for
full-day childcare was $850 last
year, $20 more than in 2013, ac-
cording to figures released by the
Early Childhood Development
Agency (ECDA) last month.

In 2013, fees jumped by $80
from the year before – the highest
in at least eight years.

Industry observers said the
slower fee increase last year could
have been a result of government
schemes that require operators to
keep their fees affordable, in ex-
change for funding support or se-
curing sites to set up centres.

There has also been stiffer com-
petition, with more centres cater-
ing to the mass market, they said.

In 2013, new tender criteria

were announced for sites for com-
mercial centres in Housing Board
premises and other state-owned
properties. ECDA told The Straits
Times that 31 sites have been ten-
dered out under this.

Under the new tender process,
fee affordability is taken into ac-
count for the first time, and it
makes up 20 per cent of the score.

And operators that won ten-
ders have charged fees lower than
at their other centres secured in
the previous tender process.

Modern Montessori Interna-
tional (MMI), for instance, charg-
es $735 a month at its Sembawang
centre, secured through the new
scheme last year. This is about 30
per cent less than at its other cen-
tres in HDB void decks. The cen-
tre is under a new MMI-owned
brand with a different curriculum.

In late 2013, ECDA started sev-
eral schemes in which operators
could get funding – but qualifying
criteria included a fee cap of $850
a month over three years.

These schemes include a rental
subsidy of up to 30 per cent for
commercial centres set up at
non-HDB sites in areas with high
demand for childcare.

Just Kids Learning Place direc-
tor Lurvin Lee has one centre re-
ceiving the rental subsidy, but is
not sure if the scheme is a good fit
for the business, noting: “With ris-
ing manpower costs and having to
meet the fee cap, it is difficult to
keep the business sustainable. We
hope the authorities can raise the
fee cap later on.”

With more centres by anchor
operators such as NTUC My First
Skool, which get priority in secur-
ing HDB sites but must keep fees

below $720 a month, there is also
more pressure to keep prices low.

“If a new centre opens on my
left or right, parents have more op-
tions, so we will need to keep our
fees competitive,” said Carpe
Diem director Moses Ng.

But keeping fees low while deal-
ing with rising costs has hurt the
bottom line, said operators, add-
ing that they hope the authorities
will offer more help in dealing
with manpower and rental costs.

Busy Bees Asia chief executive
June Rusdon suggested that the
tender evaluation process have a
rental cap, while early childhood
expert Khoo Kim Choo called for
more government subsidies for
staff costs.

Meanwhile, parents hope the
fee increases will continue to
slow. Sales manager Rachelle
Khoo, 31, who has a daughter in
childcare, said: “Any slower fee in-
crease is definitely good news.”

goyshiyi@sph.com.sg

Government schemes require operators to keep fees affordable in exchange for funding support or securing sites. But
operators say keeping fees low while dealing with rising costs has hurt bottom lines, and hope for more help. ST FILE PHOTO
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SUSTAINING THE BUSINESS

With rising manpower costs
and having to meet the fee
cap, it is difficult to keep the
business sustainable. We
hope the authorities can raise
the fee cap later on.

– Just Kids Learning Place director
Lurvin Lee, who has one centre
receiving the government rental
subsidy aimed at keeping childcare
fees affordable

DEALING WITH COMPETITION

If a new centre opens on my
left or right, parents have
more options, so we will need
to keep our fees competitive.

– Carpe Diem director
Moses Ng

 

Decreasing rate could be due to
govt schemes and stiffer competition

Emergency Preparedness Centre opensB3 Raising funds to improve homes of poor seniors

Pace of
increase in
childcare
fees slowing
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By JOANNA SEOW

MORE than 100 unhappy inves-
tors gathered to make police re-
ports to the Commercial Affairs
Department (CAD) yesterday
about a local investment compa-
ny.

They had invested in a gold
buyback scheme with Suisse In-
ternational but claim that they
stopped receiving their promised
monthly payouts, some since as
far back as last September.

More recently, bosses of the
company are alleged to have
dropped out of contact.

The investors made their re-
ports calmly at the Police Canton-
ment Complex and claimed to
represent around 250 people who
have lost around $35 million.

A 42-year-old woman who
gave her name as Madam Wong
said they had been waiting until
Jan 31 to be returned their capi-
tal, as promised by Suisse. But it
extended the date further.

“We decided to take action be-

cause we also found out (general
manager) Jeffrey Chow is an un-
discharged bankrupt,” she said.

She took a week’s annual leave
to prepare a report on behalf of
the investors, compiling informa-
tion on the firm and its corre-
spondence. The report’s summa-
ry alone is 16 pages, she said.

Some of the investors had pre-
viously bought gold from another
firm, Genneva Gold, which was
raided by the CAD in 2012, and
were eager to sell it off.

They were told Suisse Interna-
tional bought and sold gold to
turn into novelty coins to be sold
at a profit to local or overseas

companies. The company also of-
fered investment programmes in
branded watches and movies.

One of its vice-presidents, Mr
Michael Ng, who is in his 30s,
was at the CAD to make a police
report with the other investors.
He also put money into the com-
pany but did not say how much.

He said he has been unable to
contact Mr Chow. “Whatever the
boss says I will just do, it’s a free-
lance job...To me (Jeffrey’s) sell-
ing the coins overseas, and over-
seas there is profit,” said Mr Ng.

Calls by The Straits Times to
Mr Chow, the company’s regis-
tered owner Chaw Soo Ha, ac-

count director Chow Wai Ling
and vice-president Belinda Hah
went unanswered yesterday.

Investors say Ms Hah told
them she was in Korea having a
facelift but they believe she had
assisted the CAD with investiga-
tions last week.

The investors are believed to
range in age from 20 to over 70.

One of them, who wanted to
be known as Mr Teo, said he had
borrowed money from a bank to
invest. Since July 2013, he put in
several hundred thousands of dol-
lars and introduced more than 10
friends to the programme, which
he said he now feels bad about.

“At first I thought the invest-
ment was not bad, there were re-
turns... it looked legitimate, the
office in Toa Payoh was so big
and I was at the opening of the Jo-
hor Bahru office as well,” said
the retiree who is in his 50s. “But
the more we hear, the more we
feel we have been very naive. It’s
a really painful feeling.”

joseow@sph.com.sg

By FENG ZENGKUN

YOUNG Singaporeans who want
to pursue an academic career in
the universities here can now ap-
ply for a new scholarship for their
undergraduate studies.

The Ministry of Education
(MOE) intends to offer 10 to 15
scholarships each year from now
until 2030, to build up a strong
core of academic and research tal-
ent at Singapore’s universities.

The MOE-Autonomous Univer-
sity Scholarship will be given to
students with a high level of profi-
ciency, motivation and interest in
a field. If they do well, they will al-
so be sponsored for postgraduate
scholarships and take up academ-
ic positions at the universities.

The scholars will be paired
with the National University of
Singapore (NUS), Nanyang Tech-
nological University (NTU) or Sin-
gapore Management University
(SMU). An established academic
will be assigned as a mentor.

Through a comprehensive pro-
gramme, the scholar will be pre-
pared for an academic career.

The undergraduate scholarship
has a bond of four or six years, de-
pending on whether the scholar
studies in Singapore or overseas.

Announcing the scholarship
yesterday at the inaugural Raffles
Dialogue at Raffles Hotel, Educa-
tion Minister Heng Swee Keat
said the world is going through
several “knowledge revolutions”.

“We must continue to build up
our nation’s brain trust by invest-

ing in a Singaporean core that has
the passion and ability to push the
frontiers of knowledge, and to
teach, for the greater good,” he
said.

MOE will also fund half of the
postgraduate talent development
schemes offered by the universi-
ties to Singaporeans, such as
NUS’ Overseas Graduate Scholar-
ship and Overseas Postdoctoral
Fellowship, NTU’s Senior Tutor-
ship Scheme and SMU’s Faculty
Development Scheme.

“This will grow the number of
scholarships that the universities
can support, so that these oppor-
tunities can be offered to many
more talented young people with
an interest in research and teach-
ing,” he said.

MOE and the universities are
expected to offer more than 1,500
undergraduate and postgraduate
scholarships in the next 15 years.

NUS president Tan Chorh
Chuan said: “The new scholarship
will provide a big boost to NUS’
long-standing programmes to nur-
ture young Singaporean faculty.”

Organised by NUS and the Na-
tional University Health System,
the two-day Raffles Dialogue end-
ing today gathers global and Asian
thought leaders for lectures and
talks. Participants at this year’s di-
alogue, titled The Future of Hu-
man Well-Being and Security, in-
cluded former World Trade Organ-
isation director-general Pascal
Lamy and Singapore Ambassa-
dor-at-large Tommy Koh.

zengkun@sph.com.sg

By ADRIAN LIM

COME rain or shine, commuters will
have more than 200km of new shel-
tered walkways connecting them to
MRT and LRT train stations by 2018.

The Land Transport Authority
(LTA) said yesterday that it has award-
ed the final batch of two contracts to
build more covered linkways to con-
nect schools, health-care facilities,
residences and public amenities with
nearby transport nodes.

The walkways will be built within a
400m radius of MRT stations and a
200m radius of LRT stations and bus
interchanges.

The latest two contracts were
awarded to Or Kim Peow Contractors
for a total of $143.8 million.

The first contract will cover 38 LRT
stations in Bukit Panjang, Sengkang
and Punggol, and is worth $60.9 mil-
lion.

The second – worth $82.9 million
– will cover 29 MRT stations in the
central and southern parts of Singa-
pore, including Tanjong Pagar, Mari-
na Bay, Clarke Quay, Telok Blangah,
Labrador Park, Pasir Panjang and Hol-
land Village stations.

Sheltered walkways will also be
built around Bukit Merah bus inter-
change as part of this contract.

Works for both projects are expect-
ed to start in the fourth quarter of this

year and will be completed progres-
sively by 2018.

They are part of a $300.4 million
sum which has so far been spent on
improving sheltered connections to
transport nodes, under the LTA’s
Walk2Ride initiative announced in Jan-
uary 2013.

The additional sheltered walkways
to be built under Walk2Ride are more
than four times the current 46km that
connect transport nodes.

Currently, sheltered walkways are
provided only from transport nodes to
schools and health-care facilities with-
in a 200m radius. They are also provid-
ed within residential estates by town
councils.

In May last year, the first two con-
tracts worth $156.6 million were
awarded.

One was awarded to a joint venture
between Singapore Piling & Civil Engi-
neering and Shincon Industrial for
$80.3 million, and covers 24 MRT sta-
tions in the north-western part of Sin-
gapore. Planar One & Associates won
the second contract, which covers 35
MRT stations in the north-eastern
part of Singapore, and is worth $76.3
million.

Works for both contracts started in
the fourth quarter of last year, and
will be completed progressively by
2018.

adrianl@sph.com.sg

The disgruntled investors went to the Commercial Affairs Department yesterday, alleging they lost millions to Suisse International’s gold investment scheme. The
investors lost contact with the company, which had told them it bought and sold gold to turn into novelty coins to be sold at a profit. ST PHOTO: ONG WEE JIN
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By AMIR HUSSAIN

IT IS crucial that Singaporeans stick together in the
face of terror attacks which seek to sow discord,
said Deputy Prime Minister Teo Chee Hean yester-
day, as he called on the nation to build strong com-
munity “resilience”.

Rather than allowing an attack to divide society,
he said Singaporeans “must continue to cherish and
focus on what we have in common, rather than ac-
centuate our differences”. “We must also carry on
with our lives, and not allow fear to paralyse our so-
ciety, or stop us from our daily activities,” he said.

In delivering this message at the official opening
of a new, $2.2 million Singapore Civil Defence
Force (SCDF) centre to familiarise residents on how
to react in emergencies, he highlighted how the peo-
ple of Sydney and Paris stayed together in the wake
of recent terrorist incidents.

In November, a gunman took patrons at a Syd-
ney cafe hostage, leaving two dead. Last month,
two gunmen stormed the Paris office of satirical
newspaper Charlie Hebdo, killing 11 people and a po-
liceman. The affected communities refused to let
the incidents disrupt their lives. Instead, they
showed solidarity, said DPM Teo, noting how, in
four hours, 150,000 Australians joined the sponta-
neous hashtag #Illridewithyou to support Muslims.

“In carrying out such acts of violence, the perpe-
trators seek to divide the community and to strike
fear in innocent people,” said Mr Teo, who is also
Coordinating Minister for National Security and
Minister for Home Affairs. “On the contrary, we
should stand united and condemn the actions of
these particular individuals who hold extreme
views; and recognise that their violent acts and at-
tempts to justify them do not reflect the beliefs,
and indeed are rejected by, the wider community.”

He also spoke on the need to be better prepared
for emergencies. “With appropriate training, you
can be our first community responders – putting
out a small fire with an extinguisher; helping your
neighbours to evacuate safely if a fire or some other
emergency breaks out in your HDB block.”

SCDF’s Emergency Preparedness Centre, on the
second floor of the Civil Defence Heritage Gallery
on the premises of the Central Fire Station in Hill
Street, will offer tips on areas such as fire safety
and life-saving skills. It also features an “Icube”
room which uses 3D immersive technology to offer
a virtual experience of natural disasters such as ty-
phoons. Two interactive touchscreen television sets
in another gallery imparts knowledge on war and
terrorist-related incidents.

A third of the cost of the 280 sq m centre was
footed by sponsors.

Yesterday, Mr Teo also revealed that the SCDF
Public Warning System’s Important Message Signal
will be activated at 6.20pm on Total Defence Day
starting this year, instead of at 12.05pm.

The time marks the British surrender to the Japa-
nese on Feb 15, 1942, Mr Teo said, and “will give
added meaning when we mark Total Defence Day,
and also serve as a solemn reminder to Singapore-
ans to take emergency preparedness seriously.”

amirh@sph.com.sg

Emergency
Preparedness
Centre opens

Public Affairs manager for ExxonMobil Asia Pacific, Ms Michele Ng, and ExxonMobil Singapore Refinery manager, Mr Boyd Barrilleaux, trying out
the fire extinguishers at the newly opened Emergency Preparedness Centre yesterday. ST PHOTO: CAROLINE CHIA

THE Singapore Civil
Defence Force’s
Emergency Preparedness
Centre is open to the
public for free.

Prior booking is
required for visits to the
centre, located on the
second floor of the Civil
Defence Heritage Gallery,
on the premises of the
Central Fire Station in Hill
Street. It is open from
Tuesdays to Sundays,
including public holidays,
from 10am to 5pm.

Visits are recommended
only for those above 10
years old. Children below
10 years of age should be
accompanied by an adult.

Visits are based on
guided tours, for groups of
10 people. Bookings can be
made online at
www.scdf.gov.sg

DPM Teo stresses need
to build strong resilience

S’poreans
urged
‘to stick
together’

He swears,
flashes finger
and throws
drink can
at motorist

CABBY BULLY ON EXPRESSWAY
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By IAN POH

CITY Harvest Church’s former
fund manager yesterday accused
founding pastor Kong Hee of lying
about how much control he had
over the Crossover Project, which
involved using his wife’s secular
music as an evangelising tool.

“That’s a lie,” said Chew Eng
Han, when asked if Kong had been
right to claim he was not involved
in the financing of Xtron, the pro-
duction company set up by church
leaders which managed the music
career of Ms Ho Yeow Sun.

Chew’s reply was part of a se-
ries of exchanges with Deputy
Public Prosecutor Christopher
Ong, who presented a list of
claims made by Kong when he
took the stand last year.

And the 54-year-old Chew,
who quit the church in 2013 after
18 years of service, unhesitatingly
rejected Kong’s claims.

“So Kong... has testified that
the budget was actually decided
by the Xtron directors,” DPP Ong
said. “Is that correct?”

“No,” Chew said.
“He has testified that the

Xtron directors would independ-
ently decide if there was money to
carry out the budgeted plans. Is
he correct?”

“No,” Chew repeated.
Kong, the prosecutor contin-

ued, has generally taken the posi-
tion that he did not exercise over-
all control over the project.

Was that correct?
Chew again said no.
And was it correct to say, in

other words, that Kong had lied
about his position of control over
the project and the budget of Ms
Ho’s music production?

Yes, Chew said.
The Crossover Project lies at

the heart of a long-running crimi-
nal case involving six of the
megachurch’s leaders, including
Kong and Chew. They have been
accused of misusing some $50 mil-
lion of church funds to boost Ms
Ho’s music career, and then or-
chestrating “sham” financial
transactions to mask the alleged
wrongdoing. Yesterday, the prose-

cution also questioned Chew on
other matters to do with Xtron
and the Crossover Project, which
involved the production of a pop
album by Ms Ho in America. The
album was not released. He said
that he was “not sure” whether he
had informed the church’s auditor
in 2007 that Xtron had been incor-
porated by the church specially
for the Crossover.

DPP Ong also charged that
Chew had not told the auditor
about how much control the
church, Kong and deputy senior
pastor Tan Ye Peng had over
Xtron and its directors.

“Yes, your Honour, because at
that point...I didn’t know about
the degree of control,” Chew said.

He admitted that it was inaccu-
rate to have told the auditor in-
stead that Xtron was started in
2003 to manage CHC’s future
building or to be an events man-
agement company.

Mr Ong then charged that the
aim of describing Xtron’s incorpo-
ration in that way was to deceive
the auditor as to the actual rela-
tionship between Xtron, the
church and Ms Ho’s music career.

Chew, who is conducting his
own defence, disagreed.

pohian@sph.com.sg

By AMELIA TENG

THE acclaimed German vocation-
al school system is closely tied
to business and industry, and
this is something Singapore can
learn from, said Germany’s Am-
bassador to Singapore, Dr
Michael Witter, yesterday.

A close partnership with em-
ployers is key. “They know what
they need for qualified workplac-
es, which brings the
economy forward
and gives the individ-
ual well-paid work,”
he said.

Dr Witter was an-
swering a question
about lessons to be
learnt from the suc-
cess of the German
vocational experi-
ence, at a forum at-
tended by more than
200 university stu-
dents at the Nation-
al University of Sin-
gapore (NUS)’s Tem-
busu College.

The topic of dis-
cussion yesterday at
the Tembusu Forum, which was
moderated by the college’s rec-
tor, Professor Tommy Koh, was
whether it is better to be a mas-
ter craftsman – someone who
has deep specialised skills in a
certain area – or a university
graduate.

This comes in the wake of a
government push to encourage
students and working adults to
emphasise skills and perform-
ance and not only paper qualifi-
cations.

Professor Vineeta Sinha, head
of the South Asian Studies Pro-
gramme at NUS, noted the cate-
gories did not have to be mutual-
ly exclusive.

“It is not a zero-sum game,”
she said, citing an example of a
colleague who pursues pottery
as a craft and encouraging stu-
dents to choose courses based
on their interests instead of just
practical reasons. “It is not in

the interest of
any party to see
each other as ad-
versaries.”

The Institute
of Technical Edu-
cation (ITE)’s
former chief exec-
utive Law Song
Seng, one of the
three speakers,
said the ITE has
come a long way,
from being an op-
tion that people
looked down up-
on to becoming a
world-class insti-
tution attracting
many visitors

from around the world.
Singaporeans have been

brought up in a culture that val-
ues highly the work of scholars
and academics, said Professor
Law, adding that it will take
time to change this mindset.

But he said he was hopeful
that people will look at vocation-
al careers differently in time.
“Don’t overlook the value of
those who do labour work,” he
said.

ateng@sph.com.sg

By LIM YI HAN

MS RULI Widyawati’s employer
was expecting her to return home
on Sunday evening but, instead,
got a call at midnight saying the
Indonesian maid, 29, had been
found dead in a hotel room in Gey-
lang with her throat cut.

Also discovered in the same
third-floor room at Hotel 81 Pal-
ace in Lorong 16, according to re-
ports in the Chinese newspapers
Shin Min Daily News and Lianhe
Wanbao yesterday, was Mr Chin-

nasamy Baskar, 31, a construction
worker from India, who was
found hanged.

Ms Ruli was married with two
young children in Indonesia. Mr
Chinnasamy was not married.

Police received a call at about
7.45pm on Sunday. The pair, who
were pronounced dead by para-
medics, had reportedly checked in
at around 5pm, and were sup-
posed to check out by 7pm. A ho-
tel employee discovered their bod-
ies and called the police.

Ms Ruli had worked in Singa-

pore before and had just returned
last month with another agency.
The owner of the agency, who did
not want to be named, told The
Straits Times he was shocked as
she had a good record.

The Indonesian Embassy said it
had informed her family and
would fly her body to her home
town in Solo, near Yogyakarta, to-
morrow. Her children are said to
be 10 and six years old. Her em-
ployer, who declined to be named,
told Lianhe Wanbao yesterday she
had been hired recently.

Mr Chinnasamy’s employer,
who also did not want to be
named, said the dead man had
been in Singapore for about five
years, and that he was hard-work-
ing.

The High Commission of India
said that it was in touch with Mr
Chinnasamy’s family and would al-
so work with a casket operator to
send back his body after police in-
vestigations are completed.

Police have classified the case
as unnatural deaths.

limyihan@sph.com.sg

By ANDREA NG

SHE may be only six, but Sim Kay
Ann learnt how to put on her seat
belt, drive a car, and stop at red
traffic lights yesterday.

Along with 44 classmates from
My Little Gems Preschool in Eu-
nos, she also learnt to put her
hand up to signal her intention to
cross the road as part of a new
road safety education programme
launched by insurance company
AIG.

Conducted by children’s
events company Singapore Toy
Club, the programme aims to
teach road safety values to four-
to six-year-olds by immersing
them in a mock traffic environ-
ment.

It is expected to be rolled out
to 25 kindergartens and reach
2,000 children by the end of this
year. Already, it has garnered in-
terest from six kindergartens pri-
or to its launch.

Director of My Little Gems Pre-
school, Mr Ben Lim, said he
brought the programme to the pre-
school because he wanted the chil-

dren to be aware of their environ-
ment, especially when commuting
to and from school.

“The mindset of children is
formed when they are young,
so this is an excellent platform

for inculcating road safety values
in them.” He added that as a par-
ent himself, he would be more at
ease if his children had the right
values as road users.

The programme gives children
a chance to play the role of driver
and pedestrian on a mock road
track, complete with child-sized
battery-operated cars, mini road
signs and traffic light props.

Driving licences and toy $1
notes are also given to the little
motorists, who could be fined for
violating traffic rules.

Mr Matt Harris, chief executive
of AIG Asia Pacific, said: “For-
ty-three pedestrians died on Sin-
gapore roads in 2013, which is far
too high.

“Children at this age pick
things up quickly, so we hope to
teach them positive behaviour
and (have them) influence their
parents as well.”

The curriculum was developed
by the Singapore Toy Club in
2013. The programme might be
continued next year if demand
from kindergartens remains high.

andreang@sph.com.sg

By MIRANDA YEO

FOR the last eight years,
68-year-old Randy Wee has
been travelling from his home in
Yishun to Ang Mo Kio three
times a week for kidney dialysis.

Needing a wheelchair after los-
ing his right leg, the diabetic has
difficulty using public transport.
He used to take a taxi, spending
$12 on a round trip.

But after suffering a mild
stroke last year, getting into a
taxi became difficult. Since then,
his family hired a maid to wheel
him to his dialysis centre using
the bus and train.

Yesterday’s opening of the Na-
tional Kidney Foundation
(NKF)’s newest dialysis centre in
Yishun has come as a relief.

“Now I will take only 10 to 15
minutes to go for treatment, half
the time it usually takes me,”
said Mr Wee.

Yishun has another NKF dialy-
sis centre, but with just 13 dialy-
sis stations, it is the smallest in
the country and has a long wait-
ing list.

More than 40 patients, who
previously received treatment at
centres in other parts of Singa-
pore, have already transferred to
the new location, which has 20
stations.

“I’ve met (Nee Soon) resi-
dents who asked for another dial-

ysis centre because they have to
travel a fair bit of distance for
treatment,” said Parliamentary
Secretary for Transport and
Health, and MP for Nee Soon
GRC, Associate Professor Mu-
hammad Faishal Ibrahim, who
was at the opening.

The new centre, located at the
void deck of Block 639 Yishun
Street 61, is named after electron-
ics supplier Le Champ
(South-east Asia), which donat-
ed $2.1 million.

NKF chief executive officer Ed-
mund Kwok said the Yishun cen-
tre is the first of five at void
decks which will open by the end
of the year, including in Jurong

West, Bendemeer, Bukit Panjang
and Bukit Merah.

These new centres will ease
the crunch at NKF’s existing 25
centres, which are operating at
near to full capacity, said NKF
chairman Koh Poh Tiong.

He said that there are plans to
set up another three new dialysis
centres next year, bringing the to-
tal to 33.

There are more than 5,600
people in Singapore who need
kidney dialysis.

According to the NKF, 360 pa-
tients are currently on the wait
list to be transferred to their pre-
ferred dialysis centre.

miranday@sph.com.sg

Children from My Little Gems Preschool learning how to use the road at the AIG
road safety education programme. ST PHOTO: AZIZ HUSSIN

Mr Randy Wee needs just 15 minutes to get to the new dialysis centre in
Yishun, half the time that he used to take. ST PHOTO: ALPHONSUS CHERN
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They know what they
need for qualified
workplaces, which
brings the economy
forward and gives the
individual well-paid
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– German Ambassador to
Singapore Michael Witter,
on the close partnership
needed between business
and vocational schools
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By ELENA CHONG
COURT CORRESPONDENT

A FORMER director of technology at the Singapore
Civil Defence Force (SCDF), who has been accused
of misappropriating two iPads, apparently wanted
to buy them, a district court heard yesterday.

Jeganathan Ramasamy, 63, who was director of
technology from 2007 to 2012, claimed trial to two
charges of criminal breach of trust of two iPad 2 tab-
lets, worth a total of $1,877, in September 2011.

The court heard yesterday from NCS vice-presi-
dent of communications engineering Wong Soon
Nam, 51, that he had told Jeganathan in a text mes-
sage that the iPads were meant for all new mobile

apps the IT firm was
rolling out for SCDF.
He used the phrases
“for you to trial” and
“so this is tool to facil-
itate testing”.

Deputy Public
Prosecutor Hon Yi
said the iPads were
provided to SCDF by
NCS for the agency
to test mobile applica-
tions that NCS was to
develop for SCDF.

Jeganathan knew
the iPads were for
SCDF, but sold one
and gave the other to
his daughter, now 28,
the court heard.

One iPad was sold
for $200 to his col-
league Eric Yap, then

SCDF senior director of emergency services. Com-
missioner Yap, 45, became SCDF head in 2012.

Mr Wong testified that he met Jeganathan at
SCDF premises on Sept 7, 2011, to present NCS’
plan. With him was then NCS director of business
development Esther Goh and another colleague.
Jeganathan noticed they were using the newly
launched iPads and asked how much they cost. Mr
Wong explained they were bought at a staff rate.

“There was, in general, an agreement that we
would do proof of concept and trial with SCDF,” he
said, adding that proof of concept was a software
application that NCS would develop with SCDF. He
told Ms Goh to follow up.

The next day, he said, Jeganathan sent him a text
message saying he was “serious about the iPad...
Any good news”. Mr Wong replied that his col-
league was arranging the trial and proof of concept
and forwarded Jeganathan’s message to her.

Asked by DPP Hon if the iPads were for sale or
on loan to SCDF, Mr Wong replied: “It was meant
to be a loan. Therefore, we do not expect SCDF to
pay for it.”

Asked if there was a loan period, Mr Wong said
he found out later there was no definition of one.

If convicted, Jeganathan could be jailed for up to
20 years and fined on each charge. The trial contin-
ues, with Ms Goh expected to take the stand today.

elena@sph.com.sg

By KOK XING HUI

THE success of a recent charity drive that tapped the
social networks of the youth here has inspired a simi-
lar drive to raise funds for refurbishing poor, elderly
people’s homes.

In the new two-month campaign, called For a Gold-
en Home, which starts today, 24 students and young
working adults, aged below 35, will each organise an
event of his choice, ranging from a yoga day to photog-
raphy print sales and a flea market. Each person can
channel all or a portion of the proceeds to the cause.

This is similar to the formula for 50 for Fifty, where
50 young people raised funds for 41 charities to mark
Singapore’s 50th birthday. That drive, which started
last September, collected over $1.15 million in its first
two months.

For a Golden Home aims to raise $25,000 for
non-profit housing organisation Habitat for
Humanity’s Project HomeWorks, which renovates
one-room rental flats where elderly folk live, often
alone and in squalor because they are too frail to clean.

For instance, last month, it fumigated the bedbug-
and cockroach-infested flat of an 84-year-old man
with mobility problems, and changed the furniture.

If the target is met, 30 such flats can be cleaned.
The campaign has collected $3,550 so far. Founder
Lim Xiangyun, 25, an editor at a design website, was
prompted to think of the plight of old folk living alone
because of her grandmother, 80, whom she is close to.
She said: “It hurts a lot watching her age every day.”

She wanted to join 50 for Fifty, but it had already
lined up its 50 young people. So she decided to do her
own project based on its model, as she found roping in

people to volunteer more impactful than asking them
to simply donate money. She sounded out her 800
friends and followers on Instagram last month, and
the response made her realise her idea was feasible as
“a lot of people want to help however they can”. She
plans to raise $1,000 by selling cookie cup shots –
cookies baked into chocolate-lined shot glasses.

Co-founder of 50 for Fifty Rebekah Lin said: “It’s
good that 50 for Fifty can inspire other young people
to start their own projects. Hopefully, it causes a rip-
pling effect on other (young people) too.”

kxinghui@sph.com.sg

Jeganathan is accused of
misappropriating two iPads
worth $1,877 in total in 2011.

Campaign founder Lim Xiangyun (fourth from left) at the Cupplets bakery at Ngee Ann Polytechnic yesterday with its
owners, Ms Samantha Quek and Mr Ernest Tan (second and third from left), both 25. With them are Cupplets staff
Rachel Goo (far left) and Cassandra Goo. The bakery is taking part in the charity drive. ST PHOTO: ALPHONSUS CHERN
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Tapping social networks to
refurbish homes for poor seniors
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By KASH CHEONG

FRAIL, helpless, technological-
ly inept – these are some stere-
otypes of the elderly.

But a group of researchers
who shadowed 20 people aged
55 to 77 for a day found that
some of them were actually
very active, involving them-
selves in theatre groups or
surfing the Internet daily.

Others were determined to
exercise and recover from
their injuries, despite the
pain. “Their resilience really
surprised me,” said Mr Jeremy
Sun, design director at Orcade-
sign, who helped to plan the
research. “Some of them were
dependent, but others were
tough. They want to maintain
an active life and not be a bur-

den to their kids,” he said.
The researchers had shad-

owed the participants for a
three-day workshop starting
yesterday which was attended
by 70 health-care profession-
als, technology experts and de-
signers to create apps and ser-
vices for an ageing population.

Led by DesignSingapore
Council, the workshop creates
a platform for designing “us-
er-centric, empathetic” ser-
vices for the elderly, said Mr
Jacks Yeo, its director of mar-
ket development and strategic
planning.

The elderly participants
were classified into 12 broad
profiles, including “the link”
(one who is a social connector
in his community) and “the en-
closed” (one who shies away

from human interaction).
Then, there are others such as
“the adaptor” (one who active-
ly adapts to his disability us-
ing technology) and “the de-
pendent” (one who is resigned
to his disability and seeks ex-
ternal help).

“These profiles give us a
good idea of the spectrum of
the elderly we may be design-
ing for,” said Dr Chow Mun
Hong, director of Innovation
and Quality Management at
SingHealth. “We might plan
services based on operational
efficiency, but this is a good re-
minder to take a user-centric
perspective,” he said.

Some elderly citizens, for
instance, may gain satisfac-
tion from keeping tabs on
their health through self-moni-
toring devices. For others,
their caregivers may want to
use remote monitoring tech-
nologies instead.

In another example, work-

shop facilitator Ryan Chen
spoke of an elderly man who
had agreed to take part in a tri-
al where sensors were mount-
ed in his home, so that
health-care workers get alerts
when he is inactive for a peri-
od. But the man ended up
avoiding these sensors as they
felt unfamiliar, said Mr Chen,
a partner at design firm Su-

praCopula. “The sensors felt
impersonal, he might have
wanted a feedback system to
talk to someone,” he said. “De-
sign counts,” he added.

The participants hope the
workshop will yield new prod-
ucts and services that may be
taken to a prototyping stage
by April.

kashc@sph.com.sg

Scoot welcomed its first Boeing 787 Dreamliner at
Changi Airport at 9.33am yesterday, amid cheers
from its first passengers on board, including the
budget carrier’s chief executive Campbell Wilson
(centre, with his staff in Seattle) and journalists.

The special delivery flight, TZ787, was greeted
by two fire trucks that blasted an arc of water as
part of a water canon salute, a tradition to
welcome special flights or planes to an airport.

The twin-aisle plane, nicknamed Dream Start,
touched down after an 18-hour flight from

Boeing’s factory in Everett, north of Seattle in the
United States, with a stopover in Osaka, Japan. It
boasts a new-look cabin, including 375 seats
touted as “more roomy”.

At the welcoming ceremony at Changi Airport
Terminal 1, Mr Wilson said the B787 will allow
Scoot to triple its fleet size, add new destinations
and increase flight frequencies. Scoot’s B787
maiden commercial flight is set to start on
Thursday, on the Singapore-Perth route.
ST PHOTO: WANG HUI FEN
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– Mr Jeremy Sun, design director at Orcadesign,
who helped to plan the research
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By JACQUELINE WOO

THE bitcoin appears to have lost
some of its lustre here since the
first two ATMs for the virtual cur-
rency were set up last year.

As many as 10 machines sprang
up on the local scene after that,
but a Straits Times check last
week found that at least five are
no longer operating.

Another four of them have
been converted to payment kiosks
that currently do not involve the
use of bitcoins.

Local start-up Tembusu Sys-
tems, then called Tembusu Termi-
nals, recalled its four ATMs in
October last year.

Another firm, Coin Republic,
said its machine had been relocat-
ed to Europe in November.

Bitcoins, as well as some other
types of cryptocurrency, are used
to purchase digital or physical
goods and services.

Bitcoin advocates believe that
its potential lies in the lack of
central authority, which “democ-
ratises” money and gives the user
complete control over the transac-
tions he or she makes.

But businesses that accept bit-
coins “don’t see as much traffic as
they used to”, noted Mr Steve
Beauregard, founder and chief
executive of GoCoin, in an inter-
view with The Straits Times on
Wednesday.

GoCoin is a global payment
processing service provider for
digital currencies, including bit-
coins.

“There is definitely a direct
correlation between the price of
bitcoin and the enthusiasm (in the
market) at any one time,” he said,
pointing to the value of the digital
currency, which plunged more
than 56 per cent last year.

A bitcoin is currently worth
about US$225 (S$304) – a far cry
from its peak at US$1,130
(S$1,495) in 2013.

It did not help either that the
development of bitcoins globally

had been plagued by hack attacks
and scandal, including one relat-
ing to black-market website Silk
Road, which distributed narcot-
ics, hacking services and forged
documents to more than 100,000
people worldwide.

The collapse of Mt Gox last Feb-
ruary, which had been among the
largest bitcoin exchanges in the
world, also “hurt credibility in the
short run”, said Mr Tomas

Forgac, founder of bitcoin pay-
ment system Coin of Sale.

“But it certainly helped
strengthen the ecosystem in the
long run,” he added.

“Unhampered free markets (in-
cluding that of bitcoins) are anti-
fragile, and they react to a failure
by identifying its cause and taking
precautions. As a result, all cur-
rent major exchanges are much
stronger and transparent.”

In the same vein, Mr Zennon
Kapron, managing director of fi-
nancial services consulting firm
Kapronasia, believes that bitcoins
are going through “teething
pains” as a new financial instru-
ment.

Still, much more remains to be
done for the masses to adopt the
use of bitcoins, said Mr Beaure-
gard, who was the keynote speak-
er for the inaugural Inside Bit-
coins Conference and Expo in Sin-
gapore.

The two-day event at Suntec
Singapore Convention and Exhibi-
tion Centre, which concluded last
Friday, drew about 450 attendees.

“Right now, merchants mostly
put up bitcoin as a payment op-
tion, launch it as an experiment,
and then forget about it,” he not-
ed. “The best way to drive adop-
tion is to improve the checkout
process by giving consumers in-
centives – make it so they can
save money by using a less expen-
sive payment method.

“There must be some benefit
for the consumer to use bitcoin in
his or her transaction today.”

Merchants are likely to incur
less in additional charges when
payments are made in bitcoins,
compared with credit cards, add-
ed Mr Beauregard.

“They should be able to pass
the savings on to the consumers
and encourage them to use the
lower-cost payment type.”

He also cited other markets
with potential for bitcoins to be
used widely, such as online gam-
ing or regulated gambling sites.

tsjwoo@sph.com.sg

By MARISSA LEE and CHIA YAN MIN

TAX reliefs rather than the popular personal tax
rebates given in 2011 may be in store in this year’s
Budget, due on Feb 23.

That was the hint from Deputy Prime Minister
Tharman Shanmugaratnam in a sneak peek he gave
on Sunday. Mr Tharman, who is also Finance Minis-
ter, will deliver the Budget.

Analysts expect this year’s jubi-
lee Budget to contain goodies for
all Singaporeans, particularly the
so-called “sandwiched class”
squeezed by rising costs.

They might take the form of
education and training subsidies
as Mr Tharman on Sunday put the focus on enabling
“good and fulfilling careers” for the young and
middle-aged in a Budget that “looks towards the
future”.

OCBC economist Selena Ling said: “I suspect this
might have a link to SkillsFuture – the idea the Gov-
ernment is going to be working more closely with

the Ministry of Education and Singapore Workforce
Development Agency to ensure students get a better
head start where hiring intentions are strongest,
and where there is better career advancement.”

Mr Tharman chairs the SkillsFuture Council,
formed in September last year to spearhead a nation-
al push towards an integrated system of education,
training and career progression.

Other initiatives could include a focus on attract-
ing more foreign firms to offer em-
ployees here “a professional train-
ing track alongside the job”, or
even more flexibility in drawing
on the Central Provident Fund to
finance training and education,
said Bank of America Merrill
Lynch economist Chua Hak Bin.

Many analysts also expect the Budget to target
the middle class. Mr Tharman said on Sunday that
“for families with children... Singapore has to be a
good place to raise your children – it’s got to be
affordable, and it’s got to be a quality education”.

On this front, initiatives to help families and chil-
dren would be “a natural thing”, said Dr Chua.

More targeted scholarships to help with rising edu-
cation costs, as well as partially subsidised kindergar-
ten fees, could help the middle class and fit with gov-
ernment efforts to support young families, he said.

Tax rebates similar to those offered in the 2011
pre-election Budget are not out of the question.
“The Government pulled off an $8 billion Pioneer
Generation Package last year, so that tells you about
the health of its fiscal resources,” said Ms Ling.

But DBS economist Irvin Seah believes cash pay-
outs similar to the Growth Dividends given out in
Budget 2011, subject to a Singaporean’s wealth, are
more likely. On average, 80 per cent of Singapore-
ans got $500 to $700 in Growth Dividends. About
$1.5 billion was paid out.

The bulk of the middle-income group does not
pay taxes, so tax rebates will not directly benefit
most of them, said Mr Seah.

PwC Singapore tax leader Chris Woo agreed:
“Everyone’s saying this will be a hongbao Budget
but, to me, a tax rebate is a one-off relief. It will ease
cash flow but it’s not really ‘building for the future’.”

Analysts believe that tax relief – on home loans
or health insurance – are more likely tracks the Gov-
ernment might take.

“In view of the rising costs of housing in recent
years, one way to help the middle class may be to
allow tax relief for mortgage interest incurred on
owner-occupied properties,” said Mr Daniel Ho,
director of taxes at Deloitte Singapore.

EY human capital partner Wu Soo Mee believes
tax deductions for medical-related insurance poli-
cies would be helpful for the middle class. “Enabling
a tax write-off for health insurance premiums will
not only encourage more taxpayers to take up health
insurance policies for themselves and their families,
but also offer them greater access to preventive and
emergency health care,” she said.

marilee@sph.com.sg
chiaym@sph.com.sg

Bitcoins are going through “teething pains” as a new financial instrument, according to Mr Zennon Kapron, managing
director of financial services consulting firm Kapronasia. PHOTOS: BLOOMBERG, AZIZ HUSSIN
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of global payment processing service provider GoCoin
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By GRACE LEONG

AMERICAN law firm Gibson Dunn &
Crutcher LLP has appointed Singa-
pore corporate lawyer Robson Lee as
partner at its office here.

Mr Lee, who has been a senior part-
ner and shareholder at Singapore law
firm Shook Lin & Bok for more than
20 years, will focus on mergers and
acquisitions (M&A) and capital mar-
ket transactions when he takes up his
new position in April.

He said yesterday: “Gibson wants
to strengthen its Asia presence. This
is a good opportunity to work on a big-
ger platform and I will be spending
more than half my time doing
cross-border transactions, capital
markets, and mergers and
acquisitions in China, Indonesia,

Taiwan and Hong Kong.”
Mr Lee represents publicly listed

companies on securities transactions,
cross-border M&A and foreign joint
ventures, and also advises local and
foreign companies in fund-raising and
market flotations.

Gibson, which opened its Singa-
pore office in 2008, was awarded a
Qualifying Foreign Law Practice
(QFLP) licence in 2013. It also has
offices in Hong Kong and Beijing.

Gibson chairman and managing
partner Ken Doran said Mr Lee’s
practice will complement existing
transactional practices in its Asia
offices.

“He is a leading corporate attorney
with deep connections in the Singa-
pore business and legal communi-
ties.”

Mr Lee said: “Singapore is a very
attractive forum because of the new
Singapore International Commercial
Court (SICC) and international arbitra-
tion centre. As a QFLP, we can go into
these areas.”

Mr Jai Pathak, partner-in-charge
of the Singapore office, said the estab-
lishment of the SICC also signifies a
strong push to popularise the use of
Singapore law as the governing law of
choice in cross-border transactions.

“However, the SICC is still in its
infancy, and it remains to be seen if
the SICC will truly become an alterna-
tive to arbitration. As our experience
with international arbitration has
shown, enforceability of the ruling is
the key to parties seeking to resolve a
dispute.”

gleong@sph.com.sg

By RACHAEL BOON

DBS Bank has been named the most
valuable bank brand in Asean for the
second consecutive year.

A study by consultancy BrandFi-
nance released yesterday found the
bank had not only increased its
brand value over the year by 10 per
cent to $4.4 billion, but had also dou-
bled it over the past five years.

DBS has also been the most valua-
ble bank brand in Singapore every
year since the study began seven
years ago. Mr Samir Dixit, managing
director of BrandFinance Asia-Pacif-
ic, said in a statement yesterday that
DBS is an example of how the brand
drives the business, and it “should
now target to be in the top 50 bank
brands globally, which is well within
their reach”.

The Banker/BrandFinance Bank-
ing 500, as it is known, is an annual
study conducted by brand valuation
consultancy BrandFinance, and pub-
lished in The Banker magazine.

The study also found that DBS cus-
tomers “appear to be more emotion-
ally engaged and extremely loyal”,
while its satisfaction scores are also
high, “indicating product features
and service offerings are found to be
more useful over competitors’”.

Ms Karen Ngui, head of group
strategic marketing and communica-
tions at DBS, said it is heartening
that customer satisfaction is improv-
ing and there is increased engage-
ment with the DBS brand.

She said: “We remain committed
to making banking more intuitive
and interactive across physical and
digital touchpoints, and further im-
proving the customer experience.”

rachaelb@sph.com.sg

By YASMINE YAHYA
ASSISTANT MONEY EDITOR

DBS Bank’s wealth management
unit has nearly completed the in-
tegration of the Asian private
banking business it acquired from
Societe Generale last October.

There are still some small
details to be ironed out but the
process should be completed in
the second quarter, DBS said.

Aside from boosting DBS’ as-
sets under management (AUM)
and headcount, the deal has also
given the bank a presence in
markets where it did not have a
strong franchise previously.

Ms Tan Su Shan, group head
of consumer banking and wealth
management at DBS, said in an
interview last Thursday: “The
acquisition doubled our size in
Hong Kong. We were already
quite big in Taiwan but so was

SocGen, so that was good.
SocGen was also quite strong in
the Philippines and Dubai.”

There are strong rumours that
DBS may already be eyeing anoth-
er acquisition. Chief executive Pi-
yush Gupta dropped a big hint
last October when he said the
bank will “take a look at Coutts
when it comes on the block”.

Royal Bank of Scotland is look-
ing to sell its Switzerland-based
private banking and wealth man-
agement unit Coutts Internation-
al as it faces pressure to focus on
its British operations. Ms Tan de-
clined to comment on a potential
bid, saying DBS would consider
acquisition opportunities that
came at the right price and of-
fered sustainable growth.

After all, its organic growth
path is just as exciting, she noted.

“I think we still have more to
do in terms of deepening relation-
ships we have on board now.

We’ve got really good quality cli-
ents and we need to entrench
these relationships by bringing
the whole bank to bear with
them. We also need to continue
to widen our nets and bring in
new customers,” Ms Tan said.

“The engines of growth have
always been China and Indonesia
and that continues. The non-resi-
dent Indian population has also
been incredibly active and wel-
coming to a Singapore bank.”

“A majority” of SocGen’s cli-
ents stayed on with DBS and
transferred more than US$10 bil-
lion (S$13.5 billion) of AUM. This
has given the bank high net-
worth-assets under management
of S$88 billion.

DBS worked very hard to en-

sure a smooth transition for both
staff and clients, Ms Tan noted.
As part of the takeover, for exam-
ple, DBS signed a memorandum
of understanding with SocGen
that gives DBS clients access to
the French bank’s private bank-
ing product offerings in Europe
as well as its corporate and invest-
ment banking solutions.

“We wanted to make it as
seamless as possible so they
didn’t feel like they were going to
miss the best that SocGen had to
offer. And where we complement-
ed that was by giving an Asian of-
fering. We could also give them
the whole bank – the consumer
and corporate bank, cards, mort-
gages, loans,” Ms Tan said.

While a few SocGen clients de-

cided not to move to DBS, many
were “very accepting” of the take-
over and wanted to see what DBS
could do for them, she added.

“They wanted to see our Asian
deal flow, they were very interest-
ed to know more about our Asian
connectivity. They would say,
‘What kind of help can you give
me if I’m in commodities, real es-
tate or shipping?’

“We had customers who own
buildings and are exploring asset
securitisation and they were keen
to see what we could do. Others
in the manufacturing or export-
oriented sectors are looking at us
for our Asian connectivity, espe-
cially for help in linking them up
to potential partners in Asia.”

yasminey@sph.com.sg

DBS raring
to grow after
SocGen unit
takeover

“The acquisition doubled our size in Hong Kong,” said DBS group head of consumer banking and wealth management Tan
Su Shan, seen here with SocGen’s former Asia-Pacific CEO Olivier Gougeon, who is now with DBS. ST FILE PHOTO

American law firm appoints
Singapore lawyer as partner

Mr Robson Lee will start in his new
position at Gibson Dunn & Crutcher LLP in
April. PHOTO: COURTESY OF ROBSON LEE
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By GRACE LEONG

INCREASED risk-taking by inves-
tors in the wake of the European
Central Bank’s (ECB) quantitative
easing programme helped drive
up share prices and, in turn, the
total value of companies listed on
the Singapore Exchange (SGX) in
January.

Market capitalisation jumped

2.2 per cent to $978.1 billion from
December – the third consecutive
month-on-month increase.

It was also a 12 per cent gain on
the total market cap in January
2014.

“The strongest jump in the STI
was on Jan 23, when it broke the
3,400 level after the ECB
announced quantitative easing
measures,” said Phillip Futures
investment analyst Howie Lee yes-

terday. “That spurred risk-taking
among investors as well as in-
creased liquidity. Prior to Jan 23,
we were hovering around the
3,300-3,370 level for most of Janu-
ary.”

The ECB announced last
month that it would buy sover-
eign debt in a €1.1 trillion (S$1.7
trillion) QE programme from
March through at least September
next year. The news sent the euro
to its lowest level against the US
dollar since September 2003.

“A cheaper euro will help lower
import costs. Sectors that are
heavily into importing from

Europe, companies like biomedi-
cal manufacturing and drug
processing, will likely benefit the
most from a cheaper euro,” Mr
Lee said.

Shares of firms in the transport
and logistics sector were a key
beneficiary of lower oil prices in
January.

Singapore Airlines gained 9.1
per cent in market value to $15.2
billion over the course of last
month, Neptune Orient Lines
surged 20.2 per cent to $2.6 bil-
lion, ComfortDelGro jumped 10.4
per cent to $6.1 billion and Sing-
Post advanced 11.5 per cent in

value to nearly $4.6 billion.
But rig builders Keppel Corp

and Sembcorp Marine were
among the biggest losers in Janu-
ary as investors bailed out over
fears that falling oil prices would
curtail spending. Keppel’s market
value fell 1.7 per cent to $15.8 bil-
lion while SembMarine’s plunged
8 per cent to $6.3 billion.

Keppel Corp did boost the mar-
ket in another area by offering to
take Keppel Land private. That
sparked buying interest in proper-
ty shares as speculators homed in
on other potential privatisation
targets among developers.

Keppel Land’s market value
skyrocketed nearly 33 per cent to
$7 billion on the back of the in-
creased interest.

Some key developers saw their
market valuations surge in the
wake of Keppel’s move. Wing Tai
recorded the biggest gain – up
nearly 12 per cent to $1.5 billion –
followed by Wheelock Properties,
which gained 6.5 per cent to $2.24
billion. Ho Bee’s market value in-
creased 6.1 per cent to $1.5 billion,
UIC rose 5.1 per cent to $4.9 bil-
lion and UOL was up 3.7 per cent
to $5.68 billion.

gleong@sph.com.sg

SGX-listed firms’ total value up 2.2%
Market capitalisation jumps to $978.1b
in third month-on-month increase
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By FELICIA LEE

MORE than 40 years after Hyatt Ho-
tels & Resorts opened its landmark
Grand Hyatt Singapore in Scotts
Road, the hotel chain is opening a sec-
ond hotel here under its Andaz brand.

The firm believes the 340-room
boutique hotel will offer a refreshing
take on a lifestyle hotel in the up-
and-coming Ophir-Rochor district.

Andaz Singapore is part of the
DUO development, a landmark devel-
opment expected to be completed by
2017 by developer M+S.

M+S was set up in 2011 as a joint
venture between Malaysian invest-
ment fund Khazanah Nasional, which
holds 60 per cent, and Temasek Hold-
ings to build two integrated develop-
ments – Marina One in Marina South
and DUO in the Ophir-Rochor area.

DUO was conceived by globally re-
nowned architect Ole Scheeren and it
will have 660 residences, 570,000 sq
ft of Grade A office space and 56,000
sq ft of retail space, all set in a
park-like environment.

This will be the first Andaz hotel in
South-east Asia. Hyatt has 12 Andaz
hotels in locations such as Tokyo,
Shanghai and New York.

With Andaz Singapore, Hyatt aims
to blend into the culturally vibrant
Kampong Glam area.

Hyatt works to ensure that its An-

daz hotels reflect the unique cultural
scenes and spirit of the surrounding
neighbourhood. Mr David Udell,
group president of Hyatt Hotels and
Resorts in the Asia-Pacific, said Andaz
would feel “like a home” to guests.

For example, guests would be able
to sample authentic local cuisines and
dine anywhere within the hotel.

He said 44 years after Hyatt estab-
lished the Grand Hyatt Singapore, it
had carefully mulled over the move to
build a second hotel here.

Mr Udell said Singapore was an at-
tractive hub for both business and lei-
sure. He expressed confidence that
the Government’s commitment to sus-
taining the vibrant tourism scene –
such as the recent makeover of Scotts
Road and the development of the two
integrated resorts – would continue
to boost the tourism industry.

He predicts growth in demand here
for concept-style hotels such as An-
daz “as long as Singapore remains in-
novative and creative in its offerings”.

He is unfazed by the fact that the
sharing economy, as exemplified by
accommodation-sharing site Airbnb,
is gaining traction, noting that they
“appeal to different markets”.

Andaz plans to sponsor cultural
events with a community connection
that allow “local artists to express
themselves” and celebrate the hotel’s
locale.

fellee@sph.com.sg

LONDON – Some of the world’s
biggest sovereign wealth funds
are in talks to provide financial
backing for Hutchison
Whampoa’s acquisition of
Telefonica’s British mobile busi-
ness, the Telegraph newspaper
said, citing unidentified sources.

The £10 billion (S$20.3 billion)
move by Hong Kong tycoon Li Ka
Shing’s Hutchison to merge its
Three Mobile network with
Telefonica’s O2 UK will make the
group the top mobile operator in
the country.

The Telegraph said sovereign
wealth funds including China
Investment Corporation,
Singapore’s Temasek and GIC,
and one of Qatar’s big govern-
ment-sponsored vehicles were in
talks to provide a significant por-
tion of the financing. The winning
candidate would become a large
investor in the mobile operator,
with up to a third of the shares.

China Investment Corporation,
GIC and Temasek could not imme-
diately be reached for comment.
REUTERS

THE Singapore Exchange (SGX),
South-east Asia’s biggest bourse,
will hire more people in China as
it seeks to sell more of its
products in Asia’s largest equities
market, said chief executive
Magnus Bocker.

SGX will appoint a senior exec-
utive in China to build its busi-
ness and relationships, Mr Bocker
said in an interview last Thurs-
day.

The bourse posted its first
quarterly profit growth in more
than a year in the last three
months of 2014, after a world-
beating rally in Chinese stocks
spurred demand for hedging in-
struments. Revenue from deriva-
tives jumped 46 per cent, spurred
by a 183 per cent surge in volume
on Chinese stock futures, accord-
ing to the exchange.

SGX wants more global inves-
tors to use its Chinese products,
“whether it’s China A50, indices
or commodities”, Mr Bocker, 53,
said at the SGX headquarters.
“We need to grow our headcount
in China. We will more than dou-
ble what we have today in the
next few years.”

Mr Bocker said SGX’s future
performance will depend on its
ability to attract new clients and
sell more products to existing cus-
tomers, emphasising the need to

have a presence in key markets.
The bourse has sales and mar-

keting offices in Beijing, Hong
Kong, Tokyo, Mumbai and Lon-
don. In the longer term, SGX will
look at opportunities to tap
North America, the world’s big-
gest derivatives market, he said.

“The number of new clients us-
ing our products is very high and
we’re not losing the old ones,”
Mr Bocker added.

Derivatives transactions rose
52 per cent to 40 million in the fis-
cal second quarter, with trading
of FTSE China A50 futures in-
creasing to more than 17 million
contracts, said SGX. China A50
contracts, which track the
country’s 50 biggest stocks,
along with those for Japan, India
and iron ore, are among SGX’s
most actively traded derivatives.

There are about 40 companies
seeking approval from the United
States Securities and Exchange
Commission to introduce ex-
change-traded funds that will in-
vest in the China stock market,
and these ETF providers would
be potential clients for A50 fu-
tures, Mr Bocker said.

“The derivatives success hap-
pened over a number of years
where we have increased distribu-
tion, setting up offices in Lon-
don, Tokyo, Hong Kong and In-

dia,” Mr Bocker said. “The impor-
tance of distributing the product
is growing in our industry and we
need to be a leader in that. You
should expect us to be present in
more locations going forward.”

The South-east Asian bourse
plans to start a bond trading plat-
form by the middle of this year,
to complement its equities, com-
modities and foreign exchange
products.

“We don’t have an internation-
al bond market in Asia,” Mr Bock-
er said. “The investors who we
meet are looking for quotes that
are cross-border. We believe that
SGX can play a much stronger
role in the fixed income market.”

To strengthen its derivatives
business, SGX said last month it
will increase technology-related
spending by $20 million to as
much as $75 million this year, as
it accelerates the upgrading of its
trading and clearing platform.

This would enable the bourse
to handle more derivatives trans-
actions and operate on a 24-hour
basis by the end of next year. The
exchange currently trades
equity-index and commodities
futures for more than 18 hours on
weekdays.

“The outlook for derivatives is
looking very bright,” said Mr Ben-
jamin Ong, a Phillip Securities an-
alyst. “Demand for China A50 re-
mains strong, given the positive
interest in China equities.”

The bourse decided to upgrade
its platform after suffering its

second trading disruption in less
than a month in December,
prompting the Monetary Authori-
ty of Singapore to say it would
take supervisory action if needed.
An independent committee that
was formed to investigate the
incident will probably submit its
findings next month.

“It’s our job to keep the mar-
kets open,” Mr Bocker said. “Any
disruption is very serious for us.
We need to really learn from
that.”

The Singapore bourse is seek-
ing to attract investors to a broad-
er range of asset classes as appe-
tite for trading shares stagnates.
While derivatives accounted for
39 per cent of revenue in the last
quarter, up from 32 per cent a
year earlier, cash equity trading
remains an important business
for SGX, Mr Bocker said.

On his future plans, Mr Bock-
er, whose tenure expires in June,
said: “I have no reason to believe
I will leave Singapore.”

SGX will continue to extend
its global reach and introduce
new products to help investors
manage their risks.

“Distribution and products go
hand in hand,” Mr Bocker said.
“Don’t expect that the client al-
ways comes to you. We all want a
Mercedes, but we don’t go to
Stuttgart to buy it. It might be
the best car in the world, but we
will not buy it if it’s not locally
serviced and distributed.”
BLOOMBERG

Hyatt chain plans ‘home
away from home’ hotel here

SGX to grow headcount in
China as it extends reach

The £10 billion (S$20.3 billion) move by Hong Kong tycoon Li Ka Shing’s
Hutchison Whampoa to merge its Three Mobile network with Telefonica’s O2 UK
will make the group the top mobile operator in Britain. PHOTO: BLOOMBERG

Artist’s
impression
of Andaz
Singapore,
a 340-room
boutique
hotel in the
Ophir-
Rochor
district.
PHOTO:
ANDAZ
SINGAPORE

CEO says bourse wants more global
investors to use its Chinese products

SGX posted
its first
quarterly
profit growth
in over a
year in the
last three
months of
2014, after a
rally in
Chinese
stocks
spurred
demand for
hedging
instruments.
China A50
contracts
are among
SGX’s most
actively
traded
derivatives.
PHOTO:
BLOOMBERG

Sovereign wealth
funds in talks to
back $20b O2 deal
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GuocoLeisure
LEISURE and hospitality firm
GuocoLeisure posted a
second-quarter net profit of
US$14.8 million (S$20
million), up 8 per cent year
on year.

For the three months
ended Dec 31, revenue fell
6.7 per cent to US$99.6
million owing to lower
revenue from its gaming and
property development arms.

Half-year net profit rose
4 per cent to US$31.4 million
as revenue slid 6.5 per cent
to US$200.6 million.

“The volatility in the
gaming sector will continue
to affect overall revenue
performance,” said the
group.

No dividend was declared.

OKP Holdings
INFRASTRUCTURE and civil
engineering company OKP
Holdings, through its wholly
owned subsidiary, Or Kim
Peow Contractors, has been

awarded two design and
build contracts worth
$60.9 million and
$82.9 million respectively by
the Land Transport
Authority for the
construction of sheltered
linkways.

The two contracts update
OKP’s gross order book to
$296.8 million, extending
into 2019.

Japfa
AGRI-FOOD company Japfa,
through its wholly owned
unit Japfa Myanmar JV, has
struck an agreement with
Best Livestock to acquire the
remaining 15 per cent of
poultry farm operator Japfa
Comfeed Myanmar (JCMA)
that it does not already own.

The price is US$5.7
million (S$7.7 million).

After the acquisition,
JCMA will be a wholly owned
subsidiary of Japfa, which
will be able to reap the full
benefits of the fast-growing
poultry market in Myanmar.
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198.5 104 Super Group ................................................... 113 +2 1652 113 111 8 12.6 1265.9

750 561 UOL ................................................................... 735 +13 1037 735 724 2.7 7.2 5784.3
330 174 United Engineers ........................................... 318 +14 9933 320 307 2.2 13 2025.9
117 48.5 Vard ................................................................... 51.5 +1 7937 52 50.5 - 8.2 607.7
825 715 Venture Corp .................................................. 825 +12 779 825 814 6.1 17.3 2268.3
208 157 Wing Tai ........................................................... 183 unch 1085 183 182 3.3 5.6 1453

129.5 99.5 YZJ Shipbldg SGD ........................................ 125.5 +1.5 22340 126 123.5 4 7.4 4710.7
123 95.5 Yanlord Land ................................................... 101.5 +0.5 1012 101.5 99.5 1.3 6.4 1963.2

By MELISSA TAN

LOCAL shares shrugged off con-
cerns over weak global economic
growth to climb to their highest
level in nearly two years yester-
day, though analysts were mixed
on whether this increase could be
sustained.

The benchmark Straits Times
Index (STI) gained 32.15 points or
0.95 per cent to 3,423.35, even as
other major markets in Asia fell
due to gloomy economic data re-
leased yesterday.

Banks and companies in the
Jardine group were the main
stocks that propelled the local in-

dex higher. Telecommunications
group Singtel also shone, rising
to its highest since October 2007.

The local market’s increase
stood in stark contrast to de-
clines in other parts of Asia,
which were largely owing to con-
cerns over China’s economy.

Hong Kong slipped 0.1 per
cent, Tokyo shed 0.7 per cent
and Shanghai tumbled 2.6 per
cent. Seoul, however, inched up
0.2 per cent.

An unofficial gauge of China’s
factory activity released yester-
day showed that Chinese manu-
facturing shrank in January for a
second consecutive month.

That came a day after the Chi-

nese government’s official esti-
mates showed a decline in manu-
facturing activity for the first
time in more than two years.

Gross domestic product
growth in the United States also
came in weaker than expected on
Friday.

Analysts said that Singapore
shares may have been helped by
the effects of recent central bank
actions. “A weak euro has largely
reduced the costs of our imports,
while the recently softened Singa-
pore dollar is set to boost our
exports,” said Phillip Futures ana-
lyst Howie Lee.

However, Nomura South-east
Asia equity strategist Mixo Das
said that there were “no clearly
visible catalysts at this point” for
the index to gain further ground.

“We don’t make much of new
highs on the index level because
earnings estimates for the STI are

at all-time highs already... We
see the gains in the index slowing
down going forward, but no out-
right reason to be bearish.”

Stocks that did well included
banks such as United Overseas
Bank, which jumped 32 cents to
$23.50, and OCBC Bank which
gained 11 cents to $10.51.

Singtel rose four cents to $4.12
after news last Friday of its major
joint venture with Sony Pictures
Television and Warner Brothers
Entertainment.

The joint venture will offer on-
line video streaming to as many
as 1.5 billion customers across In-
donesia, Thailand, the Philip-
pines and India.

The next big events to watch
will be the Federal Reserve’s
meeting next month and the Mon-
etary Authority of Singapore’s
policy review in April.

melissat@sph.com.sg

Sibor

Top Rises (¢)

Feb 02 CENTS + %
GLD US$ .......................... 12246 194.8 1.2
JMH USD ............................. 6480 98.8 1.1
JSH USD .............................. 3559 75.8 1.6
UOB ................................... 2350 32.0 1.4
HongkongLand USD ............. 760 25.7 2.6
United Engineers ................ 318 14.0 4.6
UOL ....................................... 735 13.0 1.8
Great Eastern .................... 2432 12.0 0.5
SGX ....................................... 789 12.0 1.5
Venture Corp ....................... 825 12.0 1.5
OCBC Bank ........................ 1051 11.0 1.1
Hyflux 6% CPS ................ 10675 10.0 0.1
ComfortDelGro .................... 296 9.0 3.1
Petra Foods ......................... 409 9.0 2.3
Ascendas Reit ..................... 254 8.0 3.3
TheHourGlass ........................ 81 7.5 10.2
CityDev ............................... 1012 7.0 0.7
DBS Bk 4.7% NCPS ........ 10621 6.0 0.1
Regal Intl ............................... 65 6.0 10.2
SATS .................................... 302 6.0 2.0

Top Falls (¢)

Feb 02 CENTS - %
DBXT STGLDv US$ .............. 3206 -102.8 -2.3
DBXT Nifty US$ ............... 14560 -70.4 -0.4
DBXT China50 US$ ............ 3323 -63.6 -1.4
DBXT S&P500 US$ ............. 3350 -52.8 -1.2
Lyxor Nasdaq US$ ............ 1667 -41.9 -1.8
DBXT MSBrazil US$ ............. 368 -40.6 -7.5
Lyxor MS India US$ ........... 1755 -39.2 -1.6
DBXT MSKorea US$ ........... 5673 -37.9 -0.5
DBXT Vietnam US$ ............ 2590 -37.9 -1.1
SPDR S&P500 US$ .......... 19976 -35.2 -0.1
DBXT CSI300 US$ ............... 932 -32.5 -2.5
DBXT MSINDO us$ ............. 1417 -31.1 -1.6
DBXT MSTHAI US$ ............. 2095 -27.1 -0.9
Lyxor ChinaH US$ ............. 1591 -27.1 -1.2
IS Asia BND US .................. 1066 -16.2 -1.1
Lyxor Russia US$ ................ 216 -12.2 -4.0
Cortina ............................... 80.5 -8.5 -9.6
DBXT MSCHINA US$ ........... 1376 -8.1 -0.4
Lyxor Asia EX US$ ............... 490 -8.1 -1.2
Bukit Sembawang ............... 524 -8.0 -1.5

Top Rises (%)

Feb 02 CENTS % +

Asiatravel W160715 ............ 0.3 50.0 0.1
NobleGrpMBeCW150803 ...... 4.7 23.7 0.9
SembMar MBeCW150701 ..... 2.7 12.5 0.3
CN9000MBePW150330 ......... 5.5 12.2 0.6
KepCorp MBeCW150901 .... 11.6 10.5 1.1
Sinarmas eW151118 ............ 50 8.7 4.0
SembMar MBeCW151102 ..... 7.9 8.2 0.6
NKY 15000MBePW150612 .... 5.5 7.8 0.4
TEE Intl W170526 ................. 2.8 7.7 0.2
NobleGrpMBeCW150701 ...... 6.1 7.0 0.4
DBS MB ePW150402 ........... 9.3 5.7 0.5
CapitalaMBeCW150701 ........ 5.7 5.6 0.3
OCBC Bk MBeCW150413 ..... 6.4 3.2 0.2
UOB MB eCW150302 ........... 6.9 3.0 0.2
STI 3400MBeCW150430 ...... 5.2 2.0 0.1
UOB MB eCW150415 .............. 7 1.4 0.1
SHS W191216 ...................... 7.8 1.3 0.1
SGX MB eCW160105 ........... 18.3 1.1 0.2

Top Falls (%)

Feb 02 CENTS % -
ChinaGaoxian W180918 ........ 0.2 -33.3 -0.1
NOL MB eCW150401 ............ 2.6 -18.8 -0.6
CN15000MBeCW150730 ....... 7.5 -12.8 -1.1
SingPost MBeCW150907 ....... 3.5 -12.5 -0.5
CN12500MBeCW150528 ....... 9.9 -12.4 -1.4
DBS MB eCW150420 ......... 15.6 -11.4 -2.0
NKY 17000MBeCW150612 ...... 21 -10.6 -2.5
DBS MB eCW150602 ........... 7.8 -10.3 -0.9
Tritech Group W19032 .......... 2.7 -10.0 -0.3
OCBC Bk MBeCW150701 ... 14.6 -9.3 -1.5
Goodland W160217 .............. 10 -9.1 -1.0
CN11000MBeCW150528 ..... 14.5 -8.8 -1.4
NKY 17500MBeCW150313 ..... 9.8 -8.4 -0.9
NOL MB eCW151201 ............ 8.7 -8.4 -0.8
Ezion MBeCW150504 ........... 2.2 -8.3 -0.2
DBS MB eCW150701 ......... 12.4 -8.1 -1.1
GentingSMBeCW151201 ....... 7.1 -7.8 -0.6
GLP MB eCW151001 ............ 3.6 -7.7 -0.3
NobleGrpMBePW151201 .... 10.2 -7.3 -0.8
GRP W151127 ....................... 1.3 -7.1 -0.1

Interbank Currency Rates

ETF

Index gains 32 points to reach
highest level in nearly two years

COMPANYBRIEFS

52-Wk Last Vol

High Low Company Sale +/- (’000)

118 110.2 ABF SG Bond ETF ............................................... 116.5 -0.7 25
139.4 119 CIMB APAC Div S$D ........................................... 138 - -
110.5 94 CIMB APAC Div US$ ..................................... US101 - 0
1401 1222 CIMBASEAN40 S$D ........................................... 1375 - 0
1300 927 CIMBASEAN40 US$ ...................................... US1010 - -
4403 3530 DBXT ASX200 US$ ........................................ US3660 - -

20717 18705 DBXT AUDBonds AU$ ..................................... A20717 - -
21733 21274 DBXT AUDCS AU$ ............................................ A21733 - -
25304 23980 DBXT AUDCS SG$ .............................................. 24070 - -
20322 18581 DBXT AUDCS US$ .......................................... US19269 - -

1044 613 DBXT CSI300 US$ ......................................... US932 -24 49
3480 2577 DBXT China50 US$ ....................................... US3323 -47 4
1926 1448 DBXT DBCBLEB US$ ..................................... US1448 - -
3096 2582 DBXT DBCDJUBS US$ .................................. US2723 - -
3545 2555 DBXT DBLCI-OY US$ .................................... US2599 - -
5630 4562 DBXT E50 US$ ............................................... US4730 - -

19495 17315 DBXT EONIA US$ .......................................... US18641 - -
140.1 119.3 DBXT MS SING US$ ...................................... US129.4 - -

420 350 DBXT MSASPAC US$ .................................... US387 -3 2
193.2 164.6 DBXT MSAXJHDY US$ ................................. US180 - -
3808 2802 DBXT MSAsExJp US$ ................................... US3697 - 565

116 80.3 DBXT MSBANGL US$ .................................... US102.4 +0.3 0
614 357 DBXT MSBrazil US$ ...................................... US368 -30 0

1438 1119 DBXT MSCHINA US$ ..................................... US1376 -6 28
442 364 DBXT MSEAsia US$ ...................................... US426 - -
442 360 DBXT MSEmer US$ ....................................... US383 - -

6492 5366 DBXT MSEurope US$ .................................... US5752 - -
1148 797 DBXT MSINDIA US$ ..................................... US1117 -3 16
1600 1150 DBXT MSINDO us$ ........................................ US1417 -23 19
4814 4260 DBXT MSJAP US$ .......................................... US4630 - -
6735 5484 DBXT MSKorea US$ ...................................... US5673 -28 -
1598 1310 DBXT MSMSIA US$ ....................................... US1329 - -

218.4 140.2 DBXT MSPAKIS US$ ..................................... US218.4 - -
223 163.5 DBXT MSPHILS US$ ..................................... US218 - -
571 499 DBXT MSPacXJp US$ ................................... US503 - -
302 140 DBXT MSRussia US$ .................................... US164 -2 41

2225 1716 DBXT MSTHAI US$ ........................................ US2095 -20 4
2322 1853 DBXT MSTaiwan US$ .................................... US2145 - -
5242 4303 DBXT MSUSA US$ ......................................... US5120 - -

500 406 DBXT MSWorld US$ ...................................... US445 -2 0
14752 9759 DBXT Nifty US$ .............................................. US14560 -52 0

2752 2197 DBXT S&P Short US$ ................................... US2293 -5 0
3490 2880 DBXT S&P500 US$ ....................................... US3350 -39 0

10742 10736 DBXT SORA SG$ ............................................ EU10710 - -
3542 3042 DBXT STGLDv US$ ........................................ US3206 -76 0

17073 17065 DBXT USDCS US$ .......................................... US17072 - -
28100 26601 DBXT USDIGInfl US$ .................................... US27930 - -

3100 2403 DBXT Vietnam US$ ........................................ US2590 -28 4
1053 891 DBXT iBoxxIDR US$ ....................................... US1053 - -

16064 14515 DBXT iBoxxKR US$ ........................................ US14815 - -
13392 12503 DBXT iBoxxSing SG$ .......................................... 13300 - -
28472 26499 DBXT iBoxxSvEu US$ ................................... US26499 - -
21507 20309 DBXT iBoxxUSTr US$ ................................... US21507 - -
13341 10892 GLD US$ ............................................................ US12246 +144 3

1412 1280 IS ASIA BND S$D ................................................ 1410 - -
1450 1330 IS ASIA HYG S$D ............................................... 1370 - -
1119 1013 IS ASIA HYG US$ ........................................... US1054 -5 16
1081 1004 IS Asia BND US .............................................. US1066 -12 14

10037 8789 IS DJ USTech US$ ......................................... US10037 - -
1279 1237 IS LC 1-3Y S$D .................................................... 1279 - -
1014 942 IS LC 1-3Y US$ .............................................. US942 - -
1287 1164 IS LC BND S$D .................................................... 1287 - -

985 918 IS LC BND US$ ................................................ US959 - -
1089 740 IS MS India S$D .................................................. 1078 -7 0
1000 541 IS MS India US$ ............................................. US797 - 663
1415 1220 IS MSCI SIN US$ ........................................... US1288 - -

20723 18300 IS S&P500 US$ ............................................... US20450 - -
514 427 Lyxor Asia EX US$ .......................................... US490 -6 0
543 450 Lyxor Asia US$ ................................................ US505 - -

6360 5562 Lyxor AsiaCS US$ ........................................... US5970 - -
3993 3381 Lyxor AsiaIT US$ ............................................. US3669 - -
1008 839 Lyxor AsiaRE US$ .......................................... US975 - -

261 217 Lyxor CRBNonEny US$ ................................ US217 - -
1700 1221 Lyxor ChinaH US$ ........................................... US1591 -20 4

294 200 Lyxor Cmdty ....................................................... US203 +3 1
1136 955 Lyxor EM Mkt US$ .......................................... US1018 - -

533 396 Lyxor EastEur US$ .......................................... US405 - -
1678 1338 Lyxor Europe US$ ........................................... US1412 -4 3

320 259 Lyxor HSI US$ ................................................. US304 -4 -
9636 7358 Lyxor Indonesia US$ ...................................... US9055 - -

125.5 110 Lyxor Japan US$ .............................................. US115.9 - -
595 484 Lyxor Korea US$ ............................................. US504 -5 0
773 519 Lyxor LATAM US$ ........................................... US558 - -

1809 1241 Lyxor MS India US$ ........................................ US1755 -29 5
1101 892 Lyxor Mal US$ ................................................. US892 - -
1800 1379 Lyxor Nasdaq US$ .......................................... US1667 -31 0

409 188 Lyxor Russia US$ ........................................... US216 -9 2
123.6 99.3 Lyxor Taiwan ..................................................... US116 - -

14379 11171 Lyxor ThaiSET US$ ........................................ US13449 - -
1900 1570 Lyxor US DJIA US$ ........................................ US1767 - -

179 160.8 Lyxor World US$ ............................................. US169.4 - -
422 300 Nikko AM STI ETF .............................................. 346 +1 4

18046 15450 SPDR DJIA US$ ............................................... US17416 - -
20854 17422 SPDR S&P500 US$ ....................................... US19976 -26 -

349 298 STI ETF ................................................................... 341xd - 230
238 140 UETF SSE50China ............................................. 213 -6 59

FTSE ST Mid-Cap Index Stocks

Top Actives

Top Movers (Warrants)
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SINGAPORE STOCKS
For a full list of SGX stocks, warrants and bonds, visit btstocks.asiaone.com
TRANSACTION DATE: FEB 2, 2015

BULLS AND BEARS

S’pore shares hit a high
despite global concerns

 Feb 02
Against S$ Against US$

Currencies Bid Offer Bid Offer

S$/US$ to one unit of foreign currency:
Australian dollar ................................................................. 1.0533 1.0537 0.7786 0.7788
Canadian dollar .................................................................. 1.0614 1.0621 0.7850 0.7846
Euro ...................................................................................... 1.5306 1.5313 1.1314 1.1318
NZ dollar ............................................................................. 0.9825 0.9835 0.7263 0.7269
Sterling pound .................................................................... 2.0347 2.0357 1.5041 1.5046
US dollar ............................................................................. 1.3528 1.3530 - -

S$/US$ to 100 units of foreign currency:
Chinese renminbi .............................................................. 21.6109 21.6158 15.9750 15.9762
Danish krone ....................................................................... 20.5621 20.5682 15.1996 15.2020
Hong Kong dollar ............................................................... 17.45 17.45 12.8957 12.8974
Indian Rupee ...................................................................... 2.19 2.19 1.6184 1.6186
Indonesia rupiah ................................................................ 0.0107 0.0107 0.0079 0.0079
Japanese yen ..................................................................... 1.1503 1.1506 0.8503 0.8504
Korean won ........................................................................ 0.1226 0.1229 0.0907 0.0908
Malaysian ringgit ............................................................... 37.25 37.28 27.5330 27.5558
New Taiwan dollar ............................................................. 4.2774 4.2800 3.1619 3.1634
Norwegian krone ................................................................ 17.5424 17.5628 12.9675 12.9806
Philippine peso .................................................................. 3.0634 3.0652 2.2645 2.2655
Saudi riyal ............................................................................ 36.0027 36.0224 26.6134 26.6241
Swedish krona .................................................................... 16.3771 16.3895 12.1061 12.1134
Swiss franc ......................................................................... 145.4624 145.6091 107.5269 107.6195
Thai Baht ............................................................................ 4.1510 4.1541 3.0684 3.0703

Source: OCBC

52-WEEK CURRENCY LAST 'VOL DAY GROSS NET M CAP
HIGH LOW COMPANY TRADED SALE +OR- '000 HIGH LOW YIELD % P/E $MIL

263 206 Ascendas Reit ................................................. 254 +8 13748 254 248 5.6 - 6422
364 268 CapitaLand ..................................................... 352 +4 8018 352 343 2.3 17.6 15039.9
226 180 CapitaMall Trust ........................................... 210 xd +1 15623 210 205 5.2 - 7283.4

1118 860 CityDev ............................................................. 1012 +7 543 1015 1005 0.8 13.7 9202.1
296 189 ComfortDelGro ................................................ 296 +9 13105 296 287 2.4 23.8 6336

2067 1565 DBS Grp ........................................................... 1972 -7 3722 1984 1968 2.9 13.1 48889.3
143.5 99 Genting Sing .................................................. 106 -2 14272 108 104.5 0.9 22 12995.1

297 239 Global Logistic .............................................. 253 unch 11015 254 250 1.6 13.9 12244.5
61.5 41 Golden Agri-Res ............................................. 42 unch 43234 42.5 41.5 2.6 13.7 5391.8

76 61.5 HPH Trust USD ......................................... US72 +0.5 14463 72.5 71.5 7.3 - 6272
830 584 HongkongLand USD ................................. US760 +19 1539 760 746 2.4 15 17881.3

6788 4934 JMH USD .................................................... US6480 +73 240 6560 6391 2.2 15.2 44761.8
3810 3006 JSH USD ..................................................... US3559 +56 136 3588 3513 0.7 12.8 39881.5
4901 3330 Jardine C&C .................................................... 4235 +5 129 4239 4205 3.2 13 14912.4
1120 791 Keppel Corp .................................................... 872 cd +2 7472 873 867 5.5 8.4 15866.6

148 92 Noble ................................................................ 110 +3.5 46134 110 107.5 1 25.6 7440.5
1057 878.3 OCBC Bank ...................................................... 1051 +11 5992 1051 1040 3.2 13.9 41965.7

269 142.5 Olam Intl ......................................................... 197 -0.5 386 198.5 196.5 3.8 8 4911
805 666 SGX .................................................................... 789 +12 1038 790 778 3.5 25.1 8455.3

1291 941 SIA ..................................................................... 1261 -4 3097 1264 1246 3.6 41.2 15130.3
515 391 SIA Engineering ............................................. 433 -3 594 436 431 5.8 18.1 4854.2
435 394 SPH ................................................................... 411 -2 1693 413 410 5.1 16.4 6578.7
400 314 ST Engineering ............................................... 339 +3 1539 339 335 4.4 18.1 10581.6
559 405 Sembcorp Ind ................................................. 435 +4 3084 436 431 3.9 9.5 7783.4
418 285 Sembcorp Marine .......................................... 306 +6 7564 308 302 4.2 11.5 6393
412 342 SingTel ............................................................. 412 +4 19349 412 408 4.1 18 65645.8
432 400 Star Hub .......................................................... 423 +5 2640 423 418 4.7 19.7 8226.4
77 50.5 ThaiBev ............................................................ 73.5 +1.5 6125 74 72 2.3 25.4 18455.9

2472 1940 UOB ................................................................... 2350 +32 1321 2350 2311 3.2 12.8 37941.8
356 292 Wilmar Intl ....................................................... 325 +3 5455 327 322 2.5 12.5 20811.1

Top Movers (Stocks)

UNIT TRUSTS TABLE APPEARS ON MONDAYS

All information is published “as is” without warranty of any kind and for information purpos-
es only. The Straits Times and the third party information providers make no representa-
tions, disclaim all express, implied and statutory warranties of any kind to any user and/or
third party, and accept no liability. Advice from a securities professional is strongly advised.

Vol
Company Last Sale +or- ('000)
CapMallA3.8%b220112 .......................................... 102.8 -0.1 13
CityDev NCCPS ........................................................ 108 +1 58
DBS Bk 4.7% NCPS ............................................... 10621 +6 0
FibreChem NCPS ........................................................ 11 susp -
Genting SP5.125%Perp .......................................... 105.5 unch 10
Hyflux 6% CPS ..................................................... 10675 +10 0
LTA n4.17%160510 k ............................................. 104 - -
OCBC Bk 4.2%NCPS ................................................. 103 unch 1
OCC 3.93% NCPS .................................................. 10019 +9 0
OCC 5.1% NCPS ................................................... 10640 +10 7
SIA 2.15%b150930 .............................................. 100.3 - -
UE Pref ................................................................... 190 - -

MARKET SUMMARY

(S$)

1 mth ...................................... 0.60435

2 mths ...................................... –

3 mths .................................... 0.67863

6 mths .................................... 0.73932

9 mths ...................................... –

12 mths ................................. 0.86701

SWAP - Offer rates (S$)

1 mth ...................................... 0.65322

3 mths .................................... 0.72974

6 mths .................................... 0.76893

Source: Thomson Reuters

Straits Times Index Stocks
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LAUSANNE – Four candidates
will bid to become the president
of football’s world governing
body Fifa – including long-time
incumbent Sepp Blatter.

The other three are Asian Foot-
ball Confederation vice-president
Prince Ali Al Hussein of Jordan,
former Portugal international Luis
Figo and Dutch football chief
Michael van Praag.

Two others – former France in-
ternational David Ginola and
ex-Fifa executive Jerome Cham-
pagne – failed to get the needed
backing from at least five national
associations.

A Fifa statement yesterday said
that the candidature dossiers
would next go before the investiga-
tory chamber of an independent
ethics committee to carry out in-
tegrity checks within 10 days.

The (Fifa) Ad-hoc Electoral
Committee will then reconvene
“to review all of the submissions
and validate their compliance
with the applicable Fifa regulatory
provisions”.

“Following this process, the
Ad-hoc Electoral Committee will
formally admit and declare the
candidates who are eligible for the
office of Fifa president.”

After that, the Fifa executive
committee will meet in Zurich on
May 29 and decide if Blatter will
get a fifth term as president or
bring in a new man.

The 78-year-old Swiss is seen
as the favourite to win a new term
despite a storm of protest over
the way he runs the organisation.

His reign has notably been tar-
nished by accusations of corrup-
tion stemming from the bidding
process for the 2018 and 2022
World Cups, which were awarded
to Russia and Qatar respectively.

The controversies have serious-
ly eroded his support and tar-
nished his reputation in European
strongholds like England, Germa-
ny and the Netherlands but he
still enjoys wide support in Asia,
Africa and Oceania.

On top of that, the success of
last summer’s World Cup in Brazil
has further boosted his status.

Champagne was for a long time
the only man to declare his inten-
tion to challenge Blatter. But, yes-
terday, he announced his with-
drawal in a letter to national asso-
ciations where he blamed Europe-
an governing body Uefa and the
“institutions” mobilising to elimi-
nate him.

He said he had secured only
three nominations.

“The reasons were numerous.
Because they feared reprisals from
their confederations having issued
‘recommendations’,” he said.

“Because their federations
were candidates to host continen-
tal competitions. Because they re-
lied too heavily on the financial
support. Because they were com-
mitted to defend a united conti-
nental front.”
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

By JONATHAN WONG

SINGAPORE international defend-
er Safuwan Baharudin’s move to
Australian A-League side Mel-
bourne City on loan last week
could be seen as a sign of better
things to come for local football-
ers.

More of such opportunities will
be made available to the country’s
most promising talents, thanks to
a tie-up between the Football As-
sociation of Singapore (FAS) and
international media rights compa-
ny MP & Silva.

Beyond the record $25 million,
six-year deal that was signed yes-
terday, FAS president Zainudin
Nordin believes the new partner-
ship will create potential overseas

training stints for the Republic’s
homegrown stars.

And when these players return
home, their presence will revital-
ise the local football scene, he said
yesterday on the sidelines of the
signing ceremony.

“You want quality and the qual-
ity comes from good players who
can uplift clubs. So the basic build-
ing blocks have to be players first,
then the team.

“We want our players to get
that exposure, and with that expo-
sure the name and brand of the
player will enhance local clubs.”

MP & Silva has an extensive
presence in top leagues in Italy,
France, Spain and England. Last
year, it was appointed as media ad-
viser to the Belgian Jupiler Pro

League for six seasons.
It will lean on this relationship

to open doors for Singaporean
players to gain much-needed in-
ternational exposure, said MP &

Silva’s founding partner Andrea
Radrizzani, 40.

“There can be potential cooper-
ation between both Singapore and
Belgium with a number of players

spending three months in the sum-
mer trying out at a Belgian club
and hopefully in one to three
years it will bring concrete re-
sults,” said the Italian.

While the Belgium league ranks
below England, Spain and Italy,
its has developed a reputation in
recent years for developing talent.

Zainudin said: “When you look
at the network that it (MP & Silva)
has, the kind of opportunities
they can offer, there is immediate
connectivity.

“You’re taking about exposing
our S-League players and our Na-
tional Football Academy players
to stints in Europe. It (MP & Silva)
wants this and you will see this
happening more and more.”

The S-League has continually
struggled to attract crowds while
the Lions’ tepid defence of their
Asean Football Federation Suzuki
Cup title last November has
raised doubts about the standard

of Singapore football.
Besides developing the elite lev-

els, the FAS is also mindful that
the cash injection must reach the
grassroots.

A survey of primary school pu-
pils it conducted last year found
that nearly one in two children
wanted to play football but only
5.9 per cent of boys and 1.6 per
cent of girls actually do.

Said Mr Zainudin, who is also a
Member of Parliament for Bis-
han-Toa Payoh GRC: “We need to
work with schools more intensive-
ly, provide for facilities and a dif-
ferent style of football.

“In the next month or so we’ll
announce our new technical team
and in the next few years the way
we work with young players will
be transformed and hopefully
with this new methodology our
youth development will be more
significant at the grassroot level.”

jonwong@sph.com.sg

LONDON – In the midst of the
football transfer comings and go-
ings, a player who is staying with
his club was the source of most in-
terest in England yesterday.

Englishman Harry Kane – who
has scored 20 goals this season –
signed a 51/2-year deal with Tot-
tenham Hotspur.

The agreement, which is
thought to double the player’s sal-
a r y f r o m a b o u t £ 2 0 , 0 0 0
(S$40,800) a week, aims to keep
the 21-year-old at the north Lon-
don club until 2020.

“All you can do as a footballer
is try to get better and better and
that’s what I aim to do, to get bet-
ter, score more goals and play bet-
ter for the team.

“I’m really looking forward to
the rest of the season.” he said.

Kane, who is a product of
Spurs’ academy, has been in out-
standing form this season, scoring
10 goals in the Premier League, in-
cluding a memorable double
against Chelsea, the league lead-
ers, on New Year’s Day and two
more against West Bromwich Albi-
on last weekend. He has scored
seven times in the Europa League.

M a u r i c i o P o c h e t t i n o ,
Tottenham’s head coach, believes
his star forward could score 30
goals this season.

“I’m only 21 and I’ve a lot of
football ahead of me,” said Kane.

“I’ll keep my feet on the
ground and keep working hard for
the team and for the club.”

Elsewhere in the English Pre-
mier League, before the January
transfer window closed at 11pm
(7am today, Singapore time), Chel-
sea appeared to have won their
race against time to seal their deal

for Fiorentina’s Juan Cuadrado.
Reports from Italy suggested

that Egyptian winger Mohamed
Salah, who is expected to move in
the opposite direction along with
£23 million, underwent a medical
in London.

However, the Blues faced prob-
lems over the Andre Schuerrle
transfer deal with German side
Wolfsburg, which in effect held

up the Cuadrado and Salah moves
from going through for the better
part of the day.

The delay was over the solidari-
ty payment owed to clubs in-
volved in Schuerrle’s develop-
ment, which is 5 per cent of the
transfer fee, believed to be around
€32 million.

Neither Chelsea nor Wolfsburg
wanted to pay it and there was a

stand-off. The Bundesliga team
called a press conference and the
club’s general manager Klaus Al-
lofs admitted that the transfer
was stalled. “It’s about money,
that’s simple to answer,” he said.

English Premier League outfit
Crystal Palace agreed a deal to
re-sign Wilfried Zaha on a perma-
nent deal from Manchester Unit-
ed, two years after he moved for
an initial £10 million to Old Traf-
ford.

But Tottenham’s attempt to
off-load the unloved Emmanuel
Adebayor seemed unlikely to suc-
ceed, as he was not keen to move
to Queens Park Rangers, Stoke
City or West Bromwich Albion, all
of whom expressed an interest in
the striker.

Similarly, Tottenham were
keen that Aaron Lennon move on
loan to Hull City but the winger
was in in two minds about the
transfer. However, Vlad Chirich-
es, the defender, was expected to
secure a move on loan to Roma.

Till yesterday morning, less
than £80 million had been spent
during the January sales by Eng-
lish clubs with the biggest deal
done being Manchester City’s £28
million capture of Wilfried Bony.
THE TIMES, LONDON,
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

STAYING PUT: Harry Kane’s scintillating form for Spurs has resulted in a doubling of pay in the 21-year-old Englishman’s new deal. PHOTOS: REUTERS, AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE, EUROPEAN PRESSPHOTO AGENCY

(From left) FAS president Zainudin Nordin and Minister for Culture, Community
and Youth Lawrence Wong present a jersey to MP & Silva founding partner
Andrea Radrizzani. ST PHOTO: KEVIN LIM

Red hot Kane rewarded with 51/2-year contract

Lewis still in love with Merc

DEAL OPENS DOORS FOR TALENT
MP & Silva’s $25m partnership offers
new overseas prospects for players

Djokovic wins title for familyB16 B15

4 names,
including
Blatter, to
vie for post

GOING?: Andre Schuerrle’s transfer
from Chelsea to Wolfsburg has been
held up over money.

GONE?: Mohamed Salah is being used
by Chelsea as a makeweight in the
deal to sign Cuadrado from Fiorentina.

GOING?: Juan Cuadrado’s move to
the Blues from Fiorentina hinges on
whether Schuerrle joins Wolfsburg.
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LONDON – Manchester United
winger Adnan Januzaj hopes
today’s FA Cup fourth-round re-
play at home to lowly Cam-
bridge United will help him to
prove his worth to manager Lou-
is van Gaal.

The 19-year-old Belgium in-
ternational was one of the few
success stories during the disas-
trous reign of van Gaal’s prede-
cessor David Moyes.

At the corresponding stage of
last season, he had made 24 ap-
pearances and scored three
goals, including two in a 2-1 vic-
tory at Sunderland that heralded
his arrival on the Premier League
scene.

But under van Gaal, he has
been involved in only 14 games
this season, with his start in
Saturday’s 3-1 win over Leices-
ter City his fourth of the cam-
paign and first since November.

“I’ve not been playing for so
long so it was good to get 90
minutes, even if I was really
tired in the last 15 minutes and
got cramp,” said Januzaj.

“We were good going forward
against Leicester and could have
scored more than three goals
but, hopefully, we can take this
into Tuesday night and win the
game.”

The FA Cup is the only compe-
tition that United stand a realis-
tic chance of winning and, with
Manchester City, Chelsea and
Tottenham Hotspur among the
teams to have fallen by the way-
side, the field has opened up.

United, embarrassed by a 0-0
draw in the first meeting be-
tween the sides, seem certain to
field a strong line-up, with van
Gaal claiming he will resist the
temptation to hand a debut to
new goalkeeper Victor Valdes.

Perhaps distracted by the
prospect of the trip to Old Traf-
ford, Cambridge’s league form
has not matched their efforts in
the cup, with Richard Money’s
side collecting just one point
from their last two League Two
games.

Saturday’s 2-3 loss at Luton
Town, which left Cambridge in
the bottom half of the English
fourth tier, provided a wake-up
call.

The replay will give an oppor-
tunity for midfielder Luke Chad-
wick to return to the club where
he started his career.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

English FA Cup, 4th-round replay:
Manchester United v Cambridge,
Singtel TV Ch111, tomorrow, 3.40am

LONDON – Arsene Wenger chal-
lenged Arsenal to show the con-
sistency needed to win the Eng-
lish Premier League after a 5-0
demolition of Aston Villa gave
them renewed hope of a belated ti-
tle challenge.

The Gunners were at their im-
perious best at the Emirates Stadi-
um on Sunday as they swept to
their biggest win of the season
with goals from Olivier Giroud,
Mesut Oezil, Theo Walcott, Santi
Cazorla and Hector Bellerin.

After a spluttering start to the
season, they are now level on
points with fourth-placed South-
ampton, who lost 0-1 to Swansea
City on Sunday, and their primary
target of qualifying for the Cham-
pions League is well within reach
following three successive league
victories.

But, with Walcott and Oezil fi-
nally returning to prominence af-
ter lengthy injury absences,
Wenger harbours ambitions of a
more lofty goal, following
Chelsea’s 1-1 draw with sec-
ond-placed Manchester City on
Saturday.

Arsenal are 11 points behind
leaders Chelsea and only six adrift
of City, prompting Wenger to
hint that a run at the title is not
impossible if his players can con-
tinue playing with the kind of
verve and energy that over-
whelmed Villa.

“For now, let’s try to be con-
sistent and see where we are. It’s
too early to say what will happen
because we are 11 points behind.

“That means they need to lose
four games and we need to win
four,” Wenger said.

“Our offensive game was good,
we had some weaker periods in
the game but we always looked
dangerous when we got through
their lines.

“Defensively, we were sound
and it was a positive day for us.

“That shows as well that may-
be we have found a better consist-
ency that will be important until
the end. It helps the confidence
level when everybody is fit.”

The ruthless manner in which
Arsenal beat Paul Lambert’s side
could be a significant statement of
intent coming just two weeks af-
ter an even more impressive win
at champions City.

Meanwhile, Ronald Koeman in-
sists Southampton can still quali-
fy for the Champions League de-
spite their aspirations suffering a
major blow against Swansea.

Coupled with wins for Arsenal,
Liverpool, Manchester United and
Tottenham Hotspur, their
top-four rivals, it was a bad week-
end for the Saints.

But manager Koeman said:
“We can expect that teams like Ar-
senal, Tottenham and Liverpool
will win games. They are big
teams with good players.

“This defeat is not normal for
Southampton but we will keep go-
ing. We came back after defeats in
December and I’m sure with the
spirit the players have, we will do
it again.”
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

THERE is the perception that
Manchester City blew their gold-
en opportunity to close the gap
on leaders Chelsea in Saturday’s
1-1 draw.

Yes, the Blues were without Di-
ego Costa and Cesc Fabregas
through suspension and injury re-
spectively, and were dominated
on home soil in the second half.

But no, not only is the English
Premier League title race very
much alive, I also firmly believe
that City will eventually erase the
five-point deficit and keep their
crown.

If anything, the match at Stam-

ford Bridge proved that Manuel
Pellegrini has a stronger squad,
which will prove crucial come
squeaky bum time.

As both sides prepare for the
“distraction” of Champions
League football, Chelsea boss
Jose Mourinho can no longer af-
ford to stick to the same first XI,
a tactic that worked in the early
months.

When he gives fringe players
like Filipe Luis and Andre Schuerr-
le (who has been linked with a
move to Wolfsburg) a chance,
they seem to let him down rather
than step up to shine.

Pellegrini, on the other hand,
has the luxury of rotating his
full-backs, wingers and for-
wards, especially with the crucial
signing of target man Wilfried
Bony as a back-up to Sergio Ague-
ro.

This will prove decisive as the
fixtures pile up in the coming

months as the season concludes.
Chelsea still have to face the

likes of Arsenal, Manchester Unit-
ed, Liverpool and Tottenham Hot-
spur.

City’s biggest concern is the
Manchester derby at Old Trafford

on April 11.
For all the millions spent by

England’s two richest clubs, the
title race will boil down to the
management skills of Mourinho
and Pellegrini.

The Special One has begun his
annual routine of shunning the

media and creating a siege mental-
ity. It worked with the Chelsea of
old, bolstered by veteran faces
like Frank Lampard, Claude
Makelele and Didier Drogba.

The question is how will
youngsters like Eden Hazard and

Oscar react to this “us versus
them” mentality?

Pellegrini is a picture of calm,
the kind of manager I loved play-
ing for. The way he deflects
Mourinho’s jibes will give his
players that sense of invincibility,
that they should not be afraid of

anyone and the destiny of the
league trophy is in their hands.

Remember, the Chilean has
been in this position before –
trailing leaders Arsenal, Chelsea
and Liverpool last season, wait-
ing to make a decisive surge.

How each team performs in
the Champions League will also
play a part.

If City can overcome Barcelo-
na in the knockout phase, it will
be a major confidence boost. Simi-
larly, Chelsea will get a lift
should they see off Paris
Saint-Germain.

Football today is a squad
game, and based on that, City
simply have too much fire-power
up front, guile in midfield and
depth at the back.

It will take every ounce of
Mourinho’s brilliance to prevent
the title from staying at the Eti-
had Stadium again.

stsports@sph.com.sg
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Arsenal midfielder Mesut Oezil celebrating his goal during his team’s 5-0 English Premier League win over Aston Villa at
the Emirates Stadium in London on Sunday. Oezil has just returned from a lengthy injury spell. PHOTO: REUTERS

Return of Oezil, Walcott lifts hopes
but Gunners must be consistent too

WTA expansion
plan for juniors
THE Women’s Tennis
Association is expanding
its Junior Road To
Singapore tournament
invitations from 12 to 18
countries, allowing
promising Under-14 and
U-16 girls an opportunity
to represent their
countries at the WTA
Finals in Singapore.

With this event, top
junior players from the
Asia-Pacific region will
have the chance to see the
world of women’s
professional tennis at the
prestigious season finale.

Fifa to act on
Sakho absence
LONDON – Fifa will take
disciplinary action against
West Ham United and
Diafra Sakho over the
striker’s failure to play for
Senegal at the Africa Cup
of Nations.

He was ruled out of the
tournament in Equatorial
Guinea with a back injury
but came off the bench to
score for West Ham in
their FA Cup
fourth-round win over
Bristol City on Jan 25.

AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Home safe for
guardian Angel
LONDON – Burglars made
an unsuccessful attempt
to break into the home of
Manchester United winger
Angel di Maria at the
weekend.

The Sun newspaper
said the Argentinian
footballer, 26, was having
dinner with his family at
his home in Prestbury,
north-west England, when
a group of thieves tried to
smash through the patio
doors with scaffolding
poles. They fled when an
alarm sounded.

AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Russian to quit
in doping fallout
MOSCOW – Russian
Athletics Federation chief
Valentin Balakhnichev has
confirmed that he will
resign from the post this
month after a string of
doping scandals.

The 2004 Olympic
800m champion Yury
Borzakovsky, who called
an end to his career on
Sunday, will likely be
appointed the country’s
national athletics squad
head coach.

AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Golfer in strife
over residency
SEOUL – South Korean
golfer Bae Sang Moon,
who plays on the US PGA
Tour, has been charged
with violating the
country’s military service
regulations after failing to
return home when his
overseas travel permit
expired.

The 28-year-old, who
was granted US residency
two years ago, had his
extension rejected because
he had spent too much
time in South Korea last
year to be considered an
overseas resident.

REUTERS

Points surge for
champ Serena
PARIS – Serena Williams
has bolstered her position
atop the WTA world
rankings after winning the
Australian Open on
Saturday.

The 33-year-old
American is more than
1,500 points clear of
runner-up Maria
Sharapova, who herself is
more than 1,600 points
ahead of third-placed
Simona Halep of Romania.

One of the biggest
movers of the week was
Serena’s older sister
Venus, who jumped seven
places to 11th.

AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Football today is a squad game, and based
on that, City simply have too much
fire-power up front, guile in midfield and
depth at the back.

City’s more balanced side gives them edge
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WORLD

EYE ON EPL

By ALEKSANDAR DURIC

Januzaj eyes distinction
in Cambridge exam
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Singtel TV will televise all the
matches of the Cricket World
Cup on Star Cricket HD (Ch
123) and Star Cricket Extra
(Ch 124), as well as on mobile
devices with Singtel TV GO.

Singtel TV will air all 49
tournament matches plus
in-depth analyses in high
definition.

The quadrennial Cricket
World Cup will take place in
Australia and New Zealand
from Feb 14 to March 29.

Heavyweights India,
Australia, England, South
Africa and Sri Lanka are
expected to attract a huge
following from among the
estimated 384,000 cricket
fans in Singapore.

S$2.1 million
Average annual salary of the players who competed in this year’s Super
Bowl. The median NFL annual salary is US$765,000 (S$1.04 million).

US$49,000
Bonus for each of the 53 players on the losing team’s roster. Winners
get US$97,000 each.

US$456.6m
Amount spent by the top five advertisers – Anheuser-Busch, Chrysler,
PepsiCo, Hyundai and Volkswagen – on NFL over the past five years.

115 million
Estimated number of viewers who tuned in worldwide.

47 per cent
Segment of viewers for whom the game is the most important. 41 per
cent prefer the ads/social aspect and 12 per cent prefer the half-time
show.

SYDNEY – Australia’s cricket
skipper Michael Clarke, battling
to regain fitness from hamstring
surgery and chronic back pain,
said yesterday that he would be
prepared to play under the cap-
taincy of young gun Steve Smith.

Amid reports that the team pre-
fer the stand-in skipper, who has
had a sensational summer ahead
of the World Cup, Clarke insisted
that his relationship with his
team-mates was exceptional.

Asked on Triple M radio if he
would play under Smith’s leader-
ship, the 33-year-old replied:
“Most definitely I would.”

Clarke said that he had once
been in Smith’s position.

“I feel for Smithy because I sat
in his shoes when a lot of the me-
dia were calling for (former cap-
tain) Ricky Ponting (to go).

“It’s certainly not personal be-
tween Smithy and I. We’ve been
friends for a long time and we’ll
continue to be.

“The people that sit above both
him and I will make their deci-
sions.

“Whatever they feel are the
best 11 players, they will pick that
11.

“Whoever they feel is the best
captain for the team then they’ll
pick that.”

Clarke did his best to bat away
reports on Fairfax Media that the
players prefer the laid-back
Smith, eight years his junior.

“I’d like to know where it’s
coming from,” he said.

“It’s obviously disappointing
because I haven’t been around the
team... for the last seven weeks
now I’ve been away from the
group.

“I feel like my relationship
with Cricket Australia, especially
my team-mates, is exceptional.

“I speak to all my team-mates
regularly.”

Cricket Australia has given
Clarke until Australia’s second
pool match against Bangladesh on
Feb 21 to prove his fitness for the
World Cup.

He hit 51 for his local Western
Suburbs team on Saturday in his
first comeback game and said med-
ical staff considered his recovery
was ahead of schedule.

Clarke is set to play for a Crick-
et Australia XI in a practice
one-dayer against Bangladesh in
Brisbane on Thursday.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

World Cup live
on Singtel TV

Super Bowl by the numbers

GLENDALE (United States) –
The New England Patriots rallied
to beat the Seattle Seahawks on
Sunday in what will go down as
one of the greatest Super Bowls
of all time but who the real win-
ners are could well be debated for
decades to come.

The build-up had been domi-
nated by a controversy over de-
flated footballs used by the Patri-
ots in a blowout win over the Indi-
anapolis Colts in the AFC title
game that earned them a trip to
Arizona.

A whiff of scandal continued
to hang over Sunday’s game even
as the Vince Lombardi Trophy
was hoisted and confetti fell from
the roof of the University of Phoe-
nix Stadium.

“We won that (AFC) game
45-7, we won today 28-24,” de-
clared a defiant Patriots owner
Robert Kraft through the celebra-
tory din. “Our people didn’t
touch the balls. I love our team,
I’m proud of our guys.”

As the NFL’s investigation in-
to “Deflategate” continues, the
controversy has left stains on one
of the NFL’s most successful fran-
chises and two possible Hall of
Famers – quarterback Tom Brady
and coach Bill Belichick.

In the 20 years since Kraft
bought the franchise, the Patriots
have made the play-offs 15 times
and played in seven Super Bowls,
winning four.

A battling Brady spent Sunday
rewriting the Super Bowl quarter-

backing record books, setting
new marks for single-game com-
pletions (37), most career passing
yards (1,605) and career touch-
downs (13) to claim a third Most
Valuable Player award.

“It’s just a lot of mental tough-
ness, I think the whole team had
it,” he said when asked how the
side were able to deal with the
controversy and focus on the
game. “Coach always says, ig-
nore the noise and control what
you can control.”

The game represented a last
chance for the NFL to put a scan-
dal-scarred season behind it.

The Patriots and Seahawks did
their part, providing a game that
had edge-of-the-seat drama.

However, Seahawks head

coach Pete Caroll, who won
praise for brave decision-making
in the AFC Championship win
that took his team to the Super
Bowl, was facing the heat after
making a strange decision at the
end of the game on Sunday.

Trailing by four and on second
down, a yard from goal, the most
obvious decision would have
been to hand the ball to Mar-
shawn Lynch who, having put up
102 yards on 24 carries, was aver-
aging 4.3 yards per carry.

Carroll went instead for a pass
play and quarterback Russell
Wilson’s attempt to reach Ricar-
do Lockette with a low zipped
pass turned into disaster as un-
drafted rookie corner Malcolm
Butler showed anticipation and

agility to make the interception.
“There’s really nobody to

blame but me,” said Carroll.
“They (the players) busted

their tails and did everything
they needed to do to put us in po-
sition and, unfortunately, it
didn’t work out.”

His explanation was that with
New England’s goal-line defence
on the field and his wide receiver
set, it made no sense to run the
ball on that play – especially with
an option of running on third or
fourth down.

Arguments over that logic will
no doubt rage for weeks but it
would be unfair if that crucial call
would be the only thing that will
be remembered of a great game.
REUTERS, AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

MELBOURNE – Novak Djokovic
feels in the prime of his tennis ca-
reer with more Grand Slams beck-
oning after winning a gripping
Australian Open final in which he
overcame “a physical crisis”.

The Serb ironman showed why
he remains the world No. 1 with
an energy-sapping 7-6 (7-5), 6-7
(4-7), 6-3, 6-0 win over sixth
seed Andy Murray on Sunday.

He has now won all five of his
Melbourne Park finals and said it
was perhaps the most satisfying
of his eight Grand Slam titles.

“I think it has deeper meaning,
more intrinsic value now to my
life because I’m a father and a hus-
band,” he said.

“It’s the first Grand Slam title I
won as a father and a husband and
I just feel very, very proud of it.”

Djokovic added that, as his life
was changing off court, he was
learning to appreciate the big
wins more than ever.

“I try to stay on the right path
and committed to this sport in eve-
ry possible way and try to use this
prime time of my career where
I’m playing and feeling the best at
27,” he said.

“This is why I play the sport,
to win big titles and to put myself
in a position to play also for the
people around me.

“As my life progresses, there
are circumstances, situations,

events that define these beautiful
moments. Getting married and be-
coming a father in the last six
months was definitely something
that gave me a new energy, some-
thing that I never felt before.

“And, right now, everything
has been going in such a positive
direction in my life.”

Only Australian Roy Emerson,
who presented Djokovic with the
trophy, has won more Australian
Open titles with six in the 1960s.

Djokovic has now beaten Mur-
ray in three of his four Australian
Open final appearances following
earlier wins in 2011 and 2013 but
the Serb admitted it was a huge
struggle to down the Scot.

He hurt a thumb on his racquet
hand when he fell in the first set
and appeared to cramp in the sec-
ond set and again in the third.

But, after trailing by a break

and looking wobbly on his feet
and gasping for breath early in the
pivotal third set, he roared back
to win 12 of the last 13 games.

“We both, of course, went
through some tough moments
physically,” he said. “You could
see that I had a crisis end of the
second, beginning of the third.

“I just felt very exhausted and I
needed some time to regroup and
recharge and get back on track.

“That’s what I’ve done.”
There were suggestions by the

media that it was theatrics to
throw Murray off his game but
the Serb denied this.

He now trails only Roger Feder-
er (17), Rafael Nadal (14), Pete
Sampras (14), Emerson (12), Rod
Laver (11), Bjorn Borg (11) and Bill
Tilden (10) on the all-time Grand
Slam leaderboard.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Aussie Open win feels more satisfying
because he is now married and a dad

Novak Djokovic, with a bottle of champagne on the banks of the Yarra River in
Melbourne yesterday, got off to a sparkling start this year, by tasting victory
over Andy Murray in the Australian Open after a draining final. PHOTO: REUTERS

Above, New England Patriots quarterback Tom Brady, holding the Vince
Lombardi Trophy, enhanced his future Hall of Fame prospects after he led his
side to a nail-biting victory over the Seattle Seahawks. He was voted the Most
Valuable Player in Super Bowl XLIX.

Left, Patriots strong safety Malcolm Butler (No. 21) earned his pay after his
vital interception of a pass intended for Seattle Seahawks wide receiver
Ricardo Lockette in the dying moments of the game.

Below, New England Patriots players, taking a selfie with the coveted Vince
Lombardi Trophy, cut out the noise over Deflategate to focus on what it took
to win the Super Bowl.
PHOTOS: EUROPEAN PRESSPHOTO AGENCY, AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE, REUTERS

Pumped-up Brady deflates Seahawks’ hopes

BABY, THIS ONE IS FOR YOU, SAYS NOVAK

Clarke: I’ll
play under
Smith’s
captaincy
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NEW YORK – New York
Knicks coach Derek Fisher uti-
lised 26 different starting
line-ups this National Basket-
ball Association season with
limited results.

On Sunday, he went with
the same starters for the sixth
time – the most of any line-up
in 48 games – and the result
was a Knicks win for the fifth
time in their last seven games,
a 92-80 decision over the Los
Angeles Lakers at Madison
Square Garden.

Fisher started Ivan Calderon
at point guard, newcomer Lang-
ston Galloway at shooting
guard, Carmelo Anthony and
Lou Amundson as forwards and
Jason Smith at centre. This
group has started in five of the
Knicks’ 10 wins this season.

Anthony topped the Knicks
(10-38) with 31 points and eight
rebounds, Galloway tossed in
13 points and Amundson
grabbed a season-high 13 re-

bounds, one off his career best.
Galloway has posted double

figures in points in seven of his
10 games this season.

Calderon contributed four
assists and nine points and
Smith tossed in nine points.

Los Angeles (13-35), who

never led, have lost 10 of their
last 11 games. The Lakers were
paced by forward Carlos Booz-
er and guard Jordan Clarkson,
who each scored 19 points.

The win was just the Knicks’
second by a double-digit mar-
gin this season. They defeated

the Denver Nuggets 109-93 on
Nov 16 and are now tied for the
second-worst record.

“We talked about the impor-
tance of starting the same guys
a lot in the early part of the sea-
son,” said Fisher. “But we were
just not able to.

“Whenever healthy you al-
ways try and keep the same
line-up. It’s been good to have
these guys start. You’re start-
ing to see the benefits of these
five guys. The first quarters
have been really solid for us on
several nights recently. If you
can have a group that can be
solid at the beginning and then
can finish a game, I think that’s
good for us.”

Fortunately for Fisher, he
did not need his starters on the
floor for much of the fourth
quarter on Sunday. New York
led by as many as 21 points in
the period and the Lakers never
got closer than the final score.
REUTERS

LONDON – The Formula One
world champion was not for
moving, not even when his
once bitter rival tried to steal
his job from under his nose.

Lewis Hamilton grinned as
he inadvertently let slip that a
former world champion called
his Mercedes team to offer his
services, should the English-
man not sign a new contract.

That certain someone was
Fernando Alonso, desperate to
bale out of Ferrari and climb in-
to a winning car.

Fortunately, Mercedes were
not for moving either and are
negotiating a new three-year
deal, worth at least £60 million
(S$122 million), that will be
signed in weeks rather than
months.

“We agree we all want to

stay together,” Hamilton said.
“We love each other.”
While Nico Rosberg, his

main rival last season, pounded
out the laps on the first day of
pre-season testing on Sunday,
he was locked in the Mercedes
motorhome with Toto Wolff,
the car company’s head of mo-
tor sport.

Talks were clearly under
way in earnest and the reward
for the world champion will be
a deal that will tie him to Mer-
cedes at the peak of his career.

“It is not something I have
to rush to satisfy anyone else,”
Hamilton said.

“Last year, there was excite-
ment at one point to get it done
but I said, ‘Guys, this is the
most important period of my
life. I don’t want to think of

anything else’.
“Contracts and stuff can be

stressful so I was telling them
that all I wanted to do was win
the championship.

“I didn’t want to get to the
end of the season and have a
new contract but having not
won the championship.

“So we decided ‘Let’s leave
it to the end. I am not speaking
to anyone else and I know
you’re being called by a certain
individual, but I am solely fo-
cused on things so I won’t be
making any calls’.”

If he is at his peak, so is his
Mercedes team as Rosberg
showed on Sunday in clocking
157 laps, more than twice as
many as any other team.

Alonso must have looked on
enviously.

The Spaniard managed just
half a dozen laps in his new
Honda-powered McLaren – fin-
ishing more than 18 seconds be-
hind Ferrari’s Sebastian Vettel,

who went fastest.
However, Alonso, who has

returned to McLaren for the
new season after a fruitless
five-year spell at Ferrari in
search of a third world crown,
believes Mercedes will be una-
ble to repeat their domination.

Mercedes won 16 of 19 races
in 2014 as Hamilton beat Ros-
berg for a second world title.

“Definitely, they have an ad-
vantage in performance, at
least to start the season.

“They have the continuation
of a dominant car so it is a little
bit easier than for us who have
a new power unit,” said Alon-
so.

“We have a very stream-
lined, aggressive car design and
I don’t think that Mercedes will
win so many races this year.

“They’re the favourites, yes,
but I think all the other teams
are closer than last year.”
THE TIMES, LONDON,
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

New York Knicks forward Carmelo Anthony (left) dribbling around Los
Angeles Lakers forward Ryan Kelly at Madison Square Garden. The Knicks
won 92-70 for their fifth victory in the last seven games. PHOTO: REUTERS

World champion pledges loyalty to
Mercedes, new deal in the works

Lewis Hamilton, at the unveiling of the Mercedes car during Formula One testing in Spain on Sunday, said there was a rush to get him to ink a new
contract last season. But he put the brakes on that, saying he wanted only to focus on winning the drivers’ championship. PHOTO: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Knicks benefit from stable line-up

Today
Football
Dutch Eredivisie: Breda v PSV (Singtel
TV Ch114 & StarHub Ch208, tomorrow,
3.40am).
English FA Cup, 4th rd replay:
Manchester United v Cambridge (Singtel
TV Ch111, tomorrow, 3.40am).
German Bundesliga: Bayern v Schalke
(StarHub Ch202, tomorrow, 2.55am),
Moenchengladbach v Freiburg (Ch203,
tomorrow, 3am).

Tomorrow
Football
Dutch Eredivisie: Heerenveen v
Feyenoord (Singtel TV Ch114 & StarHub
Ch208, Thursday, 1.25am).
English FA Cup, 4th rd replay: Bolton v
Liverpool (Singtel TV Ch111, Thursday,
3.40am).
German Bundesliga: Dortmund v
Augsburg (StarHub Ch202, Thursday,
2.55am), Berlin v Leverkusen (Ch203,
Thursday, 3am).
Spanish Primera Liga: Real Madrid v
Sevilla (Singtel TV Ch114 & StarHub
Ch208, Thursday, 3.40am).

LEWIS IS NOT MOVING
ON TO A NEW ‘LOVER’

American football
Super Bowl XLIX In Glendale, Arizona:
New England Patriots 28 Seattle
Seahawks 24.

Basketball
NBA Boston 75 Miami 83, New York 92
LA Lakers 80.

Football
Africa Cup of Nations In Equatorial
Guinea, q-finals – In Malabo: Ivory Coast
3 Algeria 1, Ghana 3 Guinea 0.
Dutch Eredivisie Alkmaar 3 Heracles 1,
Utrecht 0 Zwolle 2, Feyenoord 2 Den
Haag 1, Arnhem 1 Ajax 0.
English Premier League Southampton
0 Swansea City 1.
French Ligue 1 Monaco 0 Lyon 0, Caen
1 St Etienne 0, Bordeaux 1 En Avant
Guingamp 1.
German Bundesliga Bremen 2 Berlin 0.
Italian Serie A Milan 3 Parma 1,
Atalanta 2 Cagliari 1, Cesena 2 Lazio 1,
Chievo 1 Napoli 2, Palermo 2 Verona 1,
Sassuolo 3 Inter 1, Torino 5 Sampdoria
1, Udinese 0 Juventus 0.

Spanish La Liga Barcelona 3 Villarreal
2, Levante 0 Bilbao 2, Sevilla 3 Espanyol
2, Almeria 1 Getafe 0.

Golf
Dubai Desert Classic In the United
Arab Emirates, final rd: 266 Rory
McIlroy (Nir) 66 64 66 70. 269 Alex
Noren (Swe) 68 67 69 65. 272 Stephen
Gallacher (Sco) 66 67 70 69. 273 Martin
Kaymer (Ger) 67 69 73 64, Gary Stal
(Fra) 69 69 67 68, Andy Sullivan (Eng)

65 68 70 70, Bernd Wiesberger (Aut) 64
69 70 70, Morten Orum Madsen (Den)
71 63 66 73. Selected: 274 Lee
Westwood (Eng) 65 68 69 72. 275
Henrik Stenson (Sweden) 70 66 70 69.
279 Paul Lawrie (Sco) 69 71 66 73.
Phoenix Open In Scottsdale, Arizona,
final rd (USA unless noted): 269 Brooks
Koepka 71 68 64 66. 270 Bubba Watson
65 71 69 65, Ryan Palmer 64 72 68 66,
Hideki Matsuyama (Jpn) 69 71 63 67.
272 Jon Rahm (Esp) 70 68 66 68,
Martin Laird (Sco) 66 66 68 72.
Selected: 273 Freddie Jacobson (Swe)
68 73 68 64. 274 Zach Johnson 66 70
67 71.

Table tennis
Hungary Open In Budapest, finals –
Men’s singles: Jiang Tianyi (Chn) bt
Jeong Sang Eun (Kor) 4-3. Doubles:
Jeong/Lee Sang Su (Kor) bt Viacheslav
Burov/Alexey Liventsov (Rus) 3-1.
Women’s singles: Misako Wakamiya
(Jpn) bt Lee Ho Ching (Hkg) 4-2.
Doubles: Sofia Polcanova/Amelie Solja
(Aut) bt Jiang Huajun/Li Ching Wan
(Hkg) 3-1.

PHOTO: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

SCORES TV TIMES

Ellam Sivamayam

          

KURUSAMY RATNAM
(Retired PUB Chargehand, West Div)

Age: 86

passed away peacefully on 2 February 2015, leaving behind loved ones.

                                    (Wife:     Thanapakiam, deceased)
                               Sister:    Alamelu
       Sons:                                                Daughters-in-law:
        Alan Gunalan                                          Agnes
        Uthayakumar                                          Mageswary
        Daughters:                                       Sons-in-law:
       Vinotha Malar (Mala)                             Suppiah (Bala)
        Santakumari                                            Periasamy
        (Navanetham, deceased)
        Grandsons & Spouses:                    Granddaughters & Spouses:
       Kuganesh & Jhoy Castumbas                Sutha & Venugopal
        Yuganesh & Radhika                              Sangeetha
        Sree Ganesh & Sherene Jeevitha          Bavani & Siva Prakash
        Edward Thinesh                                     Linda
       Shawn                                                      Hema
        Gopiganth                                                Phuvanishwary
        Sivaruuben

        Great-grandchildren:                      Care-giver:
       Laavanitha Sivaprakash                         Nithya
        Maya Aksharaa Venugopal

        Cousins, nephews, nieces, relatives and friends.

 Wake is held at Blk 106, Jalan Dusun Road #06-16, S’pore 320106.

Tel: 62526125/ 96183005 (Mr Uthaya) / 96231867 (Mr Gunalan).

Cortege leaves on Wednesday, 4 February 2015 at 3.30pm for

Mandai Crematorium Hall 4 for cremation at 5pm.

www.sphobit.com.sg

BOOK OBITUARIES ONLINE

Or call 6319 5192 to
speak to our representative
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Five political-
themed productions 
by Wild Rice

Alternative 
SG50

DESIGN: JASTER NGUI  PHOTOS:  DANIEL NEO, NEO XIAOBIN, DESMOND WEE, NATIONAL ARTS COUNCIL, CNN INTERNATIONAL, COURTESY OF WILD RICE

Authors whose works are travelling 
include (clockwise from far left) Wong, 
Liew, Udayasankar and Lester.

C2

Wants good 
Singapore hawkers 
in New York

Anthony 
Bourdain

C7

Should art and 
alcohol be kept 
separate?

The Mill’s 
destroyed art 

PART

C

C4&5

At least four Singapore-based 
writers – Alison Jean Lester, 
PP Wong, Krishna Udayasankar 
and Sonny Liew – have had 
titles released or picked up 
by noted foreign imprints. 
AKSHITA NANDA reports.
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Madrid – Long taken for granted as a
mere bar snack, Spain’s humble tapas
has graduated from the neighbourhood
cafe to the realm of haute cuisine.

Inspired by its simplicity and versa-
tility, top Michelin-starred chefs are
taking on the traditional finger-food
to whet the appetite, or making a meal
of it with tapas-only restaurants.

Angel Moreton, head of the Inter-
national School of Gastronomy in
Valladolid, said: “Tapas used to be
considered common. But in recent
years, there has been a boom.” His
school holds an annual tapas competi-
tion for visiting chefs.

The rise of tapas was part of the
Spanish food revolution of the late
1990s, driven by Catalan chef Ferran
Adria and his prize-winning eatery El
Bulli, which closed in 2011.

Adria and his brother Albert opened
a tapas restaurant in Barcelona, which
still serves El Bulli treats such as cod
with avocado, or octopus and squid
crisps. Other chefs have opened bars
exclusively for tapas, selling gourmet
nibbles at affordable prices.

Tapas are served free with drinks in
Spanish bars: often a simple slice of
bread topped with ham, cheese,
tortilla or whatever else is to hand.

Their versatility encourages creati-
vity, says Sergi Arola, a Spanish chef
with two Michelin stars. His creations
are Portobello mushroom carpaccio
marinated in white truffle oil, chicken
wings with kimchi sauce, and his take
on a Spanish classic, patatas bravas –
potatoes in spicy sauce.

The essence of tapas, Spaniards
say, is in the way they are eaten: with
the fingers, standing up and sharing,
going from bar to bar to try as many as
one can.

The boom has caught on with “crea-
tive tapas” workshops, such as the
sell-out one at the De Olla y Sarten
cooking school in Madrid.

In class, journalist Marta Morales,
31, learns to make filo pastry stuffed
with spinach and miniature baskets of
parmesan cheese with corn salad and
salmon. “Since you have to prepare
more recipes than in a normal menu,
you end up with more ideas,” she says.

Arola warns of a risk, however, in
the trend, saying: “That they start serv-
ing tapas in fast food restaurants and
it ends up getting discredited.”

 Agence France-Presse

Kenneth Goh

T
V host Anthony Bourdain is
looking for good Singapore
hawkers to whip up chicken
rice and laksa at his street food
hall in New York by early next

year.
Set up by the chef-turned-TV star and

his business partner Stephen Werthen,
Bourdain Market will be in Manhattan
and will feature international street food.

Bourdain refuses to give specific
names, but says he hopes to convince
good hawkers from Singapore to go to
New York or send representatives there.

“It is essential that we have good chic-
ken rice, laksa, char kway teow and per-
haps nasi lemak and bak kut teh. If we
don’t have those, we are nothing,” the
58-year-old says over the telephone from
New York. He has raved about TianTian
Hainanese Chicken Rice in Maxwell Road
Food Centre in 2008 on his show, No
Reservations. He also sang the praises of
Sungei Road Laksa in Jalan Besar and Hill
Street Char Kway Teow in Bedok South
Road when he was here in 2006.

Makansutra founder KF Seetoh says
Bourdain Market is working with
Makansutra and the World Street Food
Congress “to realise this project”. He
adds that more details will be given at the
congress here in April.

The food hall, which will have at least
50 stalls, will feature cuisines from
around the world, including Indian, Per-
anakan, Chinese, Korean and Mexican.

Drawing inspiration from Singapore’s
hawker centres and Hong Kong’s dai pai
dong (open-air food stalls), the hall will
look and feel predominantly Asian.

Bourdain says: “I want to have what peo-
ple in Singapore and Hong Kong enjoy as a
birthright. It is ridiculous that Manhattan
does not have an exciting and diverse
street food culture, like much of Asia.”

He is assembling reputable hawkers
and food vendors around the world. The
Wall Street Journal reported last month
that at least one vendor, New York City-
based Xi’an Famous Foods, has con-
firmed it is coming on board. It sells
hand-pulled noodles and lamb burgers.

Apart from the food hall, writing an
upcoming cookbook and “raising a feisty

seven-year-old daughter”, Bourdain also
visits places off the beaten path on his
Emmy-award winning travel series,
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown.

The series started in 2013. He is shoot-
ing the fifth season and visiting countries
such as Madagascar with film director
Darren Aronofsky. In each episode, he
delves into the country’s culture and
social issues and, of course, digs into
exotic food.

He says one of his best culinary
experiences in season three was in Lyon,

France. He says: “I had dinner with one
of my heroes, Paul Bocuse, and pretty
much ate the greatest hits of his career.”
Bocuse is a prominent French chef.

Bourdain also enjoyed street food,
including those stalls in Punjab in north-
ern India. He says: “I am amused and feel
sad for people in America who heard that
we had been in India and shook their
heads and asked, “Don’t you get sick?
Aren’t you worried about the street
food?”. I ate spectacularly well in India.”

He also dined at a free vegetarian com-

munity kitchen, which is open to all
diners regardless of their caste status. He
enjoyed the diverse flavours of vegetarian
food there. The self-confessed carnivore
quips: “India is the only place that I can
eat vegan food for any substantial period
of time. Elsewhere, it’s torture.”

However, he has yet to get used to
seeing livestock slaughtered in front of
guests, which is what the Maasai people
in Tanzania do. “There’s a lot of blood
and death involved in hospitality. If you
are a guest of honour, something dies.”

However, the straight-talking host
takes these sometimes unsavoury experi-
ences in his stride in his quest to unearth
authentic cultural experiences.

“I’m not a critic. I don’t feel any obliga-
tion to offer an unvarnished and direct
opinion of the food,” he says. My first
obligation is to be a good guest, to tell the
story and share that experience.”

kengohsz@sph.com.sg

The third season of Anthony Bourdain: Parts
Unknown premieres on Feb 10 on TLC
(StarHub TV Channel 427) and is on every
Tuesday at 10pm.

Singapore
hawkers wanted

TV host Anthony
Bourdain invites
Singapore hawkers to set
up shop in a new street
food hall in Manhattan

While filming in Punjab, Anthony Bourdain enjoyed roadside and vegan food, and said he ate “spectacularly well”. PHOTO: TLC,
DISCOVERY NETWORKS ASIA-PACIFIC

Boom in
creative tapas
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Corrie Tan

O
ne of Singapore’s most recognisable
theatre companies is turning 15 even as
the country turns 50, and it has decided
to throw quite a different birthday
celebration for the Golden Jubilee.

Wild Rice, founded by Cultural Medallion
recipient Ivan Heng in 2000, will be presenting five
productions this year and early next year, each for
one of the five stars on the Singapore flag – demo-
cracy, peace, progress, equality and justice.

Heng, 51, says: “We knew SG50 was going to be
very ‘rah-rah’. But I think there are different ways
to celebrate. The theatre gives us an opportunity to
think deeper, have a more thought-provoking and
probably more meaningful experience of what it
means to live here, how we came to be, what made
us who we are.”

Despite a period of cuts in government funding a
few years ago, the company has never shied away
from lively, tongue-in-cheek socio-political com-
mentary and has navigated many an “out-of-
bounds marker” along the way. It seems that this
year will be no different.

Its first production is Public Enemy at Victoria
Theatre in April, based on Scottish playwright David
Harrower’s new adaptation of Norwegian play-
wright Henrik Ibsen’s An Enemy Of The People. The
19th-century play, which wrestles with the concept
of “the greater good”, is getting a 21st-century
Singaporean makeover.

Physician Thomas Stockmann, renamed Dr Tho-
mas Chee and played by Heng, discovers to his
horror that the water supply of his small town is
severely contaminated and wants to put on hold
plans for a much-anticipated spa that is set to
revitalise the town. Its people, of course, are not
pleased, including his brother, the mayor played by
veteran actor Lim Kay Siu, 58.

Nine Years Theatre staged a Mandarin version of

this play at the M1 Singapore Fringe Festival last
year. But Heng and director Glen Goei, who have
wanted to do this play for a few years, say this
adaptation will be markedly different.

Public Enemy represents the first of the five stars
on the Singapore flag – Democracy. It looks at Dr
Chee’s struggle to hold on to what he believes in,
despite everyone else’s opinions to the contrary, in a
town discovering the inner workings of democracy.
The production received its performing licence from
the Media Development Authority (MDA) last week
and has no accompanying rating.

Goei, 52, who is directing the work, says: “With
all our classics, we contemporise them and put them
in a Singapore context. So we decided to change the
names. There’s nothing sinister about the choice of
names. It’s just that we wanted to choose local
names – the MDA wanted to know what the names
were before we were given the licence.”

He says, when he first read Harrower’s adapta-
tion, “it read so much like Singapore... the issues
about democracy, the responsibility of the majority,
when we talk about the majority we often forget
about the minorities”.

In June and July, the second “star”, Peace, will be
represented by Another Country, a sequel of sorts to
Wild Rice’s Second Link (2005), which brought
together Malaysian and Singapore theatre practitioners.

The company’s resident playwright Alfian Sa’at
will be working with his Malaysian playwriting
colleague, Leow Puay Tin, to select various writings
and texts from both sides of the Causeway and
weave them into the final product.

Another Country will be directed by Heng, who is
Singaporean, and Malaysian theatre practitioner Jo
Kukathas, who often collaborates with artists here.
It will be performed in both countries. Heng says of
Aug 9, 1965, when Singapore separated from
Malaysia: “That was the day of Singapore’s
independence, but it was also the day of our
divorce.”

He adds: “If we can take the time to understand,
to interpret and then express each other’s concerns
and aspirations, you begin to have this idea of
empathy and go into this idea of what it means to
have peace between neighbours.”

Alfian, 37, is also writing a new play, Hotel. It is a
commission for the Singapore International Festival
of Arts in August and September, which comes

under the “star” of Progress. Hotel is set in a fiction-
al Singaporean hotel across the span of a century.
The sweeping, multi-generational epic traces
Singapore’s journey from British colony to affluent
nation, and includes characters such as Malay film
stars, prisoners-of-war and Indian mutineers.

“SG100,” the playwright quips when discussing
his work, “these are things that challenge the SG50
narrative. There is so much before 1965, there was a
Malayan history, a colonial history”.

He said it is very important “to be mindful of
those other things” and not see Singapore history “as
some sort of messianic person who emerged some-
time in the late 1950s and brought Singapore out of
the malarial swamps. We were already very cosmopo-
litan, a very vibrant city in the 1920s”.

Wild Rice will ring out the year with its traditional
Christmas pantomime in November and December,
and this year, Pam Oei will direct a cheeky adaptation
of the familiar fable The Emperor’s New Clothes.

It is written by Checkpoint Theatre associate
artist Joel Tan, 27, and stars Lim Kay Siu as the
titular emperor. This production represents the star
of Equality, with its look not just at vanity but also

how a people might collectively not want to appear
ignorant and cling to a herd mentality.

Oei, 43, reveals a twist to this pantomime – all the
actors will be playing musical instruments. Lim, for
instance, will be playing the violin. Pop heart-throb
Benjamin Kheng of local band The Sam Willows will
be acting as one of the mischievous tailors.

Actress Oei, who is directing for the second time,
after Hansel And Gretel in 2012, says: “I would like
the music to be a whole new language of its own.”

With a packed season, Wild Rice will be complet-
ing its five-star arc next year, with the production
for Justice yet to be announced.

The theme for the entire season is imagiNATION.
Heng says of this: “It goes back to this whole idea

of creating a sense of pride and a sense of belonging,
to really give expression to what it means to be living
in the here and now. Doing these historical plays is
also about the presence of history and projecting
forward, it is about envisaging the possibilities, the
disappointments but also the hopes – that’s what
this season is about.”

corriet@sph.com.sg

Follow Corrie Tan on Twitter @CorrieTan

PUBLIC ENEMY

Where: Victoria Theatre
When: April 9 to 25. Tues to Sat at
8pm, Sat and Sun at 3pm
Admission: $45 to $80 from Sistic
(excludes booking fee, call 6348-5555
or go to www.sistic.com.sg)

Five politically-themed plays for SG50

Rita Chao, the singer and recording artist popular in
the 1960s as part of a duo with Sakura Teng, died
last July from cancer, her mother revealed yesterday
to Lianhe Wanbao.

Chao was 64 and was suffering from colon cancer
for about three years when she died at the Singapore
General Hospital, her 90-year-old mother said.

As Rita & Sakura, Chao and Teng were known as
the A-Go-Go Queens at the height of the dance
craze back then.

Chao famously performed and sang in knee-high
boots and mini skirts. She also sang in English,
making records with bands including The Quests.

She died with her mother and siblings by her bed,
her mother said, and her ashes were scattered at sea
after a short wake and funeral attended by family
and friends.

Wanbao reported the mother as saying that the
family did not inform show business friends as they
wanted the past to be forgotten.

Teng was surprised and cried when she learnt the
news from Wanbao yesterday, the paper reported.

She performed in Singapore last week and said
she had seen Chao about two years ago and thought
she had overcome her illness.

The duo were well known in the region for their
Mandarin song Peach Blossom River.

Among Chao’s own songs, which included many
covers of English songs, were Sixteen Candles,
Wooly Bully, Shake Shake Shake and Pretty
Flamingo.

Singer Ling Xiao, 65, yesterday told Life! that he
did not know Chao was ill and learnt of her death
only last week.

He said: “Rita Chao was one of the liveliest and
warmest singers of the 1970s. Very few singers at
that time were as lively as her on stage, jumping
around and dancing with so much fervour.

“When she was not performing, however, she
was a very quiet and gentle girl. I also remember
that she had a tendency to do things very slowly.

“She would spend hours doing her make-up for
the stage, from 1pm all the way to 7pm. But I guess
that shows that she was dedicated to her craft.”

Book it

A-Go-Go Queen
dies of colon cancer

Wild Rice theatre company says
each production represents one
of the five stars on the
Singapore flag

Rita Chao (right) and Sakura Teng were a popular
duo in the 1960s. PHOTO: LIANHE WANBAO FILE

As part of its 15th anniversary,
Wild Rice will be staging five
productions, including Hotel (left),
a cheeky adaptation of The
Emperor’s New Clothes (above)
and Public Enemy (above right)
starring Lim Kay Siu and Ivan
Heng. PHOTOS: WILD RICE

Arts

Obituary
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MIGRATION’S BREATH BY RINA
BANERJEE

Where: OTA Fine Arts, 02-137, Lock Road
When: Till March 21, 11am to 7pm (Tuesday to
Saturday), 11am to 6pm (Sunday), closed on
Monday and public holidays
Admission: Free
Info: Call 6694-3071 or go to
www.otafinearts.com

View it

Deepika Shetty
Arts Correspondent

It is a rather unusual assemblage of
sculptures at OTA Fine Arts in Gillman
Barracks.

Bright, colourful, highly suggestive
sensual forms made of found objects,
ranging from glass bottles to lush Indian
sarees to sea shells, reference the many
journeys Kolkata-born, New York-based
artist Rina Banerjee has made as a painter
and a sculptor.

The petite, soft-spoken artist, who
was in town for her show’s opening
during the packed Singapore Art Week
last month, told Life! even the title of the
show Migration’s Breath is meant to ask
questions such as “who we are, where we
come from, how we are shaped by the
journeys we make and how do we compre-
hend our world”.

Banerjee knows a lot about those
journeys.

Her richly textured art – which has
been featured in several major shows
such as the Whitney Biennial (2000) and
is in key collections including that of the
Centre Pompidou in Paris, the San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art and the
Devi Art Foundation in New Delhi –
draws on her childhood memory and her
experiences as an immigrant.

The 51-year-old artist, who is married
to a scientist and has a 16-year-old
daughter, trained as a scientist before
doing her Masters of Fine Arts at the Yale
University School of Art in 1995. There,
she specialised in painting and print-
making.

Besides the brilliant use of colour and
material, what stands out in her first solo
show here is the presentation of the sculp-
tures.

In some ways, the playful, layered and
deeply sexual works are reminiscent of
Japanese pop artist Yayoi Kusama’s instal-
lations.

Some have rather suggestive titles,
such as She Drew A Premature Prick, and
it is impossible to miss the echoes of sex
organs in the colourful sculptures
mounted on the walls.

She explains: “I am interested also in
seeing what a sculpture can be. Is there a
way of presenting it like a painting on the
wall and then see it gently drift should
the wind blow from an open window?”

For instance, depending on where you
are standing and viewing her work
Mangroves Of Aliens, you watch it take
on many forms ranging from a flower in
bloom to something more suggestive.

Her art, she adds, is also rooted in her
childhood memory.

Among the foremost artists of the
post-colonial Indian diaspora, Banerjee
recalls visiting her grandfather’s farm to

see his various homeopathic treatments,
as a child growing up in the eastern
Indian state of West Bengal.

The visuals that she saw have stayed
with her and, in many ways, informed her
lush art.

“I remember the small room lined with
vials of dark amber for homeopathic treat-
ments and the single light bulb lighting it
all up. There were hundreds of
finger-size vials. The light used to make
them appear alive and I often felt like
they were watching me. Powders, oils,
leaves strung on string – these are things
you never forget, never mind how much
you travel.”

Her use of colour too is rooted in
India.

She is unafraid to reach out for the pop
of bright pink, orange, green and yellow.

The materials for her art are sourced
from everywhere.

Lush saree fabrics are mixed with
things she finds in antique shops, flea
markets and other materials she finds
online.

Several of these materials and her
uninhibited use of colour can be seen in
the four sculptures and six works on
paper priced between US$12,500
(S$16,900) and US$38,000.

She says living in polyglot New York
has had a big impact on her art-making.
The varied cultures and sound of so many
languages add to the energy and vigour of
the place.

She feels these “different sounds,
colours as well as different bodies of
knowledge feed off one another. I create
my art by staying open to all these

experiences”.
She says she also got to experience this

energy in Singapore.
She was at OTA gallery on Jan 23

during Gillman Barracks’ Art After Dark
event, when the three-year-old contem-
porary arts hub stayed open till late
against the backdrop of an outdoor party.

The response was unprecedented; the
cluster was packed with thousands of
people who queued to enter galleries even
up till 11pm, a scene which would have
been more common in Paris and London.

It got so crowded during her exhibition
that Banerjee had to take short breathers
in the gallery’s office space.

Responding to the crowds showing up
to see the art, she said: “We do not see
energy like this even in New York. It is
quite something.”

Krishna Udayasankar’s three books of historical
fantasy have sold at least 50,000 copies in India
since 2012 and are attracting offers for the film and
television rights.

However, in Singapore, the series has sold “may-
be five copies at the writers’ festival”, says the
37-year-old with a laugh. “I would not take a sabbati-
cal from my day job just yet,” says the lecturer at
Nanyang Technological University’s (NTU)
marketing and international business division.

The Aryavarta Chronicles – Govinda (2012),
Kaurava (2013) and Kurukshetra (2014) – is a
historical fantasy trilogy inspired by legends about
the author’s namesake. The mythical Krishna is
considered an avatar of the god Vishnu by Hindus
and plays a key role in the epic story of The
Mahabharata.

“The first time my mother read my first draft, she
was upset because I was questioning a matter of
faith,” says Udayasankar. “But she was the one who
taught me to question dogma.”

Her mother is an artist and her late father was
with the Indian Railways. An only child, she grew up
in Bangalore – and in Zambia for five years from
1985 – and read law at Bangalore University.

Following her master’s at Sydney University, she
moved to Singapore to do her doctorate at NTU.
There, she met her husband, a forensic analyst, and
she is now a permanent resident here.

An inveterate dabbler in words, she had several
ideas but no idea what to do with them when she
began working with poet Alvin Pang under the
Mentor Access Project in 2008, a National Arts
Council initiative to support emerging writers.

Pang’s comment – “we are the stories we write” –
struck a chord.

Long a fan of the mytho-fiction of writers such as
Herman Hesse, she began writing Govinda and was
signed by Singapore-based Jacaranda Literary
Agency within three months on the strength of just
50 pages. Soon after, the book and its two sequels
were acquired by Hachette India.

At the time, there was a growing wave of interest
in India for retellings of myth, following on the suc-
cess of Amish Tripathi’s best-selling Shiva series and
Ashok Banker’s reworking of the Ramayana.

A spokesman for Hachette India says: “The manu-
script was unputdownable at the first reading. Not
too many manuscripts we receive are like that.”

“Although the story centres on characters and
incidents we’re familiar with from other readings,
it’s a whole new perspective, with delightful twists
that just keeps the reader going.”

Udayasankar has also published a collection of
prose poems, Objects Of Affection, with Singapore
publisher Math Paper Press. It has sold an estimated
1,000 copies so far.

Coming up is a contemporary mytho-fiction
thriller, Immortal, also to be published this year by
Hachette India. She has also finished a retelling of
the legend of Sang Nila Utama, the founder of
Singapore, which has not found a home.

Udayasankar is eager to see that story in print and
hear what readers here have to say about it.

“My stories are very deeply rooted in my quest for
identity,” she said. “I think it will beg the question
of what exactly is Singapore writing, what makes a
Singapore novel.”

M
ore writing from Singapore will be
seen around the world this year. In the
past 13 months, four Singapore-based
writers – Alison Jean Lester, PP
Wong, Krishna Udayasankar and

Sonny Liew – have had books released or picked for
publication by big-name foreign imprints such as
Penguin and Hachette.

During the same period of time, 17 locally
published books – from graphic novels to children’s
series – were either translated by foreign imprints or
bought for translation and sale in markets from
Taiwan and South Korea to Turkey and Germany.

Stories from Singapore have been making a
modest splash overseas since 1997, when novelists
Catherine Lim and Tan Hwee Hwee were picked up
by Britain’s Orion Books and Penguin imprint
Michael Joseph respectively.

Still doing well are Malaysian mystery writer
Shamini Flint’s Inspector Singh Investigates series –
the most recent title, A Calamitous Chinese Killing,
was released by Little, Brown in 2013 – and Ovidia
Yu’s cooking- themed murders, Aunty Lee’s
Delights (2013) and Aunty Lee’s Deadly Specials
(2014), brought out by Harper Collins’ imprint
William Morrow.

A Singapore story that hit it big was Crazy Rich
Asians by America-based Singapore-born Kevin
Kwan, a 2013 novel from Harper Collins which
featured BMW-driving, hawker centre-frequenting
millionaires.

Then there is last year’s The Life Of A Banana by
Wong, whose parents are Singaporean and who grew
up in Britain and Singapore. Her debut about a pair
of British-Chinese orphans dealing with life after
their mother dies was published by Legend Press in
Britain and hailed as “original and exciting” by Brit-
ish reviewers.

The novel is based on her experience of racism
and being bullied in British schools, compared with
her easier life here in school. “The first time I was
bullied, I was eight or nine years old. I was trying to
stop a boy beating up another boy at school. He just
looked at me and said: ‘You have no right to talk to
me, you’re Chinese’,” says the 33-year-old full-time
writer, who is based in Singapore. “I hope the book
will open doors for other Asian writers in the UK,
that they can write what’s in their hearts.”

Another book making a splash this year is Lillian
On Life by Singapore-based Lester, the playwright of
the 2010 Sing’Theatre production A Singaporean In
Paris.

Lillian On Life, the poignant memoir of a woman
who loses the love of her life, was released last
month by the Penguin Group in a dozen markets
including France, the United States and Britain. It
has received rave reviews for its “dazzling” writing
from newspaper critics as well as literary lights Erica
Jong and Kate Atkinson.

Also a potential international bestseller is The Art
Of Charlie Chan Hock Chye, the story of a
Singaporean artist, written and illustrated by Liew, a
recipient of Singapore’s Young Artist Award. The
graphic novel has been bought by American imprint
Pantheon Books, which is known for award-winning
graphic novels.

Liew, 40, a Singapore permanent resident, says
he “still feels a bit giddy” to think his book will be
published by such a noted publisher. The first edi-
tion will be released in Singapore and Malaysia by lo-
cal publisher Epigram Books this year, because he
feels the story will mean more to readers in the
region.

Talent usually finds ways to shine, but there is
also an official push to help Singapore writing
spread. From 2011, the National Arts Council has
shelled out at least $50,000 to $60,000 annually to
writers and publishers to help showcase their work
at festivals and book fairs around the world.

Results have been promising. Epigram Books has
initiated translation deals for 14 titles at book fairs in
Frankfurt and Bologna. These include Morgan
Chua’s collection of editorial cartoons Tiananmen
To Narayana in India and kids’ series Sherlock Sam
by A.J. Low, who are a Singaporean wife and her
American husband, and The Diary Of Amos Lee by
Adeline Foo in Turkey.

The National Book Development Council of Singa-
pore, supported by the arts council, is leading a
50-strong delegation of publishers, authors, illustra-
tors and designers to the New Delhi World Book Fair
this month. Singapore is the featured country at the
43-year-old fair, which is India’s oldest such book
fair and a good place for publishers seeking entry in-
to Asian markets.

“We want to promote and develop Singapore
writers and texts in Singapore’s four official
languages in key markets such as Malaysia, China,
India, Australia, the UK and US,” says arts council
spokesman Khor Kok Wah, senior director of sector
development for literary arts. “We have seen that
readers in some of these markets do have a general
interest in Asian writing; and even an awareness or
curiosity of Singapore’s culture and writing, so there
is a good opportunity for us to grow the profile of
Singapore writing internationally.”

The arts council also funds overseas publishers
keen to publish Singapore writing and this funding
has grown from a single grant of $10,000 in 2011 to
seven grants totalling $53,000 from April last year to
date. Italian publisher Metropoli d’Asia received a
grant to help with last year’s L’Atelier, the transla-
tion of Chinese-language novelist Yeng Pway Ngon’s
Art Studio (originally published as Hua Shi in 2011).

Metropoli d’Asia also bought the Italian rights to
Ethos Books’ The Inlet, the Singapore Literature
Prize-shortlisted mystery novel by Claire Tham. It
was published late last year as La Ragazza del
Karaoke (The Karaoke Girl).

Selling rights overseas is not new. Ethos Books
founder Fong Hoe Fang sold Dave Chua’s critically
acclaimed novel Gone Case to Nigeria in 2004 but
got burnt on the deal when the overseas publisher
stopped responding to requests for sales figures.

He appreciates the official support that allows
him and other publishers to go to fairs and meet
players from developed markets. “When I first went
out on my own, we were too small a player to inter-
est anyone, so we never had success in the early
years,” he says. “Now, it’s different.”

A Singapore title picked up for overseas sales has
yet to hit the big league, but writers are often happy
just to see their books head to another country.

When polytechnic lecturer Danielle Lim heard
that her memoir of living with a schizophrenic uncle,
The Sound Of Sch (Ethos Books, 2014), would be pub-
lished in Taiwan, the 40-year-old was thrilled that
her call for greater understanding of people with
mental illness would reach a wider audience.

“Many are suffering in silence, so I hope this book
can help them. No one should have to live with the
terrible loneliness that comes with mental illness.”

akshitan@sph.com.sg

Rina Banerjee (left) creates bold
paintings and sculptures, such as
Mangroves Of Aliens (above). PHOTOS:
OTA FINE ARTS, RINA BANERJEE

Alison Jean Lester hates to look at old
diaries, where much-valued “writing
time” had to be replaced by meetings and
appointments for her communications
and training business.

“It broke my heart, but what could you
do? They were offering money,” says the
49-year-old author, who happily settled
down to writing full time last August,
thanks to the advance she received after
her novel Lillian On Life was acquired by
the Penguin Group.

Lillian On Life is a slim, 42,000-word
book and, as the advance blurb promises,
not a single word is wasted.

It is the musings of a 57-year-old
American woman who wakes up near her
married lover and takes stock of her life.
Not all would agree with her odd advice
on love and career, but it is a gripping
read.

“I’m not her,” Lester says, laughing.
“I’ve spent half my life in Asia and I’ve
never been in love with a married man.

“Why I’m so interested now in Asian
reactions to the book is it seems to me
where Lillian is is where Asian women are
now, trying to tread the line between
what her parents want of her and what
she wants.”

Lillian On Life attracted none other
than veteran editor Amy Einhorn, who
has spotted huge book successes such as
Kathryn Stockett’s The Help, a 2009
novel about African-American maids in
the 1960s, which was made into a 2011
movie.

Einhorn wrote to Lester: “Your novel
is the most original – and best – thing
I’ve read in ages.” These words are now
being echoed by reviewers from The
Washington Post and literary lights such
as Erica Jong and Kate Atkinson.

The book is inspired by the women
who raised Lester, including her mother
and aunts, who were well-travelled, intel-
ligent women grappling with their desire
to lead full lives and social pressure to

conform to the housewife stereotype.
Lester was born in Los Angeles, lived

for a while in Britain and fell in love with
Asia while studying Chinese at Indiana
University for her first degree. After com-
pleting her master’s in Chinese at Johns
Hopkins University, she was all set to live
and work in China, but was warned off
after the brutal crushing of the Tianan-
ment Square student protests in 1989.

She headed instead to Japan with her
first husband, moving to Singapore in
1999. She has a 20-year-old daughter
and 17-year-old son and is now married
to a communications consultant.

The playwright behind Sing’Theatre’s
well-received 2010 musical production, A
Singaporean In Paris, Lester had a collec-
tion of short stories, Locked Out, pub-
lished by Singapore publisher Monsoon
Books in 2006. Two years later, she had
the manuscript Lillian On Life but an
early reader’s negative review made her
rethink the book’s value.

Five years later, in 2013, an agent who
rejected another manuscript of hers leapt
at the chance to represent Lillian On Life,
selling it a few months later.

The central character does polarise
readers.

Lester laughs when recalling rejection
letters from editors who said: “We liked
it, but we can’t sell it,” or “We were frus-
trated with her (Lillian). She’s been in
therapy so long, why hasn’t she got her
sh*t together?”

“She was so uncomfortable to write,”
Lester agrees. “If I upset people, at least I
know I got the words down right.”

She has just finished reworking her
second novel, the book that her agent ini-
tially refused to represent, brushing it off
in favour of Lillian On Life.

This book also has its roots in Lester’s
past and is inspired by her time in Tokyo.
“Memories are like burrs on a writer’s
clothing,” she says. “I just pick them off
and stick them in a book.”

TITLES WHICH HAVE TRAVELLED
Published recently in English
1. Lillian On Life by Alison Jean Lester (Penguin
Group, 2015)
2. The Art Of Charlie Chan Hock Chye by Sonny
Liew (Pantheon Books, US; Epigram Books,
Singapore, due this year)
3. The Life Of A Banana by PP Wong (Legend
Press, UK; Monsoon Books, Singapore, 2014)
4. Kurukshetra: The Aryavarta Chronicles Book 3
by Krishna Udayasankar (2014, Hachette India)
5. Aunty Lee’s Deadly Specials by Ovidia Yu
(William Morrow, US, 2014)

Published in translation or acquired for
translation
1. Art Studio by Yeng Pway Ngon (as L’Atelier in
Italy by Metropoli d’Asia, 2014)

2. The Inlet by Claire Tham (as La Ragazza Del
Karaoke in Italy by Metropoli d’Asia, 2014)
3. The Sound Of Sch by Danielle Lim (rights sold
to Taiwan’s Heliopolis Culture Group)
4. The Crane And The Crab by S.R. Nathan
(Chinese rights sold to Hunan Juvenile Publishing
House)
5. Sherlock Sam series by A.J. Low (rights sold
for books 1-3 to Lentara Hati in Indonesia, for
books 1-6 to Nemesis Publishing in Turkey)
6. The Diary Of Amos Lee series by Adeline Foo
(rights sold for books 1-4 to Nemesis, Turkey)
7. The Rock And The Bird by Chew Chia Shao
Wei, illustrated by Angee Neo (as Der Fels Und
Der Vogel, Jacoby & Stuart, Germany)
8. Where’s Grandma? by Edmund Lim (Korean
rights sold to Daseossune Publishing House,
South Korea)

Overseas hit, slow going locally

Government funding leads to
greater exposure overseas for
some local books

Suggestive
sculptures
that move

SINGAPORE
STORIES
GO GLOBAL
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Odd advice on love and career

Books which have travelled beyond Singapore: (clockwise from top left) the Sherlock Sam series by A.J.
Low, The Life Of A Banana by PP Wong, Lillian On Life by Alison Jean Lester, The Inlet by Claire Tham,
The Rock And The Bird by Chew Chia Shao Wei and The Aryavarta Chronicles by Krishna Udayasankar.

Books by PP Wong (top), Sonny Liew
(above) and Krishna Udayasankar (left)
have caught the eye of publishers
overseas. PHOTOS: DESMOND WEE, NEO
XIAOBIN, NATIONAL ARTS COUNCIL
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Former
communications
consultant Alison
Jean Lester was
able to work on her
novel LilLian On
Life full-time after
it was acquired by
the Penguin Group.
PHOTO: DANIEL
NEO
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Lee Jian Xuan

W
hen Chinese artist Liu
Kuo-sung was in his 20s,
he started experimenting
with materials and tech-
niques that would earn

him the “father of modern Chinese ink
painting” moniker that he still carries
today.

One of his innovations back in the
1950s is the ink-soaking method, where
he uses a dry brush to rearrange bubbles
formed between two damp pieces of
paper before dripping paint, ink and
water on them.

When the ink dries, the papers are
separated and the resulting patterns form
the skeleton around which he paints the
sweeping, snow-capped mountains and
vast, shimmering lakes that feature
prominently in his works.

Later in 1963, he created “Liu
Kuo-sung paper” by incorporating rough
bark fibres in paper used to make Chinese
lanterns. When painted on, the fibres
block the ink, creating a dense, intricate
mesh of criss-crossing white lines unique
to his works.

These experiments were born out of
frustration, the spry 83-year-old tells
Life! during an hour-long interview
at the Museum of Contemporary Arts
@ Loewen, where he is displaying more
than 80 of his recent artworks till
March 1.

Speaking in Mandarin, he says: “When
I was studying Western painting and the
greats such as Matisse and Picasso, I
realised that traditional Chinese painting
was getting blander by the generation.
There was no creation, no innovation, so
I felt the need to do something.”

Born in Anhui, China, Liu emigrated to
Taiwan in 1949 after the Chinese Civil
War. It was there that he studied and
practised fine arts, first learning
traditional ink painting before turning to
abstract art.

In 1966, he won a two-year world
travel grant from the John D. Rockefeller
III Foundation and headed to the United
States. Three years later, he used his
techniques to great effect to produce his
Space series, inspired by other-worldly
images of the Earth and Moon transmit-
ted from the Apollo 8 spaceship.

His career has spanned more than six
decades in the art world. A glance at his
curriculum vitae yields a five-page list of
achievements – he has received top art
accolades on both sides of the Taiwan
Strait, while his artworks are collected
and shown in more than 70 countries.

Last November, his 12m-long Scenery
Of Hong Kong handscroll was auctioned
off in Hong Kong for HKD16.8 million
(S$2.93 million).

Despite his age, Liu does not intend to
stop – painting has become his nightly
ritual. He says with a smile: “It’s been my
habit for the past 50 years. I have low
blood pressure and it’s been said such
people are more active at night. I intend
to paint till I’m 100.”

Despite losing the hearing in his left
ear from altitude sickness during a trip to
Tibet in 2000, he remains undeterred.

“I was depressed at first, but I
thought, I still have one functioning ear. I
can just turn my deaf left ear to scoldings
from now on,” he adds.

It has not affected his work as he
paints by tapping feelings deep in the
recesses of his mind, he explains.

“When I see something, I experience
and take it all in. I don’t take photographs
or paint realistically. I feel and create my
interpretation,” says Liu, recounting how
he rose at dawn to witness the
“heavenly” sight of the morning sun
climbing out of the lake in Jiuzhaigou
during a trip to the scenic valley in
China’s south-western Sichuan province
in the noughties.

During the interview, he sits perfectly
straight, regal in his bearing, and speaks
in a spirited, sonorous boom.

“I treat art like a game of chess. You
have to take one step at a time and adapt.
I don’t paint with a well thought-out
plan,” he explains, using a poetic idiom
dating back to the Song dynasty
(960-1279), which translates roughly to
“bamboo imprinted on the mind”.

Liu counts painters from that era such
as Liang Kai and Shi Ke, famous for their
po mo, or thrown ink, painting style,
among his influences. Po mo is a way of
painting spontaneously, without any
guiding sketches or outlines, to express
the inner self.

“They were the first abstract artists
before the Renaissance came along.
Chinese painting was so far ahead of the
West then,” he says.

His wife, Li Mo-hua, 79, a retired
plant pathologist, says: “He’s very brave
and open. Even when times were bad and
no one was buying art, he kept going. He
said to me: ‘I may be poor forever, but
this is my ambition.’”

The days of hardship are over and they
now reside in Taoyuan, Taiwan, where
Liu is a chaired professor at the fine arts
department in the National Taiwan

Normal University. They have two
daughters and a son, as well as six grand-
children.

He gives the following advice to his
students: “I always tell them, seek first
originality, then quality. You have to find
your own style and have a personal way
of doing things to be an artist.”

jianxuan@sph.com.sg

‘I have everything. You
just have to be simple,
kind, handsome’
Actress-director Xu Jinglei
(right) on what she wants
in a partner

‘It came out of the blue and I’m mystified as to why
they’ve offered me the job. What are the chances of
a chubby boy – and I’m being generous – going to
America to do a top job like this every night and
being anything other than a complete disaster?’
British actor James Corden (right), who will replace
comedian Craig Ferguson as host of The Late Late
Show in the US

REVOLUTION/RENAISSANCE THE
ART OF LIU KUO-SUNG

When: Till March 1, 10am to 6pm daily
Where: Museum of Contemporary Arts @
Loewen, 27A Loewen Road
Admission: Free
Info: Call 6479-6622 or go to
www.mocaloewen.sg

‘Give a guy a girlfriend
and a great job, he
doesn’t need therapy,
that’s my theory’
Comedian Larry David
(right)

London – In retrospect, Paula Hawkins realises that
sending her incomplete thriller to publishers before
she had written the crucial, explosive final scenes
might seem like a brazen act of overconfidence. At
the time, though, she needed the money badly.

“I was kind of broke,” she said over coffee
recently in the drafty, pigeon-infested food court in
London Paddington Station, pausing occasionally
when she was drowned out by announcements from
the station agent. “The Girl On The Train was a last
roll of the dice for me as a fiction writer.”

As gambles go, this one has more than paid off for
her and her publisher. In less than a month, the
slow-building suspense novel that hinges on a young
woman’s disappearance and features three shifty
female narrators has catapulted to the top of the
bestseller lists. This week, it will hold the No. 1 spot
on the hardcover and e-book fiction lists of The
New York Times.

Hawkins seems slightly stunned by the sudden
attention, particularly the book’s resonance with
readers in the United States. Her American
publisher, Riverhead, has reprinted the novel 10
times and now has nearly 500,000 copies in print,
up from a planned first printing of 40,000.

The idea for the story struck her years ago on her
morning commute, when she often found herself
staring into the yards and windows of homes she
passed. She wondered what she would do if she saw
something sinister. “What if, on some train journey
or other, you see something?” she asked. “How
would you later stand as a witness?”

As an unknown author, Hawkins was not pegged
to be an instant international sensation. American
crime fiction travels easily abroad; the converse is
less often true, unless the author happens to be a
J.K. Rowling or a Lee Child. But The Girl On The
Train may have benefited from a wave of popular
and unconventional suspense novels that have
eroded the already thin boundary between literary
fiction and thrillers.

Hawkins, 42, joins the ranks of a new generation
of female suspense novelists, such as Megan Abbott
and Gillian Flynn, who are redefining contemporary
crime fiction with character-driven narratives that

defy genre conventions. Their novels dig into social
issues, feature complex women and create suspense
with subtle psychological developments and shifts in
relationships instead of procedural plot points and
car chases.

Born and raised in Harare, Zimbabwe, she grew
up in thrall to foreign correspondents who tracked in
and out of her house to visit her father, an econom-
ics professor and financial journalist. She moved to
London with her family when she was 17. When her
parents returned to Zimbabwe a few years later, she
stayed in England to attend Oxford, studying
economics, politics and philosophy, and eventually
became a business reporter for The Times of
London. She wrote The Money Goddess, a financial
advice book for women published in 2006 that she
seems slightly embarrassed by now. “I wouldn’t
urge anyone to go out and buy it,” she said.

About six years ago, she pivoted to fiction in a
somewhat clandestine way. Her literary agent
approached her with a proposal to write a romantic
comedy about a woman who loses her job in the
recession. Hawkins cranked out Confessions Of A
Reluctant Recessionista in about two months and
published it under the pen name Amy Silver. Three
more Amy Silver novels followed.

The books did not sell especially well and, after a
while, she began to tire of frothy romantic tropes.

Hawkins found herself injecting violence and

tragedy into what was meant to be light-hearted
fluff. She killed one character in a bombing in
Afghanistan. Another was felled by a drunken
driver. “The books kept getting darker and more
miserable,” she said. “I realised I do tragedy better
than comedy.”

Two years ago, with her finances faltering, she
decided to try writing the kind of story she likes to
read. She unearthed an old idea of a character who
struggles with alcoholism and frequently blacks out,
which becomes more than a personal issue when this
heroine realises that she may have witnessed a
serious crime and cannot recall the specifics.

Hawkins wrote the first half in a feverish four
months and her agent sent it out to publishers to see
if anyone would bite. A bidding war erupted.

The Girl On The Train unfolds in a bland London
suburb where the protagonist, Rachel, finds her life
dissolving into a series of gin-fuelled benders after
she tried and failed to get pregnant and her husband
leaves her for another woman. Rachel becomes
obsessed with a seemingly happy couple she spies on
through the window on the train to London each
day. When the woman, Megan, disappears, Rachel
becomes convinced that she witnessed something
that is crucial to solving the mystery. But she cannot
trust her own memory, much less earn the trust of
the police or the woman’s distraught husband.

The themes of domestic violence and alcohol and
drug abuse, and the question of whether people can
truly know their spouses or themselves, make the
story more complex than the average thriller.

“I know people like to read about serial killers and
spies, but most of us will never encounter these
things,” Hawkins said. “Sadly, most of the threats
we encounter are at home.”

She described her own life as “really boring”, but
it is about to get more action-packed. Riverhead has
sent Hawkins on an eight-city North American tour
that started last weekend. DreamWorks has
optioned the film rights and has hired Erin Cressida
Wilson (Secretary, 2002) to write the screenplay.
Foreign rights have been sold in 34 countries.

She has another book under contract, a Gothic-
tinged psychological thriller about sisters that she
says is now a month overdue. Like The Girl On The
Train, it is not a conventional crime story.

“There doesn’t always need to be a killing in it,”
Hawkins said. “But there’s an atmosphere of menace
that infects the everyday.”

New York Times

The Girl On The Train is available from Books Kinokuniya
for $22.22.

View it

Author Paula
Hawkins
submitted her
thriller, The Girl
On The Train, to
publishers before
she had written
the crucial final
scenes. PHOTO:
RANDOM HOUSE
UK

Dubbed the “father of modern Chinese ink painting”, artist Liu Kuo-sung is presenting more than 80 artworks, including Coming, at the Museum of Contemporary Arts
@ Loewen. ST PHOTO: LIM SIN THAI

Artist Liu Kuo-sung felt
the need to do something
when he realised Chinese
painting was getting bland

Arts

Thrilling ride
to success

Drawn to experimenting
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London – Two bronze statues of
muscular men riding panthers,
each a metre high and whose
attribution has long been a matter
of conjecture, are now thought to
be the only surviving bronzes of
Michelangelo, the Fitzwilliam Museum
said yesterday.

The statues of two men, each
holding an arm aloft in a gesture of
salute, were attributed to the
16th-century Italian Renaissance artist
based in part on a tiny detail from one
of his students’ drawings, the
Fitzwilliam, which is the museum of
Cambridge University, said.

It said that last autumn, Professor
Paul Joannides, Emeritus Professor of
Art History at the University of
Cambridge, connected the bronzes to
a drawing by one of Michelangelo’s
apprentices now in the Musee Fabre in
Montpellier, France.

The apprentice’s copy of some of
Michelangelo’s lost sketches includes a
composition of a muscular youth
riding a panther, which the museum
said was very similar in pose to the
bronzes.

It was also “drawn in the abrupt,
forceful manner that Michelangelo
employed in designs for sculpture.
This suggests that Michelangelo was
working up this very unusual theme
for a work in three dimensions”.

The bronzes, which have spent over
a century in relative obscurity, are
now thought to be early works by
Michelangelo, the museum said, made
just after he completed his marble
David as he was about to embark on
the Sistine Chapel ceiling.

It said the evidence linking the
bronzes to Michelangelo would be
presented to a conference in July. In
the meantime, the works would be on
display at the Fitzwilliam.

“The bronzes are exceptionally
powerful and compelling works of art
that deserve close-up study – we hope
the public will come and examine them
for themselves and engage with this
ongoing debate,” Dr Victoria Avery,
keeper of the applied arts department
of the Fitzwilliam Museum, said in a
statement.

The first recorded attribution of the
bronzes was to Michelangelo when
they appeared in the collection of
Adolphe de Rothschild in the 19th cen-
tury, the museum said.

But since they are undocumented
and unsigned, this attribution was
dismissed.

Over the last 120 years, the bronzes
had been attributed to various other
sculptors.

Michelangelo was known to have
worked in bronze, but other exemplars
were lost or destroyed, the museum
said.

“If the attribution is correct, they
are the only surviving Michelangelo
bronzes in the world,” the museum
said.  

Reuters

Deepika Shetty
Arts Correspondent

O
rganisers say some “bad
apples” are behind the
vandalism of artworks at a
bash held at design hub The
Mill in Bukit Merah industrial

estate.
Three artworks were severely

damaged after a dance party last
Saturday night, part of a three-weekend
event to bid goodbye to the three-storey
former rice mill before it is demolished
and rebuilt as a larger creative space.

The damaged works included photo-
graphs from Panagiotis Kotsidas and
Miro Roman’s An Urban Diptych, as well
as a brickwork installation by Lai Chee
Kien titled Double Cauldron, which was
broken but has since been restored. Stu-
dent Joseph Tan’s light installation The
Sublime, his first art exhibition, was in
shambles after what appeared to have
been the result of someone crashing

through a partition.
While organisers and art insiders

criticised the disrespect shown to
commissioned artworks at the event,
they agreed the works should have been
more carefully supervised if an alcohol-
fuelled party was going on around them.

The event at The Mill was ironically
titled Destruction & Rebirth, in reference
to the 54-year-old building’s impending
demolition in May. More than 60 artists,
musicians and DJs participated in the free
event, which kicked off last Saturday
with several hundred people streaming in
and out of the building to view art, listen
to live music and check out a flea market
and various pop-up stalls.

On the damage to the artworks, The
Mill’s marketing manager Low Shu Min,
28, told Life!: “We had placed a lot of
trust in people and it is unfortunate this
has happened.”

She said that while there were signs
pointing to the positioning of artworks,
“in hindsight, all of us partners, organis-
ers and artists involved... would certainly
benefit from having more hands on deck
or art volunteers watching over their
respective works”.

She added that “despite the unfortu-
nate few who behaved inappropriately”,
most visitors enjoyed themselves and
gave the thumbs-up to the “creative
melting-pot” vibe of the event.

A Life! report yesterday found that

visitors appreciated the chance to enjoy a
physical space before it is demolished.
Among other things, visitors were encour-
aged to create their own art on the empty
walls in demarcated parts of the building,
with paints and paintbrushes provided.

Earlier on their Facebook event page,
organisers had asked for help in “identify-
ing the culprits”.

Giving an insight into what happened
on Saturday night was a comment by
Ms Deborah Rolls: “The Mill’s external
walls became a huge canvas and tubes of
paints did not stay full for long as
everyone was painting... I even saw the
so sophisticated ladies becoming wild and
out of control once drunk with a
paintbrush in their hands.”

Artist Jason Lim, who will be present-
ing a performance art piece from Feb 12
to 14 leading to the closing weekend, said
art appreciation is “a two-way street”.

He explained: “When artworks are put
in a public space, a lot is based on trust.
Artists need to be prepared for any
eventuality because a public space is very
different from a gallery space where you
have people watching over the art.

“While organisers need to do their
best to protect the art, it is also up to
people visiting to be mindful. I do not
think anyone foresaw this happening.”

Arts consultant Tanya Michele
Amador, 44, said: “It highlights the need
for more education so that audiences

better appreciate and respect artists and
their works.”

Art collector Ryan Su, 26, described
the destruction of the works as “inappro-
priate and deprives others of viewing and
appreciating the works”. He noted that
unless the culprits could be found, the art-
ists behind the works or the organisers
would end up paying for the damages.
This could deter the holding of similar
events in future, “which would be sad
given the fantastic turnout The Mill had”.

Gallerist Valerie Cheah, 47, of Jada Art
Gallery, commended the organisers for
the concept behind The Mill’s event, as “I
believe art must not be for a select few
and it is fantastic to see more people
coming forward to do events like these”.

“But a distinction needs to be made. If
you are going to turn it into a party, per-
haps there should be supervision and the
art needs to be handled with care.”

She drew a comparison with the Art
After Dark event at Gillman Barracks on
Jan 23, when there was an outdoor party
at the gallery cluster, and several galleries
did not allow visitors to take their drinks
inside.

The event at The Mill is funded by a
National Arts Council grant of about
$15,000. Paint manufacturer Dulux,
furniture company Schiavello and paper
supplier Mukim Fine Papers sponsored
some of the art materials and furniture.

deepikas@sph.com.sg

London – A wine bar in place of a sex shop, luxury
apartments where a cabaret once stood – fans of
London’s once glorious, seedy Soho district fear that
it will soon be regenerated beyond recognition.

“We really would like to know that this cherished
golden mile is not going to resemble something that
looks like Singapore airport,” said Tim Arnold, a
musician who has founded the Save Soho campaign.

Soho. Just four letters describe a mythical place
that for generations has been a hub of counter-
culture, somewhere for musicians, actors, gay
people, night owls and anyone else who fancied it to
live, work and play. The Who and other rock groups
were discovered here.

For more than 100 years, the rich came here to
“slum it”, while the bored came because there was
always something going on.

But now, it is hard to keep track of the cabaret
bars, music venues and sex clubs that have closed,
from Madame Jojo’s to the 12 Bar Club to Pink
Pussycat, driven out by soaring rents as developers
move in.

“I do believe that Soho will lose its soul,” said
Kathy Martin, who runs the Enigma Ball events for
transgender people.

On Walkers Court, described by novelist Howard
Jacobson as a “suppurating alleyway of sexual
half-promises”, there is only one “adult” bookshop
left – and probably not for long.

Even a former police station has been turned into
flats, while the arrival of a new underground train
line through the capital has spread the disruptive
effect beyond Soho’s immediate borders.

Denmark Street, an alley once home to music
publishers, guitar shops and performance spaces
and where Led Zeppelin’s Robert Plant still goes to
buy his strings, is making way for a newly
modernised Tottenham Court Road station.

“It’s sad, we need to keep Soho sexy,” said Sara,
one of the last sex workers who still operate in flats
here, identified by a discreet Models sign at the
door.

A police raid at the end of 2013, based on what
many campaigners said was a flimsy pretext, saw
most of Sara’s colleagues evicted. “I’m worried

about the girls who now have to work on the street,”
she said.

There are, of course, many who argue that there
is nothing romantic about the exploitation of
women in the sex industry and that Soho should
have been cleaned up a long time ago.

Actor Stephen Fry says there is so much more to
it than that. “Its bohemian character, its identity as
the gay and transgender centre of London, its
association with live performance and late-night
eccentricity and free expression – all these are a gift
beyond price that Soho gives London and which
gives London extra value,” he said.

In the 17th century, Soho was home to French
Protestant refugees, Italians, Jews and Chinese,
giving it a unique character that persisted through
the ages and made it for a long time the only place to
find an espresso or an avocado.

In the 19th century, it became a cesspit of
deprivation, ravaged by cholera. But as living
conditions improved, the area took on a bohemian
vibe. Musicians, sex shops and then the gay commu-
nity all followed.

“Soho has always changed, but the way it
changed is by adding layer to layer. What happens at
the moment is that some of these layers are ripped
away to replace them with something new,” said
Arnold.

His main target in his bid to preserve the area’s
character is Soho Estates, which manages the
property empire built up by the late “king of Soho”
Paul Raymond.

Accused of trying to fill the area with the kind of
glass-and-steel buildings seen all over London, it
insists it “recognises the rich and creative history”
of Soho.

The local authority, Westminster council,
estimates that nearly 200,000 sq m of commercial
space, much of it small businesses, has been lost in
recent years. And those that remain are finding it
hard to keep up with rising rents.

Sam Shaker, a 73-year-old who runs Jazz After
Dark, where the late soul singer Amy Winehouse
started out, said: “I’m struggling. At some point, I
will not be able to pay anymore.”
 Agence France-Presse

Organisers say more
supervision could have
prevented artworks from
being damaged at
weekend art event

Bronze statues
attributed to
Michelangelo

Protesters
staging a
mock funeral
procession
in London’s
Soho
district to
demonstrate
against the
closure of
cabaret club
Madame
Jojo’s last
year. PHOTO:
AGENCE
FRANCE-
PRESSE

Artist Lai
Chee Kien’s
brickwork
installation,
Double
Cauldron
(right), before
it was damaged
last Saturday
at The Mill.
PHOTO: KHOO
EE HOON

Fans of London’s
Soho fear its demise

Alcohol and art don’t mix?
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To Pyongyang 
and beyondand beyondand beyondand beyond
Kieran Goh gets a fascinating 
insight into North Korea

FABULOUS VACATIONS

it was both fascinating and touching to see that each 
marker contained a sculpted bust of the exact likeness 
of the martyr at the time of their death.

The North Koreans are definitely a performing 
people. The much touted Arirang Mass Games, held 
almost throughout every summer, lived up to its ex-
pectations as the most spectacular and coordinated 
mass display on earth, with all manner of danc-
es, drills, gymnastics, placards and laser wizardry 
pumped out with stunning pomp and phenomenal 
coordination, mostly by youths and children. 

We also had the opportunity to interact with the 
city folk. A walk in Moranbong Park, an urban green 
lung where families picnic and play ball, led to a spon-
taneous dance session with a posse of gracious elderly 
citizens in a pavilion. My partner was a fully costumed 
dame who never stopped smiling and was oblivious to 
the oppressive humidity.

Outlying areas
My tour interspersed the days in Pyongyang with sev-

eral trips to the outlying areas of the country. 
One trip was down the “Reunification Highway” to 

the southern city of Kaesong, a stone’s throw from the 
Demilitarised Zone (DMZ). There, we visited the hall 
where the symbolic armistice between the two Koreas 
was signed on July 27, 1953, and also viewed the heav-
ily guarded Joint Security Area. 

Throughout, we were chaperoned by a veteran mili-
tary official who was surprisingly approachable. He 
even invited us to take fun candid shots with him, in-
cluding one group photo with an unfurled national flag. 

Several ancient sites lay in the vicinity of Kaesong. 
We visited the Koryo Museum, which was housed in a 
Confucian-style building dating from the 10th cen-
tury AD, when it served as the highest educational in-
stitute for the civil service during the Koryo dynasty, 
and now showcases relics from that period. 

A short hop away was an evocative set of monuments 
inscribed on the Unesco World Heritage list — the tomb 
of King Kongmin and his wife, which date back to the 
14th century. Two burial mounds on top of a tranquil 
hill are guarded by a solemn array of granite guardians 
— military and civil officials, as well as tigers and sheep. 

Scaling Paekdusan
We took a domestic flight to the northern Samjiyon re-
gion to scale 2,744-m Paekdusan — the highest moun-
tain in the country and highly revered by all North Ko-
reans. We slogged for 45 minutes up a well-paved path, 
but inclement weather and a rolling sea of clouds pre-
vented us from seeing its crater lake, Lake Chon, and 
the breathtaking view across it to Chinese territory. 

Nevertheless, the sprightly chill in the air and 
the expansive view of the rolling meadows proved a 
unique treat and made the effort worthwhile. 

The North Koreans also cite the Paekdusan area as 
the base from where the nation’s founding father Kim 

Il-Sung planned and fought against the Japanese dur-
ing the World War II, and also where Kim Jong-Il was 
presumably born in a log cabin. 

We also visited numerous “resistance” camps scat-
tered all over the forests. There were tree barks carved 
with patriotic slogans and now glass-encased for poster-
ity. Young female guides, dressed in smart military garb, 
did their best to invoke the strong symbolism of these 
historical episodes with sharp and shrill commentary.

Pyongsong 
Another short trip out of Pyongyang brought us to 
the hitherto relatively unvisited city of Pyongsong. 
Near here, the Kim-Il Sung University had been kept 
running in a relatively secluded location during the 
war years to preserve the nation’s intellectual capac-
ity. Instead of written plaques, the thatched buildings 
where the classes took place had self-explanatory 
large picture murals sited at appropriate junctures to 
commemorate the various events that had taken place 
there, and these helped us interpret the context and 
significance of the site.  

We also visited a middle school in the city where we 
witnessed a geography class in progress, conducted in 
perfect English. One of our American tour mates who 
was originally from Argentina was given the oppor-
tunity to brief the class about his native country. The 
curious students peppered him with many questions. 

West Sea Barrage 
The trip out to the Nampo area to see the West Sea 
Barrage, a much-lauded 1980s engineering project, 
which irrigated farmlands and secure food produc-
tion among other objectives, also yielded surprises. 
We were put up in a chalet complex, set amid butter-
fly-rich gardens. Each unit’s en-suite bathroom was 
equipped with a bath fed with spring water piped in 
from natural sources. 

Though we were escorted everywhere through-
out, at no time did we feel overly encumbered. Our 
interactions with the guides and hotel staff felt 
friendly and genuine. My visit to North Korea still 
left many unanswered questions, but I was certainly 
never bored. 

ONCE my tour bus drove out of Pyongyang airport, I 
could not help but be stunned at the starkness of the 
cityscape. The streets were largely free of commercial 
advertising. There were few cars on the roads even in the 
heart of the city. The many people on the streets were ei-
ther walking or cycling, or riding the occasional trolley 
bus. I later rode on the well-functioning subway (right) 
from one marvellously decorated station to another. 

Several hotels in Pyongyang accommodate for-
eigners, and my group was housed in the Yanggakdo 
Hotel, which sits on its own man-made island in the 
Taedong River. A self-contained foreigners’ enclave of 
sorts, it boasts a revolving restaurant, karaoke lounge, 
and even a small casino. 

There was a small park below the hotel with paths 
alongside the river, and I managed a quick jog by my-
self that first evening, viewing the largely hushed city-
scape across both sides of the river. As tourists must 
be accompanied by guides everywhere else, the feeling 
was indeed surreal. 

In Pyongyang, it was customary to visit the Man-
sudae 20-m tall statues of Kim Il Sung and Kim Jong-
Il, which sees a steady stream of locals paying their 
respects with flowers and bowing. Foreign visitors are 
obliged to join in. 

Also fascinating was the Kumsusan Memorial Pal-
ace of the Sun, where the leaders’ embalmed bodies lie 
in an all-encompassing atmosphere of reverence. The 
train carriage in which the younger Kim had passed 
away while journeying in Russia in 2011 is also on per-
manent display there, and its interior has been left 
as it was then, including personal effects such as his 
glasses and an iMac.

A Revolutionary Martyr’s Cemetery sprawled 
across the hill behind the Memorial Palace commem-
orates those who gave up their lives for the nation, and 

GETTING THERE
■  To visit North Korea, one must join a group tour. There are various 

foreign tour companies that offer a range of fixed or customisable 
trips mostly operating out of Beijing. Universal Travel Corporation 
(www.universaltravel.com.sg) runs tours from Singapore. Visitors 
board chartered flights to and from North Korea.

■  Each group is escorted by an official local tour guide who speaks 
fluent English. 

TRAVELLER’S TIPS
■  The group tours operate largely like those in any other country. 

Transport is via comfortable coaches. Hotels may range from modern 
establishments to more traditional folk villages, but facilities are 
generally good. Many meals are taken in the hotels but also in other 
restaurants, and one may be surprised by the variety — there are 
duck BBQ and pizza restaurants in Pyongyang, for example. 

■  Photography is generally unrestricted in the areas that are 
covered by the group tour, unless otherwise advised. Camera 
phones are allowed. 

■  Many hotels and places of attraction sell a wide range of 
souvenirs. Payments can be made with Chinese renminbi, US 
dollars or Euros. 

■  There is no Wi-Fi or Internet connectivity for tourists. Overseas trunk 
calls can be made from Pyongyang, but the rates are expensive. 

A bird’s eye view of the city. 

Tree-lined streets of Pyongyang.
PHOTOS: KIERAN GOH

Arirang Mass Games are spectacularly coordinated.

Sunrise view of East Pyongyang.
Students have many questions during a Geography 
class in Pyongsong.
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by sheryl quek 

IN THE true spirit of travelling, I believe 
there’s always something to discover in every 
place you visit,  and so it was with Ipoh. 

The capital city of Perak, Ipoh, is a one-
and-a-half flight from Singapore. One of the 
largest cities in Malaysia, it has a population 
of about 750,000, predominantly Chinese. 

Historic hip 
Ipoh is divided into the Old Town and New 
Town by Kinta River. It is in the Old Town 
where several gems lay. 

Our guide, Rajah, took us down the Ipoh 
Heritage Trail to explore the Old Town on 
foot. As you pass by the historic landmarks 
bearing colonial-style architecture, you are 
instantly reminded of Singapore and Malay-
sia’s shared heritage. 

Among the landmarks on the trail was 
the Ipoh Railway Station, a stately building 
constructed in 1935 by the British architect 
Arthur Benison Hubback. 

For Singaporeans, the Birch Memorial 
Clock Tower (opposite the Ipoh State Mosque) 
evokes memories of history lessons about 

British colonial rule in Malaya.
The iconic Old Town landmark was erect-

ed in 1909 by Ernest Birch in memory of his 
father, James Birch, the former governor of 
Perak who was assassinated in 1875. 

A mural depicting the development of civ-
ilisation wraps the clock tower in the middle, 
while four statues perched atop represent the 
values of the British administration: loyalty, 
justice, patience and fortitude. 

While the clock tower doesn’t tell the time 
anymore, it’s a popular wedding photography 
spot for couples. 

In Old Town, I fell in love with Kong Heng 
Square. The rejuvenated collection of shop-
houses is the definition of hip, rustic chic, 
with its unpainted peeling walls, busted win-
dow shutters and old trees and Instagram-
worthy murals. 

Within, the square houses a guesthouse, 
several chic cafes (with cute names like Burps 
and Giggles), a menswear shop, a barber and 
stalls selling handcrafted knick-knacks such 
as bracelets, bookmarks and earrings. 

Adventure in Gopeng
Nothing quite matches the mad thrill of cliff 
diving in Boracay, but Gopeng’s outdoor ad-
ventures are enjoyable. Situated south of Ipoh, 
Gopeng is about half an hour away by car. 

Gua Tempurung was a dark, wet adventure 
set inside a beautiful limestone cave, one of 
the largest on Peninsular Malaysia. 

Inside, the cave had numerous exquisitely 
formed stalactites, stalagmites and rock forma-
tions of various shapes and colours. Even while 
trudging up the endless flight of steps to the top 
of the cave  — aptly named Top of the World — 
you can’t but pause to take in the beauty of na-
ture’s handiwork,and also to catch your breath.

The fun part — though it may seem ardu-
ous to some — was getting out of the cave. 
It involved sliding down a marble rock face, 
crouching and crawling through narrow tun-
nels with low jagged ceilings, leaping down a 
narrow hole and paddling through stretches 
of the icy underground river. 

The thrill is in never knowing what’s around 
the corner. For the faint-hearted, there’s a less 
risky “dry” version of the cave tour. 

All psyched up from caving, we were raring 

A mural done by local 
in Old Town Ipoh. 
PHOTOS: SHERYL QUEK

Robust coffee, rugged adventures
Pack in some outdoor fun, history and hearty 
local fare in a short Ipoh getaway

The James Birch clock tower memorial 
in Old Town Ipoh.
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British colonial rule in Malaya.
The iconic Old Town landmark was erect-

ed in 1909 by Ernest Birch in memory of his 
father, James Birch, the former governor of 
Perak who was assassinated in 1875. 

A mural depicting the development of civ-
ilisation wraps the clock tower in the middle, 
while four statues perched atop represent the 
values of the British administration: loyalty, 
justice, patience and fortitude. 

While the clock tower doesn’t tell the time 
anymore, it’s a popular wedding photography 
spot for couples. 

In Old Town, I fell in love with Kong Heng 
Square. The rejuvenated collection of shop-
houses is the definition of hip, rustic chic, 
with its unpainted peeling walls, busted win-
dow shutters and old trees and Instagram-
worthy murals. 

Within, the square houses a guesthouse, 
several chic cafes (with cute names like Burps 
and Giggles), a menswear shop, a barber and 
stalls selling handcrafted knick-knacks such 
as bracelets, bookmarks and earrings. 

Adventure in Gopeng
Nothing quite matches the mad thrill of cliff 
diving in Boracay, but Gopeng’s outdoor ad-
ventures are enjoyable. Situated south of Ipoh, 
Gopeng is about half an hour away by car. 

Gua Tempurung was a dark, wet adventure 
set inside a beautiful limestone cave, one of 
the largest on Peninsular Malaysia. 

Inside, the cave had numerous exquisitely 
formed stalactites, stalagmites and rock forma-
tions of various shapes and colours. Even while 
trudging up the endless flight of steps to the top 
of the cave  — aptly named Top of the World — 
you can’t but pause to take in the beauty of na-
ture’s handiwork,and also to catch your breath.

The fun part — though it may seem ardu-
ous to some — was getting out of the cave. 
It involved sliding down a marble rock face, 
crouching and crawling through narrow tun-
nels with low jagged ceilings, leaping down a 
narrow hole and paddling through stretches 
of the icy underground river. 

The thrill is in never knowing what’s around 
the corner. For the faint-hearted, there’s a less 
risky “dry” version of the cave tour. 

All psyched up from caving, we were raring 

Robust coffee, rugged adventures

to go whitewater rafting even with the steady 
drizzle. Jay-Z, our 20-something cave guide 
and whitewater rafting instructor from River-
bug, showed us some of the basics of rowing, 
what to do if we fell out of the raft — and we 
were off.

The 7km stretch of the fast-flowing River 
Kampar we took on is rated three on the Inter-
national Scale of River Difficulty. 

Hitting the rapids was the high point as 
the raft was tossed and jostled every which 
way. To free the raft when it snagged on rocks 
(which happened quite frequently), my group 
had to bounce on the raft. Only we were a tad 
too vigorous — at various points, I thought the 
raft might overturn and toss our screaming lot 
into the icy water. Mildly dangerous and plen-
ty fun, the only hard work involved here is a 
short walk hauling the heavy raft to the river. 

Breakfast in Ipoh
On our last day, Rajah took us to Jalan Bijeh 
Timah to breakfast like the locals. There are 
several coffee shops along this stretch offering 
an array of breakfast fare: char kway teow, yong 
tau foo soup, which comes with a plate of yellow 
noodles and beehoon, baked char siew pao, kaya 
puffs, egg tarts, fried doughsticks, tapioca kueh, 
yam cake and, of course, Ipoh white coffee. 

According to Rajah, Soon Yuan Foong cof-
fee shop is where you find the original Ipoh 
white coffee. At least, it’s where the locals get 
their fix. It’s robust, milky and distinctively 
flavoured, but overloaded with sugar. 

At the same coffeeshop, there is an old fel-
low who’s well known for his chee cheong fun 
(flat rice flour noodles). The Ipoh variation 
of this dish comes drenched in a gravy with 

a vinegary flavour, and garnished with fried 
spring onions. 

Breakfast aside, we had the chance to try 
“snow flake beer”, at Meixin Coffee shop in 
the Old Town. A local favourite, it’s super-
chilled and slushy. 

Slightly pricier than regular beer, you can 
choose to have your Heineken, Anchor, Tiger 
or Guinness Stout in this form. 

It was a shame we didn’t get to try ayam tau-
gay. It was only 6.30pm and at two of the most 
well known ayam taugay stalls, Lou Wong and 
Ong Kee, the succulent fowl was sold out. 

The writer’s trip was sponsored by Firefly Airlines.

From left: Whitewater rafting at River Kampar in Gopeng; a view inside Gua Tempurung and crawling through one of the low-ceilinged tunnels in the cave. 

Char kway teow is a popular breakfast item.

PHOTO: SALLY KOH

GETTING THERE
I flew to Ipoh by Firefly Airlines. The airline flies 
twice daily to from Singapore to Ipoh. Flight 
duration is about one hour and 30 minutes.

TRAVELLER’S TIPS
■ Head to Jalan Bijeh Timah to try local 

breakfast fare.
■ The brand new Weil Hotel is centrally 

located, offers posh lodging, free Wi-Fi and 
an extensive breakfast spread. 

■ Do bring quick-dry clothing and non-slip 
footwear if you’re engaging in watersports. 
For a customised package including 
accommodations, activities and transfers, 
call Travel Media on 6292-9202 (ext 4).
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Heidi Sarna explores the Alaskan wilderness with her family from the comfort of a ship
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ALASKA is a stunning setting for 
a cruise, but all my 10-year-old 
twin sons seemed to care about 
was eating pizza and playing ta-
ble tennis on board the ship with 
a couple of like-minded brothers 
from Chicago. 

Oh well. My husband and I had 
to force them to appreciate the 
vast wilderness, more than twice 
the size of Texas, where bears and 
moose far outnumber the hu-
mans. 

Once we extracated them from 

GETTING THERE 
Cathay Pacific flies 
between Singapore and 
Vancouver via Hong 
Kong. It takes about 18 
hours. Take Air Canada 
for the 3hr 20min flight 
between Vancouver and 
Anchorage. 

TRAVELLER’S TIPS
■ The seven-night 

round-trip Alaska 
cruises from Seattle 
start from S$810 per 
person, plus taxes, 
including meals 
and entertainment. 
Most Alaska shore 
excursions cost 
US$100 to US$300 
(S$130 to S$380) 
each.

■ Bring a raincoat and 
dress in layers, as 
temperatures swing 
between 10 and 25 
deg C. 

■ Bring binoculars to 
see wildlife, which 
includes bald eagles 
and breaching 
whales from the 
deck. You will be able 
to spot bears on the 
seaplane excursion 
to Neet’s Bay in 
Tongass National 
Forest. 

■ For details, visit 
www.princess.com

the ship, our sons did admire the 
glaciers and eagerly searched for 
the spray from humpback whales.

Our 10-night voyage aboard 
the 2,600-passenger Grand Prin-
cess sailed round-trip from San 
Francisco in the United States last 
summer and had four ports of call 
and five days at sea, including a 
day floating among the ice of Gla-
cier Bay National Park. 

After a pre-cruise day ex-
ploring scenic San Francisco, we 
boarded the 17-deck-high ship 
and checked into our compact 
cabin for four with two bunk beds 
that pulled down from the ceiling. 

Within hours, our sons made 
new friends and embarked on a 
daily regime of table tennis and 
video games. 

Meanwhile, my husband took 
a nap, and I went out on deck 
and watched the ship sail under 
the famous Golden Gate Bridge 
bound for Alaska’s Inside Pas-
sage, a maze of deep channels and 
fjords that snake between more 
than 1,000 islands carpeted in 
hemlock, spruce and cedar trees.

Our first stop was the pretty 
Canadian city of Victoria on Van-
couver Island. 

Flower-filled public gardens 
and baskets of posies hanging 
from lamposts frame a city full of 
Victorian mansions and friendly 
locals. 

We joined a hop-on and hop-
off tour bus near the cruise docks 
that included a stop atop Mount 
Tolmie for views that went on for 
miles. 

Flying on a seaplane 
When we arrived in the Alas-
kan port of Ketchikan, true to its 
reputation, it was raining. The 
hearty locals are used to it and ex-
cursions are rarely cancelled due 
to the weather. 

We had booked one of the 
ship’s flightseeing tours and an-
ticipated stunning aerial views of 

the area’s fjords, waterfalls and 
acres of temperate rainforest in a 
classic DeHavilland seaplane. 

Unfortunately, the weather 
didn’t cooperate, but for my 
sons, flying in a seaplane was 
a thrill in itself. Next time, we 
would book a flightseeing tour 
from drier Juneau. 

Afterwards, we lunched on 
locally caught halibut and chips 
at the tiny Burger Queen café on 
Water Street, a ritual we repeat-
ed in every port, and admired 
the carved totem poles poking 
up around town and the meaty 
salmon swimming up stream 
under Ketchikan’s Creek Street 
boardwalk.

Hiking in Juneau
The next port was Alaska’s state 

capital of Juneau nestled at the 
foot of Mount Roberts. 

We lucked out with a sunny 
day and booked the ship’s guided 
6.4km trek through the temper-
ate rainforest of Glacier Bay Na-
tional Park, hiking up and down 
the mossy trail under a thick 
canopy of trees. 

The highpoint was a clear-
ing with views of Mendenhall 
Glacier more than 1km away, a 
thick river of receding ice that 
less than a century ago was much 
closer to where we stood. 

As we hiked, we spotted bear 
scat and pugmarks, but no bears, 
which was both a disappoint-
ment and a relief. 

Back in town, we took the 
short tram ride up to the top of 
Mount Roberts for breathtaking 
views of snowcapped mountain 

peaks and the harbour below, 
where glacier-bound seaplanes 
land and take off near the ships. 

Tiny Skagway, with its Wild 
West flavour, sits at the head of 
the deep water Lynn Canal and it 
was where fortune seekers came 
a century ago to trudge up snow-
blanketed mountains to the gold 
fields of Canada’s Yukon Terri-
tory. Fewer than half made it. 

These days, you won’t find 
any gold, but you can follow in 
the footsteps of those hardy souls 
who once tried. 

We went on a guided 3km 
hike along the rugged forested 
Chilkoot Trail, while many of 
our shipmates opted for a ride on 
the White Pass & Yukon railway 
in vintage rail cars — ironically, 
the railway was only completed 
as the Gold Rush was ending. 

The Grand Princess in 
tiny Skagway, the main 
entry port for the Gold 
Rushers a century ago.

In Ketchikan, the pilot landed the seaplane on a remote lake for this picture of the writer’s sons. PHOTOS: HEIDI SARNA

Above: On board the Grand Princess in the harbour of Juneau. 
Right: One of the many hand-carved totem poles in Ketchikan.



Vivid Sydney 
Lights, music and ideas
#ilovesydney –– Sydney will be transformed 
into a spectacular canvas of lights, music and 
ideas during Vivid Sydney 2015. The award-
winning extravaganza will feature an outdoor 
gallery of extraordinary light installations, 
a cutting-edge contemporary music 
programme and the spectacular illumination 
of the Sydney Opera House sails.

From May 22 to  June 8

Produced by Special Projects  |  Marketing Division  |  SPHPHOTO: DESTINATION NSW

Fly to Sydney with Singapore Airlines from $768. 
Visit singaporeair.com/sydney for more information.
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YOU would not associate sheep with Thai-
land, but there we were, looking at more than 
20 woolly creatures tugging at the grass in vis-
itors’ hands at Swiss Sheep Farm (swisssheep-
farm.com), a farm-themed park near Hua Hin.

On holiday at the seaside town of Hua Hin 
in Thailand, we took a day trip out to Cha-Am 
district, an hour’s drive away. 

Many curiosities awaited us, starting with 
the sheep farm. 

With our admission tickets (120 baht or 
S$4.80 for adults, 80 baht for children), we got 
bundles of grass to feed them. My four-year-
old son enjoyed it so much, we spent more 
than half an hour loitering at the sheep pen. 

The place also offered horse rides, had an 
archery range and an amusement area with 
kiddy rides. 

Then there were the alpacas, housed in an 
air-conditioned enclosure. We paid an extra 
fee of 100 baht each (half-price for children) 
to see them and received plates of food pellets 
to feed them. 

As we stepped into the room, we hit a furry 
wall of alpacas who had all congregated at the 
door and were pushing right at us for the food. 

We were rather taken aback at being 
mobbed by the creatures but soon realised 
they weren’t out to eat us: Once the food ran 
out, they all went away peaceably, and we 
could walk around and touch them. 

The sheep farm may have been named af-
ter Switzerland, but it was more like a West-
ern mash-up. 

There was a squat windmill next to a giant 
snowman in the field, for example, and two 
statues dressed like America’s founding pil-
grims at the entrance of the park’s café, not 
to mention a red London phone booth that 
stood in a corner of the park. It all added to 
the whimsy of the place.

Santorini Park
Our next surprising stop was Santorini Park 
(www.santoriniparkchaam.com, admission 
fee of 50 baht for adults, children go in free), 
an open-air mall constructed to resemble 
the Greek island. 

Here, shops are housed in typical San-
torini-style buildings — think white-washed 
houses with colourful windows and steep, 
narrow staircases.

It was fun to stroll along the streets, paint-
ed to look like cobblestone paths. We walked 
past whimsical murals of umbrellas and but-
terflies flapping among musical notes, under 

blue banners stretching across the rooftops 
of the buildings and past pink bougainvilleas 
sprouting out of balconies.

We flitted in and out of the shops, which 
sold clothes, accessories and knick knacks 
from big brand names as well as independ-
ent labels, snacked on crêpes from a hole-in-
the-wall shop, and tucked into a lunch of beef 
noodles at one of the many eateries.    

To my son’s dismay, the ferris wheel 
fronting the park was closed when we went. 

But a two-storeyed carousel that was 
running made up for it. 

It was elaborately decorated, with fig-
ures from Greek mythology painted on its 
ceiling. Figurines of prancing horses and 
galloping giraffes ran around inside while a 
curved staircase beckoned us to the second 
level. My son enjoyed the ride so much that 
he went on it twice. 

By the time we were done exploring San-
torini Park, which also had attractions such as 
a 3D museum and indoor and outdoor play-
grounds, we couldn’t quite decide whether it 
was more mall or theme park. 

Plearnwan Market 
Our final stop for the day took us on a jour-
ney back in time (www.plearnwan.com/en/
home.php).

Much thought has been put into the dec-
oration of this marketplace, based on Thai-
land in the 1950s. The two levels of shops 
were fronted by distressed wooden shutters 
and vintage tuk-tuks were parked along the 
pedestrian-only street on the lower level.

The first store we hit was a Thai-style mama 
shop on the upper level, which sold an array of 
sweets and crackers spread out in plastic trays, 
while robots, snakes and ladders board games 
and gay windmills hung from the walls. 

The toys looked like they came from my 
childhood and, awash with nostalgia, I bought 
a small plastic bicycle for my son for 10 baht. 

Other shops on the upper level carried 
contemporary products such as toys and 
home decor items, pushcarts along the walk-
way sold snacks like crispy crepes filled with 
grated coconut, and stores on the lower level 
sold clothes and accessories. 

What’s in the $25,000 
winning package
■ Two return business class tickets from Singapore to 

Melbourne on Qantas’ new A330 Business Suite
■ Four nights’ accommodation at the Park Hyatt 

Melbourne with daily breakfast for two 
■ Race Day Preview with a Formula 1 Ambassador 
■ Paddock Tour
■ Pit lane walk passes (access for all 4 days) 
■ Webber Grandstand tickets (access for all 4 days)
■ Private arrival and departure airport-hotel transfers 

for two
■ Two-day car hire
■ Two tickets to Regional World’s Longest Lunch 

at Melbourne Food and Wine Festival 2015 in 
Healesville (March 13)

Go to sgtravellers.com, under Contests & Surveys to take part.
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Clockwise (from left): Experience flavours of the 
world at Santorini Park, Swiss Sheep Farm and 
Plearnwan Market. PHOTOS: TAN KENG YAO

Trip of 
curiosities
Tan Keng Yao and her family get a taste of 
Switzerland, a Greek island, and Thailand in the 
50s all in a day near the seaside town of Hua Hin

Get the SGTravellers app

We flew to Bangkok on Jetstar 
Asia, took a three-hour taxi ride to 
Hua Hin, then hired a tuk-tuk for a 

day trip to Cha-Am. 

There are not many food options 
at Swiss Sheep Farm, so visit 
it after breakfast, then head to 

Santorini Park for lunch.

G U I D E  L I N E S

On the fast track to Melbourne
Fly business class on Qantas to next month’s Formula 1 Grand Prix Down Under for top-class sporting action and culinary delights
ANSWER two simple questions about Qantas and 
Melbourne, and you and a friend could be winging 
your way on a $25,000 win to Melbourne.

That’s good news, particularly if you’re a racing 
fan: you get access to the Formula 1 Rolex Australian 
Grand Prix from March 12 to 15.

Winners take an overnight flight from Singapore to 
Melbourne on Qantas on March 11. No worries about 
sleep as you will rest like royalty, from take-off to 
landing, in the carrier’s new suites.

Touch down in Melbourne on March 12, and 
you will be whisked to your hotel, the Park Hyatt Mel-
bourne to enjoy its comforts till you leave on March 16.

Located in the heart of the city, the hotel offers 
five-star luxury pampering. It is renowned for hav-
ing the largest guestrooms in the city, world-class spa 
facilities and an award-winning restaurant.

The race venue, Albert Park street circuit, is just a 
10-minute drive from the hotel, and easily reachable 
by public transport too. 

Additionally, you also get a car for two days to get 
to the Regional World’s Longest Lunch (March 13). 

Hot sports, good food
Motoring adrenalin will be matched by the buzz in 
Melbourne, named the world’s most liveable city for 
four years on the trot, by the Economist Intelligence 
Unit Global Liveability Index, which assessed 140 cit-
ies’ living conditions in five categories from stability to 
culture and environment.

Perhaps the accolade is little surprise as Melbourne 
is the only city in the world to hold five global events in 
the same month.

Apart from the Formula 1 Australian Grand Prix, it 
also hosts the Melbourne Food and Wine Festival, the 
Melbourne International Comedy Festival, the Ironman 

Asia-Pacific Championships, and the Melbourne Inter-
national Flower and Garden Show.

Talk about “we have everything” action. PHOTOS: TOURISM VICTORIA

One shop that caught our eye was called 
The Family, which sold cute matching T-
shirts for dad, mum and baby.  

At the end of the marketplace was an ar-
tificially turfed open-air area with a small 
spinning ferris wheel that lent a carnival-like 
feel to the place. The space turns into an out-
door cinema at night.  

Call it a holiday with a difference —cross-
ing the barriers of geography and time, all 
without leaving Thailand. Fancy that. 

The Grand Prix and Melbourne Food and Wine Festival 
are two gems in the city’s calendar.



Sarah Giam

Too many English words and phrases are
being interspersed with Malay and Tamil
on television channels such as Suria and
Vasantham.

This is one of the concerns expressed
in the Media Development Authority’s
(MDA) first combined annual report on
Singapore’s broadcast industry from its
four Programme Advisory Committees
(PACs). The report was released yester-
day.

According to MDA, presenters on
infotainment programme Friends on

Vasantham, for example, were said to use
English for simple words such as “table”
and “bed”, even though they had Tamil
equivalents.

Although the committees recognised
that the inclusion of English could attract
younger viewers, it also felt that English
should be used only for words such as “fe-
ta cheese” that may not have commonly
used or understood Tamil equivalents.

Mr Muhammad Sadikin Muhamad
Jailani, 23, an undergraduate at Nanyang
Technological University, says: “If there
is already a Malay word for an object, we
should not use an English word in place

of it. Already, there has been use of
words like ‘informasi’ for information,
instead of the traditional Malay word for
information, which is ‘maklumat’.

“Incorporating English words into
Malay dialogue reduces the authenticity
of the Malay language – how much more
replacing Malay words with English
ones?”

The four Programme Advisory
Committees consist of nearly 80 people
of different ages and from fields such as
the arts, sports and non-governmental
organisations. Each committee is in
charge of providing feedback on the
range and quality of television pro-
grammes and radio broadcasts in one of
the four official languages – English,
Chinese, Malay and Indian.

They also advise on content standards
in programmes and advertisements on
radio and TV, and in MDA’s forming and

reviewing of broadcast content guide-
lines.

The report was put together over
nearly a year and noted improvements in
the quality of Public Service Broadcast
(PSB) programmes. These include a
greater variety of programmes catering to
children and youths, and of programmes
which showcase local heritage, arts and
inspirational real-life accounts.

The committees’ members also encour-
aged broadcasters to further diversify
their offerings and have more niche pro-
grammes that cater to the elderly or chil-
dren, or focus on sports, for instance.

They also recommended more in-
depth and timely analyses in current
affairs programmes such as Frontline on
Channel 8 and Ethiroli on Vasantham.

The report also included the PAC
Choice List, which consisted of 50 PSB
programmes that stood out for their

production quality, creativity, as well as
engagement and informative value.

They include Channel NewsAsia’s
documentary series Days Of Rage, which
was commended for narrating turbulent
events in Singapore’s history – the Maria
Hertogh riots, in particular – with
balance and sensitivity.

Suria’s info-educational series Follow
Fasha, on social media and technology,
also made the list of commended pro-
grammes, for educating viewers about
issues such as social media etiquette in
dramatised segments, and for debunking
conventional views on senior citizens
being less savvy with new media.

The report also highlighted areas for
improvement, such as certain infomer-
cials and sponsored radio segments on
Kiss 92FM which were not clearly identi-
fied as advertisements.

P
aris – When it opened in
October, the Louis Vuitton
Foundation museum was such
an audacious addition to the
landscape here that all eyes

were on the architecture and its creator,
Frank Gehry.

At the time, it seemed that the art on
view – from the foundation’s collection –
was little more than an afterthought and
few details were disclosed about future
programmes.

But it turns out that Ms Suzanne Page,
the foundation’s artistic director, was
secretly working on an exhibition of
modern masterpieces to open in April
with loans from institutions around the
world including Edvard Munch’s The
Scream, Matisse’s Dance and Leger’s
Three Women (Le Grand Dejeuner).

A lyrical confection of glass, concrete,
timber and steel set on the western edge
of the Bois de Boulogne, the building was
the most radical design since I.M. Pei’s
26-year-old glass pyramid in the court-
yard of the Louvre.

Critics called the new building a
sailboat, a crystal palace, a spaceship,
even a whale.

“We wanted the emphasis to be on the
architecture first,” said Ms Page, a
former director of the Musee d’Art
Moderne de la Ville in Paris.

When the US$143-million (S$193-
million) building opened, many in the art
world voiced disappointment that the in-
augural installation included only a peek
into the holdings amassed by Mr Bernard
Arnault, chairman and chief executive of
LVMH Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitton, the
luxury goods conglomerate, who is a
fiercely private collector.

The exhibition included a mixed bag of
canvases by Gerhard Richter and

Ellsworth Kelly and sculptures by
Thomas Schutte, Isa Genzken, Christian
Boltanski and Pierre Huyghe. Now the
foundation will be a place to see some of
the touchstones of modern art.

The Scream is on loan from the Munch
Museum in Oslo, Norway; Matisse’s
Dance, not seen in Paris for 15 years, is on
loan from the State Hermitage Museum
in St Petersburg, Russia; Leger’s Three
Women is from the Museum of Modern
Art in New York (MoMa).

The building will also showcase works
including Rothko’s No. 46 (Black, Ocher,
Red Over Red), from the Museum of
Contemporary Art in Los Angeles. Also
reported to be in the show is Brancusi’s
Endless Column, Version 1, from MoMA.
Crafted from carved oak, it is the first
fully developed example of that
celebrated sculpture. Picasso’s Woman
With Yellow Hair, belonging to the

Guggenheim Museum in New York, is
also said to be arriving here, according to
museum sources.

“The foundation indeed aims to be con-
temporary,” Ms Page said. “But it
doesn’t want to ignore the history of art
as it is seen in these major works of the
20th century, which continue to be a vital
reference for artists today.”

The exhibition, Les Clefs D’une
Passion (The Keys To A Passion), will be
on through July 6. Two weeks after it
opens, another selection of works from
the foundation will be installed in the rest
of the galleries by contemporary masters
including Warhol, Gilbert & George,
Richard Prince and Douglas Gordon.

These presentations, Ms Page hopes,
will dispel questions by sceptical art
lovers who at first wondered whether the
new building was just a rich man’s toy; a
21st-century example of corporate brand-

ing, or if it would, over time, have the
heft to become an integral part of Parisi-
an cultural life.

“It’s something very important,” said
Mr Henri Loyrette, an art historian and
the former director of the Louvre. “When
I first saw it, I thought more about the
beautiful architecture than anything else.
But, on a second visit, I realise there’s a
lot more to it than that. They have been
clever in the way you first discover the
building and then progressively, over
time, see different things.”

Gehry said in Los Angeles: “When a
building is first finished, curators want
time to figure out how to use it. Every
time I’ve designed a museum, the
curators have always wanted to open it
empty, but I’ve always insisted they put
some art in it.”

He said he had spent hours with Ms
Page studying the collection so the
building’s 11 galleries – some with vertigi-
nous ceilings – and roof terraces could
show off the art to its best advantage.

“We have a constant dialogue about
art; it’s not fashion,” Ms Page said
recently in New York. “Mr Arnault wants
to create a very serious place,” she
added. Since his wife, Ms Helene
Mercier, is a serious pianist, he also has a
passion for performance.

“Not just music, but poetry, too,” Ms
Page said. “Very few places in Paris have
poetry.”

So far, the 350-seat auditorium has
held concerts by pianist Lang Lang and
the band Kraftwerk, an installation by the
German artist Florian Hecker and a poet-
ry series organised by writer Jerome
Game. Georgy Tchaidze, the 25-year-old
Russian pianist, performed here last Fri-
day.  New York Times

The Louis Vuitton
Foundation museum
is putting together a
show of masterpieces
from around the world

Munch’s The Scream to travel to Paris
The Louis Vuitton Foundation (left),
a private cultural centre and
contemporary-art museum, will be
displaying famous works such as
The Scream (below), on loan from the
Munch Museum in Oslo. PHOTOS: NEW
YORK TIMES, BLOOMBERG NEWS

Too much English on Tamil,
Malay TV: MDA report
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free to air
 channel 5

AM
6.00 Super Why (P)
6.30 Save Ums (P)
7.00 Guess How Much I Love You (P)
7.30 Bo On The Go (P)
8.00 Kioka (P)
8.30 Hi-5 House 14 (P)
9.00 The Dr Oz Show 4 (HD) (IE)
10.00 JML TV Home Shopping
(Paid Presentation)
11.00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 12
(HD) (V)
PM
12.00 Our Makan Places: Lost And
Found 5 (HD) (V)
12.30 Wheel Of Fortune 31 (HD) (V)
1.00 The 5 Show (HD) (V)
1.30 Love Matters – Mr & Mrs Tan (D)
2.30 Maggi & Me (Episode 1) (SC)
3.00 Common Cents (HD) (IE)
3.30 The Dr Oz Show 4 (HD) (IE)
4.30 50 Ways To Be A Singaporean
(HD) (V)
5.00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 12
(HD) (V)
6.00 Dynamo: Magician Impossible 2
(HD) (V)
7.00 Wheel Of Fortune 31 (HD) (V)
7.30 Arrow (HD) (PG) (D)
8.30 The 5 Show (HD) (V) (Live)
9.00 News 5 (HD)
9.30 Talking Point (HD) (CA) (Live)
10.30 Verdict (HD) (PG) (IE)
11.00 Forever (HD) (PG) (D)
AM
12.00 Hannibal (HD) (PG13) (D)
1.00 Films And Stars (V)
1.30 Grimm 2 (HD) (PG13) (D)
2.30 The 5 Show (HD) (V)
3.00 Wheel Of Fortune 31 (HD) (V)
3.30 America’s Next Top Model 19
(HD) (PG) (V)
4.30 Just For Laughs Gags (V)
5.00 The Dr Oz Show 4 (HD) (IE)

 channel 8

AM
6.00 Variety Big Brother 9 (V)
7.30 118 (HD) (PG) (D)
8.00 Good Luck! (HD) (PG)
(Episode 1) (D)
9.00 Morning Express (HD) (News)
9.30 Hello Singapore Highlights (HD)
(News)
10.00 Ladies Nite (HD) (V)
10.30 Pay It Forward (PG) (D)
PM
12.30 The Dukes’ Theme Park
Challenge (HD) (V)
1.00 News 8 At One (HD)
1.30 Exquisite Cuisine (IE)
2.00 We Are From 2065! (HD) (C)
2.30 Empresses In The Palace (PG)
(D)
3.30 Seeds Of Life (D)
4.30 My Family My Love (PG) (D)
5.30 It’s A Wonderful Life! (HD)
(PG) (D)
6.30 Hello Singapore (HD) (News)
7.30 118 (HD) (PG) (D)
8.00 What Your School Doesn’t Teach
You (HD) (V)
9.00 Good Luck! (HD) (PG) (D)
10.00 News Tonight (HD)
10.30 Lunar New Year Shopper’s Guide
(HD) (Infomercial) (Last Episode)
11.00 The Demi-Gods And Semi-Devils
(HD) (PG) (D)
AM
12.00 Journey To The West (D)
1.00 Home Decor Survivor 5 (HD) (V)
2.00 Growing Up (D) (Last Episode)
4.00 Life (PG) (D)

 channel u

PM
3.00 Genius Go Go Go (V)
5.00 My Husband Got A Family (PG)
(D)
6.00 Happy Noodle (PG) (D)
7.00 Feast Of God (PG) (D)
8.00 Noonas Over Flowers (V)
9.30 The Food Detectives (IE)
10.00 Marriage, Not Dating (PG) (D)
11.00 News Tonight
11.30 Noonas Over Flowers (V)
AM
1.00 The Food Detectives (IE)
1.30 Show Hand (PG) (D)
2.30 Close

 cna

AM
6.00 First Look Asia

9.00 News Now
9.33 Amazing Asia
10.00 News Now
10.32 Between The Lines
11.00 News Now
11.33 Money Mind
PM
12.00 Asia Connect
1.02 Days Of Disasters
2.00 News Now
2.33 First Look Encore
3.00 News Now
3.32 Between The Lines
4.00 News Now
4.33 Spirits Of Asia
5.00 News Now
5.32 Amazing Asia
6.02 Don’t Call Us Poor
(See Must Watch)
6.30 Start Up 2
7.00 Primetime Asia
8.01 Future Forward
8.31 The Successors 3
9.00 Primetime World
9.30 SportsWorld
10.00 Singapore Tonight
11.01 Between The Lines
11.31 Chasing Sleep
AM
12.00 News Pulse
12.31 SportsWorld
1.01 Future Forward
1.30 The Successors 3
2.00 News Pulse
2.31 Between The Lines
3.00 News Pulse
3.31 SportsWorld
4.00 Singapore Tonight
5.00 Don’t Call Us Poor
(See Must Watch)
5.30 Start Up 2
Programmes may be pre-empted
due to breaking news

 vasantham

PM
3.00 Anjaraipetti 4 (IE)
3.30 Super Samayal (IE)
4.00 Kalyaani (D)
4.30 Dhil Dare Devils (V)
5.00 Thulasi (D)
5.30 Engal Ulagam (C)
6.00 Brundavanam (Telugu) (D)
7.00 Luckka Kickka 2 (V)
7.30 Super Samayal 2 (IE)
8.00 Maalai Maathurum (V)
8.30 Tamil Seithi (News)
9.00 Friends 2 (HD) (IE)
10.00 Annamalai (HD) (D)
10.30 Vettai 3 (HD) (D)
11.00 Vetri (D)

jan 21 – feb 19

sept 23 – oct 23

nov 22 – dec 20

oct 24 – nov 21

aug 23 – sept 22

march 21 – april 20

june 22 – july 22

may 22 – june 21

july 23 – aug 22

feb 20 – march 20

april 21 – may 21

dec 21 – jan 20

aquarius

libra

sagittarius

scorpio

virgo

aries

cancer

gemini

leo

pisces

taurus

capricorn

BAGGAGE BATTLES
Travel Channel HD (Singtel TV Channel 253), 8pm

Auction specialists Billy Leroy, Laurence Martin,
Sally Martin and Mark Meyer head to Texas, where
they compete in bidding for lost luggage and
unclaimed personal property.

singtel tv
natgeo  ch201

AM
6.00 Filthy Riches
7.00 Abandoned
7.25 Lords Of War
7.55 Survive The Tribe
8.50 Ultimate Airport Dubai
9.45 King Fishers
10.40 Hard Time
11.35 Street Genius
PM
12.30 Survive The Tribe
1.25 Nat Geo Amazing!
2.20 King Fishers
3.15 Bad Trip
4.10 Air Crash Investigation
5.05 24 Hours In A&E
6.00 Nat Geo Amazing!
7.00 World’s Best Chefs
8.00 Street Genius
9.00 Bad Trip
10.00 Air Crash Investigation
11.00 Inside

disney (hd)  ch234

AM
6.00 Pink Panther Show
6.30 Boboiboy
7.00 Ninja Hattori
7.30 Fish Hooks
8.00 Wander Over Yonder
8.30 Sofia The First
9.00 Phineas And Ferb
9.30 Gravity Falls
10.00 Open Season 2
11.30 Mr Bean – The Animated Series
PM
12.00 Pink Panther Show
12.30 Wander Over Yonder
1.00 Phineas And Ferb
2.00 Gravity Falls
2.30 Camp Lakebottom
3.00 Violetta
4.00 Austin & Ally
4.30 Liv And Maddie
5.00 Jessie
5.30 Pair Of Kings
6.00 Phineas And Ferb
7.00 Mighty Med
7.30 I Didn’t Do It
8.00 Bee Movie
9.40 Pink Panther Show
10.10 Phineas And Ferb
10.35 Austin & Ally
11.00 Violetta

star world (hd)  ch301

AM
6.15 MasterChef US
7.05 Benched
7.55 Cristela
8.45 Melissa & Joey
10.25 Mistresses
11.15 New Girl
PM
12.05 MasterChef US
12.55 The Rachel Zoe Project
1.45 Mistresses
2.35 Benched
3.25 Cristela
4.15 New Girl
5.05 Styled To Rock
6.00 How I Met Your Mother
6.25 New Girl
6.55 Revenge
7.50 Glee
9.40 Mistresses
10.35 Scandal
11.30 Sex And The City

sony (hd)  ch316

AM
6.00 Ghost Whisperer
7.00 Cupcake Wars 3
8.00 Top Chef Masters 4
9.00 Nashville 2
9.50 Jane The Virgin
10.40 Ghost Whisperer
11.30 Cupcake Wars 6
PM
12.20 The Millionaire Matchmaker 6
1.10 Scandal
2.00 Top Chef 10
2.50 Jane The Virgin
3.40 Ghost Whisperer
4.30 Cupcake Wars 6
5.20 The Millionaire Matchmaker 6
6.10 Drop Dead Diva 6
7.00 Top Chef 10
7.55 Top Chef Masters 5
8.50 Nashville 3
9.45 The Millionaire Matchmaker 6
10.35 Top Chef Masters 5
11.25 Nashville 3

fox (hd)  ch330

AM
6.45 Criminal Minds
7.35 Marvel’s Agents Of S.H.I.E.L.D.
8.30 American Dad!
8.55 Law & Order: Special Victims Unit
10.35 Opposite Worlds
PM
12.20 Castle
1.10 Law & Order: Special Victims Unit
2.00 Criminal Minds
2.50 Missing
3.40 Castle
4.30 Opposite Worlds
6.15 Law & Order: Special Victims Unit
7.10 Castle
8.00 Sleepy Hollow
8.50 Marvel’s Agent Carter
9.40 Modern Family

10.05 American Dad!
10.30 Law & Order: Special Victims
Unit
11.20 Sleepy Hollow

jia le  ch502

AM
6.00 The Tradition Story Of Taiwan –
Miss Mermaid
6.30 One Hundred Tastes In Taiwan
7.00 Monga Women
8.00 Sound Of The Desert
9.00 Trends Traveller
10.00 Love
PM
12.00 The Tradition Story Of Taiwan –
Miss Mermaid
12.30 One Hundred Tastes In Taiwan
1.00 Monga Women
2.00 Love
4.00 Sound Of The Desert
5.00 Trends Traveller
6.00 The Tradition Story Of Taiwan –
Miss Mermaid
6.30 One Hundred Tastes In Taiwan
7.00 Monga Women
8.00 Love
10.00 Sound Of The Desert
11.00 City Color

one (hd)  ch513 & ch604

AM
6.00 Goddess Of Marriage
7.15 Tasty Life
8.30 Punch
9.45 Only Love
11.20 Goddess Of Marriage
PM
12.35 Tasty Life
1.50 Punch
3.05 Star King
4.35 K-Hits
4.50 Only Love
6.25 Goddess Of Marriage
7.40 Tasty Life
8.55 Punch
10.10 Only Love
11.45 Law Of The Jungle In Solomon
Islands

star chi movies  ch571

AM
6.10 Who’s The Woman, Who’s The Man
(NC16)
7.55 Tian Di
9.40 Possessed (Thailand)
11.15 Fight Back To School
PM
1.00 Mr And Mrs Incredible
2.45 The Duel
4.35 Honesty
6.20 Chinese Odyssey I
7.50 Judgment Day (Singapore)
(NC16)
9.30 Already Famous (Singapore)
11.30 The Bullet Vanishes
AM
1.20 All’s Well End’s Well 97
2.55 Men Suddenly In Love (NC16)
4.25 Love Life (Taiwan)
5.30 The Heroic Trio

video on demand  
1 Men, Women And Children
2 Golden Brother (Mandarin)
3 Terbaik Dari Langit (Cine-Ekpres)
4 Happy Ending (Bollywood)
5 Vanmam (Kollywood)

Programmes available anytime you
want

mio tv sports
fox sports  ch114

AM
6.00 Soccer: Liga BBVA 2014/15
Weekly Review
7.00 Sports News: Fox Sports Central
7.30 Soccer: Liga BBVA 2014/15
Weekly Review
8.30 Magazine: National Icons
9.00 Soccer: Liga BBVA 2014/15
Matches
10.00 Auto Racing:
Argentina-Chile-Bolivia Dakar Rally –
Highlights
11.00 Soccer: Liga BBVA 2014/15
Weekly Review
PM
12.00 Magazine: National Icons
12.30 Soccer: Liga BBVA 2014/15
Matches
2.30 Soccer: Dutch Eredivisie
2014/15
3.30 Soccer: Liga BBVA 2014/15
Matches
5.30 Golf: Coates Golf Championship
– Day 2
6.30 Magazine: National Icons
7.00 Soccer: Liga BBVA 2014/15
Weekly Review
8.00 Sports News: Fox Sports Central
8.30 International: Perfection
9.00 Soccer: Dutch Eredivisie
2014/15 – Highlights
10.00 Sports News: Fox Sports
Central
10.30 Martial Arts: UFC 183
– Silva Vs Diaz
AM
1.00 Sports News: Fox Sports Central
1.30 Soccer: Liga BBVA 2014/15
Matches
3.30 International: Perfection
3.40 Soccer: Dutch Eredivisie
2014/15 (Live)
5.45 International: Perfection

starhub tv
h2  ch402

AM
6.00 Modern Marvels
7.00 How The States Got Their Shapes
8.00 Mega Movers 2
9.00 Hangar 1: The UFO Files
10.00 Haunted History
11.00 Ancient Discoveries 4
PM
12.00 Modern Marvels
1.00 How The States Got Their Shapes 2
2.00 Mega Movers 2
3.00 America’s Secret Slang 2
4.00 WWI: The First Modern War
5.00 Ancient Discoveries 4
6.00 Modern Marvels
8.00 Digging For The Truth 2
9.00 Ancient Discoveries 2
10.00 Battles BC
11.00 Ancient Impossible

eve  ch425
AM
6.00 Deliver Me: Home Edition
6.30 A Baby Story 11
7.00 Kate Plus 8 (Series 2)
7.30 Total Body Sculpt With Gilad
8.00 Obsessive Compulsive Cleaners 2
9.00 Born Schizophrenic: Jani’s
Next Chapter
10.00 Last Chance Salon 2
11.00 What Have I Got
PM
12.00 A Baby Story 11
12.30 Make Room For Multiples
1.00 Deliver Me: Home Edition
1.30 Kate Plus 8 (Series 2)
2.00 Deliver Me: Home Edition
3.00 Quints By Surprise 2
4.00 Six Little McGhees
5.00 Pregnant Behind Bars
6.00 A Baby Story 11
6.30 Make Room For Multiples
7.00 Too Ugly For Love?
8.00 Husband Hunters
9.00 Marriage Camp
10.00 Too Ugly For Love?
11.00 Secret Lives Of Stepford Wives
11.30 Who The (Bleep)...

warner tv  ch515
AM
6.00 Cold Case 7
7.00 Without A Trace 3
8.00 Rizzoli & Isles 2
9.00 The Last Ship
10.00 Friends 2
11.00 The Big Bang Theory 5
11.30 Two And A Half Men 10 (NC16)
PM
12.00 Rizzoli & Isles 5
1.00 Arrow 3
2.00 Friends 2
3.00 Without A Trace 3
4.00 The Last Ship
5.00 The Closer
6.00 Without A Trace 3
7.00 Friends 2
8.00 The Closer
9.00 Major Crimes 3
9.50 The Mentalist 6
10.40 The Big Bang Theory 5
11.10 Friends 4
11.30 Major Crimes 3

hbo  ch601
AM
7.00 People Like Us
8.55 Sinbad: Legend Of The Seven Seas
10.20 Nanny McPhee
PM
12.00 Hot Fuzz (NC16)
2.00 Identity Thief (NC16)
3.45 The Iron Giant
5.10 Daddy Day Care
6.45 Jerry Maguire
9.00 Lee Daniels’ The Butler (NC16)
11.10 Family Weekend (M18)
(See Must Watch)
AM
1.00 The Covenant
2.40 Mchale’s Navy (1997)
4.30 Hollywood On Set
5.00 The Fighting Temptations

fox movies prem  ch622

AM
6.00 xXx: The Next Level
7.45 Frozen
9.30 The Grand Budapest Hotel
11.15 Dude, Where’s My Car?
PM
12.45 Barbershop
2.30 The Devil Wears Prada
4.25 The Hunger Games: Catching Fire
6.55 How Do You Know
9.00 Now You See Me
11.00 A Long Way Down
AM
12.40 The Texas Chainsaw Massacre
(NC16)
2.10 How Do You Know
4.15 Sexy Evil Genius (NC16)
5.50 Dude, Where’s My Car?

e city  ch825
AM
7.30 Ace Of Diamond
8.00 Romance Town (PG)
9.30 Hot Door Night 5
10.30 Feng Shui Family
11.30 Amazing Chinese
PM
1.30 TVB Entertainment News
2.30 Kaiji Against All Rules (PG13)
3.00 Chef Nic
4.05 Taiwan’s No. 1 (Series 3)
5.00 Feng Shui Family
6.00 TVB Entertainment News
7.00 Hot Door Night 5
8.00 Perfect Dating 2

9.30 XFun
10.00 You Light Up My Star
11.00 Showbiz

video on demand  
1 Cuti-Cuti Cinta (Malay)
2 Doctor (PG) (Mandarin) (V)
3 How To Lose A Guy In 10 Days
4 Chef Nic (Mandarin) (V)
5 Happy Ending (Hindi)

starhub sports
supersports 1  ch201

AM
7.00 Darts: World Grand Prix
8.00 Badminton: MetLife BWF World
Superseries Hong Kong Open:
Semi-finals
PM
12.00 Badminton: BWF World
Superseries Yonex Sunrise Malaysia
Grand Prix Gold: Finals
4.00 Extreme Sports: Ultimate Rush
2014
4.30 Badminton: Syed Modi
International BWF World Superseries
India Grand Prix Gold: Finals
8.30 Extreme Sports: ASP World Tour –
Men’s Year In Review Show: Highlights
9.30 Motorsports: Motorsports Mundial
2015
10.00 Badminton: BWF Yonex
Copenhagen Masters: Semi-finals 2
AM
12.00 Motorsports: V8 Supercars:
Sydney 500 Olympic Park NSW:
Race 36 & Race 37 Highlights
1.00 Tennis: ATP Champions Tour 2014

supersports 2  ch202
AM
7.00 Football: A-League 2014/15:
Brisbane Roar Vs Wellington Phoenix
9.00 Football: A-League 2014/15:
Central Coast Mariners Vs Sydney FC
11.00 Football: The Football Review
11.30 Football: A-League 2014/15
Round 15: Highlights
PM
12.00 Magazine: Omnisport TV
12.30 Football: German Bundesliga
2014/15: Bayer Leverkusen
Vs Borussia Dortmund
2.30 Football: German Bundesliga
2014/15: VfB Stuttgart Vs Borussia
Monchengladbach
4.30 Wrestling: WWE Afterburn (PG)
5.30 Football: German Bundesliga
2014/15: Schalke 04 Vs Hannover 96
7.30 Magazine: Omnisport TV
8.00 Football: German Bundesliga
2014/15: Bayer Leverkusen
Vs Borussia Dortmund
10.00 Wrestling: WWE This Week (PG)
10.30 Wrestling: WWE Experience (PG)
11.30 Football: Bundesliga Preview Show
AM
12.00 Magazine: Omnisport TV
12.30 Wrestling: WWE Afterburn (PG)
1.30 Football: German Bundesliga
2014/15: Matchweek 18 Highlights
2.30 Football: Bundesliga Preview Show
2.55 Football: German Bundesliga
2014/15: Bayern Munich Vs FC Schalke
(Live)
5.00 Close

supersports 3  ch203
AM
7.00 Bowling: 2014 Weber Cup
8.00 Darts: 2014 World Matchplay
9.00 Tennis: Fed Cup Finals: Day 2
PM
2.00 Triathlon: Ironman Wales
2.30 Table Tennis: ITTF World Tour
Grand Finals 2014: Men’s & Women’s
Doubles Semi-finals
6.00 Darts: 2014 World Matchplay
7.00 Badminton: BWF Badminton
Unlimited
7.30 Triathlon: Ironman Wales
8.00 Table Tennis: ITTF World Tour
Grand Finals 2014: Men’s & Women’s
Singles Semi-finals
11.00 Badminton: BWF Badminton
Unlimited
11.30 Triathlon: Ironman Wales
AM
12.00 Bowling: 2014 Weber Cup
1.00 Darts: 2014 World Matchplay
2.00 Gymnastics: FIG World Cup Artistic
2014 – Glasgow: Highlights 1
3.00 Football: German Bundesliga
2014/15: Borussia Monchengladbach
Vs SC Freiburg (Live)
5.00 Close

supersports arena  ch205
AM
7.00 Magazine: SuperSports 360
7.30 Pool: World Cup Of Pool 2014
8.30 Badminton: 2015 BWF Yonex
Sunrise Malaysia Open GP Gold: Finals
PM
1.30 Football: Frenz International Cup
2015: Kashima Athlers Vs Valencia CF
3.30 Football: Frenz International Cup
2015: Chonburi FC Vs S.C.
Internacional
5.30 Magazine: Omnisport TV
6.00 Pool: World Cup Of Pool 2014
7.00 Magazine: SuperSports 360
7.30 Table Tennis: ITTF World Team Cup
2015 Women’s: Finals
10.00 Football: The Football Review
10.30 Badminton: BWF Badminton
Unlimited
11.00 Magazine: SuperSports 360
11.30 Football: A-League 2014/15
Round 15: Highlights
AM
12.00 Football: Frenz International
Cup 2015: Liverpool Vs Guangzhou
Evergrande

A burst of creativity comes late in the
day. Make the most of it. You may want
to spend it all in one place, but you
could spread it around and see where it
does the most good.

You cannot help but toot your own horn
today. At least one person does not
approve. You may want to ignore him
for the time being, but eventually you
need to explain your action.

You can get a lot done if you use your
opinion today. You can also have a
blast just messing around with it.
At least one argument leads
somewhere interesting.

Something small is getting bigger and
better throughout the day, so get ready
for serious improvements. They may
take you by surprise, but you are sure
to be happier by this time tomorrow.

You take greater confidence in yourself
today, one way or another. It may come
at a surprising time, but your terrific
personal energy helps you to overcome
obstacles you face.

You have one angry customer too
many today and you need to step
back and find your centre before
you can go on. It is not as hard
as it seems.

You need to indulge yourself in serious
action today, even if you have been
looking forward to a day of rest.
You feel like socialising, so get out
there and mix around.

Your ego is not exactly a problem even
if someone starts to see it as a
challenge. You should not lose faith
in yourself, but you may need to hold
a few friends in higher esteem.

A bit of good luck comes your way and
may snowball by the time night falls.
That does not mean it is time to bet
everything on one roll of the dice, but
you can expect good things to come.

People are so weird today – in fact,
they may be acting extra weird in an
effort to conceal their true agendas.
You cannot be bothered engaging with
them, so focus on your projects.

Your ideas are settled today, which
may make you nervous. You need not
worry as you should get back to your
freewheeling futurism in a few days.
For now, stick with the tried-and-true.

Try not to get too pushy today, which
may be tough. Your energy is a little
more demanding than usual, but you
can exert that in all sorts of directions
if you think about it.

COMICS

DON’T CALL
US POOR
Channel NewsAsia,
6.02pm & 5am

Maslinda Alil (right),
43, has seven children,
but not enough money
to feed them. Her
19-year-old daughter
Rina, who is married,
is pregnant.

Programme schedules correct at time of printing. Telecast details from MediaCorp, StarHub and mio TV.
For pay TV updates, go to www.starhub.com/tv or www.singtel.com/miotv

FAMILY WEEKEND
HBO (StarHub TV Channel
601), 11.10pm

A 16-year-old takes her
parents hostage after they
miss her skipping competition.
Stars Joey Lynn King and
Matthew Modine (both left).

THINGS TO DO: To find out what's happening in and around Singapore, go to www.straitstimes.com CALL US: Life!/SundayLife!, tel: 6319-5416 fax: 6319-8276

BABY BLUES

GARFIELD

PHOTOS: CHANNEL NEWSASIA, STARHUB

Television

11.30 Tamil Seithi (News) (R)
AM
12.00 Close

 okto

AM
9.00 Guess With Jess (P)
9.30 Make Way For Noddy (P)
10.00 Zou (P)
10.30 Angelina Ballerina (P)
11.00 Barney And Friends (P)
11.30 Vipo – Surviving Time Island
With Vipo & Friends (P)
PM
12.00 Tree Fu Tom (P)
12.30 WordWorld (P)
1.00 Zou (P)
1.30 Angelina Ballerina (P)
2.00 Barney And Friends (P)
2.30 Vipo – Surviving Time Island With
Vipo & Friends (P)
3.00 My Classmate Dad 2 (D) (S)
4.00 Word Champs (IE) (S)
5.00 Ben 10: Ultimate Alien 2 (S)
5.30 Dream Defenders (S)
6.00 Bot Hunters (IE) (S)
6.30 Gon (S)
7.00 Kung Fu Panda (S)
7.30 Mr Bean The Animated Series (S)
8.00 The Thundermans (S)
8.30 The Prime Radicals 2 (IE) (S)
9.00 Documentary: Can Eating Insects
Save The World? (IE)
10.00 For Art’s Sake! (IE)
11.00 Time Team 19 (IE)
AM
12.00 Close

 suria

PM
3.30 Juxbox Ekspres (Music Videos)
4.00 Ariana Mikhail (D)
5.00 Firasat (HD) (C)
6.00 O.M.G (C)
6.30 Sedap 3 (IE)
7.00 Keluarga Iskandar (D)
8.00 Berita (HD) (News)
8.30 Kelas Kekek (HD) (V) (Finale)
9.30 Kosmopolitan (HD) (D)
10.30 Terrenganuku (IE)
11.00 Dia Suamiku (HD) (D)
11.30 Berita (HD) (News) (R)
AM
12.00 Close

C: Children; CA: Current Affairs;
Co: Cooking; Cul: Culture;
D: Drama; IE: Info-Ed; M: Movies;
P: Preschool; PG: Parental
Guidance; R: Repeat; S:
Schoolkids; SC: Sitcom; V: Variety

12.18am (2.7m), 5.24am (1.4m), 11.16am (3m), 5.54pm 
(0.6m). Desaru: 5.13am (1.7m), 10.31am (2.6m), 5.13pm 
(0.8m). Port Dickson: 1.28am (0.2m), 7.07am (2.5m), 2.02pm 
(0.5m), 7.35pm (2.5m). Mersing: 5.09am (1.8m), 9.01am 
(2.2m), 3.22pm (0.9m), 11.11pm (3.2m).

SUNRISE 7.17am MOONRISE 6.50pm
SUNSET 7.21pm MOONSET 6.29am

AIR QUALITY

NORTH
SOUTH 
EAST
WEST
CENTRAL

46
41
55
49
35

31/24
°C

TIDES TODAY
FIRST HIGH TIDE 2.9m          10.45am 
SECOND HIGH TIDE -  -

TIDES TOMORROW
PSI 35-55 (Moderate)

FOR UPDATES AND 
MORE DETAILS, CALL 
METEOROLOGICAL 
SERVICE SINGAPORE: 
6542-7788 OR GO 
ONLINE TO 
www.nea.gov.sg

(Good)
(Good)
(Moderate)
(Good)
(Good)

Thundery showers over many areas in the late 
morning and afternoon. 4.54am (1.5m), 10.45am (2.9m), 5.24pm (0.6m). Desaru: 

4.45am (1.8m), 9.52am (2.5m), 4.39pm (0.8m), 11.52pm 
(2.7m). Port Dickson: 12.54am (0.3m), 6.38am (2.4m), 1.37pm 
(0.5m), 7.06pm (2.4m). Mersing: 4.46am (1.9m), 8.09am 
(2.1m), 2.43pm (0.9m), 10.41pm (3.2m).
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G
lendale, Arizona – Singer Katy Perry
dazzled at Sunday’s Super Bowl halftime
show in a dizzying performance that fea-
tured dancing sharks, a prowling metallic
lion and a levitating star that shot sparkles

into the Arizona night.
She entered the University of Phoenix Stadium

field in Glendale riding the huge, fiery-eyed lion as
she sang her megahit Roar while wearing a flame-
festooned dress.

Perry, 30, generally does not move much onstage,
so she was presented in setups that masked that fact
– including among a sea of dancing chess pieces. And
she had guest artists who provided her with strategic
cover. She performed a brief duet with rock legend
Lenny Kravitz, and they sang I Kissed A Girl, one of
her first big hits in 2008, during a brief but raunchy
performance.

The crowd cheered during the slightly bizarre next
segment that saw Perry perform on a desert island
set, complete with palm trees and dancers dressed up
to look like goofy sharks or beach balls as she sang
California Gurls.

The Super Bowl’s halftime show has become a
must-see event in the middle of the NFL’s champion-
ship extravaganza. Halftime performances generate
massive ratings and, sometimes, unexpected contro-
versy, such as when Janet Jackson inadvertently
suffered a “wardrobe malfunction” that saw much of
her breast exposed in 2004.

Perry’s 121/2-minute performance did not appear
to generate any such controversy and the reaction on
social media appeared overwhelmingly positive, with
many users praising her live singing, dancers and
three quick costume changes.

Actress Anna Kendrick wrote via Twitter: “It’s
official. Katy Perry is magic. All jokes aside,
@katyperry your voice tonight was actually unreal.”

Rapper Snoop Dogg chimed in, tweeting: “If you
were wondering that was me in tha Shark costume!!”

Perry’s grand finale was a spectacular rendition of
her huge hit Firework. She climbed onto a
star-shaped platform and elevated above the football
field, cruising around the stadium as fireworks burst
around her, to cheers and applause.

Missy Elliott was the star guest of the perform-
ance, making a foggy entrance to sing hits including
Get Ur Freak On and Work It. The newly svelte rap
diva’s high-energy number Lose Control was a crowd
pleaser. Agence France-Presse, New York Times

READ ALL 
ABOUT 
IT IN DL
TOMORROW

GAMES TO DIE 
FOR IN 2015

Katy Perry entered the stage riding a huge,
fiery-eyed lion (top) and dueted with Lenny Kravitz
(above) and Missy Elliott (right). PHOTOS: AGENCE
FRANCE-PRESSE

Buzzing

BROWN REQUESTS PRIVACY OVER DAUGHTER
Singer Bobby Brown on Sunday asked for privacy
regarding his and his late former wife Whitney
Houston’s daughter Bobbi Kristina Brown, 21,
who was found unresponsive last Saturday in a
bathtub at her Georgia home before she was
revived at a hospital. The incident came after
Houston drowned in a hotel bathtub in February
2012.

AMERICAN SNIPER BREAKS SALES RECORDS
Even the Super Bowl could not crowd out Clint
Eastwood’s American Sniper, which again topped
the American box office, with an estimated
US$31.9 million (S$43.2 million) in sales during
its sixth weekend in theatres. It set a record for a
film on a Super Bowl weekend, pushing its sales
to about US$249 million. Last week, it surpassed
Steven Spielberg’s Saving Private Ryan as the
highest-grossing war movie ever, inching past the
1998 movie’s haul of US$216.5 million.

PAN YUEH-YUN SOLO CONCERT IN APRIL
Eighties Taiwanese singer Pan Yueh-yun will give
her first solo concert in Singapore on April 12.
Tickets to the show at Resorts World Theatre,
priced from $48 to $148, are available from Sistic
from today.

COMEDIAN PETERS ADDS SECOND SHOW
Canadian comedy star Russell Peters has
announced a second show for his stop in
Singapore in April. Tickets to the additional show
at Suntec on April 8, priced from $108 to $228,
are on sale at Sistic.
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